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Introduction 

Jacque* EJluTs view of propaganda and his approach to the study 
of propaganda are new. The principal difference between his 
thought c-iJifk-r- And 1 . : : i other literature on propaganda if that 
Fil ni regards propaganda as a Eodolcgical pheùomeùcii rather 
than as something m&de by certain people for certain purposes. 
Propaganda Grists and thrives; it is the Siamese twin of our tech
nological society. Only in the technological society can there be 
anything of the type and order of magnitude of modern propa
ganda, which is with us> forever;, and only with the all-pervading 
effects thai flow from propaganda can the technological society 
hold itseif together and further espand-

Most people are easy prey for propaganda, Ellul saysh because 
of their firm but entirely erroneous conviction that it is composed 
only of lies and "tall stories" and that, conversely, what u true 
cannot be propaganda- But modern propaganda has long dis
dained the ridiculous lies of past and outmoded forms of propa
ganda- It operates instead with manv different kiuds of t ru th— 
half (ruth, limited truth, truth out of context. Even Coebbels 
always insisted that ^ehrnjBeht communiqués be as accurate a* 
possible-

Â second basic misconception that rna^es people vulnerable to 
propaganda is the notion that it serves only to change opinions. 
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That i * one of its aims, but a limited, subordinate one. Much mora 
importantly, jt aims to intensify exiting trends, to sharpen and 
focus them, and, above all, to lead men to action (or, when it is 
directed at immovable opponents, to nonaction through teiTor 
or discouragement, to prevent them from interfering). Therefore 
Ellul distinguishes various fonrts of propaganda and calls his book 
Propagandas—that plural is one of the keys to his concept. The 
most trenchant distinction u j i - ! - - by Ellul it between agtfdlion 
prüpogûTufa and W M t f ton prnpaganfta The former leads men 
from mere resentment to rebellion; the latEer aims at making them 
adjust themselves to desired patterns. The two types rely on en
tirely different means. Both eiist all over the world. Integration 
propaganda if needed especially for the technological society to 
flourish, and its technological means—mass media among them 
— i n him make such integration propaganda possible, 

A related il central in J I M - thesis, is that modem propa
ganda cannot work without "education"; ho thus reverses the 
widespread notion that education is the best prophylactic against 
propaganda. On the contrary he says* education* or what usually 
goe* hy (hat word in the modem world, is the •• «• •••• prerequisite 
for propagjnda. In Fact, • : "inn is largely identical with what 
Eli id calls "pre-propaganda"—the conditinumfl of minds with vast 
amount* of incoherent information, already dispensed for ulterior 
purposes and posing as 'facts* and as "education*" EUııl follows 
through hy designating intellectuals as virtually the most vul
nerable of all to modern propaganda, for three reasons: ( 1 ) they 
absorb the large*! amount of secondhand. ı m verifiable informa
tion; (2) they feel a compelling need to have an opinion on every 
important question of Our time, and thus easily succumb to opin
ions offered to them by propaganda on all such indigestible piece* 
of information; ( 3 ) they consider themselves capable of "judging 
for dıemseîvcsr They literally need propagandan 

In factp the need for propaganda on the part of the *propa-
gandee* is one of the most powerful elements of EUul's thesis. 
Cast out of the disintegrating microgroups of the past, such as 
family, church, or village, the individual is plunged into mass 
society and thrown hack upon his own inadequate resources, his 
isolation, his loneliness* his Encffectuality, Propaganda then handı 
him in veritable abundance what he needs; a ration tTStre, per* 
sonal involvement and participation in important events, an outlet 
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and excuse for some of his more doubtful impulse** righteoumetj 
—«11 factitious, to be lure, all more or leu hpuriuui; but he drinki 
it all in and asks for mote. Without this intense collaboration by 
the propagandee the propagandist would be helpless. 

Thus propaganda, by first creating pseudo-needs through 
^pre-propaganda1* and then providiug pseudo-satisfactions fur 
them, is ] I iiuciQU* Can wholesome propaganda be made fur m 
whole tor ne cause? Can Democracy* Christianity. Humanism be 
propagated by modern propaganda techniques? Ell id traces the 
similarities among all propaganda effwi*—Communist, Nazi, 
Democratic. He thinks that no one can u*e tliis intrinsically un
democratic weapon—orh rather, abandon himself to it—unscathud 
or without undergoing deep transformations in the process. He 
shows the inevitable, unwilled propaganda elfects of which the 
"good* propagandist is unaware, the "fallout"* from any major 
propaganda activity and all its pernicious consequences- Mart 
pernicious of all: the process, once fully launched, tends to become 
irreversible, 

Ellul critically reviews what most American authors have writ
ten on the subject of propaganda and mass media, having studied 
the literature from Lasswell to Riesman with great thoroughness 
Accepting some of their findings, he rejects othen. particularly 
the efforts to gauge the effects of propaganda. Ellul believes that 
on the whole* propaganda is much more efFective, and effective 
In many more ways, than most American analysis shows. Particu
larly, ho refects as unrealistic and meaningless all experiments that 
have been conducted with small groups- propaganda is a unlqw 
phenomenon that results from the totality of forces pressing tn 
upon an individual in his society, and therefore cannot be dupli
cated UJ a test tube. 

To make his many original points, Ellul never relies on statistics 
or quantification, which he heartily disdains, but on observation 
and I:. - I - - . His treatise is a fully integrated structure of thought 
in which every piece fits in with all the others—be they a hundred 
pages apart. In this resect his work resembles Schopenhauer4! 
The World as WiH and idea, of which the philosopher said that 
the reader, really to understand the book, must read it twic* 
because no page In the book could be fully understood without 
knowledge of the whole* This procedure can hardly 1 * suggested 
to the reader in our busy days. But he ought to be warned that to 



jMf UliuuRh thk book will not suffice. p - u ] pfcfa^ ^ t f e ™ ^ 
U q p t f * Hid of H M i Tfc*- M ^ t f 5 « « i V (h-l E l U ¬
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with regard To bSe future. He merely M M thai, in his 
propaganda 1, today a greater dongfr to mankind than any of the 
other man grandly advertised threat* hanging over H M JWHUB 
race. Hb l u p e r | y i j s e n j a w i ,| J ( w j r n i n & n ( | ( ^ p r o p J i e c y 
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Preface 

Propaganda, by whatever name we may call it, has become a very 
general phenomenon jn the modern world. Differences in political 
regimes matter little, differences in social levels are more Impor
tant, and most Important i i national self-awareness In the world 
todav there aie three great propaganda blocs: the U.ij.S.R., China, 
and the United States These are the most important propaganda 
svstems in terms of tcoprb depth, and coherence Incidentally, 
thev represent three enlireLv different types and mrtljods • I prop*-

Neit are the propaganda svstems—in various stages of develop
ment and effectiveness, but less advanced than in the T l i r e * ^ — 
of a whole group of countries- These are the socialist republics of 
Europe and Asia; Folandp Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, 
Eajt Germany, North Vietnam- they model their propaganda on 
that of the U.S.S.R., albeit with some gaf&> some lack of under
standing, and without adequate resources. Then there are West 
Germany, Francen Spain, E^yptH South Vietnam, and Korea, with 
less elaborate and rather diffuse forms of propaganda- Countries 
such as Italy and Argentina, which once had powerful propaganda 
i>stems, no longer use this weapon. 

Whatever the divenity of countries and methods, they have one 
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characteristic in common; concern with effectiveness.' Propa
ganda is made, first of a!U because of a will to action, for the 
purpose of effectively arming policy and giving irresistible power 
to its decisions.1 Whoever handles this instrument can be con
cerned solely with effectiveness. This is the supreme law, which 
must never be forgotten when the phenomenon of propaganda i i 
analyzed. Ineffective propaganda Is no propaganda. This instru
ment belongs to the technological universe, shares its characteris
tics, and is indissolubly Linked to it . 

Nor only is propaganda itself a technique, it Ls also an indis
pensable condition for the development of technical progress and 
the establishment of a technological civilization. And. as with all 
techniques, propaganda is subject to the law of efficiency. But 
whereas it is relatively easy to study a precise technique, whose 
scope can be defined,* a study oi propaganda runs into some a -

traordinary obstacles. 
From the outset it is obvious that there is gre.it uncertainty 

about the phenomenon itself, arising First of i l l from a priori 
moral or political concepts. Propaganda is usually regarded as an 
eciİ. this in itself makes a study difficult To stud, ^yth ing prop
erly, one must pot aside ethical judgment! Perlups an objective 
study will lead us hack to ihem. but only later, and with full 
cognizance of the facts. 

A second source of confusion Is the general conviction, derived 
from past experience, that prOiBganim consists mainly of "taU 
stories." disseminated by means of lies To adopt this view is 
to prevent oneself from understanding anything about the ac
tual phenomenon, which is very different from what it was in the 
past. 

Eoen when these obstacles have been removed, H Is still aery 
difficult to determine what constitutes jitopaganda in our world 
and what the nature of jnopaginda Is. This is because İt is a secret 
action The temptation is then twofold to agree with Jacques 

j Coebbils H i d : " W ( do f * l U f t l D «V lOmtUilnJ. bul to obtain h «rt* ln eBrCt 
Afni F C Bartletl Mtural f ly ıS le* d m the goal ^ tm>p*£*r<U ti at* 10 UKTeUc 
poltficil y h d m U n d i n i ot « n i ı , b-rt if ohttln i««ll» ihmuBh icBon 
»HiıUİd D- U n w e l l ' * liofinLtiun ot the gMİ of propByndu U BCCUTite; "To 
n . - j j j - i i - the i m w r • tart by nıh>rdlOibJıg poupi u d İPİ-yıduılı. * o i » 
• - . 1 . . . : t [ h t w t - n d con of Sı»*Uıh<. In - i f . prapıll^rl- it u >nfsnpl 
to win *kK»7 wtlh a mirufc in •* pby&ml a p n H n V Î « bV wis. pınfU|tıW 
hi • . a.w I j : . tul p j iym.i l t lul ıB»: dufln[ tbc " V . H u • l u p p k n m l to U. 
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Driencourt that "everything is propaganda* because everything 
in the political or economic spheres seems to be penetrated and 
molded by this force, or. as certain modem American soda] tcien-
tists have done, to abandon the term propaganda altogether be
cause it cannot be defined with any degree of precision. Either 
course is inadmissible intellectual surrender. To adopt eitlier atti
tude would lead us to abandon the study of a phenomenon that 
exists and needs to be defined. 

We then came up against the eitreme difficulty of definition 
We can immediately discard such simpbstic definitions as Mar-

bury B. Ogle's: "Propaganda is any effort to change opinions or 
attitudes- . . . The propagandist is anyone who communicatee his 
ideas with the intent of influencing his listener." Such a definition 
would include the teacher, the priest, indeed any person convers
ing with another on any topic. Such a broad definition clearly 
does not help us to understand the specific character of propa
ganda. 

As fax as definitions are concerned, there has been a character
istic evolution in the United States. From 1910 to about 1933 the 
main emphasis was on the psychological: Propaganda is a mani
pulation of psychological symbols having goat* of which the 
listener is not conscious* 

Since the appearance of Lasrwell'a studies, propaganda by 
other means and with stated objectives has been considered pos
sible. Attention then became focused on the intention of the 
propagandist. In more recent books, the aim to indoctrinate— 
particularly In regard to political, economic, and soda! matters 
—has been regarded as the hallmark of propaganda. Within this 
frame of reference one could determine what constitutes propa
ganda by looking at the propagandist—such and such a person 
is a propagandist, therefore his words and deeds are propaganda. 

But it appears that American authors eventually accepted the 
definition given by the Institute for Propaganda Analysts and 
inspired by Lasswelh 

"Propaganda is the expression of opinions or actions carried out 
deliberately by in-Iividuals or groups with a view to influencing 

•folia Albfc h u aimed thoe elementi of düBnltİM: rfco w r e t c W f l e r ot t h * 
•ouraı and genu oi prapaRindai [he İoteaüüB lo modify opinion* the diiwmlnar 
o m ot tcoduHOu uE doubtful validity i the aoüan of İacuİcuide ideu nth** ıhta 
nptuuDg i W . T o * is for tui ty comet, but outd««L 
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the opinion * or actio, of other individuals or group* for predeter
mined ends and through psychological roanlpulations 

We could quote definitions for pages on end- AD Italian author. 
Antonio Miottoh says that propaganda is # "technique of » d a l 
pressure which lends to create psychological or social groups with 
a unified structure across* the homogeneity of the affective and 
mental states of the individuals under consideration * For Leonard 
W. Doob. the well-known American specialist, it is "an attempt 
to modify personalities and control the behavior of individuals 
in relation to goals considered non-scientific Or of doubtful value 
in a specific society and lime period * 

And we would find even more remote definitions, if we exam
ined the German or i literature on the subject. 

I will not give a defirution of my uwn here. [ only wanted to 
show the uncertainly among specialists on tiie question I consider 
it more useful to proceed with the analysis of the characteristics 
of propaganda as an existing sociological phenomenon. It is per
haps proper to underline thü term. We shall examine propaganda 
in both Its past and present forms^ for obviously we cannot elimi
nate from our study the highly developed propaganda systems of 
Hitler's Germany. Stalins Russiap and Fascist Italy. This seems 
obvious, but is not; many writers do ucjt agree with this approaeh-
They establish a certain image or definition of propaganda, and 
proceed to the study of whatever corresponds to their definition 
orh yielding to the attraction of a scientific shidv. they try to ei-
perimeot with some particular method of propaganda on small 
groups and in small doses—tt which moment it ceases to be 
propaganda. 

To study propaganda we must turn not to the psychologist, but 
to the propagandist; we must e*amine not A test group, but a 
whole nation subjected to real and effective propaganda. Of 
course this excludes all so-called scientific (that i statistical) 
types of study, but at least we shall have respected the object of 
our study—unlike many present-day specialists who establish a 
rigorous method of observation, but, in order to Apply it, lose the 

4 Thm Idta I i o h » added fr»t propaganda d«li w[th 'MntrovinuJ quottünt la I 
group." Müf( proicuüd to Duucf Lernen'i Lde* thai propigj j idj Li a meani cJ 
4i* j " J l ( puwrr r«M-j Hi « poup by nMjdlJvtß| m i ^ t through m u i p u U t u u (J 
vymboU H u h h i i . 1 am rot tnbrtry u ^ m n f a 1 - • - rh piycholopcai 
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object to be studied Rather, we shall consider what the nature 
of propaganda i i wl*rever it is applied and wherever It domi
nated bv a concern fur effecttvewtv 

Finally, we take the term pry/Migurkfa in its bro*dwt «u*e h to 
that it embraces the following areu: 

Pxt/vhologictil octfonj The propaganda! *e*Vs to modify opinions 
by purely piychoLugical meau^ most often he pursues a semi-
educative objective md address •• - iHf l f to lus fellow dtluot-
Penological warfar*. Here tbe propaRaiulirt U dealing with l 
foreign ackerwy w h w BKKL* be sec ka to destroy by pryebo-
logical means so thai the opponent brgtrtf to doubt the validity 
uf his bi-Ljr ! h j : . . ! M t K m 1 

Rz-educatitfn timt brummajJii? .̂ Complex methods of transform
ing an adversary Into an allv which can be uitd only ui i pmutiurv 
Public aud hunwn rehitwn* The** must necessarily be included 
In propaganda This itaterneoL may shock some readers, but we 
shall d»w that their activities are propaganda because they f * * i 
( 0 adapt the in !ividua! to a society, to • living standard to an 
activity They serve to make h i m conform, whid) is tbe aim ol 
all propaganda. 

Propaganda in its bro&d sense includes all of these. In the nar
row sertse it is characterized bv an Institutional quality. In propa
ganda we find techniques of psychological influence combined 
with techniques of organization and the envelupfnent ol people 
with the intention of ^parking art ion This. thenF will be the broad 
field of our inquiry 

From this complete universe of propaganda I have deliberately 
excluded the following subjects found in most propaganda studies: 

Historical accounts of propaganda, particularly of the recent 
past; propaganda in 1 9 1 4 or 1 9 4 0 , and so forth. 

Propaganda and public opinion « an eniit>. tonsidtrmg public 
opinion, its J r:njhuti, and so forth. the major prubltvx and 
propaganda as t simple in$tmm«iT for forming or changing 
opinion as the minor problem. 

PsychologiMl iourtda ions ol propaganda: On what prejudices, 
drives, motivations, patsions, complexes doe* tbe propagandist 
play? What psychic force does he utlllie to obtain his raulti? 

The techniques of piopaeand*: How does the propagandist 

1 H i u r t w M i p t A U M niuiingubbrt faUlM a pr̂ â a/Hia f i u p w t 
ol ETUUW o p t r a t u n i 1 . a pulilico-milttar> K W [M l rnun tirt hUWtWcc of 
poptilaticn by Kduücil. w i ^ v k i t n t ™ * a * J r i Cobti«l £hcu|trt i y M « -



put the psychic force Into action, bow can he reach people, how 
l be induce them to act? 

Tlit media of propaganda: tbe mass media of communication. 

Such are the five chapter headings found everywhere. Some
what less common axe studies on the characteristics of the great 
examples of propaganda; Hitlerite* Stalinist, America^ and so on. 
These are omitted here precisely because they have been fre
quently analyzed. The reader will find in the bibliography all that 
Is useful to know on each of these questions. I have instead tried 
to examine aspects of propaganda very rarely treated—to adopt a 
point of view, a perspective, an unorthodox view. I have sought 
to use a method that is neither abstract nor statistical, but occa
sionally relies on Misting studies. The reader should know that ha 
is not dealing with an Encyclopedia of Propaganda, but with a 
work that assumes his familiarity with its psychological founda
tions, techniques, and methods, and that endeavors to bring con
temporary man a step closer to an awareness of propaganda—the 
very phenomenon that conditions and regulates him. 

On the other hand. I liave considered propaganda aj a whole, 
ft Is usual to pass ethical judgments on its eods. judgments that 
then redound on propaganda considered as a means* such as: 
Became democracy is good and dictatorship bad, propaganda 
serving a democracy is good even if as a technique it is identical 
with propaganda serving a dictatorship. OrF taeuuse Socialism is 
good and Fascism bad. propaganda is not altogether evd in the 
hands of Socialists, but h totally evd in Fascist hands,* 1 repudiate 
this attitude Propaganda as a phenomenon is essentially the $ame 
in China or the Soviet Union or the United States or Algeria-
Techniques tend to align themselves with one another. The media 
of dissemination may be more or less perfected, more or less 
directly used, just as organizations may be more or less effective, 
hut that does not change the heart of the problem; those who 
accept the principle of propaganda and decide to utilize it will 
inevitably employ the most effective organization and methods/ 
Moreover the premise of this book is that propaganda, no matter 
who makes it—be he the most upright and best-imeotioned of 

• Thii U whi t Swq* Tc l^fclmtfri daJtni. 
r A i M t p t t hsj ifliJ , the affitun in Indochina who c*me in contact wtth North 
V l r ^ m M prciiSa ĴittTa hnrJ an V n D political view' that fluhlUtuLed ritletf for 
tlio Irnemrartcd use of t h * D d l f l l n ] nwanj* of propaganda- all tfail U part of thf 
prcgrcHkro from old Ideal ta tktw pt*JX*Q«*t 
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m e D has certain identical results in Communism or Hitlerism 
or Western democracy, inevitable results on the individual ot 
groups, and different from tbe doctrine promulgated, or tlie 
regime supported, by that propaganda. In other words, Hitleriam 
as a regime had certain effects, and the propaganda used by the 
Nazis undeniably had certain specific characteristics. But wherea* 
most analysts stop at this specificity, I have tried to eliminate i t 
In order to look only at the most general characteristics, the effect! 
common to all cases, to alt methods of propaganda- Therefore I 
have adopted the same perspective and the same method in study¬
ing propaganda as in studying any other technique. 

I shall devote much space to the fact that propaganda has 
become an inescapable necessity for everyone. I n this connection 
1 have come upon 9 source of much misunderstanding. Modem 
man worships "facts"—that is, he accepts "facts" as the ultimate 
reality. He is convinced that what Is, u good- He believe* that 
facts in themselves provide evidence and proof, and be willingly 
Fubordipates values to them; be obeys what he believes to be 
necessity, which he somehow connects with the idea of progress. 
This stereotyped ideological attitude inevitably results in a con¬
fusion between judgments of probability and judgments of value. 
Because fact is the sole criterion, it must be good- Consequently 
it is assumed that anyone who states a fact (even without passing 
judgment on i t ) is, therefore, in favor of it . Anyone who asserts 
(simply stating a judgment of probability) that the Communists 
will win some elections is mimediately considered prc-Communist; 
anyone who says that all human activity is increasingly dorninated 
by technology is viewed as a "technocrat"; and so on, 

Afl we proceed to analyze the development of propaganda, to 
consider its inescapable influence in the modem world and its 
connection with all structures of our society, the reader wi l l be 
tempted to see an approval of propaganda. Because propaganda 
Li presented as a necessity, such a work would therefore force tbe 
author to make propaganda, to foster i t , to intensify it . 1 want to 
emphasize that nothing is further from my mind; such an assump
tion Is possible only by those who worship facts and power. I D 
my opinion, necessity never establishes legitimacy; tbe world of 
necessity is a world of weakness, a world that denies man. To say 
that a phenomenon Is means, for me, that i t denlet man: 
its necessity is proof of its power, not proof of its excellence 
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However, confronted by a necessity, man must became aware 
of it . if he is to mailer it. As long as mac denies the inevitability 
of a phenomenon, at long as he avoids facing up to it h he will go 
astray, fie will delude himself, by submitting in fad to "neces
sity'* while pretending thai he i i free "in spite of i t , " and simply 
because he claims lo be free. Only when he realizes his delusion 
will be experience the beginning of genuine freedom—in the act 
of realization ilself—be i l only from the effort to stand back and 
look squarely at the phenomenon and reduce it to raw fact 

The force of propaganda is a direct attack against man. TTie 
question is to determine how great is the danger. Most replies 
are based on unconscious a priori dogmas. Thus the Communists, 
who do not believe in human nature but only in the human con-
ditionh believe thai propaganda is all-powerful, legitimate (when
ever they employ i t ) F and instrumental in treating a new type 
of man. American sociologists scientifically trv to play down the 
effectiveness of propaganda becAuse they cannot accept the idea 
that fhe individual—that cornerstone of democracy—can be so 
fragile^ and because thajr retain their ultimate trust in man. Per* 
K>nally> I . too, tend to believe in the pre-eminence of man and, 
consequent J v, in his invincibility. Nevertheless, as I observe the 
facts. I realize man is terribly malleable, uncertain of himself, 
ready to accept and to follow many suggestions, and is tossed 
about by all the winds of doctrine. But when, fn the course of 
these pagesh I shall reveal the full power of propaganda against 
man, when I advance to the very threshold of showing the most 
profound changes in his personality, it does not mean I am anti
democratic 

The strength of propaganda reveals, of cotirseh one of the most 
dangerous flaws of democracy. But that has nothing to do with 
my own opinions. If 1 am in favor of democracy, I can only re
gret that propaganda renders the true exercise of it almost impos
sible. But I think it would be even worse to entertain anv illusions 
about a co-eKistence of true democracy and propaganda. Nothing 
is worse in times of danger than to live in a dream world. To 
warn a political system of the menace hanging over it does not 
imply an attack against it, but is the greatest service one can 
render the system. The same goes for man: to warn him of 
his weakness is not to attempt to destroy him h but rather to 
encourage him to strengthen himself. I have no sympathy with 
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the haughty aristocratic intellectual who judges from on high, 
believing himself invulnerable to the destructive forces of his 
tirneh and disdainfully considers the common people as cattle to 
be manipulated, to be molded by the action of propaganda in the 
most intimate aspects of their being I insist thaï to give such 
Winning is an act in the defense of manh that 1 am not judging 
propaganda with Olympian detachment, and that having suffered, 
felt, and analyzed the impact of the power of propaganda on my
self, having been time and again, and still being, the object of 
propaganda, I want to spcaf of it as a menace which threatens 
the total personality. 

In order to delineate the real dimensions of propaganda we 
must always Consider it within the context of civilization. Per
haps the most fundamental defect of most studies made on the 
subject is their attempt to analyze propaganda as an isolated phe
nomenon. This corresponds to the rather prevalent attitude that 
separates socio-political phenomena from each other and of not 
establishing any correlation between parts, an attitude that in 
turn reassures the student of the validity of the various systems. 
Democracy, for example, is studied as if the citizen were an en
tity separate from the State, as if public opinion were a "thing 
in itself*; meanwhile, the scientific study of pubUc opinion and 
propaganda is left to other specialists, and the specialist in public 
opinion in turn relies on the jurist to define a suitable legal frame
work for democracy. The problems of the technological society 
are studied without reference to their possible influence on mental 
and emotional life, the labor movement is examined without atten
tion to the changes brought about by psychological means, and 50 
on. 

Again 1 want to emphasize that the study of propaganda Qiiist 
be conducted within the context of the technological society 
Propaganda is called upon to solve problems created by tech-
nologyh to play on maladjustments, and to integrate the individ
ual into a technological world. Propaganda is a good deal Less 
the political weapon of a j-egime (it is that also) than the effect 
of a technological society that embraces the entire man and tends 
to be a completely integrated society. At the present time, prop
aganda is Ûie innermost, and most elusive, manifestation of 
this trend- Propaganda must be seen as situated at the center 
of the growing powers of the State and governmental and ad-
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]n in M r.! i v r- techniques. People leep sayings ^Everything depends 
cm what kind of a State makes use of propaganda.* But if we 
really have understood the technological State* such a statement 
becomes meaningless. In the midst of Increasing mechanization 
and technological organization, propaganda is simply the means 
used to prevent these things from being felt u too oppressive 
and to persuade man to submit with good grace. When m&a 
will he fully adapted to this technological society, when he will 
end by obeying with enthusiasm, convinced of the excellence of 
what he is forced to do, the constraint of the organization wilt 
no longer be felt by him; the truth b, it will no longer be a con
straint, and the police will have nothing to do. The civic and 
technological good will and the enthusiasm for the right social 
myths—both created by propaganda—will finally have solved the 
problem of man+ 

JACQUES Euxn. 
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CO 
T H E 

C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 
OF PROPAGANDA 

True modern propaganda can only function within the context 
of the modem scientific system. But what is it? Many observers 
loot upon propaganda a* a coilectioD of "gimmicks-" and of more 
ur less serious practice 1 And psychologists and sodologltti very 
often rtrject the scientific character of these practices. For Our part, 
we completely agree that propaganda f i a technique rather than 
•• science* But it b a modern technique—that Is. It Is based on 
one or more branches of science- FropagA&da It the expression of 
these branches of science; it moves with them, shires in their suc-

1 Mutt F r v c t i prychokrgifti and pncho-KKukigLlb do not n ^ u d proptgiDdi 
** B *erir>u* practice or u hiving much •• Itiiti • i 
• In thi* coiuiecthgri Whig Li nfiSt to f t m t tht t proptgudi o u i H t 1» • • M H H 
b4C4uh In =: - Beld La which it t p p l i t i there c i n ba aether viJid smnlhiAtkni 
«* : , !(in 
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cesses and bean witness to their failures. The «me i i part when 
propaganda was a matter of individua] Inspiration, personal sub-
Üetv or the use of unsophisticated trick*. Now science has entered 
wop'agai.da, as we shall reveal from four different points of view. 

First of all, modem propaganda Is based on scientific analyses 
of psychology and sociology. Step by step, the propagandist build* 
bis techniques on the basis of bis knowledge of man. bis tenden
cies bis desires, his needs, his psychic mechanisms, his cooditioo-
ing^aud as much on social psychology as on depth psychology. 
He shapes his procedures on the basis of our knowledge of groups 
and then- laws of formation and dissolution, of mass Influences, and 
of environmental limitations. Without tho scientific research of 
modera psychology and sociology there would be no propaganda, 
or rather we still would be in the primitive stages of propaganda 
that existed in the time of Pericles or Augustus. Of course, propa
gandists may be insufficiently versed in these branches of science; 
they may misunderstand them, go beyond the cautious conclusions 
of the psychologiti, or claim to apply certain psychological dis
coveries that, in fact, do not apply at all. But all this only shows 
efforts to End new ways: only for the past fifty years have men 
sought to apply the psychological and sociological sciences. The 
Important thing is that propaganda has decided to submit itself 
to science and to male use of it . Of course, psychologists may be 
scandalized and say that this is a misuse of their science. But this 
argument carries no weight; the same applies to our physicists 
and the atomic bomb. The scientist should know that he lives In 
a world In which his discoveries will be utilized. Propagandists 
inevitably will have a better understanding of sociology and psy
chology, use them with increasing precision, and as a result be
come more effective. 

Second, propaganda is scientific In that i t tends to establish • 
set of rules, rigorous, precise, and tested, that are not merely 
recipes but impose themselves on every propagandist, who Is less 
and less free to follow his own impulses. He must apply, Increas
ingly and exactly, certain precise formulas that can be applied by 
anybody with the proper trtining—clearly a characteristic of a 
technique based on science. 

Third, what Is needed nowadays Is an exact analysis of both 
tbe environment and the individual to be subjected to propaganda-
No longer does the man of talent determine the method, the ap-

Ptopagandd ( j 

poach, or the subject; i l l that is now being calculated (or must 
be calculated). Therefore, one type of propaganda wi l l be found 
suitable ••- one situation and completely useless in another. To 
undertake an active propaganda operation, it Is necessary to make 
a scientific, sociológica], and psychological analysis Erst, and tiwu 
utilize those brunches of science, which are becoming increasingly 
well known. But. here again, proper training is necessary for 
those who want to use them with their full effectiveness. 

Finally, one last trait reveals the scientific character of modem 
propaganda: the Increasing attempt to control Its use, measure 
its results, define its effects. This Is very difficult, but die propa
gandist is no longer content to have obtained, or to believe he 
has obtained, a certain result; be seeks precise evidence. Even 
successful pobileal results do not completely satisfy birr. He wants 
to understand the how and why of them and measure their eiact 
eEect He is prompted by a certain spirit of experimentation and 
a desire to ponder the results. From this point on, one can a » 
the beginning of scientific method. Admittt-dly, i t is not yet very 
widespread, and those who analyze results are not active propa
gandists but philosophers. Granted, that reveals a certain division 
of labor, nothing more. I t indicates that propaganda Is no longer 
a self-contained action, covering up for evil deeds. It is an object 
of serious thought, and proceeds along scientific channels. 

Some people object to this. One frequently bears psychologists 
ridicule the claim to a scientific basis advanced by the propa
gandist and reject the latter'a claims of having employed scientific 
techniques. T h e psychology he uses is not scientific psychology, 
(he sociology he uses is not scientific sociology," But after * 
careful look at the controversy one cornea, to this conclusion: 
Stalinist propaganda was fn great measure founded on PavloVa 
theory of the conditioned reflex. Hitlerian propaganda was in great 
measure founded on Freud's theory of repression and libido 
American propaganda is founded in great measure on Dewey's 
theory erf teaching. Now, if a psychologist does not accept the 
idea of the conditioned refles and doubts that it can be created in 
man. he then rejects Pavlov's Interpretation of psychological 
phenomena and concludes that all propaganda based on ft k 
pseudo-scientific. I t is obviously the same for those who question 
the findings of Freud, Dewey, or anybody else. 

What does this mean, then? That propaganda does not -est no 
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a scientific base? Certainly not. ftather, that scientists are not 
agreed among themselves on the domains, methods, or exclusion* 
of psychology and sociology. A psychologist who rejects the theory 
of one of h l i colleagues reject) a scientific theory and not merely 
the Inferences that a technician may draw from it. One cannot 
blame the Propagandist If he has confidence in a particular sociolo
gist or psychologist whose theory is generally accepted and who 
h. at a given time and in a given country, considered a scientist-
Moreover, let us not forget that if this theory, put to use by the 
propagandist, brings residls and proves to be effective, it thereby 
receive- additional confirmation and that simple doctrinal criti
cism can then no longer demonstrate its Inaccuracy* 

i + External Characteristics 

The Ind idwd and the Manet 

Any modem propaganda will , fifst of all, address itself at one 
and the same time to the individual and to the mosses, ft cannot 
separate the two elements. For propaganda to address itself to 
the individual, in 1 his isolation, apart from the crowd, i * impossible. 
The individual is of no interest to the propagandist; as an isolated 
unit he present* much too much resistance to external action To 
be effective, propaganda cannot be concerned with detail, not 
only because to win men over one by one takes much too long, 
but abo because to create certain convictions in an Isolated in
dividual is much too difficult. Propaganda ceases where simple 
dialogue begins. And that is why, in particular, experiments un
dertaken in the United States to gauge the effectiveness of certain 
propaganda methods or arguments on isolated individuals are not 
conclusive: they do not reproduce the real propaganda situation. 
Conversely, propaganda does not aim simply at the mass, the 
Crowd. A propaganda that functioned only where Individuals are 
gathered together would be incomplete and insufficient- Also, any 
propaganda aimed only at groups as such—as if a mass were a 
ipeclflu body having a soul and reactions and feelings entirely 
different from individuals' souls, reactions, and feelings—would 
be an abstract propaganda that likewise would have no effec
tiveness. Modem propaganda reaches individuals enclosed In the 
mass and as participants in that BlftSSp yet it also aims at a crowd, 
but only as a bodv composed of Individuals. 

Propaganda (j 

What does th i i mean? Firtt of all, that the individual never Is 
considered a* an Individual but always in terms of what be has 
in common with others h such as his motivation, his feelings, or 
his myths. He is reduced to an average^ and, eicept for a small 
percentage, action based on averages will be effectual. Moreover* 
the individual is considered part of the mass and included in it 
(and so far as possible systematically integrated into i t ) 3 because 
in that way his psychic defenses are weakened, his reactions are 
easier to provoke, and the propagandist profits from the process of 
diffusion of emotions through the ma*sh and, at the same time, 
from the pressures felt by an individual when in a group. Emotion
alism, impulsiveness, excess, etc—all these characteristics of the 
individual caught up in a mass are well known and very helpful 
to propaganda Therefore, the individual must never be consid
ered as being alone; the listener to a radio broadcast, thuugli 
actually alone, is nevertheless part ol a large group, and he is 
aware of it Radio listeners have been found to exhibit a mass 
mentality. AW are Lied together and constitute a sort of society 
in which all individuals are accomplices and influence each other 
without knowing it . The same holds true for propaganda that is 
carried on by door-to-door visits (direct contacts, petitions for 
signatures); although apparently oue deals here with a single 
individual, one deals En reality with a unit submerged into an in
visible crowd composed of all those who have been interviewed, 
who are being interviewed, and who will lie Interviewed, because 
they hold similar ideas and live by the same myths, and especially 
because they are targets of the *ame organism. Being the target 
of a party or an administration is enough to immerse the individual 
in that sector of the population which the propagandist has in his 
sights- (his simple fact makes the individual part of the mass. He 
is no longer Mr. X, but part of a current flowing in a particular 
direction. The current flows through the canvasser (who is not a 
person speaking in his own name with his own arguments, but 
one segment of an administration, an organization, a collective 
movement)- when he enters a room to canvass a person, the mass, 
and moreover the organized, leveled mass, enters with him- No 
relationship eiists here betwe<m man and man; the Organization 
is what ejtert? its attraction on an individual already part of amass 
because he is in the same sights as all the others being canvassed 

propaganda is addressed to a crowd, it must 
touch each individual in that crowd, in that whole group. To be 
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effective* it must give the impression of being personal* for WQ 
must never forget thai the mass is composed of individuals, and 
i i In fact nothing but Assembled Individuals. Actually, just t * 
cans* men are In a group, and therefore weakened, receptive, 
and in a state of psychological regression, they pretend all the 
more to be "strong individuals," The mass man is clearly sub
human, but pretends to be superman He is more suggestible, 
but insists he is more forceful; he is more unstable, but thinks he 
is firm in his convictions. If one openly treats the mass as a mass, 
the individuals who form It will feel themselves belittled and will 
refuse to participé. If one treats these individuals as children 
(and they are children because they are In a group), they will 
not accept their lender's projections or identify with him. They 
will withdraw and we will not be able to get anything out of them. 
On the contrary, each one must feel individualized, each must 
have the impression that he is being looked at, that he is being 
addressed personally. Only then will he respond and cease to be 
anonymous {although in reality remaining anonymous)-

Thus all modem propaganda profits from the structure of the 
mass, but exploits the individual's need for self-affirmation ; and 
the two actions must be conducted jointly, simultaneously. Oi 
course this operation is greatly facilitated by the existence of the 
modem mass media of communication, which have precisely thli 
remarkable effect of reaching the whole crowd all at onceT and yet 
reaching each one k i that crowd* Headers of the evening paper, 
radio listeners, movie oi TV viewers certainly constitute a mass 
that has an organic existence, although it Is diffused and not 
assembled at one point. These individuals are moved by the same 
motives, receive the same impulses and impressions, find them
selves focused on the same centers of Interest, experience the 
same feelingsP have generally the same order of reactions and 
ideas, participate in the same myths—and all this at the same 
time: what we have here is really a psychological, if not a biologi
cal mass. And the individuals in it are modified by this existence, 
even if they do not know it. Yet each one is alone—the newspaper 
reader, the radio listener. He therefore feels himself individually 
concerned as a person, as a participant The movie spectator also 
is alone, though elbow to elbow with his neighbors, he still is, 
because of the darkness and the hypnotic attraction of the screen, 
perfectly alone. This is the situation of the Tonely crowd/ ar of 

Propaganda ( g 

Isolation in the mass, which is a natural product of present-day 
jueieTy u i d which is both used and deepened by the mass media-
The most favorable moment to semr a man and InBuence him is 
when he is alone in the mass: it is at this point that propaganda 
can be meat effective. 

W* must emphasize this circle which we sloll meet again 
and again; the structure of present-day society places the In
dividual where he is most easily reached by propaganda. The 
media of mass communication* which are part of the technical 
evolution of this society, deepen tliis situation while making it 
passible to reach the individual man, Integrated in the mass; and 
what these media do is exactly wliat propaganda must do in order 
to attain its objectives. In reality propaganda cannot exist without 
using the** mass media. If, by chance, propaganda is addressed 
to au organized group. It can have practically no effect on in
dividuals before that group has been fragmented* Such frag
mentation OB be achieved through action, but it i f equally 
possible to fragment a group by psychological means. The trans
formation of very small groups by purely psychological means 
is one of the most Important techniques of propaganda- Only 
when very small groups are thus annihilated, wlien the individual 
Étuis nu r n r i r e deienws. no equilibrium* DO resistance exercised 
by the group tu which he belongsr does total action by propaganda 
become pouible * 

Totai Propaganda 

Propaganda must be total- The propagandist must utilize all 
of the technical means at his dispusal—the press, radio. TV, 
movies, posters, meetings, door-to-door canvassing- Modern prop
aganda must utilize all of these mediar There is no propaganda 
is bog as one makes use. in sporadic fashion and at random, of 
a newspaper article here, a poster oi a radio program there, or-
fpULCPi a few meetings and lectures, writes a few slogans on walls; 
that is not propaganda. Each usable medium has its own partic
ular way of penetration—specific, but at the same time localized 

1 Ed wild A- Shili and Morrtf l * M u l t 2 hive defimrtrtled t i * untcrttntc of 
ETTJUF IA tbt l m ci pr^nixr.i*. Û* G i t m i n i , ihey clum. dtd l o t rtek! 

uflier Wofld Vim IT beuùbe du v*noùj j r w j p i of thtdJ miLiUry itnjcture 
held fui. FrcçttEjfrU c -̂rat do much uhen tbe wdal croup hu not difirtt-

* S« bckjw. Append* 1L 
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and limited; by ibelf it cannot attack the individual, break down 
his resistance, make hi* decisions for htm. A movie does not play 
on the same motives, does not produce the same feelings, does not 
provoke the same reactions as a newspaper. The very fact that 
the effectiveness of each medium is Limited to one particular area 
clearly shows the nepcessity of complementing it with other media. 
A word spoken on the radio is not the same, does not produce the 
same effect, does not have the serne impact as the identical word 
spoken in private conversation or in a public speech before a large 
crowd. To draw the individual Into the net of propaganda* each 
technique must he utilized in its own specific way, directed to
ward producing the eEect it etui best produce, and Fused with all 
the other media, each of them reaching the individual in a specific 
fashion and making him react anew to the saane theme—in the 
same direction, but differently. 

Thus one leaves no part of the intellectual or emotional life 
alone; man is surrounded on all sides—man and men, for we must 
also bear In mind that these medta do not all reach the same public 
in the same way. Those who go to the movies three times a week 
are not the same people who read the newspapers with care. The 
tools of propaganda are thus oriented in terms of their public 
and must be used in a concerted fashion to reach the greatest pos
sible number of individuals. For example, the poster is a popular 
medium for reaching those without automobiles. Radio newscasts 
are listened to in the better circles. We must noteh finally* that 
each medium includes a third aspect of specialization—saving for 
later our analysis of the fact that there are quite diverse forms of 
propaganda. 

Each medium is particularly- suited to a certain type of propa-
a. The movies and human contacts are the best media for 

sociological propaganda in terms of social climate, slow infiltra
tion, progressive inroads, and over-all integration. Public meetings 
and posters are more suitable tools for providing shock propa
ganda, intense but temporary, leading to immediate action. The 
press tends more to shape general views; radio is likely to be an 
instrument of international action and psychological warfare, 
whereas the press is used domestically. In any ease1 it is under¬
stood that because of this specialization not one of these instru
ments may be left out: they must all be used in combination. The 
propagandist uses a keyboard and composes a symphony. 

Propaganda (it 

I t is a matter of reaching and encircling the whole man and 
all men. Propaganda tries to surround man by all possible routes, 
in the realm of feelings as well as ideas, by playing on bis will 
or on his needs, through his conscious and his unconscious* as¬
sailing Eiifti iu both his private and his public life- I t furnishes him 
with a complete system for explaining the world, and provides im
mediate incentives to action. We are here in the presence of an 
organized myth that tries to take hold of the entire person-
Through the myth it creates, propaganda imposes a complete 
range of intuitive knowledge, susceptible of only one interpreta
tion unique and one-sided, and precluding any divergence. This 
myth becomes so powerful that it invades every area of con
sciousness, leaving no faculty or motivation intact, f t stimulates in 
the Individual a feeling of ejcclusivenessH and produces a biased 
attitude. Hie myth has such motive force that, once accepted, it 
controls the whole of the individual, who becomes immune to any 
other influence. This explains the totalitarian attitude that the 
individual adopts—wherever a myth has been successfully created 
—and that simply reflects the totalitarian action of propaganda on 
him-

Not only does propaganda seek to invade the whole man, to 
Lead him to adopt a mystical attitude and reach him through all 
possible psychological channels, but, more, it speaks to all men. 
Propaganda cannot be satisfied with partial successes, for it does 
not tolerate discussion; by its very nature, it excludes contradic
tion and discussion. As long as a noticeable or expressed tension 
or a conflict oi action remains, propaganda cannot be said to have 
accomplished its aim- I t must produce quasi-unanimity, and the 
Opposing faction must become negligible, or in any case cease to 
be vocal. Extreme propaganda must win over the adversary and 
at least use him by integrating him into its own frame of refer
ence. That is why it was so important to have an Englishman 
speak on the Nazi radio or a General Faulus on the Soviet radios 
why it was so important for the propaganda of the feUagha to 
make use of articles in UOb&eruateur and UExpress and for 
French propaganda to obtain statements from repentant fellagha. 

Clearly, the ultimate waj; achieved by Soviet propaganda in the 
self-criticism of its opponents. That the enemy of a regime {or of 
the faction in power} can be made to declare, while he ts still 
the enemy, that this regime was right, that his opposition was 
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criminal and thai his condemnation is Just—that Is the ultimate 
result of totalitarian propaganda. The enemy (while still re
maining the enemy* and because be Is the enemy) is converted 
Into a luppoTter of the regime. This is not simply a very useful 
and effective means of propaganda Let us also note that* under 
the Khrushchev regime, the propaganda of self-criticism con
tinued to function just as before (Marshal Bulganln'i self-criticism 
was the most characteristic example)* Hero we are seeing the 
total, all-devouring propaganda mechanism in action: i t cannot 
Leave any segment of opinion outside its sphere; It cannot tolerate 
any sort of independence. Everything must be brought back into 
this unique sphere of action, which is an end In itself and can be 
Justified only if virtually every man ends up by participating in i t 

This brings us to another aspect of total propaganda. The propa
gandist must combine the elements of propaganda as in a real 
orchestration. On the one hand he must keep in mind (be stimuli 
that can be utilized at a given moment, and must organize them. 
This results in a propaganda "campaign."1 On the other band, the 
propagandist must use various instruments, each in relation to all 
the others. Alongside the moss media of communication propa
ganda employe censorship, legal torts, proposed legislation, inter
national conferences, and so forth—thus introducing elements 
seemingly alien to propaganda. We should not only consider the 
mass media; personal contacts are considered increasingly ef-

'Many m i l y i H of vaitoot pMSibl* topfc-l* of "yki-mlcfca," have b » made ofrtfl 
i V e mMt elementary w u made- In '• • the V for Prnpipnd* Analvul 
( > » Eufltne L HftJtley: /urafarrunMli nf Social F*\jChoh&^ N#W York: Alfred 
A. Knopf; i i j sa) . A more profound nnalyiia [9 that of Lenin'i j f j i tegy of propa
ganda: Brat itape—the creation In oath otgAriiEAtlnn of V»Ud corea of well-
Endoctiuiated men; second stage—cooperation with aDlH In political taian thai 
CU cornprnjriiw them; third stace—when the maximum advantage is reached— 
prOpifllirtdi to dfrnOrthw the advmarie* {Ine^llaJHljty ol t h * Comuiunbt vfc-
tntyk l : - - f cJ the adverury 1! c«iri*» M M u t t of hU m a n i . etc.J. The JnalyiJ* 
id the typo of campaE?n conducted by Hitler his been wfU dem (Cvt Piw* 
fottph Go+hhtlMi A Biography [New York: Dmbloday A Company; 194^1). 
•WmOiUtrtUnfl the precise fiminji of the moment w i n a campaign EborJd rtwt 
and when it ihould atop. (he lilentcS and the verbal u u u l t i j * tthedole of the 
una of rnmon, neutral mf i . •• : •• •I ••= •. : , m omental n • mffltlnirs. 

•• i U h And aiming Bt "ccjncentmUrjg the fire" of all media d q one particular 
potnt—i linftle theme, a rlnglfl eramyh a single Idea—ihe campaign usai th l i 
0pncfi i jT1L1. i l o l all media, but pTttfrrtiEuely* for t h * public wiJ] take bitter TO 
EniJijjJ alcadr. {A Rood shflL'-• • I a Ha|ler|an campaign h u been mode by 
Jn-.ui» 5. Brunei, In Eatz d a i ; FuWfc Ofrinlpn <mJ PtijfMCfliido [S'ew York: 
Dryden Pre**. 1 . m - . and On prtpaAlndi ctmplighJ In fl»fTil by Leonard W-
Doob: Prop^m** Ju Px^cAofanp « J Tff*a4?ii4 ifJcw Yoeh: Henry Holt ft 
Company M M L ) 

fective. Educational methods play an immense role in political 
indoctrination (Lenin, Mao)- A conference on Lenin's Doctrine 
of the State is propaganda. Information is eitremely helpful to 
propaganda, as we shall demonstrate. T o explain correctly the 
present state of affair? is the great task of the agitator.* Mao em* 
phasize$ that in 1938 an effective form of propaganda was the 
release of prisoners after they had been indoctrinated. The same 
was true of the care given to the enemy wounded; all this w u to 
show the good will of the Communists. Everything can serve « a 
means of propaganda and everything must be utilized-

In this way diplomacy becomes inseparable from propaganda. 
We shall study this fact in Chapter IV, Education and training are 
inevitably taken over* as the Napoleonic Empire demonstrated 
for the first time. No contrast can bo tolerated between teaching 
and propaganda, between the critical spirit formed by higlrcr 
education and the exclusion of independent thought. One must 
utilize the education of the young to condition them to w/hat 
comes later. The schools and all methods of instruction are trans
formed under such conditions, with the child integrated into 
the conformist group in such a way that the individualist is tol
erated not by the authorities but by his peers, Religion and the 
churches are constrained to hold on to their own places in the 
orchestra if they want to survive,1 Napoleon erpressly formulated 
the doctrine of propaganda by the Church. The judicial apparatus 
is also utilized-1 Of course, a trial can be an admirable spring
board of propaganda for the accused, who can spread his ideas 
in his defense and exert an influence by the way he suffers his 
punishment This holds true in the democracies. But the situation 
i i reversed where a totalitarian state makes propaganda. During 

• rhSi we* d * Cut hi t h * O t b o d n Chwc* In the USS.R. daring the war. 
T Jn Franc*, an sample Ü the trial of t h * Jeanaon network (nefrtenbar iflBoO-
whkh aided the propaganda againd m^ibnrdinanfln and aid to f l N , i t H 
kitrrntmK to find till* tame 1d*a of *edui U irynaT trial* in Corb^ ' and SovM 
lurltfi . The law SfcS*If In ÜH US-S-lt It U btttruintnt of propaganda intflnckd to 
makr people IA* the Soviet order. The tribunal I i a meana of pr - : !.M.J to tba 
public. Finally; Man hal ahowr. how the army can become a moll cflflctlvB-
pmiHgand* Mvstnimrnt lor those who are in It ttr\d tot At occupied p-Kjplea. T n * 
French, army tried to da [he tarne 1» Algeria, but with kss success It h evident 
lhat iniormstwn ftJeJf becorn» propaa^evdah of either, wherever prnpbBjndl t p -
E>eanp there foDnwi an U w t r i a U e cfinfunVm between propaganda and tnforma> 
Ocn. ^usemerttı. i : - !:.,.':• . m , or Banna; can be kfjitrwWDbt of pfOfnif*^da, aa 
well aa EL™ fat thfldrtB (m the L.S^-ft ) and (Ne «amca mod in , v . - r u a w> 
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a trial there, the judge is r-.. ! lo demonstrate a lesson for the 
education of the public: verdicts are educational- Arjd t we know 
the importance of confession* in the great sltow trials ft-g. , the 
Reichstag Ere, the Moscow trials of 1936, the Nuremberg trials, 
and Innumerable trial? in the People1* Democracies after 1945). 

Finally, propaganda will take over Literature ( present and p u t ) 
and history, which must be rewritten according to propagandas 
needs. We must not say: this is done by tyrannical, autocratic, 
totalitarian governments. In feet, it Is the result of propaganda 
itself Propaganda carries witliiu itself, of intrinsic necessity, the 
power to tiilte over everything that GAD serve it. Let us remember 
the Innocent eiajnpLe of dMQtt l lk t i liberal. repubUcan propa
ganda, wluch without hesitation took over many things in the 
nineteenth century (perhaps without realizing it and in good 
faith, but that is not an excuse!- Let us remember the Athenian 
democracy, the Roman Republic, the movement of the medieval 
Communes, the Renaissance, and the Reformation. History wo 
hardly Lesi modified then than Russian history was bv the Boh 
shevikt. We know, on the other hand, how propaganda t&kei 
over the literature of the past, furnishing It with contexts and 
explanations designed to re-integrate it into The present. From a 
thousand examples, we will choose just one: 

In an article in Fruixki in Max 1957, the Chinese writer Mao 
Dun wrote that the ancient poets of China used the following 
words to express the striving of the people toward a better Life: 
"The flowers perfume the air. the moon shines, man has a long 
life * And lie added; 'Allow me to give a new explanation of these 
poetic terms. The flowers perfume the air—this means that the 
flowers of the art of socialist realism are incomparably beautiful 
The moon shines—this means that the sputnik has opened a new 
era In the conquest of space. Man has a long life—this means 
that dje great Soviet Union will live tens and tens of thousands 
of year?/ 

When one reads this once3 one smile*. If one reads i ! a thousand 
times, and no longer reads anything else, one must undergo a 
change And we must reflect on the transformation of perspective 
already suffered by a whole society in which texts like this f pub
lished by the thousands) can be distributed and taken seriously not 
only by the authorities but by the intellectuals. This complete 
change of perspective of the W^Jfrinschduung is the primary totali
tarian element of propaganda 
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Finally, the propagandist mutt u « not only all of the instru
ment*, but also different formt oJ propaganda There are m a n y 
ivpc* of propaganda, though there U a pieaent tendency to ccov 
bmc them Direct propaguid*. aimed at modifying opiniotu and 
attitude*, muit be preceded by propaganda that if tocio-lugtnJ 
in character, slow, general, teebng (o create a c l i D i a l e , an at
mosphere of favorable prebminary tttitud«- No direct p r o p a 
ganda can be effective without pre-propaganda. which, without 
direct or noticeable aggressionr is limited to creating ambiguities, 
reducing prejudices, and spreading images, apparently without 
purpuur The spectator will be much more disposed lo believe 
in the grandeur of France whm lie has seen a d o i e o films on 
French petroleum, milioadi. or jedkners The ground must be 
wciologic-dJt prepared brlure one can proceed to d i r e c t prwnpl-
ai f l Sociological propaganda can be cumpared to plowing direct 
propaganda to sowing, sou cannot du the one without doing the 
rthrr Erst Both technique* must be u*ed Für *oekiLogical p r o p * 
gin da alone will never induce an Individual to change his actions, 
it leaves him at the level o f his everyday life, and will not lead 
him to make decisions. Propaganda of the word and propaganda 
of the deed are comp Jemen tar v Talk must correspond to aunie-
thing visible: the viable, active element must be explalnijd by 
talk Oral or written propaganda, which plays on opinion! ^ 
sentiments, m u 5 l be reiidorced bv propaganda of a c t i o n , which 
ptaducts new attitude* and thus joins t h e individual finnlv to a 
certain movement. Here a^ain. you cannot have one W i t h o u t the 
other 

We must also distinguish b e t w e e n covert p r o p a g a n d a and o v e r t 
propaganda. The former tend* to bide EtJ alms, identity, signifi
cance, and source The people are n o t aware that someone it Irving 
tn Influence them, and do not feel t h a t they are being pushed in 
a certain direction- This Is often called "black propaganda * It 
also make use of mystery and silence. The other kind, "white 
propaganda/ is open and aboveboard. There is a Ministry of 
Propaganda, one admits that propaganda is being made; Its source 
if known, its aims and intentions are identified. The pubbc knowi 
that an attempt U being made 11 i n f l u e n c e i t 

The propagandist i t forced to use both kinds, to combine them, 
f « they pursue different objective* Overt propaganda is m^ea-
tary for attacking enemies, It alone i i capable of r e a i s u r l n g ooe'i 
o w n forces , Jt is a manifestation of strength and good organize 
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tloo, a tüken of victory. But covert propaganda is more effective 
if the aim iı to push one's supporters in a certain directioa without 
their being aware of it- Also, it is necessary to use sometimes onep 

sometimes the other on the same group, the Nazis knew very 
well how to alternate Jong silences, mystery, the secret revealed, 
the waiting period that raises anxiety levels, and then, suddenly, 
the explosive decision, the tempest, the Sturm that seems all the 
more violent because it breaks into the silence. Finally, we well 
know that the combination of covert propaganda and overt propa
ganda is increasingly conducted so that white propaganda actualk-
becomes a cover and mask for black propaganda—that is, one 
openly admits the existence of one kind of propaganda and of its 
organization, means, and objectives, but all this is only a facade 
to capture the attention of individuals and neutralize their in
stinct to resist, while other individuals, behind the scenes, work 
on public opinion in a totally different direction, seeking to arouse 
very different reactions, utilizing even existing resistance to overt 
propaganda.1 

Let us give one last example of this combination of differing 
types of propaganda. Lasswell divides propaganda into two main 
streams according to whether it produces direct incitement 
or indirect incitement. Direct incitement is that by which 
the propagandist himself acts, becomes involved, demonstrates 
his conviction, his belief, his good faith. He commits himself 
to the course of action that he proposes and supports, and in order 
to obtain a similar action, he solicits a corresponding response 
from the propagandee. Democratic propaganda—in which the 
politician extends a hand to the citizen—is of this type. Indirect 
incitement Is that which rests on a difference between the states
man, who takes action, and the public, which is limited to passive 
acceptance and compliance. There is a coercive influence and 

*Tlwi le trr t tltrrrt&t fflflbei theoretically independent ^faction;* i nctwort d 
rumors, and » DEL The t ime effect Li obtahrid by ctmhrartiriff the real method* 
of action, which are never acl nowtrdsLod. with totally different overt iifiipagaftaa 
[•nX'lanipElon I . T h i i is the mnst froijuentJy used syitnn in the Soviet Union. Ln 
rhli catc il Li necessary Lohiue aft overt p f O f a f U d l , In accordance with Goebbcli: 
"We openly admit l^&t we with in Influence Our people. To admit thla U the bed 
method of attaining i t " H e c n the creation of an official M i n i A y of Propifiand* 
[n any came, aa Oncbbeli also laid, v h v u ihe newt to be diasefntaatcd l i unbelin-
i b l * l ! mutt be diuemJuated by teenf. black propaganda. Ar lor «JiuK*thJpF It 
ihoiiid be ai hidden and Secret aa p r a i b k r Moreover, all aeiioui propagandi^i 
IOAOW thai ceuonhic- should be uied aa little aa pwwblf-

there 1* obedient*; this is one of the characteristic* of authori
tarian propaganda. 

Although this distinction i - not altogether useless, we must 
again point out that every modern propagandist combine* the 
two types of propaganda because each responds to different vec
tors of action. These two types no longer belong to different politi
cal régîmes» but are differing needs of the same propaganda and of 
tht various levels on which propaganda Is organized. Propaganda 
of action presupposes positive incitement; propaganda tluough 
mass media will generally be contrasted incitement. Similarly, 
o n the level o f the perform tT in din M contact with the crowdH 

there must be positive incitement { it la better if the radio speaker 
bvlu • 1 in his cause ) ; on the level of the organizer, that of propa
ganda strategy, there must be separation from the public. {We 
shall return to this point below.) These examples suffice to show 
that propaganda must be total. 

Continuity and Duration of Fropa^atido 

Propaganda must be continuous and lasting—continuous In 
that it must not leave any gaps, but must fill the citizen's whole 
day and all hi* days; lasting in that It must function over 1 very 
long period of time-* Propaganda tends to make the individual live 
in a separate world; he must not have outside points of reference. 
He must not be allowed a moment of meditation or reflection in 
which to see himself vis-à-vis the propagandist^ as happens when 
the propaganda is not continuous. At that moment the individual 
emerges from the grip of propaganda- Instead, successful propa
ganda will occupy every moment of the individual's life: through 
postera axiJ loudspeakers when he is out walking* through radio 
and newspapers at home» through meetings and movie* in the 
evening. The Individual must not be allowed to recover, to M L 
lect himself, to remain untouched by propaganda during any 
relatively long period, for propaganda is not the touch of the 
magic wand- I t is based on sbw> constant impregnation* I t creates 

BHse famnui principle of repetition, which l i iwt in itself significant, playi a 
put Cin.lv lith thia Situation. Hitler was undoubtedly right wb» be Hid that the 
Pusses takfr i long rime to undeiiTimnd and mTKmber, thus it la I M c m u y to 
repeat; but the «mphafit Uni t be placed on "a long rime": the public muat be 
™dioened to accept the claims that are made. In any we, lepefltitt atnat be 
¿iOir.tir.Lrd when the public hai b e » cordrHotmL for at that point repe*jtfn 
* i H besm tn Irritate and provot* irai, douta with reaped to former 
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convictions and compliance through imperceptible influences 
that are effective only by continuous repetition. It must create a 
complete environment for the individual, one from which he never 
emerges. And to prevent him from finding external points of 
reference, it protects him b y censoring everything that might 
come in from the outside. The slow building up of reflexes and 
myths, of psychological environment and prejudices, requires 
propaganda of very long duration. Propaganda is not a stimulus 
that disappears quickly; it consists of successive impulses and 
shocks aimed at various feelings or thoughts b y means of the many 
instruments previously mentioned. A relay system is thus estab
lished. Propaganda is a continuous action, without failure or in
terruption: as soon as the effect of one impulse is weakened, it is 
renewed b y another. At no point does it fail to subject its recipi
ent to its influence. As soon as one effect wears off. it is followed 

by a new shock. 
Continuous propaganda exceeds the individual's capacities for 

attention or adaptation and thus his capabilities of resistance. 
This trait of continuity explains why propaganda can indulge in 
sudden twists and turns.' It is always surprising that the content 
of propaganda can be so inconsistent that it can approve today 
what it condemned yesterday. Antonio Miotto considers this 
changeability of propaganda an indication of its nature. Actually 
it is only an'indication of the grip it exerts, of the reality of its 
effects. We must not think that a man ceases to follow the line 
when there is a sharp turn. He continues to follow it because he is 
caught up in the system. Of course, he notices the change that 
has taken place, and he Is surprised. He may even be tempted 
to resist—as the Communists were at the time of the German-
Soviet pact. But will he then engage in a sustained effort to re
sist propaganda? Will he disavow his past actions? Wil l he bteak 
with the environment in which his propaganda is active? Will he 
stop reading a particular newspaper? Such breaks are too painful; 
faced with them, the individual, feeling that the change in lice 
is not an attack on his real self, prefers to retain his habits. 

i H i t rap-*™** to- •* n ™ ™ ^ h f l V * * w 0 l f y ^ b o u l a * ™ 1 " ? a " d ™E 
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Immediately thereafter he will hear the new truth reassessed a 
hundred times, he will find it explained and proved, and he dc*# 
not have the strength to fight against it each day on the basis 
of yesterday's truth. He does not even become fully involved in 
this batde. Propaganda continues its assault without an instant's 
respite; his resistance is fragmentary and sporadic. He is caught 
up in professional tasks and personal preoccupations, and each 
time he emerges from them he hears and sees the new truth 
proclaimed. The steadiness of the propaganda prevails over his 
sporadic attention and makes him follow all the turns from the 
time he has begun to eat of this bread. 

That is why one cannot really speak of propaganda in connec
tion with an election campaign that lasts only two weeks. At such 
a time, some intellectual always will show that election propa
ganda is ineffectual; that its gross methods, its inscriptions on 
walls, can convince nobody; lliat opposing arguments neutralize 
each other. And it is true that the population is often indifferent 
to election propaganda. But it is not surprising that such propa
ganda has little effect: none of the great techniques- of propaganda 
can be effective in two weeks. 

Having no more relation to real propaganda are the eiperi-
ments often undertaken to discover whether some propaganda 
method is effective on a group of individuals being used as guinea 
pigs. Such experiments are basically vitiated by the fact that they 
are of short duration. Moreover, the individual can clearly dis
cern any propaganda when it suddenly appears in a social en¬
vironment normally not subject to this type of influence; if one 
isolated item of propaganda or one campaign appears without 
a inassivt effort, the contrast Is so strong that the individual can 
recognize it clearly as propaganda and begin to be wary. That 
is precisely what happens in an election campaign; the individual 
can defend himself when left to himself in his everyday situation. 
This is why it is fatal to the effectiveness of propaganda to pro
ceed in spurts, with big noisy campaigns separated bv long gaps, 
In such circumstances the individual will always find his bearings 
again; he will know how to distinguish propaganda from the rest 
of what the press carries in normal times. Moreover, the more 
intense the propaganda campaign, the more alert he will become 
—comparing this sudden intensity with the great calm that 
reigned before. 
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What is needed, then, is continuous agitation produced arti
ficially even when nothing i n the events of the day justifies or 
arouses excitement. Therefore, continuing, propaganda must 
slowly create a climate first, and then prevent the individual from 
noticing a particular propaganda operation i n contrast to ordinary 
daily events. 

Organization 0 / Propaganda 

To begin with p propaganda musf be organized i n several ways. 
To give it the above-mentioned characteristics (continuity, dura
tion, combination of different media), an organization is required 
thai controls the mass media, is capable of using t h e m correctly, 
of calculating the effect of one or another slogan or of replacing 
one campaign with another. There must be an administrative 
organization; every modern state is expected to have a Ministry 
of Propaganda, whatever its actual name may be- |ust as techni
cians are needed to make films and radio broadcasts, so one need* 
"technicians of influence'*—sociologists and psychologists. But this 
indispensable administrative organization is not what we are 
speaking of here. What we mean is that propaganda is always 
institutionalized to the extent of the existence of an "Apparat* 
in the German sense of the term—a machine- I t is tied to realities. 
A great erTor p which interferes with propaganda analysis, is to 
believe that propaganda is solely a psychological a f f a i r , a manipu
lation of symbols, an abstract influence on opinions- A large num
ber of American studies on propaganda are not valid for that 
reason. These studies a r e concerned only with means of psycholog
ical influence and regard only such means as propaganda, whereas 
all great modern practitioners of propaganda have rigorously tied 
together psychological and physical action as inseparable ele
ments. No propaganda h possible unless psychological influents 
rests on reality," and t h e recruiting of individuals into cadres 
or movements goes hand in band with psychological manipula
tion. 

As long as no physical influence is exerted by an organization 
on the individual, there is no propaganda. This is decidedly not 

'ObYtoiuV prcptfltncU direct«i at the enemy t u r n e d * when s is wupled with 
vfctwdw ¿-1 h 11 prcrp*gtndi ui France during the Occupation failed bectum o f 
tile prettnoe in F t tAr t o f German fcjldlm. (Tnuj the more victories the D K » 
Tiecesuzy pnjpagancU be-zOmH* laid Goebbell.} 
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an invention of Mao Tse-tung, or merely an accessory of pro pa 
ganda, or the expression of a particular type of propaganda. 
Separation of the psychological and physical elements is an ar
bitrary simplification that prevents all understanding of exactly 
what propaganda is< Of course, the physical organization can be 
of various types. It can be a party organization (Nazi, Fascist. 
Communist) i n which those who are won over arc absorbed and 
made to participate i n action; such an organization, moreover, 
uses force and fear in the form of Maoltt Propaganda. Or such 
physical organization c a n be t h e integration of an entire popula 
Hon into cells by agents in each block of residences; in that case. 
It operates ins ide a society by integrating the whole socUl body-
(Of course^ t h i s is accompanied by all the psychological work 
needed to press people into cells.) Or an effective transformation 
can be made in the economic* political, or social domain. We know 
that the propagandist is also a psychological consultant to govern
ments; he indicates what measures should or should not be taken 
to facilitate certain psychological manipulations. I t is too often 
believed that propaganda serves the purpose of sugar-coating 
bitter pills, o f making p e o p l e accept policies they would not ac
cept spontaneously. But i n most cases propaganda seeks to point 
out courses of action desirable i n themselves, such as helpful 
reforms. Propaganda t h e r Becomes this mixture of the actual satis
faction given to the people b y the reforms and subsequent ex¬
ploitation of that satisfaction. 

Propaganda cannot operate In a vacuum. I t must be rooted in 
action, in a reality that is part of i t Some positive and welcome 
measure may be only a means of propaganda; conversely, coercive 
propaganda must b e tied to physical coercion. For example, a 
b i g blow to t h e propaganda of the Forces de Liberation National** 
( F X J 4 . ) i n France in 1958 was the noisy threat of the referendum 
that t h e roads leading to the p o l l s would be mined and booby* 
trapped; t h a t voters would be massacred and their corpses dis
played; that there would be a check in each dou&r of those who 
h a d dared t o go to the polls. Bui none of these threaU was carried 
out- Failure to take action is in itself counter-propaganda* 

Because propaganda enterprises are limited by the necessity 
for physical organization and action—without which propaganda 
Is practically non-existent—effective propaganda can work only 
inside a group* principally inside a nation- Propaganda outside 
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the group—toward otlier nations for example, or toward an enemy 
— i t necessarily weak * The principal reason for this i i undoubtedly 
the absence of physical organization a n d of encirclement of the 
individual. One cannot reach another nation except by way of 
symbols through press or radio, and even then only in sporadic 
fashion. Such an effort may at best raise some doubts, plant seme 
sense of ambiguity, make people ask themselves educations, in
fluence them by suggestion. In case of war, the enemy will not 
be demoralized by such abstract propaganda unless he is at the 
same time beaten by armies a n d pounded by bomber*. We can 
hajdlv expect great results from a simple disseminata of words 
unless we prepare for it by education {pre-piopaganda} and 
sustain it by organization and action. 

This points up a major difference between Cummunist and 
Western countries. Western countries conduct their propaganda 
against Soviet nations wlely by psychological means, with the 
propaganda clearly emanating from a base situated in the demo
cratic countries themselves.* By contrast, the Soviet Union make* 
very little propaganda itself: it does not seek To reach Western 
peoples by Its radio. It confines its propaganda to organizations 
in die form of national Communist parties inside the national 
boundaries of the people to be propagandized- Because such 
parties are external propaganda structures of the Soviet Unions 
their propaganda is effective precisely because it is attached to a 
concrete organization capable of encirclement a n d continuity. 
One should note here the tremendous counter-propagandists 
effect that ensued when the United States, after all the promises 
by the Voice of America, faded to come to the aid of Hungary 
during the 1956 rebellion. To be sure, it was hardly possible foi 
the Americans to come to the aid of the Hungarians. Neverthe
less, all propaganda that makes false promises turns against the 
propagandist-

The fact that the presence of an internal organization is in
dispensable to propaganda explains i n large measure why the 
same statements advanced by a democracy and by an authoritar
ian government do not have the same credibility- When France 
and England proclaimed that the elections held in Syria and 

> S « bekr*. Appcodli L 
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Egypt in connection with the formation of the United Arab Re
public had been a fraud and evidence of a dictatorial govern
ment, they aroused no repercussions. I t was a simple affirmation 
from the outside which was not repeated often cuoughh and nut 
beard by the people. Yet when Nasser launched a propaganda 
campaign a year later on the same theme, claiming thai the 
election results in Iraq had been "falsified by the imperialists" 
and that the Iraqi parliament was mockery, he set off réverbéra-
bons. The Egyptian people reacted,4 the Iraqi people followed 
suit, and international opinion was troubled. Thus the propaganda 
apparatus moves Ihe people to action and the popular move
ment adds weight to the argument abroad Propaganda, then, 
is no longer mere words; it incites an enormous demonstration 
by the masies and thus becomes a fact—which gives strength 
to the words outside the frontiers. 

We must noth however, conclude from the decisive importance 
of organization that psychological action is futile. It is one—but 
not the only one—indispensable piece of the propaganda mechan
ism. The manipulation of symbols is necessary for three reasons. 
First of all, it persuades the individual to enter the framework of 
aa organization. Second, it furnishes him with reasons, justlfica-
bonsh motivations for action. Third, it obtains his total allegiance-
More and more we are learning that genuine compliance is es
sential if action is to be effective. The worker, the soldier, and the 
partisan must believe in what they are doing, must put all their 
heart and their good will into it; they must also find their 
equilibrium, their satisfactions, in their actions. Al l this is the re
sult of psychological influence, which cannot attain great results 
alone, but which can attempt anything when combined with or
ganization. 

Finally : the presence of organization creates one more phe
nomenon: the propagandist is always separated from the propa-
gandee. he remains a stranger to him.* Even in the actual contact 

2 1 * E O P B M n m p i l f n , Um*hed in Ma> l S 5S. WfJ t* jet » heirina W w e 
*e M M Nit idri i mi l u l « d to the deciti&n oï A U £ U * where** the JUEIQ-
J ™ * PWettifciom an the unnfrfJcn d Syria in 195* I*d ta ne trttra 

thai ippr j red |h L+ Mv*d* (Aujiurt 1961» c r t t tdnni the Hrchc-
J * ™ ID Aijrfii ihowt c lwly thit rb tH0«ctivtnffu w - j due k p-ft 
• uU-inbuuLmtkn" ai the propaçjiidijti. wf» W n r 14 brl j rvr K. mm± ta 

thrr ™ M kneex «pôîe of «ndd*rta| r,„.-, they were 
^ l i i r i t in their trap 
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of human relations. Ht meetings, in docr-to-door visits, the prop** 
gandist is of a different order; be is nothing else and no tiling 
more than the representative of the organization—or. rather, a 
delegated fraction of it . He remains a manipulator, in the shadow 
of the machine- He knows why he speaks certain words and what 
effet* they should have. His words are no longer human words 
but technically calculated words; they no longer express a feeling 
or a spontaneous idea, but reflect an organization even when they 
seem entirely spontaneous. Thus the propagandist is never asked 
to be involved In what he is saying, for, if it becomes necessary, 
he may be asked to say tïie eicact opposite with similar conviction. 
He must, of course* believe in the cause he serves, but not in his 
particular argument. On the other hand, (be propagandee hears 
the word spoken to him here and now and tfie argument presented 
to him in which he Is asked to believe. He must take them to 
be human words, spontaneous and carried by conviction. Obvi
ously, if the propagandist were left to liimself. If It were only 
a matter of psychological action, he would end up by being taken 
in by his own trick, by believing It. He would then be the prisoner 
of his own formulas and would lose all effectiveness as a propa
gandist What protects him from this is precisely the organization 
to which he belongs* which rigidly maintains a line^ The propa* 
gandist thus becomes more and more the technician who treats 
his patients in various ways but keeps himself cold and aloof, 
selecting his words and actions for purely technical reasons. The 
patient is an object to be saved or sacrificed according to the 
necessities of the cause-

But then, the reader may ask, why the system of human con
tacts, why the importance of door-to-door visits? Only a technical 
necessity dictates them. We know how important human relations 
can be to the individual and how essential personal contact Is In 
making decisions. We know that the distant word of the radio 
must be complemented by the warmth of a personal presence. 
This is eiacdy what puts the human-relations technique of propa
ganda into play< But this human contact is false and merelv 
simulated; the presence is not that of the individual who has 
come forward, but that of the organization behind hint. I n the 
very act of pretending to speak as man to man, the propagandist 
Is reaching the summit of his mendacity and falsifications, even 
when he is not conscious of it . 

Propaganda 

Orthopraxy 
We now come to an absolutely dtfdrtvt fact Propaganda l i 

very frequently described as a manipulation for the purpose cJ 
changing ideas or opinions* of making individuals "bebeve* toam 
idea or fact, and finally of making them adhere to tome d o r t r i w — 
i l l matters of mind Or, to put it differently, propaganda u de-
icribed as dealing with beliefs or Ideas. If the individual is • 
Marxist, it tries to destroy bis conviction and turn him Into an 
anti-Martist, and so on. It calls on all the psychological mechan
isms, hut appeals to reason as well. It tries to convince, to bring 
about a decision, to create a Gnn adherence to some truth- Then, 
obviously, If the conviction i * sufficiently strong, after tome soul 
searching, the individual is ready lor action. 

This line of reasoning is completely wrong- To view propa
ganda as still being what it was in 1850 is to cling to an obsolete 
concept of man and of the means to Influence bini; it is to con
demn oneself to understand nothing about modern propaganda-
The aim of modem propaganda is no longer to modify ideas, but 
to provoke abtioa- It is no kmga to change adherence to a doc
trine, but to make the individual cling irrationally to a process 
of action. It is no longer to lead to a dwlce, but to loosen the re-
fleies. It is no longer to transform an opinion, but to arouse an 
active and mythical belief-

Let us note here in passing how badly equipped opinion *m-
veys are to gauge propaganda. We will have to come back to this 
point In the study of propaganda effects Simply to ask an in
dividual if he believes this or that, or if he has this a- that idea, 
gives absolutely no indication of what behavior he will adopt or 
what action he will take; only action Is of concern to modern 
propaganda, for its aim is to precipitate an individuals action, 
with maximum effectiveness and economy.' The propagandist 

T Wken one analyiei the rt^m lyitem* ûf prepajinek one- ahr tp i 
ihfc primary aim oi p r o d u c t t r t t a l , rrf f w b U u u r t V ndhldmJ- t t a n m i G r 
K b erpeeuly stated, u when Goeb^l* distfrifuiatrfd '-• — H e i W (behavior! 
ted Shmmitfkfl (CKfllet- But the fermer h DJ p r t t w Importance. After • bloody 
raid Grtrbbeli .• ' : r - L- " ~ • Srifrmwif 1i q r i t t l o * tat that a c t a bttle. the 

: knUj wdi7 Tbe j f i ' n m r ( I t volttflfl and var in ftndDy; t h e r e i n , above 
l H the njrht artkm mm* be flbcamed, the rtefcl b e l u ^ U m i m t i l w d la me 
i M l p r i i of propaganda* tpecuUlt* hive npcciiDï r***^ tfeù d n t r i tn iriAnhi bn-
meebalc K t k n rather l inn • change " i cptmon. Thé MM i<W if bead by Mac 
Tie-tung: propaganda i f c l nt mobiltdnf v j T T H É I I . that H l i H 
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therefore does nal normally address himself to the individual's In
telligence, for the process of intellectual persuasion is long and 
uncertain, and the road from such intellectual conviction to ac
tion even mare so. The individual rarely acts purely on the basis of 
an idea. Moreover, to place propaganda efforts on the intellectual 
level would require that the propagandist engage in individual 
debate with each person—an unthinkable method. I t is necessary 
to obtain at least a minimum of participation from everybody • 
i t can be active or passive, but in any case it is not simply a matter 
of public opinion. To see propaganda only as something related 
to public opinion implies a great intellectual independence on the 
part of the propagandee. who ish after all, only a third party in 
any political action, and who is asked only one opinion. This 
obviously coincides with a conception of liberal democracy, which 
assumes that the most one can do with a citizen is to change 
his opinion in such fashion as to win his vote at election time. 
The concept of a close relation ship between public opinion and 
propaganda rests on the presumption of an independent popular 
will . I f this concept were right, the role of propaganda would be 
to modify that popular will whichh of course, expresses itseli 
in votes. But what this concept does not take into consideration is 
that the injection of propaganda into the mechanism of popular 
action actually suppresses liberal democracy, after which we are 
no longer dealing with votes or the people's sovereignty; propa
ganda therefore aims solely at participation. The participation 
may be active or passive: active, if propaganda has been able to 
mobdize the individual for action- passive, if the individual does 
not act directly but psychologically supports that action. 

But, one may askh does this not bring us right back to public 
opinion? Certainly not, for opinion leaves the individual a mere 
spectator who may eventually, but not necessarily, resort to 
action. Therefore, the idea of participation is much stronger. The 

to change their opinion! but to ATake all Individual! lolntl* attack a task. Even 
political education. *o important with Mao. aim* Hnttdly ar mu hi lira Hon. And 
üı the Soviet Union political education hat < x t i tfctia.il>' bwa crlOcUtd fo i taking 
rome Intellectual find puiclv domestic llTO I D «eme action, and then fading In 
Itl aim; the laib of agitation i i irot to educate bul to mobilize people. And their 
I * eJwayi the matter of actual Involvement in precise Ivskl defined, by the party, 
for example to obtain- mBWedl productivity. 
1 Thli paulve pmifcEpation U what CotbbeİH meant when he i t j d ; '7 conceive nf a 
radEa program thai will make each llHener parOcJpare in the events of the naQon.' 
But 4t the aame time the lutener It fcrrcd kite passivity by the dictator. 
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supporter of a football team, though not rAysically in the g*me, 
makes his presence felt psychologically by rooting for the pliyersh 

exciting them. and pushing them to outdo themselves. Similarly 
the faithful who attend Mass do not interfere physically, but their 
communicant participation is positive and changes the nature 
of the phenomenon. These two examples illustrate what we mean 
by passive participation obtained through propaganda. 

Such en action cannot be obtained by the process of choice and 
deliberation. To be effective, propaganda must constantly short-
circuit all thought and decision.8 I t must operate on the in¬
dividual at the level of the unconscious. He must not know that 
he is being shaped by outside forces (this is one of the condi
tions for the success of propaganda), but some central core in 
him must be reached in order to release the mechanism in the 
unconscious which will provide the appropriate—and expected 
—action-

We have just said that action exactly suited to its ends must 
be obtained. This leads us to state that If the classic but out
moded view of propaganda consists in defining it as an adherence 
of man to an orthodoxy, true modem propaganda seeks, on the 
contrary, to obtain an orthopraxy—an action that in itself, and not 
because of the value judgments of the person who is acting, leads 
directly to a goal, which for the individual is not a conscious and 
intentional objective to be attained, but which is considered such 
by the propagandist. The propagandist knows what objective 
should be sought and what action should be accomplished, and 
he maneuvers the instrument that will secure precisely this ac
tion. 

This L» a particular example of a more general problem: the 
separation of thought and action in our society. We are living in 
a time when systematically—though without our wanting it so— 
action and thought are being separated. In our society, he who 
thinks can no longer act for himself; he must act through the 
agency of others, and in many cases he cannot act at •&, He who 
acts cannot first think out his action, either because of lack of 
time and the burden of his personal problems, or because society'i 
plan demands that he translate others' thoughts into action. And 
we see the same division within the individual himself. For he can 
use his mind only outside the area of his job—in order to find 
'The application of "moUvatloiul r w a i e h rtodle*" to adwbauia alio Ufrk » t h i f -
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himself, to use his leisure to better himself, to discover what 
best suits hint, and thus to individualize himself, whereas in the 
context of his work he yield* to the common necessity, the com
mon method, the need to incorporate his own work into the over¬
all plan. Escape into dreams is suggested to him white he performs 
wholly mechanized actions. 

Propaganda creates the same division. Of course it does not 
cancel out personality; It leaves man complete freedom of thought, 
except in his political or social action where we find him chan
neled and engaged In actions that do not necessarily conform 
to his private beliefs. He even can have political conviction, 
and still be led to acrt in a manner apparendy contradictory to 
them. Thus the twists and turns of skillful propaganda do not 
present insurmountable difficulties The propagandist can mo
bilize man for action that is not in accord with his previous con
victions, Modem psychologists are well aware that there is not 
necessarily any continuity between conviction and action1 and 
no intrinsic rationality in opinions or acts. Into these gaps in 
continuity propaganda inserts its lever. I t does not seek to create 
wise or reasonable men. but proselytes and militants. 

This brings us back to the question of organization. For the 
proselyte incited to action by propaganda cannot be left alone, 
cannot be entrusted to himself. I f the action obtained by propa
ganda is to be appropriate* It cannot be individual; it must be 
collective. Propaganda has meaning only when i t obtains con
vergence, coexistence of a multiplicity of individual action-reflexes 
whose coordination can be achieved only through the intermediary 
of an organization. 

Moreover, the action-reflex obtained by propaganda is only a 
beginning, a point of departure; it will develop harmoniously 

1 There Is a certain distance and divergence between opinion and action, between 
morale and behavior A man may have a favorable opinión of lew? Add sttLL exhibit 
hotitle behavior; the morale o! a military unit may be very b w and yet It ma? 
f t l l l fight well. Similarly we observe that people rarely know in advance what they 
wantH and even less what they Wfttrt to d¿- Once they have taken action, they ant 
capable oí dachring Jn Rood Faith that they ¡veted In i way other than the way 
they actually did i t i r Mira, dots not obey his olear Opinions Or what he believes to-
be his deliberate wilL To control opinion one must be aware that there is an abyss 
between what 4 man sayi and what he doe*- HÜ actions often do not corTesrmnd 
to any clear motive, or to what one would have etpected From a previous Impres-
adon ha made. Because of this difference between Opinion and action, the propa-
qandttt who JeeVs to obtain action by changing opinion* cannot be at all certain 
of ruCCeSt; he must, therefore, find other way* Co « t u r e action. 
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only if there is an organization in which (and thanks to which) 
the proselyte becomes militant- 1 Without organization, psycho 
logical incitement leads to excesses and deviation of action in the 
very course oF its development. Through organization, the prr> 
selyte receives an overwhelming impulse that makes him act with 
the whole of his being. He is actually transformed into a religious 
man En the psycho-sociological sense of the term; justice enters 
into the action he performs because of the organization of 
which he is a part. Thus his action is integrated into a group 
of conforming actions. Not only does such integration seem to he 
the principal aim of all propaganda today; it Is also what make* 
the effect of propaganda endure. 

For action makes propaganda's effect irreversible.4 He who acts 
in obedience to propaganda can never go back. He is now obliged 
to iii iij t r in that propaganda because of his past action. He is 
obliged to receive from it his justiiication and authority, without 
which his action will seem to him absurd or unjust, which would 
be intolerable. He is obliged to continue to advance in the direc
tion indicated by propaganda, for action demands more action. 
He is what one calls committed—which is certainly what the 
Communist party anticipates, for example, and what the SAYAS 

accomplished. The man who has acted in accordance with the 
existing propaganda has taken his place in society From then on 
he has enemies. Often he has broken with his milieu or his familyE 
he may be compromised. He is forced to accept the new milieu 
and the new friends that propaganda makes for him, Often he 
has committed an act reprehensible by traditional moral standards 
1 We must insist again that organization u an intrinsic part of propaganda. It is 
illusory Hi rhink one can separate them. Since l^Sr an agitator in the Soviet I j rwm 
mutt be an organizer of the muses; before that, Lenin * * l d that a newspaper it 
propajnmda> collective afllttrJon. and coUective organization. Similarly Mao Tie-hmg 
insists on the difference between Communis aihd CapitbiLst onmiefl. reminding ua> 
that the former it responsibJB for mobuizing the m a u n throujji propaganda 
and organization. He always tie; these two element* together, propaganda. Among 
the mass*i goes hand In hand with organization of the mioses. And Maurice 
MeSTeth recalls the relationship between the two element! in OOTIDecOod with the 
May 1 3 demonstration* In Algiers. These examples: demonstrate the exrur mad* 
hy writers who want to aepante propaganda and ocgonizatkm. 
* Ihis recourse to lotion pennita the propa^ndis* to compensate for I particular 
weakness of propaganda at the psychp-logical level and to engage the Individual in 
Action, either because he> fa Included i ° •' m i l l groupH which U a. whole Li 
lcnori-oriBTitedP or because the role of the propagandist—located m the level 
•d h tun an relations—Is to give on example of action and to bring of ten tato this 
action. Thus the Soviet agitator's first duty is to. "set 1 ahlnin/ example of effort, 
dfcKfpline. and sacrifice.* 
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and has disturbed a certain urder. be needs a justification for this 
—and be gets more deeply involved by repeating the art In order 
to prove that it was Just Thus he Is caught up in a movement 
that develops until kt totally occupies the breadth of his conscience 
Propaganda now masters him completely—and we must bear in 
mind that any propaganda that does not lead to this kind of par
ticipation is mere child's play. 

But we may properly ask how propagttnda can achieve such 
a result, a type of reflex action, by short-circuiting the intellectual 
process- The chum that such results are indeed obtained by 
propaganda will beget skepticism from the average observer, 
strenuous denial from the pycbologUt, and the accusation that 
this U mere fantasy contradicted by experience Later, we shall 
examine the validity of experiment* made by psychologists in 
these fields* and their adequacy In regard to the subject, for the 
moment we shall confine ourselves to stating that observation 
oi men who were subjected to a real propaganda, Nazi or Corn* 
munist, confirms the accuracy of the schema we have just drawn 

We must, however, qualify our statement. We do not say that 
dny man can be made to obey any incitement to action in any 
way whatever from one day to the ne*t- We do not say that in 
each individual prior elementarv mechanisms eiist on which it 
is easy to play and which will unfailingly produce a certain effect
ive do not hold with a mechanistic view of man. But we must 
divide propaganda into two phases- There is pre-propaganda 
(or sub-propaganda) and there Is active propaganda. This follows 
from what we have said earlier about the continuous and per
manent nature of propaganda. Obviously, what must be con
tinuous is not the active, intense propaganda of crisis but the 
sub-propaganda that aims at mobilizing individuals, or, in the 
etymological seme, to make thetn mohiie* and mobihzable in 

order to thrust them into action at the appropriate moment. It is 
obvious that we caimot simply throw a man into action without 
any preparation, without having mobilized him psychologically 
and made him responsive, not to mention physically ready. 

The Hernial objective of pre-prcpaganda is to prepare man for 
a particular action, to make him sensitive to some influence, to 
get him into condition for lite time when he will effectively, and 

u d others to i • •• K-unV thai p t w ^ prvmutvpia i t * tU r 
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without delay or hesitation, participate in an action St* 11 from 
this angle, pre-propaganda docs not have a precise ideological 
objective- it has nothing to do with an opinion, *o idea, a doc
trine. It proceeds by psychological manipulations, by character 
modifications, by the creation of feelings or stereotype* useful 
when the time comes. It must be continuous* slowp imperceptible. 
Man must be penetrated in order to shape such tendencia. H * 
must be made to Uve in a certain psychological cLbnateH 

The two great routes that this sub-propaganda take* are the 
conditioned reflex and the myth. Propaganda tries first of all to 
create conditioned reBeies in (he individual by training him so 
that certain words* signs* or symbols, even certain pcrwnt or 
facts, provoke unfailing reactions. Despite many protests from 
psychologists, creating such conditioned refines, collectively as 
well • individually, is definitely possible. But of course in order 
for such a procedure to succeed, a certain amount of time must 
elapse, a period of training and repetition. One cannot hope to 
obtain automatic reactions after only a few weeks' repetition of 
the same formulas- A real psychic rc-formation must be under
taken, so that after months of patient work a crowd will react 

rom ah cal I v in the hoped-for direction to some image. But this 
preparatory work is not yet propaganda, for it is not yet Immedi
ately applicable to a concrete case. What is visible in propaganda, 
what is spectacular and seems to us often incomprehensible or 
unbelievable, is possible only because of such slow and not very 
«pliclt preparation; without it nothing would be possible-

On the other hand, the propagandist tries to create myths by 
which man will live* which respond to his sense of the saô ed-
B> "myth" we mean an all-encompassing, activating Inuge: • 
sort of vision of desirable objectives that have lost their material, 
practical character and have become strongly colored, over-
whehning, all-encompassing, and which displace from the con
scious all that is not related to I t Such an image pushes man to 
action precisely because it includes all that he feek i i good, just, 
and true. Without giving a metaphysical analysis of the myth, 
we will mention the great myths that have been created by vari
ous propagandas: the myth of race, of the proletariat, of the 
Führerh of Communist »riety p of productivity- Eventually the 
myth take* possession of a man's mind to completely that his life 
is consecrated to it . But that effect am be created only by slow. 
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patient work by all the methods of propaganda, not by anv im* 
mediate propaganda operation Only when conditioned reflexes 
Have been created in a man and he lives in a collective myth can 
he be readily mobilized* 

Although the two methods of myth and conditioned reflei can 
be used in combination each has separate advantages. The United 
States prefers to utilize the myth; the Soviet Union has for a long 
time preferred the reflex. The important thing is that when the 
time is ripe, the individual can be thrown Into action by active 
propaganda, by the utilization of the psychological levers that 
have been set up* and by the evocation of the myth. No connec
tion necessarily eiists between his action and the reflei or the con
tent of the myth. The action 1$ not necessarily psychological^ 
conditioned by some aspect of the myth. For the most surprising 
thing is that the preparatory work leads only to man's reudimst. 
Once he is readyp he can be mobilized effectively in very different 
directions—but of course the myth and the reflei must be con
tinually rejuvenated and revived or they will atrophy. That is 
why pre-propaganda must be constant, whereas active propaganda 
can be sporadic when the goal is a particular action or involve
ment^ 

1 Politic*! education. In LcrJn and MBO'J H D H , cnrrspnndj n*c t ly to our Ides ot 
5Lib-pr<*p.LOn:l". W beiic propaganda, a* GoebMs would Hy. For this education 
b In no way ohlective or ^Interested- lis only fl.O*J b to create l = . th* Individual a 
W Wfftmrthaittmau intidr which each oE the proposition* of propaganda w i t 
become logical: each of Its demand* wi l l be indisputable. IE Li a matter of tonr-mi 

prcsuppoiitWOi. DCW ttrrcotyp« that are prior j l t f ^ t t J u u i (or the reaacm 
and objective* which propaganda wi l l grve to the tnf lVcrW But while the pre
judice* and xterecrypn in ULU aocietiH are created id a somewhat Incoherent laabJofi 
—StDflly and haphazardly—in political education we have the rjrfEanatlc and de
liberate creation of a coherent Set oi pre^ppoHboni that a n above challenge. 
Probably, al thr begEtming of rite Soviet revolution ruch poLtHcaJ educUiw did nut 
have p r t d r t obltciiVM Or practical aims- indortrUiaUOD W I S U and in itself. But 
afrtee 1930 this concept bar changed, and political education hai become the 
foundation n! propaganda. Mao has done this even eaillsr. I D thai Soviet Union 
ideolu^ical indoctrination El no-W the CneanS of achieving an end; Lt • - • I.-- I i . -
Hon on which propaganda tan convince the individual hie st nunc of whatever It 
want! : • convince hbn. 

To male ihi i cJear we wi l l ijje. the classic tetrna of pmpaRanda and agmiticcL, 
taken In a new aenae. Propaganda l l the elucidation of the Marairt-Leiiiniit doctrine 
(and corresponds to pit--propaganda]; agitation* goal b In male tndfvtduab act 
hie ef ntmeh aj a iuncttcn of theb political educStJon add a l » in terYna of UnJ 
"education" (which correspond! to what we Call propaganda). Acer™ expertoic^ 
: i . effect malea further education, tetter r The; different elemenbr a n eniiry rniaedr 
the radio networi la given ibr t±A to Increase 'political taowLrdge" and "poBabtl 
awarenesT f 1** p r o p ^ r t d * ) and to rally the populitjon to fuppcrl the policy ef 
the party and the gdvernmoil (propaganda) The film industry la fived ordeal that 
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I Internal CharacteHttia 

Knowledge of the Psychological Termin 

Hie power of propaganda to incite action has often been chal
lenged by the alleged fact that propaganda cannot really modify 
or create anything in man. We frequently find that psychological 
manipulations do not appreciably change an individual's firmly 
established opinion. A Communist or a Christian with strong 
beliefs is very little, if at all. shaken by adverse propaganda. 
Similarly, a prejudice or a stereotype is hardly ever changed by 
propaganda^ for eiample it Is almost impossible to break down 
racial prejudice by propaganda- What people think o i Negroes. 
Jewv bourgeois, or colonialists will be only slightly altered by 
propaganda attempts. Similarly^ reflei nr myth cannot be created 
out of nothing, as if tlie individual were neutral and empty ground 
on which anything could be built. Furthermore, even when the 
reflei has been createdp It cannot be utilized to make an indi
vidual act in just any direction; the individual cannot be manipu
lated as if he were an object, an automaton—the automatic nature 
of created reflexes does not transform him into a robot 

We can conclude from a large body of experience that die 
propagandist cannot go contrary to what is In an Individual; he 
cannot create just any new psychological mechanism or obtain 
just any decision or action. But psychologists who make these 
observations draw a very hasty conclusion from (hem: that propa
ganda has very little effect that it has to limited a field of action 
.; i i It hardly seems useful We shall show later why we consider 
this conclusion Incorrect But the observations themselves give 
us some very good Indications as to what is effective propaganda. 

The propagandist must first of all know as precisely a* possible 

even rxnnedien "muH OTRInhc the thought! and feelinjnl ol the audience In the 
required proletarian dim-Una." The effect! of ruch political oduoeHon are often 
described by Mao; it crsaren claFi^rascfOuSTEea«: It dretroyi b o M d A n a t and 
Eetit-bourgeob t p r l t while aasimiktirtg the Individual in a collectivity of thnwjat; 
K create! ideological eonicraiity in a new llama • Of*; * leadi in m d a r t a n d W the 
wcetUtf for the tharrOfl property, obedience to the et»**, erwatkna til «*rN5rTtr 
and hierarchy; ft lead* the comrade to wj(e for portable rer*eaecm**a. and to 
-tthttand the wennrra and the diffifuli&St of the bettle fct ÜKtward preductwn. 
Thh describes perfectly the r o l l of fanraXTlKtiart aligned to poatfcal adneatfJon 
t the procoS Of propaganda. 
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the terrain on which he is uperating. He must know the senti
ments rmd opinions, the current tendencies and the stereotypes 
among the public he Is trying to reach* An obvious point of de
parture is the analysis of the characteristics of the group and its 
Current myths, opinions, and sociological structure. One cannot 
make just any propaganda any place for anybody. Methods and 
arguments must be tailored to the type of man to be reached. 
Propaganda is definitely not an arsenal of ready-made, valid tech
niques and arguments, suitable for use anywhere-1 Obvious errors 
In this direction have been made in the recent course of propa
ganda's history.* The technique of propaganda consists in precisely 
calculating the desired action in terms of the individual who is 
to be made to act. 

The Second conclusion seems to us embodied id the follow
ing rule! never make a direct attack on an established, reasoned, 
durable opinion or an accepted clich£, a fixed pattern. The propa
gandist wears himself Out to no avail in such a contest. A propa
gandist who tries to change mass opinion on a precise and 
well-established point ¡ 3 a bad propagandist. But lliat does not 
mean that he must then leave things as they are and conclude 

•The propagandist ttuit b w w the prlntCp*! symbol* of" the culture he wisher to 
j t u t k and fie- jyuiboui which eipren eteh attitude If he is to be effective- The 
Corrununssli always make * thorough itudy oE the COutetH of opuiEoa before 
launching their ; a-Uganda. A person is not SufncJeOfc unto biaittff; he belong* 10 
that whole called culture by the Americans. Each ptrWo'i ptytholojry is shaped 
hy that culture. He la conditioned by the symbol* of that culture^ hod is aito a 
transmitter ol the* culture: each time its symboLi are changed he if drepLp affected. 
Thus. One can change him by changing these lymbub. The propagandist will act 
OH thlf P keeping ullnd that the moat important man to he reached is the so-
called marginal man.; that l l P the man who doea not believe what the propagandist 
says, but who is interested became he does not believe the: opposition either; the 
man who in battle has good reason to lay u W n hlJ erult 
r Beyond thiaF propaganda murt vary according to circumstances. The pru-imgAndul 
must constantly readjust it according to- changer in the situation and also acccrulim 
to changes made by his- opponent; the content oE propaganda has special reference1 

to th« opponent and most therefore change if be changei. 
*Here One cin i t * tire lamOu) bootuerang; When he la wrong in hla analysis of 4 
milieu, the propagandist may create the reverse effect of what he effected, and 
his propaganda can rum against him. There are irUlurrttrabLe example) at this. For 
u I> J 11 :•"•!:. *i UT_. i \? the KcraaiL War the Americana h who wanted to tbow that prisoner* 
were well treated, distributed in China and Korea picture* of war prisoner! at pbsy. 
engaging in ipOrtJ. and 10 forth- So that the prisoners should not be recognized and 
persecuted by the Comrnunuti aftec" the war, their eyes were blacked Out id me 
pictures. There photos were interpreted bp the Chinese to mean "the Ajnerfcaru 
juuge Out ihe eye* ••! their prisoners." an interpretHtion which iternmed from their 
prior belief1 that Jt is LsilpoaiLbLe to tneat prisoner! weh\ and normal to gouge Out 
M a n 
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that nothing can be done He need only understand two subtle 
aspects of this problem. 

First of all, we recall that there is not neccssatilv any continuity 
between opinion or fixed patterns and action. There is neither 
consistency nor logic, and a man can perfectly well hold on to 
hi* propertyh his business, and his factory, and still vote Com
munist—or he can be enthusiastic about social justice and peace 
at described by the Communists, and still vote for a conservative 
party. Attacking an established opinion or stereolvpe head on 
would make the propagaudee aware of basic inconsistencies and 
would produce unexpected results.9 The skillful propagandist 
will seek to obtain action without demanding consistency, without 
fighting prejudices and images, by taking his stance deliberately 
on ipcon^istencies-

SeconcU the propagandist can alter opinions by diverting them 
from their accepted course, by changing them, or by placing them 
in an ambiguom context-1 Starting from apparently fixed and 
immovable positions, we can lead a man where he does not want 
tq go, without his being aware of It, over paths that he will not 
notice. In this way propaganda against German rearmament, 
organized by the ^partisans of peace" and ultimately favorable 
to the Soviet Union, utilized the anti-German sentiment of the 
French Right. 

Thus, existing opinion is not to be contradicted, but utilized. 
Each Individual harbors a large number of stereotypes and estab
lished tendencies- from this arsenal the propagandist must select 
those easiest to mobilize, those which wi l l give the greatest 
strength to the action he wants to precipitate. Writers who insist 
that propaganda against established opinion is ineffective would 
be right if man were a simple being, having only one opinion with 
fixed limits. This is rarely the case among those who have not 
yet been propagandized, although it is frequently the case among 
individuals who have been subjected to propaganda for a long 
time. But the ordinary man in our democracies has a wide range 

* T h * molt frequent response l i that of flight. In the face oi direct propaganda 
iK&inat a prejudice the propagandee flees: be relects {often unconaclnuslyJ what 
he la told; be wanti no part o i l t h he furUGes himself by dissodatpog hrttieU from 
vhat is attacked, projecting the attack onto another penooh ar>d SO on—--but he 
doea not change1. 
] Other methodi oi altering opinion are to offet formi oi action, or ft? provoke rffta 
m a tf'-ur.t or tn turn a feeing of a£gr«Won toward aome apecifird -Lied. 
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of feelings and ideas.* Propaganda need only deteainine which 
opinions must not be attacked head on, and he content (0 under
mine them gradually and to weaken them by cloaking (hem in 
ambiguity.' 

The third Important conclusion, drawn from experiments made 
chiefly in the United States, is that propaganda cannot create 
something out of nothing. It must attach itself to a feeling, an 
idea; it must build on a foundation already present in the indi
vidual. The conditioned ref le i ; can be established only on an 
innate reflei or a prior conditioned reficx. The myth does not 
expand helter-skelter; it must respond to a group of spontaneous 
beliefs. Action cannot be obtained unless it responds to a j^oup 
of already established tendencies or attitudes stemming from 
the schools, the environment, the regime, the churches, and so on 
Propaganda is confined to utilizing existing material, it does not 

create it . 
This material falls into four categories. First there are the psy

chological "mechanisms" that permit the propagandist to know 
more o r less precisely that the individual will respond in a certain 
way to a certain stimulus- Here the psychologists are far from 
agreement; behaviorism, depth psychology, and the psychology 
of Instincts postulate very different psychic mechanisms and see 
essentially different connections and motivations. Here the propa
gandist is at the mercy of these interpretations. Second, opinions, 
conventional patterns and stereotypes exist concretely in a par
ticular milieu or individual Third, ideologies exist which are more 
or less consciously shared, accepted, and disseminated, and which 
form the only intellectual, or rather para-intellectual, element that 
must be reckoned with in propaganda. 

Fourth and finally, the propagandist must concern himself above 
all with the needs of those whom he wishes to reach,1 Al l propa¬
l Thli la Out of Individual* and groupg. i t hai b « n aaid quite accurately, fox ea-
ampin that bT public opinion were really unanimous thai* WOuM ba m> way lw 
prO[rtj*an<fa to watV. It ia only Wauao In any body of public opinion there a « 
puupi of prhato Opinions thai propifanda can uie ihetf ai jeeda with which to 
revortB ihe bend of opinion-
• I I Hon "ilhout aaying that propa&aiida must also change ttt obBiacn-r Bctt^Ilng 
to £ mulia It withes lo attain ID Riven rimimrtancw. Fm n&mple, propaganda 
mil* b* (tnmgJy per&onalizad whe* U loctc-te a feeing of guilt to the 
BBIJ (OS-, "tbfi F r e w * are coionia lift*"). On the Other hand I must be ImpenoOal 
when ti HvaJ to e i ^ e confidence, and cxaJtaUm 1 r- - . T l l D C * b gnsntr). 
•At the nnHt ajenteoury lev*!, propaganda " H I play on th* n**d far phyiM 
$urvtvil (InOnwof WM| Thiacan be further utllbed, etfhei to -T*keo n*tiODem 
m U Atlea I t For example, Ccebbek used fhu Uiraoe ID I U J S to prolong nnHtax 
~UY fighting you hive J chance fee mrvtval" 
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panda must respond to a need, whether ft be a concrete nocd 
(bread, peace, security, work) or a psychological need.* (We 
shall discuss this last point al length later on,) Propaganda can
not be gratuitous. The propagandist cannot simply decide to 
make propaganda in such and suih a direction on thh> or that 
group. The group mm! need something, and the propaganda 
must respond to that need. {One weakness of tests made in the 
United States is that far too often the experimental propaganda 
used did not correspond to a single need of the persons tested.) 
A frequent error on tlie part of propagandists "pushing -something 
is the failure to take into account whether or not the propagandee 
needs i t 

Of course, when we say that the propagandist has to use mist
ing elements, we do not mean that he must use them in direct 
or unequivocal fashion. We have already indicated that he often 
must use them in indirect and equivocal fashion. Wben he does 
•0, he can Indeed create something new. The propagandist's need 
to base himself on what already exists does not prevent him from 
going further. I f committed to A particular opinion, would he be 
obligated simply to repeat it indefinitely? Because lie must pay Lip 
service to a certain stereotype, is he limited to do nothing but 
reproduce that stereotype? Obviously not What exist* is only 
the raw material from which the propagandist can create some
thing strictly new, which in all probability would not have sprung 
up spontaneously. Take, for example, unhappy workers, threat
ened by unemployment, exploited, poorly paid, and without hope 
of Unproving their situation; Karl M a n has clearly demonstrated 
that they might have a certain spontaneous reaction of revolt, 
and that some sporadic outbursts might occur, but that this wi l l 
not develop into anything else and will lead nowhere. With 
propaganda, however, this same situation and the existing senti
ments might be used to create a class-consciousness and a lasting 
and organized revolutionary trend. 

Similarly, if we take a population, not necessarily of the tame 
race or language or history, but Inhabiting the same territory, 
oppressed by the same conqueror, feeling a common resentment 
or hatred toward the occupying force (a sentiment generally 
found at a purely individual Level), and in the grip of the enemy 

•Pr^najandai moat afc» CWafder the Lmaif* d i l l t h * propa£a»dec haa ni i t * w a n 
In • h i i h h i sBAKbcu tKaafufwd r - - tut-- • axpeiTiff ion). Propaganda aJttainal 
at anedifyuig thia image of what people opecL 
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administration, only a few individual acts of violence will uccur 
spontaneously—and more often nothing at all- Bur propugauda 
CAD "take It from there" and arouse ft nationalism, the founda
tion* of which are perfectly natural b u t which as i n integrated 
force is entirely fabricated. This is true for Algerian. Yugoslavian, 
or African ml sin 

In thli way propaganda can be creative. And it Is Jn complete 
control of its creations- the p r i o n s or prejudices that It instills 
ID B man serve to strengthen Its hold on h i m and thus make him 
do what he would never have done otherwise. It is not true that 
propaganda i t puwerleai simply because at the start it U limited 
to what already exists. Jt can a t tack from the rear, wear down 
slowly, provide new centen of interest, which cause the neglect 
of previously acquired positions; it c a n divert a prejudice; or i t 
can elicit an action contrary to an opinion held by the individual, 
without his being clearly aware of f t 

Filially. It Is obvious that propaganda must not Loncem Itself 
with what is best in man—the highest goals humanity sets lor 
Itselfp its noblest and most precious feelings. Propaganda does 
not aim fo elevate man, but to make him setve. It must therefore 
utilize the most common feelings the most widespread ideasp the 
crudest patterns, and in so doing place itself on a very low level 
with regard to what it wants man to do and to what end-4 Hate, 
hunger, and pride make better levers of propaganda than do love 
or impartiality. 

Current* tin Society 

Propaganda must not onlv attach Itself to what already exists 
in the individual, but also express the fundamental currents of 
the society it seeks to influence. Propaganda must be familiar 
with collective sociological presuppositions, spontaneous myths, 
and broad ideologies- By this we do not mean political currents 
or temporary opinions that will change in a Few months, but the 
fundamental psycho-sociological bases on which a whola society 

4 :J- •, • :* muM -• - - i t Uic .nn level It mutt HK propose •lmi so bfty tb-at 
tbey • iJ K t t t v i creates the r t i i oI i boMVrtMI t f fer t r'l-.^dj-s.-i-
criujt QWkfcf i twU 14 iLinyJr. rLenicnEary menage (\i jvf cOofldeifrCt 10 leade*. 
O^R putt . • . ElKe ULU enviuji-i e*c. f without fear of being rklkuJcmj It mur4 
Tpe-ii Eb< ETbOit i lmph, vcryd*? Wiffui£*, r!»ml]iar+ Ifbdltlduihied— ih* uugmfc 
of tb* f r m p lh*t !• being v i d r w 4 a i d t h * l u p j i g t wfth which i pmwM *• 
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rests, the presuppositions and myth* not just of individuals or of 
particular groups but those shared bv all individuals in a societyb 

including men of opposite political inclinations and class luyaltie*. 
A propaganda pitting itself against this fundamental and ac

cepted structure would have no chance of success Bather, all 
effective propaganda b based on these fundamental current* and 
expresses Only i f i t rusts on the proper collective belief* 
will i t be understood and accepted. It Is part of u complex of 
civilization, consisting of material elements, beliefs, ideas, and 
institutions, and it cannot be separated from them. Nu propaganda 
could succeed by going against these structural elements of so
ciety. But propagandas main task clear I v is the psvchological 
reflection of t1 • ••• structures 

It seems to us that this reflection is found in two essential 
forms: the collective sociological presuppositions and the social 
mvths- By presuppositions we mean a collection of feelings, be
liefs, and Images by which one unconsciously judges events and 
things without questioning them, or even noticing them This 
collection is shared by all who belong to i he » m e society or 
group. It draws its strength from the fact that it rests on general 
tacit agreement. Whatever the differences of opinion are among 
people, one can discover beneath the differences the same beliefs 
—in Americans and in Russians, in Communists and in Chris
tian*. These presuppositions are sociological in that thev are pro
vided for us by the surrounding milieu and carry us along in the 
sociological current. They are what keeps us in harmony with our 
environment. 

It seems to us that tliere are four great collective sociological 
presuppositions in the modern world- By this we mean not onlv 
the Western world, but all the world that shares a modem tech
nology and as structured into nations, including the Communist 
world, though not yet the African or Asian worlds. These common 
presuppositions of bourgeois and proletarian are that man3* aim 
in life is happiness, thut man is naturally good, that history de
velops in endless progress, and that everything is matter.1 

The other great psychological reflection of social reality is the 

' I t rnuit b* t u x l A U d v M l i i r dominate Cultural value* of the- entire w t i t t y 
1 Ffrmulitvd Ln (hii * j y . ihey w t D to br philosophies! rattani twt a n n t We 
» t i i j J y d o D d w Km iny QV the philoioph i irA Khouli h h r d o n t n or msEeculUrt 

<»lr Cht irvUncrjvT popular belief nmricinf Our epoch u d f h t r a l by a l l 
Jti*U In very toncrrte forms 
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myth. The myth expresses the deep inclination of a society* With¬
out it . the masses would not cling to a certain civilization or its 
process nf development and crisis- It Isa vigorous Imp til strongly 
colored, irrational, find charged with all of man's power to believe. 
I t contains a religious element. In our society the two great funda
mental myths On which all other myth* rest are Science and His
tory. And based on them are the collective myths that are mans 
principal orientations: the myth of Work» the myth of Happiness 
(which is not the same thing as the presupposition of happi
ness), the myth of the Nation, the myth of Yuuth, the myth of 
the D M 

Propaganda *S forced to build on these presuppositions and to 
express these myths, for without thtsm nobody would listen to 
it. And in So building It must always go in the same direction as 
society; it can only reinforce society. A propaganda that stresses 
virtue Over happiness and presents man's future as one domi
nated hv austerity and contemplation would have no audience 
at all. A propaganda that questions progress or work would arouse 
disdain and reach nobody; it would immediately be branded as 
Bn ideology of the intellectuals* since most people feel that the 
serious things arc material things because they are related to 
labor, and so on+ 

It is remarkable how the various presuppositions and aspects 
of myths complement each other, support each other, mutually 
defend each other; I f the propagandist attacks the network at 
one point, all myths react to the attack. Propaganda must be 
based on current beliefs and symbols to reach man and win him 
over. On the other hand, propaganda must also follow the general 
direction of evolution, which includes the belief in progress. A 
normal, spontaneous evolution is more or less expected, even if 
man is completely unaware of It, and in order to succeed, propa
ganda must move in the direction of that evolution-

The progress of technology is continuous; propaganda must 
voice this reality* which is one of mans convictions. Al l pro pa¬
ganda must play on the fact that the nation will be industrialized 
more will be produced, greater progress is imminent, and so on. 
No propaganda con succeed if it defends outdated production 
methods or obsolete social or administrative institutions. Though 
occasionally advertising may profitably evoke the good old days, 
political propaganda may not. Rather, it must evoke the future? 
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the tomorrows that beckon, precisely because such visions impel 
the individual to act* Propaganda h carried aloof on this cur
rent and cannot oppose i t ; it must confirm it and reinforce it-
Thus, propaganda will turn a normal fwling of patriotism into 
a raging nationalism. It not only reflects mythi and presuppod-
tioash it hardens them, sharpens them, investi them with ihe 
power of shock and action-

It is virtually impossible to reverse tills trend. In a country In 
which administrative centralization does not yet exist, one can 
propagandize for centralization because modern man Brmly btv 
licves in the strength of a centrally administered State, But when 
centralization does exist, no propaganda can be made against i t 
Federalist propaganda (true federalism, which i i opposed to na
tional centralism; not such supernationalisrn at the so-called 
Soviet or European federalism) can never succeed because it is 
A challenge (0 both the national myth and the myth of progress; 
every reduction, whether to a work unit or an administrative unit, 
is leen as regression. 

Of course, when we analyze this necessary subordination of 
propaganda to presuppositions and myths t we do not m e u that 
propaganda must express them dearly all the Unie; it need not 
speak constantly of progress and happiness [although these are 
always profitable themes), but in ils general line and its Infra
structure it must allow for the same presuppositions and follow 
the same myths as those prevalent in its audience. There Is some 
tacit agreement: for example, a speaker does not have to say 
that he believes "man is good*: this Is clear from his behavior, 
language, and attitudes, and each man unconsciously Feels that 
the others share the same presuppositions and myths. It is the 
same with propaganda: a person listens to a particular propaganda 
because it reflects his deepest unconscious convictions without 
expressing them directly. Similarly, because of the myth of prog
ress, it is much easier to sell a man an electric razor than a straight-
edged one. 

In this «ninhnf towd f u h n the rvnpacudm mm* P V I V I h — H *J 
înak^j prt t l ie pryfflUw. t t t t n j commitments. & * M * H i i W a n t l y protected 
M aff ina! LOFtf ol vl£t«y emulating from the F u h m ' t hmJrjuArtsl. Th* pull 
ftm-ar d tKr furure thou Id refer I * CiifTftitt n l nx-taty rather tfun to p t « W 
wenEj. NrveriJic-tatH the protnlie nudfi by Khrushchev ihtt Ounfiinhjm wxùà be 
achtfrvid hy I U U H enoujth margin; Ear chough the ét*r*d offert U obtained 
h 1961. tin; pïufflbfl wilJ be gotten ID igfkj If it h u bOt been fulfilled 
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Filially, uluugside the fundameutal currents reflected in pre-
SUppositfultS luid m y t h s , we m u s t consider two other elements. 
Obvjouily the materia] character of a tocietv and its evolution, lb 
fundamental sociological i s. art* linked to its very structure. 
Propaganda must operate I D Line with those material currents and 
at the level of material progress. It must be associated with all 
economic, administrative, political, arid educational development, 
otherwise it is nothing- It must alio reflect load and national 
idiosyncrasies. Thus, in France, the general trend toward sociali
sation can be neither overridden nor questioned. The political 
Left is respectable; the Right has to justify itself before the ideol
o g y of the Left ( in w h i c h even Rightists participate). AJ] propa-

a i n France m u s t ecu tain—and evoke—the principal elements 
of the ideology of the Left in order to be accepted. 

Hut a conflict is possible between a local milieu and the na
tional society. The tendencies of t h e group m a y be contrary t o 
those of the broader society in t h a t case one cannot lay down 
general rules. Sometimes the tendencies of the local group win 
out because of the group's solidarity; sometimes the general 
society wins out because it represents tlie m u i and. therefore, 
unanimity. In any case, propaganda must always choose the trend 
that normally will triumph because i t agrees with the great myths 
of the timeh common to all men. The Negro problem in the Ameri
can South is typical of this sort of conflict. The heal Southern 
milieu is hostile to Negroes and favorable to discrimination, 
whereas American society as a whole is hostile to racism- It is 
almost certain, therefore, despite the deep-rooted prejudices and 
the local solidarities, that racism will be overcome- The South
erners are on the defensive; they have no springboard for external 
propaganda—for example, toward the European nations- Propa
ganda can go only In the direction of world opinion—that of Asia. 
Africa, almost all of Europe. Above all, when it is anti-racist, it 
is helped along b y the m v t h of progress. 

It follows t h a t propaganda cannot be applied everywhere alike, 
and that—at least up to now—propaganda in both Africa and 
Asia must be essentially different f r o m propaganda in the rest of 
the world. We stress "at least op to now" because those countries 
are being progressively won over b y Western myths a n d are 
developing national and teclinological forms of society. But for 
the moment these myths are not vet everyday realitv, flesh and 
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blood, spiritual bread, sacied Inheritance, a; they are with us. To 
mm op. propaganda m tut express the fundamental currents of 
society.' 

laaaaflMavi 

Propaganda (a its explicit form must relate solely to what is 
timely-* -Man can be captured and mobdized only if there is 
consonance between his own deep social beliefs and'tbute under 
lung the propaganda directed at him. and tie will be aroused 
and moved to action only if tlie propaganda pushes him toward 
a /Why action. These two elements are not contradictory but 
complement an. for the only inlrtes-ting and enticing news i t 
that which presents a timely, spectacular aspect of society'i pro
found reality A man will become excited over a new automobUe 
because it Is immediate Gidence of his deep belief in mopes* 
and tecfmrJogy Between neits that can h« utilized by propa
ganda and fumiam.niut currents of society the same relaunnship 
rusts as between *mm and t l * sea. The waves exist only be
cause the underb-inr; mass supports them, without it ttare would 
!* nothing gut man sees only the wives- tltry are what attract* 
mines, and fasc*nai« rum Through them IK- grasps the grandeur 
and majesty ol th,- sea. though this grandeur exists only m the 
J * " • * * 0 1 ***»T. Similarly, propaganda can have solid 
'«n.y and power over man only because of its rapport with 
fundamental currents, hut it has seductive excitement and ı 
capacity to move him only by its Ha to the most volatde imme
diacy. And (he timely event that man considers worth retaining 
preserving, and disseminating is always an event related to the 
expression »f the myth* and presuppositions of a Eis-en time and 
place. • 

Beside the public is sensitive only to contemrxrrary events. 

J^ilaLTT** ' S * * " ^ < * - T m -a , . ^piHrir ama,, /j *_ 
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They alone concern and challenge ît Obvfousfy, propaganda can 
succeed only when man feels challenged- I t can have no influ
ence when the individual is stabilized, relaxing la his slippers 
in L i - =.- midst of total security. Neither past events nor great meta. 
physical problems challenge the average individualh the ordinary 
man of Our times. He Is not sensitive (o what Is tragic in life; he 
is not angui&hed b y a question that Cod might put to turn; he 
does not feel challenged except b y current events political or 
economic. Therefore, propaganda must start with current events; 
i t would not reach anybody if it tried to base itself on historical 
facts. We have seen Vichy propaganda fail when it tried to evoke 
the images oi Napoleon and Joan of Arc in hopes of arousing the 
French to tufa against England. Even facts so basic and deeply 
rooted in the French consciousness are not a good springbok 
for propaganda; they pass quickly into the realm of history, and 
consequently into neutrality and indifference: A survey made İD 
May 1959 showed that among French hoys of fourteen and fifteen, 
70 percent had no idea who Hitler and Mussolini were. 80 per
cent had forgotten the Russians in the lisE of victors of 1945, 
and not a single one recognised the words Danzig or Munich as 
having figured in relatively recent events. 

We must also bear in mind that the individual Is at the mercy 
of events. Hardly has an event taken place before it is outdated, 
even If its significance is still considerable, it is no longer oJ 
interest, and S man experiences the feeling of having escaped it, 
he is no longer concerned- Tn addition, he obviously has a very 
limited capacity for attention and awareness^ one event pushes 
the preceding one into oblivion And as mans memory is short, 
the event that has been supplanted by another is forgotten; it 
no longer exists; nobody is interested in it any more-' In Novem
ber i957P a Bordeaux association organized a lecture on the atomic 
bomb by a well-known specialist; the lecture would surely hav* 
been of great interest (and not for propaganda purposes). A wide 

* M f l n remember* nu specie newi He i ^ l r m only » S e ^ 1 imprUSÜM (which 
propaganda lumlshe* him) inserted la the collective current of society. TfiaS *l> 
Vtoudy facilitate! the WQik ûl the propagandist fmd permit* estrMrpWry « -
tttdlcUo» What the listener retains* In the king tun determine* his loyalties. A 
rtmaıkabk Stud* by Câri I . Hovlaitd and Walter Weiss has shown that the q> 
divEduaJ who queilioruz an item of inform* riwi because he distrusts the iidurrnacL 
ultimately forget* the mapiciuus nature of the Süuroe and retains only the Lmpr«-
aiûrt öf the information. I n the long rtlrth bdlr f in a reliable »urra ûE ulforrnatwa 
docrcasc* and beliei in information from Use Nuspırioııi »nice mcreascl. 

distribution of leaflets had announced It to the student public, 
but not a single student came- Why? Because this happened at 
exactly the same time as Sputnik's success, and the public wis 
concerned only with this single piece of news; its sole interest was 
in Sputnik, and the permanent problem was orgotten* 

Actually, the public is p r o d i g i o u s l y sens i t ive to current news. Its 
attention is focused i m m e d i a t e l y on any spectacular event that 
fits in with its m y t h s . At the same timeF the public will fix its inter
est and its passion on one point, to the exclusion of all the rest. 
Besides, people have already become accustomed to f and have 
accommodated themselves to *the rest* f yesterday's news or that 
of the day before yesterday). We are dealing here not Just with 
forgetfulnesSp but also with plain loss of interest 

A good example ts Khrushchev's ultimatum at the beginning of 
1959, when he set a time limit of three months to solve the Berlin 
problem. Two weeks passed; no war broke out. Even though the 
same problem remained, public opinion grew accustomed to it 
and lost interest—so much so, that on die expiration date of 
Khrushchevs ultimatum (27 May 1959)^ people were surprised 
when they were reminded of it, Khrushchev himself said nothing 
on May 27; not having obtained anything, he simply counted on 
ihe fact that everyone had *forgotlcnH his ultimatum*—which 
shows what a subtle propagandist he is. I t is impossible to base 
a propaganda campaign on an event that no longer worries 
the public; it is forgotten and the public has grown accus
tomed to it- On November 30, 1957, the Communist states met 
and signed an agreement concerning several political problems 
and the problem of peace; its text was truly remarkable, one oi the 
best that has been drawn up. But nobody discussed this important 
tnaiter. The progressives were not troubled by it; the partisans 
of peace did not say one word—though in itselfp objectively, the 
te*t was excellent. But everything it contained was *old hat* to 
the public; and the public could not get Interested all over again 
in an outdated theme when it was not uneasy over a specific threat 
of war. 

It would appear that propaganda for peace can hear fruit only 

* Exactly the same thins happened İn ıgfiı with the second ultimatum on Berlin: 
era June 15. Khrushchev issued an ultimatum to I K rrtet by the end of the year, and 
on August a. he announced that he would uie force to KCuie CûTüpbuftCe. By tbe 
end of the year everyone had icugottEa. 
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when there l i fear of war. The particular skill of Communist 
propaganda In thu area is thai it creates a threat uf war while 
conducting peace propaganda- The constant threat of wjtrH arising 
from Stalin's posture, made the propaganda of the partisan* for 
peat* effective and led non-Cocrjmunists to attach themselves to 
the fringe ol the party via that propaganda. But in 1957. when 
the threat of war seemed much less real because Khrushchev 
had succeeded Stalin, such propaganda had no hold at all on 
the public The news about Hungary seemed far more important 
to the Western world than the general problem of world peace. 
These various elements ex-plain why the well-written text on the 
problem of peace fell flath though it wuuld have aroused con
siderable attention at some other time. Once again we note that 
propaganda should be continuous, should never relax, and must 
vary its themes with the tide of events. 

The terms, the words, the subjects that propaganda utilizes 
must have in themselves the power [o break the barrier of the 
individuals indifference. They must penetrate Like bullets; they 
must spontaneously evoke a set of images and have a certain 
grandeur of their own. To circulate outdated wends or pick new 
one that can penetrate only by force is unavailing, for timeliness 
furnishes the "operational words* with their exclusive and affec
tive power. Part of the power of propaganda is due to its use of 
the mass media, but this power will be dissipated if propaganda 
relies on operational words that have lost their force. In Western 
Europe, die word Bolshevik in 1 9 2 ^ the word Fascist1 in 193ft 
the word Collaborator in 19+1. the word Feme In ttyfi* the word 
/nfegraffon (Q 1958, were all strong operational terms; they lost 
their shock value when their immediacy passed-

To the extent that propaganda is based on current news, it can
not permit time for thought or reflection. A man caught up in the 
news must remain on the surface of the events he is earned along 
in the current, and can at no time take a respite to judge aad 
appreciate; he can never stop to reflect. There is never any aware
ness—of himself, of his condition, of his society—for the man who 
lives by current events- Such a man never slops to investigate 
any one point, any more than he will tie together a series of news 
events. We already have mentioned man's inability to tonsidei 
several facts or events simultaneously and to make a synthesis 
of them in order to face or to oppose them. One thought drives 
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away another; old facts are chased by new nr- Under t b w 
conditions there can be DO thought. And, in Ucth mud era nun 
does not think about current problems; he feels them He reacta, 
but he does not understand them any more than he l a i n re
sponsibility for them. He is even Less capable of tputling any 
inconsistency between succestiie facts; mans capacity to lurget 
15 unlimited. Thit is one of the most important and useful puinU 
for the propagandist, who can always be ture that a particular 
propaganda theme. statement or event will be forgotten within 
a few weeks. Moreover, there is a spontaneous defensive reactitw 
in the individual again*! an eicess of information and—to the 
extern thai he clings (uncunsciously) to the unity of his own 
person—agauift inconsistencies. The best defense here is to forget 
die preceding event. In so doing, man denies his own continuity, 
to the same extent that he Lives on the surface of events and makes 
todays events his Ufe by obliterating yesterday's news, he refuses 
to see the contradictions in his own Life and condemns himself 
to a life of successive moments, discontinuous and fragmented-* 

This situation makes the "current-events man11 a ready target 
for propaganda- Indeed, such a man is highly sensitive (0 the 
influence of present-day currents, lacking landmarks, be follow* 
all currents. He Is unstable because he runs after what happened 
today; he relates to the event* and therefore cannot resist any 
impulse coming from that event. Because he is immersed in cur
rent affairs, thi* man has a psychological weakness that puts him 
at the mercy of the propagandist. No confrontation ever occurs 
between the event and the truth; no relationship ever exists be* 
tween the event and the person. Real Information never c^ncenu 
such a person. What could be more striking, more distressing 
more decisive than the splitting of the atom, apart from die bomb 
itself? And yet this great development is kept in the background, 
behind the flee ling and spectacular result of tome catastrophe 
or sports event because that is the superficial H W I the average 
man wants. Propaganda addresses itself to that man; like him. it 
can relate only to the most superficial aspect erf a spectacular 
event, which alone can interest man and lead him to make a cer
tain decision or adopt a certain attitude. 

But here we must make an important qualification. The news 

*AU tttu U [ki« true of thoH who claim to be ' M o m a d * bee*UK tbtif r*ad R M 
weekly periodical filled with politic*! revt|aS«M-
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event may be a red fact, existing objectively, or i t may be only 
an Item of information, the dissemination of a supposed fact. 
What male* i t news Is its dissemination, not its objective reality. 
The problem of Berlin is a constant one, and for that reason it 
does not interest the public; it is not news. But when Khrushchev 
decrees that the problem is dramatic that it merits the risk of war, 
that it must be solved Immediately, and when he demands thai 
the West yield, then (though there is objectively nothing new in 
Berlin), the question becomes news—only to disappear as Soon 
ta Riruihchev stops waving the threat. Remember (hat when 
this happened in 1961, it was for the fourth timer 

The same thing occurred with Soviet agitation about supposed 
Turkish aggression plans in November 1957. An editorial in Le 
Monde on this Subject contained a remark essentially as follows: 
' I f Ihe events of recent days can teach us a lesson, it is that we 
must not attach too much importance to the anxieties created by 
the proclamations of the Soviets. The supposed bacteriological 
warfare, among other examples, has shown that they are capable 
of carrying on a full campaign of agitation, of accusing others 
of the worst intentions and crimes, and of decreeing one fine day 
that the danger has passed, only to revive it several days or 
months later." 

We shall examine elsewhere the problem of "fact" in the con
text of propaganda. But here we must emphasiie that the current 
news to which a man is sensitive, In which he places himselt, 
need have no objective or effective origins; in one way this greatly 
facilitates the work of propaganda. For propaganda can suggest, 
in the context of news, a group of "facts'" which becomes actual
ity for a man who feels personally concerned Propaganda can 
then exploit his concern for its own purposes. 

Propaganda and thw Undecided 

AD of the foregoing can be clarified by a brief examination of 
a question familiar to political scientists, that of the Undecided— 
those people whose opinions are vague, who form the great mass 
of citizens, and who constitute the most fertile public for the 
propagandist. The Undecided are not the Indifferent—those who 
say they are apolitical, or without opinion and who constitute no 
more than 10 percent of the population. The Undecided, far from 
being outside the group, are participants in the life of the group. 
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but do not know what decision to make on problems (bat seem 
urgent to them. They are susceptible to the control of public 
opinion or attitudes, and the role of propaganda is to bring them 
under this control, transforming their potential into real effect. 
But that Is possible only if an undecided man U "concerned" 
about the group he lives İn, How is this revealed? What is the 
true situation of the Undecided? 

One strong factor here is the individual's degree of integration 
in the collective life- Propaganda can play only on individual* 
more or less intensely involved in social currents. The isolated 
mountaineer or forester, having only occasional contact with 
society at the village market, Is hardly sensitive to propaganda 
Für him it does not eveo e«ist. He will begin to notice it only when 
a strict regulation imposed on lüs activities changes his way of 
life, or when economic problems prevent him from selling his 
products in the usual way. This clash with society may open the 
doors to propaganda, but it will soon lose Its effect again In the 
silence of the mountain or the forest. 

Conversely, propaganda acts on the person embroiled in the 
conflicts of his time, who shares the "foci of interest" of his so
ciety. I f I road a good newspaper advertisement for a particular 
automobile, I will not have the slightest Interest In it i f I am 
Indifferent to automobiles- This advertisement can affect me onlv 
to the extent that I share, with my contemporaries. Ihe mania 
for automobiles. A prior general interest must eiist for propaganda 
to be effective- Propaganda is effective not when based on an 
individual prejudice, but when based on a collective center of 
interest, shared by the crowds. 

That İs why religious propaganda, for example, is not very suc-
u*$ful; society as a whole is no longer interested in religious 
problems. At Byzantium, crowds fought in the streets over theo
logical questions, so that in those davs religious propaganda made 
sense. At present, only isolated individuals are interested in reli
gion. It is part of their private opinions, and no real public opinion 
exists on this subject. On the other hand, propaganda related to 
technology is sure to arouse response, for everybody Is as pas
sionately interested in technology as in politics. Only within the 
limits of collective foci of interest can propaganda be effective. 

We are not dealing here with prejudices or stereotypes, which 
imply minds that are already made up; we are dealing with fod 
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ot interest, where minds are not necessarily made up yet. For 
example, politic* la pre ••• » focus of interest; It wsu not so In 
the twelfth • • " ' n : •• The prejudices of the High! or the Left come 
Lifer ; that Is already more individual, whereas the focus of interest 
ou politics as such b truly collective- (Not individual prejudices, 
but the collective shared foci of interest are the belt fields of 
action for propganda-) Prejudices and stereotypes can be the 
result of a person's background, stemming from his education, 
wort, environment, and no on; but the fuel oJ Interest are truly 
produced by the whole of society. Why u modern man ubstiied 
with technology? One can answer that question only by ad analy
sis of present-day society as a whole. This goes for i l l the centers 
of interest uf contemporary man. It should be notedh lncldentalLyh 

thai these centers of interest are becoming more alike Ln all parts 
of the world. Thus a focus of political interest is developing among 
the Asian peoples, the Moslems, and the Africans. This expansion 
of Interest inevitably- entails a simultaneous expansion of propa
ganda, which may not be identical in all countries, but which 
will be able to operate in the same basic patterns and be related 
to the same centers of interest everywhere. 

We now take up another basic trait of the social psychology of 
propaganda: the more intense the life of a group to which an 
individual belongs the more active and effective propaganda is. 
A group in which feelings of belonging are weak, in which com
mon objective* are imprecise or the structure is In the process 
of changing. In wUoh conflicts are rare, and which is not tied to 
a collective focus of interest, cannot make valid propaganda either 
to its members or to diose outside- But where the vitality of a 
group finds expression in the forms mentioned, it not Only can 
make efiective propaganda but also can make its members in
creasingly sensitive to propaganda in general. The more active 
and alive a group, the more its members will Listen to propaganda 
and believe i t T 

But this holds true only for propaganda by the group itself 
toward its members- I f we go a bit further, we meet the connected 

f T V mm tbr hidwridu*! U integrated into * pmjp, th* b* l * rtc*ptive to 
p r t p i g W * . i n d (he mxt be h i p t to participate Ln tfie pullttaU rJ« of Iril group 
T V pwup 4 o « not r r a hsv* t * wlidly structure^ ifaui. In i arcwp of irl«ndi> 
wij«a tl i i iuft i l l vo(f l i l t * i . y F Uiere i i ttttk c W t * trf * n j Of lh«n jwng 
Utr^r The i rkndly afo-up luvoluaWilp e*erti p m m r * . 
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but more general problem of the intensity of collective Life. Vig¬
orous groups can definitely have a collective life ut little Intcmih. 
conversely, weak group can hive an intense collective Uic His
torically we can observe that an interne collective life develop* 
even while a society is disintegrating—as in thr Human Empire 
about the fourth century, in Germany at the time of the Weimar 
Republic, or in France today Whether or not thii collective life 
is whulesorne mitten httle. What counts for propaganda I * the 
intensity tjf rhtt lifeh whatever Its sources. In a Trend toward ncial 
disintegration, this intensity predtspuse* individuals to accept 
propaganda witijoul determining its meaning in advance. Such 
individuals arc not prepared to accept this or tlaal orientation, bul 
they are more easilv subjected to p^vchological pressure 

Furthermore, it matters little whether the intensity of such 
collective life is spontaneous or artificial. It can result from a 
striving, a restlessness, or a conviction deriving directly from 
social or political condition^ as in France in or In the 

can result from manipulation of the group, 
as in Fascist Halv or Nazi Germany. In all such . • • the result 
is the same, the individual who Is part of an interne collective 
life is prone to submit to the influence of propaganda And any
one u ho succeed* in keeping aloof from the intent* collective 
life is generally outside the influence of propaganda, because of 
hi? ability to escape that intensity. 

Of course, the intensity is connected with the centers of inter
est, it is not an unformed or indeterminate current without direc
tion It is not just a haphazard explosion. Ratherh it is a force for 
which the focus of interest is the compaii needle- Social relations 
in the group are often very active because of its focus of interest | 
for example, the interest In politic* invigorated social relations in 
all Europe during the nineteenth century In anv case, intensity 
will be greater! around such an interest For example, an Bnpor 
tant center of interest todav is ones profession, an Individual who 
cares little for the social life of his group, his familv life. w books 
reacts vigorously on the subject erf his profession- And his reaction 
is not individual; it is the result of his participation in the group-

Thus we can present the following three principles: 
( i> The propagandist rnuit place his propaganda Inside the 

limits of the foci of interest, 
(a) The propagandist must understand that his propaganda 
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has the greatest chance for success where the collective life <i 
the individuals he seeks to influence is most Int ense-

( 3 ) The propagandist must remember that collective life İt 
most intense where it revolves around a focus of interest 
On the basis of these principles the propagandist can reach the 

Undecided and act on the majority of 93 percent^1 and only in 
connection with this mass of Undecided can one truly speak uf 
amblguityh majority effect, tension, frustration, and so on. 

Propaganda ami Truth 

We have not yet considered a problem, familiar but too often 
ignored: the relationship between propaganda and truth or, 
rather, between propaganda and accuracy of facts. W« shall 
speak henceforth nf accuracy or realityh and not of "truths which 
is an inappropriate term here-

The most generally held .concept of propaganda is that it is a 
series of tail storUts, a tissue of lies, and that Lies are necessary 
for effective propaganda, Hitler himself apparently confirmed 
this point of view when he said that the bigger the He. the more 
its chance of being believed* This concept leads to t̂ vn altitudes 
among the public* The first ISL "Of course we shall not be victims 
of propaganda because we are capable of distinguishing truth 
from falsehood," Anyone holding that conviction Is extremely 
susceptible to propaganda* because when propaganda does tell 
the "truth/* he is then convinced that it Is no longer propaganda, 
moreover, his self-confidence makes him all the more vulnerable 
to attacks of which he is unaware. 

The second attitude is: "We believe nothing that the enemy 
says because everything he says is necessarily untrue." But if the 
enemy can demonstrate that he has told the truth, a sudden turn 
in his favor will result. Much of the success of Communist propa
ganda in 1945-48 stemmed from the fact that as long as Com
munism was presented as the enemy, both in the Balkans and in 
the West, everything the Soviet Union said about its economic 
progress or its military strength was declared false. But after 194a 

•On the tublect oí ihi i p c r m d . It b oft™ aiaied—ami optnJoo furwya tend c-
confino tfcd*—that between 7 and » [ t w r t of al] Individúala conttknttfr i n 
voluntarily « U n u te a t m d to * grouping where** ibout V> percent flortnatt 
KCCOTCUAR to the drcumitincH- The But « m e t ettlmatr of ihti *pp*™tir w* 
raide b>- Nspolwn- I w i i revived hy Hîüer. 
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the visible military and economic strength of the ikrviet Union 
led to a complete turnabout: "What the Soviet Union said in 1937 
was true; therefore i t always speaks the truth " 

The Idea that propaganda consists of lie* (which makes it barm-
less and even a little ridiculous in the eyes of the public) is still 
maintained by some specialists; for example, Frederick C. Irion 
gives it as the basic trait in his definition of propaganda? But it 
is certainly not so. For a long time propagandists have recognised 
that lying must be avoided-1 " In propaganda, truth pays off*— 
this fonnula has been increasingly accepted. Lenin proclaimed it. 
And alongside Hitler's statement on lying one must place Coeb-
bels's Insistence that facts to be disseminated must be accurate.1 

How can we explain this contradiction? It seenu that in propa
ganda we must nuke a radical distinction between a fact on the 
one hand and intentions or interpretations on the other; in brief, 
between the material and the moral elements. The truth that pays 
off is in the realm of fa¿t¿. The necessary falsehoods, which alio 
pay offh are In the realm of intenfipru and lrtt*rjtr*Uitian$. This is 
a fundamental rule for propaganda analysis* 
The Prohtem 0 / Factutdity, It is well known that veracity and 
eiactness are important dements in advertising The customer 

* It 1 | injr that [or a lona, time propipaniii w u made up of Ik*, to i- -J tn 
Worftm*. Fntuoahr n idr "Wbec war i t declared Uuth U t h * Bnt victim. . . . 
Fibehood Li ihe m-.il u s t M weanorj to cue of I T " He r*- • - .!•••! IrtfliimctiWe Ik* , 
l ibera te of Dot dufúff the war of 1914-18. Tod*j\ too. the (rupagaadirt 
m y be t bar* be may bvcot stories about bi i i d v m i M falrtfr itirirtkm. create 
n ( n end JO Oft, The public, hfr"*vnr. ta Enrol? convinced that nica, h ofuuy* the 
eaat in proneiand*- that propaganda u n e w t m 
1 Certain author* have *ímp uly stressed thij dinar* of falsehood: Alfred Sntvy 
aho*t that the "creative be" can be juA&ed only hy n a n , m l he m i l l 
.'mnCuat wordi: "We shall win b*£*04t we are the StfOnflrr* TV public. Mien ft 
«corniles • l i r . wÜI t«m completely egauut Jts author*. Goehboüi Rraat method 
hi niinJns F"fl l l ih proptflarvdi So 1940 was to - I - •;; I • -•: • ic . i f l propaganda 
l i f i . wbJcb h i d line* been Admitted. Th|a cast doubt on t » : prcpbEanda u a 
A l l . 
1 Tola Idet t i new prnrrallv accepted I n the United Sl l t t* H U t h Number One 
rule In propaganda manuall, H M p t for unbelievable and harmful truths, abocd 
which tt la better to « iUent. SHAEF Said in Ha rruninhl: "When there la nq cnen-
pelhng reason to t u p p r M 4 f i t * , tell i ; . . _ Aside From cnnihlirritt™ of fnllftary 
•ffurity, the Only reaaou to luppr™ a piece of Dewa la tf ft 1* unhrüevable, . . . 
Wben (he Llrtroer catchea you in a be, y o u power dinilniahea. . . . For thia reaann. 
Qrver tell a lie which can be drííOitrtd-" AM far back aa i^aO t h * American payeheh 
loCcai H T v m already had orden to tell the truth; fn canytnfl then oot, (or *a> 
raipk they distributed the aame rtewapanFen to A f f l C l k u aod Germafi aflUlen 
la Oe C^munkif bloc we find exactly the tame • > Mao haa ahwayi bean 
VETT careful ra A t e the faCtl esactly. tncJudina; had newi. On nhe tauai of Laadp j 
»*Ocral theory ef EofonntrlOil, a u menrr-ct that the diaaernkiala» of faba 
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must be able to have confidence in the advertisement. When be 
has been deceived several times, the result is obviously unfav
orable. That is why advertisers make it a rule to be accurate and 
organize a bureau of stand aids to denounce false claims. But here 
we refer to an essential factor: experiencer The customer has good 
or bad experiences with a product. In political matters, how
ever, personal experience is vety rare, difficult to come by3 and 
inconclusive. Thus one must distinguish between local facts, 
which can be checked, and others. Obviously, propaganda musl 
respect local facts, otherwise it would destroy itself. It cannot 
hold out for Long against local evidence unless the population is 
so securely En the palm of the propagandist's hand that he could 
say absolutely anything and still be believed- but that is a rare 
condition. 

With regard to larger or more remote facts that cannot be the 
object of direct experience, one can say that accuracy Is now 
generally respected in propaganda. One may concede, for ex
ample, that statistics given out by the Soviets or the Americans 
are accurate. There is little reason to falsify statistics. Similarly, 
there is no good reason to launch a propaganda campaign based 
on unbelievable or false facts- The best example of the latter 
was the Communist campaign on bacteriological warfareP Of 
course It was useful from, certain points of view, and the true 
believers still believe what was said at the time. But among the 
Undecided It had a rather negative effect because of Its extreme 
improbability and its contradictions. However, although many, 
especially in Western Europe, considered it a blunderh the cam
paign produced considerable credence in North Africa and India. 
Consequently falsehood bearing on fact is neither entirely useless 

due* not create problems. French pTOrtfjiajidlsti also have discovered that tTUlh-
lulnes* It eFttUve. and that it is better to spread a piece ol bad new* n i H H 
than to wait until It is revealed by others. 

There remains the problem of Cochbehi reputation- He wore the title o l Bis 
Liar (bestowed by An-nlo-Saion propaganda) and yet he never stopped battlmfl 
for propaganda to he U accurate as possible. He pi ejected being cynical and 
brutal to being caught in a lie. He used to say: ^Everybody mutt know what: thi 
Situation I s " He wai aJwayr the first to announce disastrous event* or difficult 
uatfonf, without hiding anything. The result wis a general belief, between L f H and 
1943, that German contmunEujufs not only i W e more concise, clearer, and leas 
cluttered, but ^ert more truthful than Allied communL^uii (American and neutral 
opinion |—and* Furthermore, that the Germani puhJiahed all the newi two or three 
day* before the Alliei. Al l this if 1 4 true that pinning the title of Big Lias 00 
* must be oonsldcTrd C|uile a propaganda lucoeas. 
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nor to be strictly avoided. Nevertheless, bear in mind that it Is 
increasingly rare.' 

Three qualifications of this statement must be made- First of 
all, propaganda can effectively rest on a claim that tome fact 
is urjfrui which may actually true but is difficult to prove 
Khrushchev made a specialty of this kind of operation, he de
nounced lies on the part of his predecessors in order to give a 
ring of truth to his own pronouncements. Thus, when he called 
Malenlov an "inveterate liar" before the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party in December 1958 and declared that 
Malenkovs statistics were false, there was no reason to believe 
Khrushchev more than Malenkov. But the foray made sense. First 
of all. as Khrushchev was denouncing a Lie. it seemed that he 
must, therefore, be telling the truth. -•-=_::•- bv lowering the 
figures given by Malenkov* Khrushchev could show a much 
higher rise in production since 1951. If it is true that in 1 9 5 ^ 9.2 
billion pounds of grain were produced, mid if Malenkov's figure 
of S billion in 1951 was accurate, that meant a 15 percent increase 
in six years. If, however the 1951 figure was only 5.6 billion, as 
Khrushchev claimed, that meant an increase of 75 percent—a 
triumph. It seems more reasonable to consider Malenkov s Ligures 
accurate, rather than Khrushchev's—until proved otherwise * 

A second qualification obviously concerns the prtfitfrrialion of 
factsi when these are used by propaganda, one is asked to swallow 
the bald fact as accurate. Also, most of the time the fact is pre
sented in such a fashion that the listener or reader cannot realty 
understand it or draw any conclusions from it. For example, a 
figure may be given without reference to anything, without a cor
relation or a percentage or a ratio. One states that production has 
risen by 30 percent, without indicating the base year, or that the 
standard of living has risen by 15 percent, without indicating how 
it Is calculated, or that such and such a movement has grown by 
so many people, without giving figures for previous years. The lack 

* A l we have ernehaiiaeaV such lies must not be told except about eninpiatJy 
unvcrinable facts- For example. Coebheli i lies nolo 1 be 0* the lutttavea *cbj*v*d 
by Carman U-boat*, because only the captain of the U-boat to*w ff he bad fesak 
a ship or notr It was easy to spread deC*i]fd ne*s on Such a subject without fear o) 
^•tracuctloTL 
* Th is evaluation, wriflefl in. 1 9 5 4 has been proved true iface we learned I in i t f i 1 
ol the disaster of Soviet apiculture. 
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of coherence and cohesion of such data is entirely deliberate,1 Of 
course, starting with such data, it is not impossible to reconstruct 
the whole; with much patience, work, and research, one can bring 
order into such facts and relate them to each other. But that Is a 
job for a specialist, and the results would not appear until long 
after the propaganda action had obtained its effect. Besides, they 
would be published as a technical study and be seen by only a 
handful of readers. Therefore, the publication of a true fact in its 
raw state is not dangerous. When it would be dangerous to let 
a fact be known, the modern propagandist prefers to hide it, to say 
nothing rather than to lie* About one fifth of all press directives 
given by Goebbels between 1939 and 1944 were orders to keep 
silent on one subject or another. Soviet propaganda acts the same 
way. Well-known facts are simply made to disappear; occasion
ally thtav are discovered after much delay. The famous Khrushchev 
report to the Twentieth Congress is an example: the Communist 
press in France, Italy, and elsewhere simply did not speak of it for 
weeks. Similarly, the Egyptian people did not leant of the events 
in Hungary until May 1960; up to that time the Egyptian press had 
not said one word about them. Another example is Khrushchev's 
silence on the Chinese communes in bis report to the Central Com
mittee of the Communist Party in December 1958. 

Silence is also one way to pervert known facts by modifying 
their context- There were admirable examples of this in the propa
ganda against Mendès-France, Propaganda said: Mendès-France 
ha* -abandoned Indochina, Mendès-France has abandoned Tunisia, 
Mendès-France has liquidated the French banks in India, and so 
cn rhose were the plain facts. But there was complete silence 
on past pobcies in Indochina, past events in Morocco that bad 
led to events in Tunisia, and agreements on Indian banks signed 
by the preceding government* 

Finally, there is the use of accurate facts by propaganda 
Based on them, the mechanism of suggestion tan work best 
Americans call this technique innuendo. Facts are treated in such 
a fashion that they draw their listener into an irresistible soefr 
logical current The public is left to draw obvious conclusions 

* Sauvy states that this type of propaganda consists id ^r«p«t1nn detail in odw* 
eventually compote a stable whole which gives misleading WormatiMi on tt* 
movement- Thru . truth becomes the principal form oi Falamwd. 
* Tnii technique, called JtlicMort by American authors, lead* to an efleitWe d a 
tion of naUtv. The prdpagandJit automatically chooses the amy nJ facts wtucn 
arill be favorable to him and distorts them by usifis them out of context 
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from a cleverly presented truth/ and the great majority comes 
to the same conclusions. To obtain tliis result, propaganda must 
be based on some truth that can be said in few words and is able 
to linger in the collective consciousness. In such cases the enemy 
cannot go against the tide3 which he might do if the basis of 
the propaganda were a lie or the sort of truth requiring a proof 
to make It stick- On the contrary^ the enemy now must provide 
proof, but it no longer changes the conclusions that the propa-
gandec already has drawn from the suggestions, 
'rtfenrfrmj aiul InUnynetntion*. This is the real realm of the lie^ 
hut it is exactly here that it cannot be detected. If one falsifies 
a fflct3 one may be confronted with unquestionable proof to the 
contrary. fTo deny that torture was used in Algeria became 
Increasingly difficult.) But no proof can be furnished where 
motivations or intentions are concerned or interpretation of a 
fact is involved. A fact has different significance, depending on 
whether it is analyzed bv a bourgeois economist or a Soviet 
economist a liberal historian, a Christian historian, or a Marxist 
historian. The difference is even greater when a phenomenon 
created deliberately by propaganda Is involved- How can one 
suspect a man who talks peace of having the opposite Intent— 
without incurring the wrath of public opinion? And If the same 
man starts a war, he can always say that the others forced i t on 
him, that events proved stronger than his intentions. We forget 
that between ¡1^36 and 3939 Hitler made many speeches about 
his desire for peace, for the peaceful settlement of all prob
lems, for conferences. He never expressed an explicit desire for 
war. Naturally, he was arming because of "encirclement,'* And, 
in fact, he did manage to get a declaration of war from France 
and England; so he was not the one who started the war.4 

7 The Duly element id the publication Ol a tact which one must fcrupriloinjy take 
into tcCOunt is its probability or credibility. Much news was suppressed during 
the war because- it would not have hetn believed by (be public; K would have bote 
hranded as pure propaganda. A 1942 Incident is an excellent exantplc- oi this. At 
(he moment nf Montiomer/i dectahe victory id North Africa, rW.n..-' ••• ,L= absent 
The Nazis had not expected an attack at thai time and had called Rommel back to 
Germany. But Cuchbels gave the order not to reveal this fact because everybody 
would have considered Lr a lie to explain the defeat and prove that Rommel had 
not ip̂ Lly been beaten. Truth was. not probable enough to be told, 
•The confusion between judimerjt of Jact and judgment of value occurs at the 
level of these qualification* oE iact and interpretation. For example: All botobSngS 

the enemy arc acts of savagery aimed only at civilian bjecBvea, whereas all 
oomhlfuii by one's- own plane* are proof of one's Sup*fiOrlcyF add they never destroy 
anything but military objectives. SunELarlyh wbra another pjverument show) good 
*tlL it Is a sign ol weaknesŝ  when it shows authority. & wanta war or flfc—jfrpfij 
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!'• ; . . . . . .1 by i d very nature is an enterprise for perverting 
[he significance of even la and of insinuatiug false intentions. 
There arc two salient aspects of tbil f*ct. First of V! the prop*-
gandist must on the purity of hn own intentions and. i t 
the l ime time, hurl accusations at his enemy, but the accusa
tion Ls never made haphazardly or ta-oujidlrajy.* The propa
gandist will not accuse the enemy of just any misdeed, he will 
accuse him of the very intention that he himself has and of trying 
to commit the very crime that he himself is libont In commit. 
He who wants to provoke a war not only prrnluims his own 
peaceful intentions but also accuses the o&tt pui'y oi provoca-
tJon, He who uses concentration camp* accuses his neighbor 
of doing so. He who intends to establish a dictatorship always 
insists thai his adversaries are bent on dictatorship. The accusa
tion aimed at the other's intention clearly reveals the intention 
of the accuser. But the public cannut « r this Wause the 
revelation is interwoven with facts. 

The mechanism used here is to slip from the facts, which 
would demand factual judgment, to moral terrain and to ethical 
judgment. At the time of Suez ihe confusi.ifi oi the two levels in 
Egyptian and progressivist propaganda was particularly success
ful; Nassers intentions were hidden behind the fully revealed 
Intentions, of the French and English government* Such an 
ejtample. among many others, permits the conclusion that even 
intelligent people can be made to swallow professed intentions 
by well-executed propaganda. The breadth of The Suez propa
ganda operation can be compared only with tb i l wluch succeeded 
at the time of Munich, when there was the same inversion of the 
interpretHIon oi facts. We also End exactly the same process in 
the propaganda of the F -LN. in Franc* and in that of Fidel 
Castro. 

The second element of falsehood is that the propagandist nat
urally cannot reveal the true intentions of the principal for whom 
he acts: government, party chief, general, company director. 
Propaganda never can reveal its true project* and plans or 

* B c u m t poübtıi p r o b i ™ dlficuK «ad often coofuiuit utd ıhrü tfnnJ&anm 
and their Import nof obskıu*. Ihc prepasinddl nan « ı l ly pWfflU themIn 
l ^ p n ı ı n - i B d here * e l e w t t * ttjlm of I « t , to m l « InlO Out at P * W 
FaCti. then, come hi be dılCu»ed İD the E i t ^ t e of mdlfiMftim, • « M wUcB S 
•loıcrıt tlwayi the mut uE pmpjaanda. 
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divulge government secrets. That wuuld be to submit the project* 
to public discussion, to the scrutiny of public opinion, and t l u 
lo prevent their succeu More serious, (i would make the propct* 
vulnerable to enemy action b y forewarning him to t h a t he could 
take all the proper precautions to make them fail Propaganda 
must serve Uutead as a veil for such profecli, maskuig true 
intentions.1 ft must be in effect a smoaevreeu. Maneuvers take 
place behind protective screens of words on which public atten
tion is fixed, Propaganda is necessarily a declaration oi one's 
intentions. It is a declaration of purity that will never be realized, 
a declaration of peace, of truth, of social justice. Of course, one 
must not be too precise at the top level, or promise short-term 
reforms, for it would be risky to invite a comparison brtwi-en what 
was promised and what was done. Such comparison would l i e 
possible if propaganda operated in the realm of future fact. 
Therefore, it should be confined to intentions, to the moral realm, 
to values, to generalities And If t o m e angry man were lo point 
out the cc*i trad*ctıoı>t, in the end his argument would cany DO 
weight with the public 

Propaganda Is neceuarily false when n speaks of values, of 
fruih. of good, ol ^ujrice. of happiness—and when i t i n t e r p r e t s 
and colors facts and imputes meaning To them. It is true when i t 
serves up the plain fact, but does so only for the sake of establish
ing a pretense and only as an example of the interpretation That 
it supports with that fact When Khrushchev made his great claims 
m *957. proving thai The Soviet Union was catching up with the 
United States in the production of consumer goods, he cited 
several figures to prove that the growth of agricultural production 
over tea years showed such a trend. On the basis of these figures 
he concluded that in 1958 the Soviets would have a? much butter 
as the United States (which even in 1^59 was still n o t bun); 
and that in 1960 they would have as much meat f in 1959 t h e y 

I Man» Mtithm have Rrened Vlti role of covert pıopdlıftda Speanr « y t Ûml the 
»k of i t * ;rcpaB.»d.* it » hBJ politic*! ntUty br ndfcns ibo-a it. Stuvr H n 

fen the piopigindi* idmlml-Fn th* w O t t a C B lb* nmeoo HD c f n ı K 
"Hhiurt public uHerierente. Tha l i wh*L ID nttf i t n n . accardnf. lo Mecrrt com-
plrte ittny 1 1 1 handicap la Ehe (r^pagutdut be mtat be free OJ ipwk. far only 

can be •uffitlrriE])' cocfu*e thins*, rr^nl elementi I » tttitaciwcTed to be put 
together, utd v t d . H i miat imp (he •.[]•. fr«D imacrn^adlna. retbtr, «a lU 
E'-inj (be p„bbt lb* upp«l* bspnınnn, &at b undentAuU r -.•.-: . .• cUuiy 

sayı be Tuurt ajve th* public dltforted 
bdorehifid whit oonclwons Ü I Î puWJc will dimw troifi thttp. 
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were very far from i t ) . Arid he provoked his audience to laughter 
by ridiculing hi? economists;, who estimated that such levels 
would not be- reached until 1975. At that moment he drew a veil 
over reality in the very act of interpreting it . 

Lies about intentions and interpretations permit the integra
tion of (ha diverse methods of propaganda. In fact Hitler's 
propaganda was able to mate the lie a precise and systematic 
instrument, designed to transform certain values, to modify cer
tain current concepts, to provoke psychological twists in the 
individual. The lie was the essential instrument for that, but this 
was not just a falsification of some figure or fact. As Hermann 
Rausehning shows. It was falsehood in depth.3 Stalinist propaganda 
was the same. On the other hand, American and Leninist propa
ganda8 seek the truth, but they resemble the preceding types 
of propaganda in that they provoke a general system of false 
claims. When the United States poses as the defender of liberty 
—of all, everywhere and always—it uses a system of false repre
sentation. When the Soviet Union poses as the defender of true 
democracy, it is also employing a system of false representation. 
But the lies are not always deliberately set up, they may be an 
expression of a belief, of good faith—which leads to a lie regard
ing intentions because the belief is only a rationalization, a veil 
drawn deliberately over a reality one wishes not to see. Thus it 
is possible that when the United States makes its propaganda 
for freedom, it really ifcinfo it is defending freedom; and that the 
Soviet Union, when presenting itself as the champion of democ
racy, really imagine* itself to be a champion of democracy. But 
these beliefs lead definitely to false claims, due in part to propa
ganda itself. Certainly a part of the success of Communist 
propaganda against capitalism comes from the effective denuncia
tion of capitalism's claims; the false "troth" of Connnunist propa-

a consists in exposing the contradiction between the values 
stressed by the bourgeois society {the virtue of work, the family, 
liberty, political democracy) and the reality of that society 

• E A W D I that Goebbels used fnisthofd very subtly to dJirredit the enemy; 1« 
•Kicttv fUHttfe mated false news about Germany to enemy foteluftaicB agents: tDen 
he moved uubUcly that their news was false, thus that the enemy iied-
"Ale* I n l e l a has emphasized that U n f n did not have the " ™ c > ~ 2 5 2 
towards the masses M did Hitler, i n d thai he mn te' concerned with technique 
|hari with thti "tThlh of U» IQeBagB." 
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(poverty, unemployment, and so on). These values are false 
because they are only claims of self-justification. But ttie Com
munist system expresses false claims of the same kind. 

Propaganda feeds, develops, and spreads the system of false 
claims—lies aimed at the complete transformation of minds, judg
ments, values, and actions {and constituting a frame of reference 
for systematic falsification). When the eyeglasses are out of focus, 
everything one sees through them is distorted. This was not 
always so in the past. The difference today lies in the voluntary 
and deliberate character of inaccurate representation circulated 
by propaganda. While we credit the United States and the Soviet 
Union with some good faith in their beliefs, as soon as a system 
of propaganda is organized around false claims, all good faith 
disappears, the entire operation becomes self-conscious, and the 
falsified values are recognized for what they are. The lie reveals 
itself to the liar. One cannot make propaganda in pretended 
good faith. Propaganda reveals our hoaxes even as it encloses and 
hardens us into this system of hoaies from which we can no 
longer escape. 

Having analyzed these traits, we can now advance a definition 
of propaganda—not an exhaustive definition unique and exclu
sive of all others, but at least a partial one; Propaganda is a set 
of methods employed by an organized group that wants to bring 
about the active or passive participation in Us actions of a mass of 
individuals, psychologically unified through psychological manipu
lations and incorporated in an organization. 

3, Categoric* of Propaganda 

Despite a general belief, propaganda is not a simple phe
nomenon, and one cannot lump together all of its forms. Types of 
propaganda can be distinguished by the regimes that employ 
them, Soviet propaganda and American propaganda do not 
resemble each other either in method or in psychological tech-
alone. Hitler's propaganda was very different from present-day 
Chinese propaganda, but i t substantially resembled Stalinist 
propaganda. The propaganda of the F.L.N, in Algeria cannot be 
compared to French propaganda. Even within the same regime 
completely different conceptions can co-exist; the Soviet Union n 
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Cher most striking example of this. The propagandas of Lenin, 
Stalin* bad Khrushchev oEer three types which differ in their tech-

J • > in their themes, acid in their symbolism so much so that 
whep we set up too narrow a frame For the definition of propa
ganda, part of the phenomenon eludes 1 i Those who think 
of Soviet propaganda only as it was under Stalin are inclined 
to say that Khrushchev does not male propaganda. But Khrush
chev's propaganda wai as extensive as Stalin's and perhaps more 
SO; he earned certain propaganda techiqucs to their very limits. 
But aside from these political and external categories of propa¬
ganda, one must define other differences that rest on certain 
internal traits of propaganda. 

Political Propaganda and Sociological Propaganda 

First we must distinguish between political propaganda and 
sociological propaganda. We shall not dwell long on the former 
because It is the type called immediately to mind by the word 
propaganda itself. It involves techniques of infiuente employed 
by a government a party, an administration, a pressure group, 
with • view to changing the behavior of the public- The choice 
of methods used is deliberate and calculated; the desired goals 
are clearly distinguished and quite precise, though generally 
limited. Most often the themes and the objectives are political, 
as for example with Hitlers or Stalin's propaganda. This is the 
type of propaganda that can be most clearly distinguished from 
advertising, the latter has economic ends, the former political 
ends. Political propaganda can be either strategic or tactical. The 
former establishes the general lineh the array of arguments, the 
staggering of the campaigns; the latter seeVs to obtain immediate 
results within that framework (such as wartime pamphlets and 
loudspeakers to obtain the immediate surrender of the enemy). 

But this does not cover all propaganda, which also encom
passes phenomena much more vast and less certain: the group 
of Etuiriestationj by which any society iceb to integrate the 
maximum number of individuals into itself, to unify its members 
behavior according to a pattern, to spread its style- of life abroad, 
and thus to impose Itself on other groups We call this phenomenon 
"sociological" propaganda, to showh first of alt, that the entire 
group, consciously or not. expresses itself in this fashion; and to 
indicate, secondly, that its influence aiim much more at an entire 
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style of life than at opinions or even one partk-ular cuunc of 
behavior.' 

Of cüune. within the compass of sociolugical propaganda klwrü 
one or more pobtical propagandas can be expressed The prop*-
ganda of Christianity in the middle ages is an example of thn 
type of aociological propaganda, Benjamin Constant meanl juil 
this wEien he said of France, in 1793: "The entire nation was a 
vast propaganda operation." And in present times certainly thr 
most accomplished models of Üüs type are American and Chinm§ 
propaganda. Although we do not include here the more or b u 
effective campaigns and method* employed by governments, but 
rather the over-all phenomenon, we End that sociological propa
ganda combines extremely diverse forms within itself. At this 
level, advertising as the spreading of a certam style of life can be 
said to be included in such propaganda, and in the United State* 
this is also true of public relations, human relations, human 
engineering, the motion pictures, and so on. It is characteristic 
of a nation ln-iug by sociological propaganda that all these in
fluences converge toward the same point, whereas in a lodetv 
sutii u France In 1960, tbev are divergent t i their objective! and 
their intentions 

Sociulo^i • propá^jinda is a phenomenon much more diffi
cult to grasp than political propaganda, and is rarely ditcuumd 
Basically it ts the penetration of an ideology by meaos of U< 
tiKiokgieol coníerí. This phenomenon is the reverse of what we 
have been studying up to now. Propaganda as it is traditionally 
known implies an attempt to spread an ideology through the 
mass media of communication in order to lead the public to 
lG«pt some political or economic structure or to participate In 
some action. That is the one element common to all the propa
ganda we have studied Ideology is disseminated for the purpose 
oí making various political acts acceptable to the people-

But m sociological propaganda the movement is reverted- The 
eristing economic, political, and sociológica] faetón progressively 
allow an ideology TO penetrate individuals or maws. Through the 

1 HUi actio* U * httU trade* thto tint of Dfwfc oo H i r t u . ^ p n p i p ^ 
IVPC4> tadixta 14 trrtn the iovcduntir* «ti otriaiud by pnf*w*&k* H* 
u the fir* ft •trill 1J A t ecmiblLity oí thfc EiMotuul eh*wts *J ] 
|*ndj_ ccctmy to «II Artwrtcui thought « the iuy«tB nu -y hf Divkd 
«•d Richard S C/utuhB+ld. w*» |* ^ CD Jurdw ta the r u p of 
CmHcjcLiJ poptflAbdA. WKJÍ :. thty •-•i-r. find ÉD bcclu n mi^tftiiüu 
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medium of economic and political structures a certain ideology 
is established, which leads to the active participation of the 
masses and the adaptation of individuals. The important thing is 
to make the individual participate actively and to adapt him as 
much as possible to a specific sociological content. 

Such propaganda is essentially diffuse. It is rarely conveyed by 
catchwords or expressed Intentions. Instead it is hased on a gen
eral climate, an atmosphere that influences people imperceptibly 
without having the appearance of propaganda; it gets to man 
through his customs, through his most unconscious habits. It 
creates new habits in him, it is a sort of persuasion from within, 
As a result, man adopts new criteria of judgment and choice, 
adopts them spontaneously, as if he had chosen them himself. 
But all these criteria are in conformity with the environment and 
are essentially of a collective nature. Sociological propaganda pro
duces a progressive adaptation to a certain order of things, a 
certain concept of human relations, which unconsciously molds 
individuals and makes them conform to society. 

Sociological propaganda springs up spontaneously; ft is not the 
result of deliberate propaganda action. No propagandists de
liberately use this method, though many practice It unwittingly, 
and tend in this direction without realizing it. For example, when 
an American producer makes a film, he has certain definite ideas 
he wants to express, which are not intended to be propaganda. 
Rather, the propaganda element is in the American way of Life 
with which he Is permeated and which he expresses in his film 
without realizing it . We sec here the force of expansion of a 
vigorous society, which is totalitarian In the sense of the integra
tion of the individual and which leads to involuntary behavior. 

Sociological propaganda expresses itself In many different ways 
— i n advertising, in the movies (commercial and non-political 
films). In technology in general, in education, in the Reader's 
Digest; and in social service, case work, and settlement houses. 
Al l these influences are in basic accord with each other and lead 
spontaneously in the same direction; one hesitates to call all this 
propaganda. Such influences, which mold behavior, seem a far cry 
from Hitler's great propaganda setup. Unintentional (at least in 
the first stage), non-political, organized along spontaneous pit-
terns and rhythms, the activities we have lumped together (from 
• concept that might be judged arbitrary or artificial) are not 

considered propaganda by either (odologistt or the a v e r a « 
public» ° 

And yet with deeper and more objective analysis, what does 
one find? These influences are expressed through the same media 
as propaganda. They are realty directed by those who make propa
ganda. To me this fact seems essential. A government, for ex
ample, will have its own public relations, and will also make 
propaganda. Most of the activities described in this chapter have 
identical purposes. Besides, these influences follow the same 
stereotypes and prejudices as propaganda; they stir the same feel
ings and act on the individual in the same fashion. These a n the 
sinnlarities, which bring these two aspects of propaganda closer 
together, more than the differences, noted earlier, separate them 

But there is more. Such activities are propaganda to the extent 
that the combination of advertising, public relations, social wel
fare, and so on produces a certain general conception of society 
a particular way" of life. We have not grouped these activities 
together arbitrarily—they express the same basic notions and 
interact to make man adopt this particular way of l i f t From then 
on, the individual in the clutches of such sociological propa
ganda believes that those who live this way are on the side of the 
angels, and those who dou't are bad; those who have this con
ception of society are right, and those who have another concep
tion are in error. Consequently, just as with ordinary propaganda, 
it is a matter of propagating behavior and myths both good and 
had. Furthermore, such propaganda becomes increasingly effec
tive when those subjected to it accept its doctrines on what is 
good or bad (for example, the American Way of Life) . There 
a whole society actually expresses itself through this propaganda 
by advertising its kind of life. 

By doing that, a society engages in propaganda on the deepest 
level Sociologists have recognized that, above all, propaganda 
must change a person's environment Krech and Crutchneld in
sist on this fact, and show that a simple modification of the 
psychological eonteit can bring about changes of attitude without 
ever directly attacking particular attitudes or opinions. Similarly, 
MacDougall says: "One must avoid attacking any trend frcotaOy. 
It is better to concentrate one's efforts on the creation of psycho
logical conditions so that the desired result seems to come from 
them naturally." The modification of the psychological climate 
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brings about still other consequences that one cannot obtain 
directly. This is what Ogle calls "luggesbbility"; the degree of 
suggestibility depends oo a man's environment and psychologi
cal climate. And that is precisely what modifies the activities 
mentioned above. It is what makes them propaganda, for their 
aim is simply to instill In the public an attitude that will prepare 
the ground for the main propaganda to follow. 

Sociological propaganda must act gently. It conditions; it 
introduces a truth, an ethic in various benign forms, which, 
although sporadic, end by creating a fully established personality 
Structure. It acts slowly, by penetration, and is most effective 
in a relatively stable and active society, or in the tensions be
tween an e^anding society and one that is disintegrating (or in 
an expanding group within a disintegrating society). Under these 
conditions it b sufficient in itself; it is not merely a preliminary 
sub-propaganda. But sociological propaganda is inadequate in a 
moment of crisis. Nor is it able to move the masses to action 
In exceptional circumstances. Therefore, it must sometimes be 
strengthened by the classic kind of propaganda, which leads to 
action. 

At such times sociological propaganda will appear to be the 
medium that has prepared the ground for direct propaganda: it 
becomes identified with sub-propaganda. Nothing is easier than 
to graft a direct propaganda onto a setting prepared by sociologi
cal propaganda; besides, sociological propaganda may itself be 
transformed into direct propaganda. Then, by a series of inter
mediate stages, we not only see one turn into the other, but also 
a smooth transition from what was merely a spontaneous affirma
tion of a Way of life to the debberate affirmation of a truth. 
This process has been described in an article by Edward L 
Bernays: this so-called "engineering approach" is tied to a com
bination of professional research methods tlirough which one gets 
people to adopt and actively support certain ideas or programs 
as soon as they become aware of them. This applies also to politi
cal matters; and since 1936 the National Association of Manu
facturers has attempted to fight the development of leftist 
trends with such methods In 193B the N.A.M. spent a half-million 
dollars to support the type of capitalism it represents. This sum 
was increased to three million in 1945 and to five million in 
19461 this propaganda paved the way for the Taft-Hartley Law 
I t was a matter of "selling'" the American economic system. Here 
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we are truly in the domain of propaganda: and we see the multiple 
methods employed to influence opinion, as well as the strong tie 
between sociological and direct propaganda. 

Sociological propaganda, involuntary at first, becomes more and 
more deliberate, and ends up by exercising influence. One eiamplo 
Is the code drawn up by the Motion Picture Association, which 
requires films to promote -the highest types of social life," "the 
proper conception of society," "the proper standards of life," 
and to avoid "any ridicule of the law (natural or human) or 
sympathy for those who violate the law " Another is J Arthur 
Rank's explanation of the purpose of his films: "When does an 
export article become more than an export article? When it is a 
British film. When the magnificent productions of Ealing Studios 
appear in the world, they represent something better than just 

a step forward toward a higher level of export " Such films 
are then propaganda for the British way of life. 

The first element of awareness in the context of sociological 
propaganda Is extremely simple, and from it everything else de
rives. What starts out as a simple situation gradually turns into a 
definite ideology, because t h e way of life in which man thinks 
he is so indisputably well off becomes a criterion of value for him. 
This does not mean that objectively he is well off, but that, re
gardless of the merits of his actual condition, he thinh he is. 
He is perfectly adapted to his environment, like "a Gsh In water " 
From that moment on, everything that expresses this particular 
way of life, that reinforces and improves it, is good, everything 
that tends to disturb, criticize, or destroy it is bad. 

This leads people to beli evfi that the civJii^fioti representing 
their way of life is best. This belief then commits the French to 
rbe same course as the Americans, who are by far the most 
advanced in this direction Obviously, one tries to imitate and 
catch up to those who are furthest advanced; the first one becomes 
the model. And such imitation makes the French adopt the same 
criteria of judgment, the same sociological structures, the same 
spontaneous ideologies, and, in the end, the same type of man. 
Sociological propaganda is then a precise form of propaganda; it 
is comparatively simple because it uses all social currents, but is 
slower than other types of propaganda because it aims at long-term 
penetration and progressive adaptation. 

But from the instant a man uses that way of life as his criterion 
of good and evil, he is led to make j udr^nents: for example, any-
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thing un-American Is evil. From then on, genuine propaganda 
limits Itself to the USÉ of litis tendency and lo leading matt into 
actions of either compliance with or defend of h he established 
order. 

This sociological propaganda in the United States is a natural 
result of the fundamental elements of American life. In the begin¬
ning, the United States had to unify â disparate population that 
came from all the countries of Europe and had diverse traditions 
and tendencies. A way of rapid assimilation had to be found: 
that was the great political problem of the United States at the 
end of the nineteenth century. The solution was psychological 
standardization—that lsp simply to use a way of life as the basis 
of unification and as au instrument of propaganda. In addition 
this uniformity plays another deceive role—an economic role— 
in the life of the United States; it determines the extent of the 
American market. Mass production requires mass consumption, 
but there cannot be masi consumption without widespread 
identical views as to what the necessities of life are. One must 
be sure that the market will react rapidly and massively to * 
given proposal or suggestion- One therefore needs fundamental 
psychological unity on which advertising can play with certainty 
when manipulating pub Lie opinion. And in order for public opinion 
to respond, it must be convinced of the excellence of all that is 
'American* Thus conformity of life and conformity of thought 
are indissolubly linked. 

But such conformity can lead to unexpected extremes- Given 
American liberalism and the confidence of Americans in their 
economic strength and their political system, it is difficult to 
understand the "wave of collective hysteria* which occurred after 
1948 and culminated in McCarthyûm, That hysteria probably 
sprang from a vague feeling of ideological weakness, a certain 
inability to define the foundations of American society. That is 
why Americans seek to define the American way of lifep to make 
it conscious, explicit, theoretical, worthy- Therefore the soul-
searching and inflexibility, with excessive affirmations designed 
to mask the weakness of the ideological position. Al l this obvi
ously constitutes an ideal framework for organized propaganda. 

We encounter such organized propaganda on many levels; on 
the government level, for one. Then there are the different pres
sure groups: the Political Action Committee, the American Medi-
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cal Association, the American Bar Association, the National Small 
Business Men's Association—all have as their aim the deJente 
of the private interests of the Big Three: Big Business, Big Labor, 
and Big Agriculture. Other groups aim at social and politic*! 
reforms: the American Legion, the League of Women Voter*, 
and the like. These groups employ lobbying to influence thr 
government and the classic forms of propaganda to influence the 
public; through films, meetings, and radio, they try to make 
the public aware of their ideological aims. 

Another very curious and recent phenomenon (confirmed by 
several American sociologists) is the appearance of 'agitators" 
alongside politicians and political propagandists. The pure agita
tor, who stirs public opinion in a ^disinterested* fashion, func
tions as a nationalist. He does not appeal to a doctrine or principle, 
nor does he propose specific reforms. He is the "true" prophet of 
the American Way of Life. Usually he is against the New Deal 
and for laissez-faire liberalism: against plutocrats, internationalists, 
and socialists—bankers and Communists alike are the "hateful 
other party in spite of which well-informed T survives* The 
agitator is especially active in the most unorganized groups of the 
United States. He uses the anxiety psychoses of the lower middle 
class, the neo-prolctarian, the immigrant, the demobilized soldier 
—people who are not yet integrated into American society or 
who have not yet adopted ready-made habits and idea*. The 
agitator uses the American Way of Life to provoke anti-Semitic, 
anti-Communist, anti-Negro, and xenophobic current* of opinion 
He makes groups act in the illogical yet coherent, Manichacan 
universe of propaganda, of which we will have more to say- The 
most remarkable thing about this phenomenon is that these 
agitators do not work for a political party; i t is not clear which 
Interests they serve. They are neither Capitalists nor Communist*, 
but they deeply influence American public opinion, and their 
influence may crystalize suddenly in unexpected forms. 

The more conscious such sociological propaganda is, the more 
it tends to express itself externally, and hence to expand its in
fluence abroad, as for example in Europe. It frequently retains 
its sociological character, and thus does not appear to be pure 
and simple propaganda. There is no doubt, for example, that the 
Marshall Plan—which was above all a real form of aid to under
developed countries—also had propaganda elements, such u the 



spreading Q f American producís and films coupled with publicity 
about what the United State* doing to aid underprivileged 
nationi. These two aspects of indirect propaganda are altogether 
sociological. But they ma)' be accompanied by specific propa 
ganda, us when, in 1948, subsidies of fifteen million dollars were 
poured into American publications appearing in Europe. The 
French edition of the New York Herald Tribune stated that it 
received important sums in Marshall credits for the purpose of 
making American propaganda. Along with review* specializing 
in propaganda, such &s F ranee-Amérique, and with film centers 
and libraries sponsored by the Americans in Europe, we should 
include the Readers Digest, whose circulation has reached million* 
of copias per issue in Europn and Is so successful that it no longer 

Deeds a subsidy. 
However, the success of such American propaganda is very 

uneven Technical publications have an assured audience, but 
bulletins and bcocbui» have little effect became the A f r i c a n * 
bave a -superiority complex," which expresses itself in such pub 
Ucations and displeases foreigners. The presentation of the Amer-
lean Way of Life as the only way to salvation exasperates French 
opinion and makes such propaganda largely ineffective m France. 
At the same time. French opinion has been won over by the 
obvious superiority of American technical methods. 

All forms of sociological propaganda are obviously very diffuse, 
and aimed much more at the promulgation of ideas and premdjces 
Of a style of life, than of a doctrine, or at mciting action or calling 
for formal adherence. They represent a penetration in depth unta 
a precise point is struck at which action will occur. It should be 
noted, for example, that in all the French département* m which 
there were Americans and propaganda bureaus, the number ot 
Communist voters decreased between 1951 and 1953 

Propaganda of Agitation and Propaganda of Integration 

The second great distinction within the general phenomenon 
of propaganda is the distinction between propaganda of agitation 
and propaganda of integration. Here we 6nd such a flfflM 
dioJo that we may ask ourselves: if the methods, tbemes, char
acteristics, publics, and objectives are so different, are w e n * 
really dealing with two separate entities rather than two aspeen 
of the same phenomenon? 

Propaganda -

This distinction corresponds in part to the weli^nown duttoc 
bon of Lenin between -agitation'' and > o p a g a n d a - - b u i here 
die meaning of these terms is reversed. It I also somewhat sinular 
to the distinction between propaganda of subversion (with reeard 
to an enemy) and propaganda of collaboration (with the i W 
enemy). 

Propaganda of agitation, being the most visible and widespread 
generally attracts all the attention. It Is most often lubvVrtfve1 

propaganda and has the stamp of oppimhon It fct led bv a party 
leekmg to destroy t h t government or the established order It 
seeks rebellion or war. It has always had a place in the course of 
history. All revolutionary movements, all popular wars have been 
nourished by such propaganda of agitation. Spartacus relied on 
this kind of propaganda, as did the communes, the Crusade* the 
French movement of 1793, and so 0 0 . But j( reached it* hefclu 
with Lenin, which leads us to note thai, though ft U moat often 
an oppcrt iW, propaganda the propaganda of agitation can alto 
oe made by government. For example, when a government wants 
to galvanize energies to mobilize the entire nation for war it will 
use a propaganda of agitation At that moment the subversion la 
aimed at the enemy, whose strength must be destroyed by psycho 
logical as well as physical means, and whose force must be over
come by the vigor of one's own nation. 

Governments also employ this propaganda of agitation when 
after having been installed in power, they want to pursue a 
revolutionary course of action. Thus Lenin, having installed the 
Soviets, organized the agitprops and developed the long campalen 
of agitation in Russia to conquer resistance and crush the kulaks. 
In iueh a case, subversion aims at the reristance of a segment or 
1 class, and an Internal enemy is chosen for attack. SimOariy, 
mcsiI of Hitler's propaganda was propaganda of agitation Hitter 
could work his sweeping social and economic tnmsfomutions 
only by constant agitation, by overercitement. by straining ener
gies to the utmost, Nazism grew- by successive waves of feverish 
enthusiasm and thus attained its revolutionary objectives. F i 
nally, the great campaigns in Communist China were precisely 
propaganda of agitation. Onlv such propaganda could produce 
^ great leaps forward" The system of the communes wu 
«<*pted only because of propaganda of agitation which un
t i e d simultaneously physical action by the population and • 
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change in t] ir-ir behavior, by subverting habits customs, and 
beliefs that were obstacles to the "great leap forward,' This w « 
internal propaganda. And Mao was perfectly right In saying that 
the enemy is found within each person.* Propaganda oE agitation 
addresses itself, then, to internal elements in each of us, but it h 
always translated Info reality by physical involvement in a tense 
and overexcited activity. By making the individual participate in 
this activityh the propagandist releases the internal brakes, the 
psychological barriers of habit, belief, and judgment. 

The TiatQttka campaign in the Soviet Union must also bt 
classified as propaganda of agitation. Like tbe Chinese campaign, 
its aim was to stretch energies to the maximum in order to obtain 
tbe highest possible work output. Thus for a while propaganda 
of agitation can serve productivity, and the principal eiampla 
of propaganda of agitation conducted by governments are of 
that type. But agitation propaganda most often is revolutionary 
propaganda in the ordinary sense of the term- Thus Communist 
propaganda in the West, which provokes strike* or riots, is of LH 
type. The propaganda of Fidel Castro, that of Hp Chi M bib before 
be seized power, and that of the F I N, are the most typictl 
recent examples. 

I n all cases, propaganda of agitation tries to stretch energia 
to the utmost, obtain substantial sacrifices, and induce the in
dividual to bear heavy ordeals. I t takes him out of his everyday 
life, his normal framework, and plunges him into enthusiasm and 
adventure; it opens to him hitherto unsuspected possibilities, and 
suggests extraordinary goals that nevertheless seem to him com* 
pletely within reach. Propaganda of agitation thus unleashes an 
explosive movement; it operates Inside a crisis or actually provokes 
the crisis itself. On the other hand, such propaganda can obtain 
only effects of relatively short duration. I f the proposed objective 
is not achieved fast enough, enthusiasm wi l l give way to discour
agement and despair. Therefore specialists in agitation propa
ganda break up the desired goals into a series of stages to b* 
reached one by one. There is a period of pressure to obtain son* 
result, then a period of relaxation and resti this is how H i d * . 
Lenin, and Mao operated. A people or a party cannot he kept tec 
long at the highest level of sacrifice, conviction, and devotion 

• Ma* ı tbrtfY <Â the "mold." 5 « W o * . Appeodn • . 

propaganda 

The individual cannot be made to Liver in a Mate of petpetual 
enthusiasm and Insecurity. After a certain amount of cocnbıt U 
needs a respite and a familiar universe to which be it accustomed-

Th£s subversive propaganda of agitation is obviously the AAJJ-
iest: it attracts attention because of its explosive and revolutionary 
character. I t is also the easiest to make; in order to s u c u w l , K 
need only be addressed to the most simple and violent sentiments 
through tlie must elementary means. Hate it generally Its most 
profitable resource. It is extremely easy to launch a revolutionary 
movement based on hatred of a particular enemy. Hatred is prob
ably the most spontaneous and common sentiment; it consists 
of attributing ones misfortunes and sins to "another," who must 
be killed in order to assure the disappearance of those misfortunes 
and sins. Whether the object of hatred is the bourgeois, the Com¬
munist, the Jew, the colonialist, or the saboteur maket no differ¬
ence- Propaganda of agitation succeeds each time it designates 
someone as the source of all misery, provided that he is not too 
powrrfid 

Of course, one cannot draw basic conclusions f r u n a movement 
launched in this way. It is extraordinary to intellectuals, for 
example, take anti-white sentiments of Algerians or Negroes «eri-
outly and believe that these express fundamental feelings. To 
label the white man (who is the invader and the exploiter, it is 
true} as the source of all ills, and to provoke revolts against him. 
u an extremely easy job; hut It proves neither that the white 
rnan Is the source of all evil nor that the Nepjro automatically 
hates him. However, hatred once pruvukud continues to repro
duce itself. 

Along with this universal sentiment, found In all propaganda 
of agitation (even when provoked by the government, and even 
in the movement of the Chinese communes), are aecondary 
motives more or less adapted to the circumstances. A sure ex
pedient is the call to bberty among an oppressed, conquered, 
invaded, « colonized people: calls summoning the Cuban or 
Algerian people to liberty, for example, are assured of sympathy 
4nd support. The same is true for the promise of bread to the 
hungry, the promise of land to tbe plundered, and the a l l to 
truth among the religious-

A* a whole these are appeals to simple, elementary sentiments 
requiring no refinement, and thanks to which the propagandist -
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gain acceptance for the biggest lira, the wurst delusions—Hit 
menu that act inunediately, provoke violent reactions, and awaken 
inch passions that they justify all sacrifices. Such sentiments 
correspond to the primary needs of all men: the need to eat, to 
be one s own master, to hate. Given the ease of releasing such 
sentiments, the material and psychological mean* employed can 
he simple! the pamphlet, the speech, the poster, the rumor. In 
order to make propaganda of agitation, it is not necessary to have 
the mass media of communication at one's disposal, for such 
propaganda feeds on itself, and each person seized by it becomes 
in tum a propagandist. Just because it does not need a large 
technical apparatus, it is extremely useful as subversive propa
ganda. Noi is it necessary to be luncerned with probability or 
veracity. Any statement whatever, no matter how stupid, any 
"tall tale" will be believed once it enters into the passionate cur
rent of hatred. A characteristic example occurred in July i960, 
when Patrice Lumumba claimed that the Belgians had provoked 
the revolt of the Congolese soldiers in the camp at Thysville. 

Finally, the less educated and informed the people to whom 
propaganda of agitation is addressed, the easier it is to make 
such propaganda. That is why it is particularly suited for use 
among the so-called lower classes (the proletariat) and among 
African peoples. There it can rely on some key words of magical 
Import, which are believed without question even though thf 
hearers cannot attribute anv real content to them and do not 
fully understand them. Among colonized peoples, one of these 
words is Independence, an extremely profitable word from the 
point of view of effective subversion. It is useless to try to explain 
to people that national independence is not at all the same as 
individual liberty; that the black peoples generally have not 
developed to the point at which they can live in political inde
pendence in t i e Western manner; that the economy of their 
countries permits them merely to change masters. Bat no reason 
can prevail against the magic of the word. And it is the least 
intelligent people who are most likely to be thrown into a revolu
tionary movement bv such summary appeals. 

In contrast to this' propaganda of agitation is the propaganda 
of integration—the propaganda of developed nations and char¬
acteristic of Our civilization; in fact İt did not erist before the 
twentieth century. I t is a propaganda of conformity- I t is related 
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to the fact, analyzed earlier, that in Western society ft is no longer 
luffieient t o r j o t J u n a transitory political act (such a* a vote); one 
needs total adherence to a society"s truths and behavioral patterns. 
As the more perfectly uniform the societv, the stronger its power 
and efiecti* eneas. each member should be only a n organic and 
functionai fragment of it . perfectly adapted and integrated. He 
must share the stereotypes, belief*, and reactions of the group: 
he must be an active participant in its economic, ethical, esthetic, 
and political doings. All his activities, all his sentiments a r e 
dependent on this collectivity. And, M he is often reminded, h e 
can fulfill himself only tlirough this collectivity, as a member 
of the group' Propaganda of integration thus aims at making t h e 
individual participate in his society in every way. It is a long-term 
propaganda, a self-reproducing propaganda that seeks t o obtain 
stable behavior, to adapt the individual to his everyday life, t o 
reshape his thoughts and behavior in terms of the permanent 
social setting. We can see that this propaganda is more extensive 
ind complex than propaganda of agitation I t must be permanent, 
lor the Individual can n o longer be left to himself. 

In many cases such propaganda Is confined t o rationalizing an 
existing situation, t o transfoiming unconscious actions o f m e m b e r s 
of a society into consciously desired activity that is visible, laud
able, and justified— Pearlin and Rosenberg call this "the elabora
tion of latent consequences." In such cues it must be proved t h a t 
the listeners, the citizens in general, are the beneficiaries o f t h e 
resultant sc^io-potitical devtlupmenti. 

Integration propaganda aims at stabilizing the social body, at 
uiufyiflg a n d reiiiorcing It. It Is thus the preferred Instrument 
of grjvernment, though properly speaking it is not exclusively 
political propaganda. Since 1930 t h e propaganda of the Soviet 
Union, at well as that since the war. of all the People's Republics, 
has been a propaganda of integration.1 But this type of propa
ganda can also he made by a group of organization* other than 
those of government, going in the same direction, more Or less 
montaneously. more or less planned by the state. The most im
portant example of the use of such propaganda is the United 

' V*J? ™ rf * * ***** ™ « ™ 1 0 »D A m m a n - n f a • a M t i B M 
c u r i a m * oa tdrofogu*! p n U n n i h*Jd In M i » X - i ! U» <J 

l y & i . CM Mod to * i h i p * tb* d m n u m l > M ' > u r » f t n D * t and Of* 
blamed it* the l > U ) w B i c U w m a •. _ j , 
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States, i ••!.:.. !r uitegration propaganda is much more subtle 
• i i . . I complex than agitation propaganda. I t seeks not a tempotary 
excitement but a total molding of the pei in depth. Here ab 
psychological and opinion analyses must be utilized, ELS well as 
the n l A U media of communication. It is primarily this integration 
t:= • i: i . : =: i-: =. that we shall discuss in our study, for it is the most 
important "f our tiine despite the euctS and the Spectacular 
character of subversive propaganda. 

Let us note right away a final aspect of Integration propaganda: 
the more comfortable, cultivated, and informed the milieu to 
which it is . - . I ' . i : •: the better It works. Intellectuals are more 
sensitive than peasants to integration propaganda. Ia fact, they 
share the stereotypes of a society even when they are political 
opponents of the society. Tale a recent esample; French inteL 
Jcctuals opposed to war in Algeria seemed hostile to integration 
propaganda. Nevertheless, they shared all the itereotypes and 
myths of French society—Technology, Nation. Progress; all their 
actions were based on those myths. They were thoroughly ripe 
for an integration propaganda* lor they were already adapted to 
its demands. T b d r temporary opposition was not of the slightest 
importance; just changing the color of the flag was enough to 
Cud them again among the most conformist groups. 

One essential problem remains. When a revolutionary move
ment is launched* it operates, as we have said, with agitation 
propaganda; but once the revolutionary party has taken power, 
it must begin immediately to operate with integration propaganda 
(simi for the exceptions mentioned). That is the way to balance 
its power and stabilize the situation. But the transition from one 
type of propaganda to the other is extremely delicate and difficult 
After one has. over the years* excited the masses. Bum* them into 
adventures, fed their hopes and their hatreds, opened the gates 
of action to themp and assured them that all their actions were 
Justified, it is difficult to make them re-enter the ranks, to iote 
grate them into the normal framework of politics and economics. 
What has been unleashed cannot be brought under control » 
easily, particularly habits of violence or of taking the law into one's 
own hands—these disappear very slowly. This Is all the more 
true because the results achieved by revolution are usually de
ceptive; just to seize puwer is not enough- The people want to 
give full vent to the hatred developed by agitation propaganda, 
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and to have t h e promised bread or h n d Immediately. And the 
troops that helped in the seizure of power rapidly become tbr 
opposition and continue to act as they did under the influence 
pj subversion propaganda. The newly established government 
m u i t then use propaganda to eliminate these difficulties and to 
prevent the continuation oi the battle. But this must be prop* 
ganda designed 10 incorporate individuals into the "New Order.* 
10 transform their opponents into collaborators of the State, to 
male them accept delays In the fulfillment of promises—in other 
words, i t must be integration propaganda. 

Generally, only one element—hatred—can be immediately 
satisfied; everything else must be changed. Obviously, this con
version of propaganda is very difficult: the techniques and methods 
of agitation propaganda cannot be used; the same feelings can
not be aroused Other propagandists must be employed* as t o t a l l y 
different qualities are required for integration pn i fM £ . \ T h e 
greatest difficulty Is that agitation propaganda produces very rapid 
and spectacular effects* whereas integration propaganda acts 
ibwtv, gradually, and imperceptibly. After the masses have been 
subjected to agitation propaganda, to neutralize their arousod 
impulses with integration propaganda without being swept a w l y 
by the masses is a delicate problem. I n some cases it is actually 
impossible t o regain control of the masses. The Belgian Congo 
is a good example: the black people, very excited since 1939 by 
Lumumba's propaganda, first released their excitement by battling 
among themselves; then, once the black government was installed, 
they ran wild and it was impossible to get them under control. 
That was the direct effect of Lumumba's unrestrained propaganda 
ag*?Tst the Belgians. It seems that only a dictatorship can help 
this situation/ 

Another good example Is given b y Sauvy: during the war h broad
casts from London and Algien aroused the French people on the 
mbject of food shortages and accused the Germans of artificially 
orating scarcity through requisitioning (which was not true). 
After Liberation, the government was unable to overcome the 
effects of this propaganda; abundance was expected to return 
immediately. It was Impossible to control inflation and maintain 
rationing; integration failed because of prior agitation. 

In some cases, agitation propaganda leads to a partial failure. 
^ ' r i n n i la September IQAO. 
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Sometime* then Is A very Long period of trouble and unhappineei, 
during which It Is impossible to restore order, and only after a 
dozen yean of Integration propaganda can the situation be con
trolled again- Obviously, the best example i i the Soviet Union, 
At early as igaoh integration propaganda as conceived by Lenin 
was employed, hut It dampened the revolutionary mentality only 
very slowly. Only after agzg did the effects of agitation propa
ganda finally disappear. The Kronstadt Rebellion w u a striking 
example. 

In other cases the government must follow the crowds, which 
cannot be held back once they are set off; the government h 
forced, step by step* to satisfy Hppetitei aroused by agitation 
propaganda. This was partly the case with Hitler After taking 
power* he Continued to control the people by agitation prop*-
ganda- be thus h^d to bold out something new aU the time on 
the road to war—rearmament, the Rhineland. Spain, Austria, 
Czechoslovakia. The propaganda aimed at the SLA. and S.S. was 
agitation propaganda, as was the propaganda pushing the German 
people into war in 1937-9. A l 5 a m e time, the population as a 
whole was subjected to a propaganda of assimilation. Thus Hitler 
used two kinds of propaganda simultaneously Similarly, in the 
Soviet Union, agitation propaganda against imperialists and sab
oteurs, or for the fulfillment of the Plan, is employed simultane
ously with propaganda of Integration into the system fusing 
different arguments and media) through political education, youth 
movements, and so on. This is exactly the situation today of Castro 
in Cuba* he is incapable of integrating and can only pursue his 
agitation propaganda. This will lead him inevitably to dictator
ship, and probably to war. 

Other regimes, however, have managed perfectly well to pas* 
from one propaganda to the other, and to nuke Integration 
propaganda take the lead rapidly. This was the case of North 
Vietnam and China, and was owing to the remarkable concepts 
of propaganda which they have had since the time of the revolu
tion. In fact, 1927 Mao's propaganda has been subversive, 
it appeals to the most basic feelings in order to arouse revolt Lt 
leads to combat. It conditions people, and It relies on slogans 
1 •• 11. at the same tune, as soon as the individual is pressed into 
the army he Is subjected to an Integration propaganda that Mao 
calls jxAitiad edvaMon. Long-winded explanations tell him why 
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it Is necessary to act in a particular way; a biased but seemingly 
objective news system is set up as part of that propaganda, be
havior is regimented and disciplined. The Integra tkm ql the rev
olutionary rebel into a prodigiously disciplined, organized, and 
regimented army, which goes hand to hand with hi* intellectual 
and moral Indoctrination, prepares him to be taken into custody 
by integration propaganda after victory, and to be Inserted into 
the new society without resistance or anarchical excursions- This 
patient and meticulous ihapbig of (he whole m a n h this "putting 
into the mold," as Mao calls it, Is certainly his principal IUCOCH 
Of course, he began with a situation In which man was already 
well integrated into the group, and be substituted one cymplel* 
framework for another. Also, he needed u n l y I D shape the minds 
of people who had had very Little education t In the Western sense 
of the term), so that they Learned to understand everything 
through images, stereotype*, slogans, and i o t e T p r e t a t i n n j that be 
knew how to inculcate. Under such conditium, integration Is easy 
and practically Irreversible. 

l i r t l v , the distinction between the two types of propaganda 
partly erplains the defeat of French propaganda in Algeria vine* 
1955. On ont ude. the propaganda of the F.L.N, was u act of 
agitation designed to arouse feelings of subversion and combat^ 
against this the French army pitted a propaganda of integration 
of assimilation into a French framework and Into the French 
bdministration, French political concepts, education, professional 
training, and ideology. But a world of difference lay between 
the two as to speed, ease, and effectiveness; which explains why, 
In this competition between propagandas, the F.L.N. won out 
nt almost every stage. This doe* not mean that F .LN. propaganda 
reflected the real feeling of the Algerians. But if some say "You 
ire unhappy, so rise and i l i y your master and tomorrow you wQk 
be free," and others say: "We will help you, work with you, and 
LB the end all your problems will be solved/ there It Little qns-
ben as to who will command allegiance. In spite of everything 
lttweverh integration propaganda, as we have seid above, is by 
fir the most important new fact of our day. 

Vertical ond B « f M Propaganda 

Classic propaganda, as one usually thinks of ft, l l a vertical 
propaganda—in the sense that it is made by a leader, a tech-
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nician, a political or religious head who acta from the superior 
position of but authority and seeks to influence the crowd below. 
Such propaganda comes from above. It is conceived in die secret 
recesses of political enclaves; ft uses all technical methods of 
centralized mass communication; it envelops a mass of individuals, 
but those who practice it are on the outside. Let us recall here 
the distinction, cited above, made by Lasswell between direct 
propaganda and effect propaganda, though both a n forms of 

vertical propaganda-
One trait of vertical propaganda is that the propaganda re

mains alone even though he is part of a crowd- His shouts of 
enthusiasm or hatred, though part of the shouts of the crowd, 
do not put him In communication with Others; bis shouts are only 
a response to the leader. Finally, this kind of propaganda requires 
a passive attitude from those subjected to It. They are seized, they 
are manipulated, they are committed; they experience wbat they 
are asked to experience; they are really transformed into objects-
Consider, for instance, the quasi-hypnotic condition of those props-
ggndized at a meeting. I I u re the individual Is depersonalized; 
bis decisions are no longer bis own but those suggested by the 
leader, Imposed by a conditioned reflei. When we say that this 
is a passive attitude, we do not mean that the propagandee does 
not act; on the contrary, he acts with vigor and passion. But, ai 
we shall see, his action is not his own, though he believes it k. 
Throughout, It is conceived and willed outside of him; the propa
gandist is acting through ban, reducing him to the condition of 
a passive instrument. He is mechanized, dominated, hence passive. 
This is all the more so because he often Is plunged into a mass 
of propagandees In which he loses his individuality and becomes 
one element among others, inseparable from the crowd and in
conceivable without it . 

In any case, vertical propaganda is by far the most widespread 
—whether Hitler's or Stalin's, that of the French government since 
1950, or that of the United States. It Is In one sense the easiest 
to make, but its direct effects are extremely perishable, and It 
must be renewed constantly. It is primarily useful for agitation 
propaganda. 

Horizontal propaganda is a much more recent development. 
We know it in two forms: Chinese propaganda and group dy
namics in human relations. The first is political propaganda; the 
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second Is sociological propaganda; both are intrgratinn propa
ganda Their characteristics are identical, surprising AS that mav 
teem when we consider their totally different on gun—In contest, 
research methods, and perspective 

This propaganda can be called horizontal because it b made 
inside the group (not from the top), where, in principle, all 
individuals are equal and there is no leader. The fndividua] make* 
contact with others at his own level rather than with a louder; 
such propaganda therefore always seeks "conscious adlierence." 
Its content Is presented in didactic fashion and addressed to the 
intelligence. The leader, the propagandist, is there only as • 
tort of animator or discussion leader; sometimes his presence and 
his identity are not even known—fen example, the "ghost writer" 
in certain American groups, or the "police spy" in Ctiinese groups 
The individual's adherence to his group is "conscious" because 
he is aware of it and recognizes it, but i t is ultimately involuntary 
because he is trapped In a dialectic and in a group that Leads 
him unfailingly to this adherence. His adherence Ls also "intel
lectual" because he can express his conviction clearly and lineally, 
but it is not genuine because the information, the data, the 
reasoning that have led him to adhere to the group were them
selves deliberately falsified in order to lead him there. 

But the most remarkable characteristic of horizontal propaganda 
is the small group. The individual participates actively in the life 
of this group, £n a genuine and lively dialogue. In China the group 
is watched carefully to see that each member speaks, espresset 
himself, gives his opinions- Only in speaking will the individual 
paduaUy discover his own convictions (which also will be those 
of the group), become irrevocably involved, and help others to 
form their opinions (which are Identical). Each individual helpe 
to form the opinion of the group, but the group helps each 
individual to discover the correct line. For, miraculously, it hi 
ilways the correct line, the anticipated solution, the "proper" 
convictions, which are eventually discovered AH the participants 
*re placed on an equal footing, meetings are in thnabB, discussion 
If informal, and no leader presides. Progress is slow; there mutt 
be many meetings, each recalling events of the preceding one, 
so that a common experience can be shared- To produce "vol an-
l * r y " rather than mechanical adherence, and to create a solution 
that ls "found" by the individual rather than imposed from above. 
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is indeed a very advanced methodh much more effective and 
binding than the mechanical action of vertical propaganda. When 
the individual is mechanized, he can be manipulated easily. Bui 
to put the individual in a position where he apparently has a free
dom of choice and still obtain from him what one eipeets, is mint 
more subtle and risky. 

Vertical propaganda needs the huge apparatus of the mux 
media of Co m m unical ion; horizontal propaganda needs a hug; 
organisation of people Each individual must be inserted into 
a group, if possible into several groups with convergent actions. 
The group must be homogeneous, specialized> and small: fifteen 
to twenty is the optimum figure to permit active participation by 
each person. Hie group must comprise Individuals of the same 
sei, class, age, and environment. Most friction between individuals 
can then he ironed out and all factors eliminated which might 
distract attention, splinter motivations, and prevent the establish
ment of the proper line, 

T:.t:rnurt, a great many groups are needed (there are million* 
m China), as well as a great many group leaders. That is the 
principal problemn For tfh according to Mao's formula, "each 
must be a propagandist for all/* it is equally tine that there must 
be liaison nieu between the authorities and each group. Such men 
must be unswerving, integrated into the group themselves, and 
roust exert a stabilizing and lasting inHtience. They must be mem
bers of an integrated political body, in this case the Communis! 
Party. 

Tikis form of propaganda needs two conditions: first of all r a 
lack of contact between groups. A member of a small group must 
not belong to other groups in which he would be subjected to 
other influence^ that would give him a chance to find himself 
again andh with i t h the strength to resist. This is why the Chinese 
Communists insisted On breaking up traditional groups, such as 
the family* A private and heterogeneous group (with different 
ages, sesesp and occupations) B the family is a tremendous obstacle 
to such propaganda. In China, where the family was still very 
powerful, it had to be broken up. The problem is very different 
in the United States and in the Western societies^ there the social 
structures are sufficiently flexible and disintegrated to be no 
obstacle. I t is not necessary to break up the family in order to 
make the group dynamic and fully effective: the family already 
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U broken up. It no longer has the power to envelop the individual; 
it is no longer the place where the individual is formed and has 
his mots, l i e field is clear for the influence of small group*. 

The other condition for horizontal propaganda is identity bo 
tween propaganda and education. The small group is a center 
of total muriL intellectual, psychological, and civic education 
{information, documentation, catechization), but it is primarily 
a political group, and everything it does is related to politics. 
Education has no meaning there except In relation to politics. 
This is equally true ior American groups* despite appeajanccs 
to the contrary. But the term politic must be taken here in its 
broadest sense. "Die political education given by Mao is qn the 
level of a catechism, which is most effective in small groups. In¬
dividuals are taught what it is to be a member of a Communist 
society; and though the verbal factor (formulas to learn, which 
are the basic tenets of Marxist Communism) is important, the 
propagandist seeks above all to habituate the group mem ben to 
a particular new behavior, to instill belief in a human type that 
the propagandist wishes to create, to put its member* in touch 
with reality through group experience- In this sense the education 
i i very complete, with complete coordination between what is 
learned "intellectually1' and what is ' l ived" in practice* 

Obviously, no political "instruction" is possible in American 
groups. Al l Americans already know the great principles and in
stitutions of democracy- Yet these groups ore politicals their 
education is specifically democratic—that is to say, individuals 
are taught how to take action and bow to behave as members 
of a democracy- It is indeed a civic education* a thorough educa
tion addressed to the entire man. 

These groups are a means of education, but such education is 
only one of the elements of propaganda aimed at obtaining ad
herence to a society, its priciples, its ideology, and its myth*—and 
to the behavior required by the authorities- The small groups are 
the chosen place for this active education, and The regime em
ploying horizontal propaganda can permit no other style or form 
of instruction and education than these. We have already se*n 
that the importance of these small groups require* the breaking 
up of other groups, such as the familv. Now we must understand 
that the education given in the political small groups requires 
cither the disappearance of academic education, or ita integration 
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into the system. In The OrgoniwHcm Man, William H Whytt 
clearly shows the way in which the American school is becoming 
more and more a simple mechanism to adapt youngsters to Amer
ican society- As for the Chinese school it is only a system of 
propaganda charged with catechizing children while teaching 
them to read. 

Horizontal propaganda thus is very hard to male (particularly 
because it needs so many instructors), but it is exceptionally 
efficient through its meticulous encirclement of everybody, 
through the effective participation of all present, and through 
their public déclarations of adherence. It is peculiarly a system 
that seems to coincide perfectly with egalitarian societies claim
ing to be based on the wi l l of the people and calling themselves 
democratic: each group is composed of persons who are alike, 
and one actually can formulate the will of such a group. But all 
this is ultimately much more stringent and totalitarian than ei-
plosive propaganda. Thanks to this system* Mao has succeeded 
in passing from subversive propaganda to integration prop* 
ganda. 

RafioimJ and Irrational Propaganda 

That propaganda has an irrational character is still a well-estab
lished and well-recognized truth. The distinction between propa
ganda and information is often made: information is addressed to 
reason and experience—it furnishes facts; propaganda is addressed 
to feelings and passions—it is irrational. There is, of course, some 
truth in this, but the reality Is not so simple. For there is such i 
thing as rational propaganda, just as there is rational advertising 
Advertisements For automobiles or electrical appliances are gen 
erally based on technical descriptions or proved performance-
rational elements used For advertising purposes- Similarly there i l l 
propaganda based exclusively on farts, statistics, economic Ideas 
Soviet propaganda, especially since 1950. has been based on th* 
undeniable scientific progress and economic development of the 
Soviet Union; but it is still propaganda, for it uses these fact* to 
demonstrate, rationally, the superiority of i h system and to de
mand everybody's support. 

I t has often been noted that in wartime die successful propa
ganda is that based directly on obvious Facts: when an enemy army 
has just suffered a defeat, an appeal to enemy soldiers to surrender 
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will seem rational. When the superiority of one of the combatants 
becomes apparent, his appeal for surrender i t an appeal to reason 

SimiUrty, the propaganda of French grandeur since 1956 U 
a rational and factual propaganda- French films in particular a n 
almost all centered around French technological successes. The 
film AlgSrie française is an economic film, overloaded with eco
nomic geography and statistics. But It Is still propaganda. Such 
rational propaganda is practiced by various regimes. The educa
tion provided by Mao in China is based on pseudo-rational proof s, 
but they are effective For those who pay attention to them and 
accept them. American propaganda, out of concern for honesty 
and democratic conviction, also attempts to bo rational and factual. 
The news bulletins of the American services are a typical aample 
of rational propaganda based on "knowledge" and information. 
And nothing resembles these American publications more than 
the Review of the German Democratic Republic* which has taken 
over exactly the same propaganda style. We can say that the more 
progress we make, the more propaganda becomes rational and 
the more it Is based on serious arguments, on dissemination of 
knowledge, cm factual information, figures, and statistics.' 

Purely impassioned and emotional propaganda is disappearing. 
Even such propaganda contained elementi of fact: Hitlers moat 
Inflammatory speeches always contained some Facts which served 
as base or pretext I t is unusual nowadays to find a frenzied 
propaganda composed solely of claims without relation to reality. 
It is still Found in Egyptian propaganda, and it appeared in July 
i960 in Lumumba's propaganda in the Belgian Congo. Such 
propaganda is now discredited, but it still convinces and always 
exclta. 

Modem man needs a relation 10 facts, a self-fustlfication to 
convince himself that by acting In a certain way be Is obeying 
reason and proved experience. We must therefore study the dose 
relationship between information and propaganda. Propaganda's 
content increasingly resembles information. It bat even dearly 
been proved that a violent, excessive, shock-provoking propa
ganda text leads ultimately to less conviction and participation 

* Em Erü CHJ Nithfls Late* fcuw cor? •• •1 •• noted (fee HB+trtxm, \r ifah ecn-
™iı-.ı. betv-tea iJw proptgandt of 1914 * M thtt at 19^0: tb* l u t t r b mot* mber 

UKL Lnfnnmtivt, l«$ « I M O M I İ u d manllAfe. As w * my M 
4 k tddreunj k u to the tuptrçgû u d marc tû tbç ayft. 
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than does a more "informative"" and reasonable test on the m m 
subject. A Urge duse of fear precipitates immediate action; a 
reasonably small dole produces lasting support. The listener's 
critical power* decrease if the propaganda message is more 
rational and less violent. 

Propaganda's content therefore tends to be rational and factual 
But is tnJs enough to show that propaganda is rational? Besides 
content, lliere In the receiver of the content, the individual who 
undergoes die barrage of propaganda or information- When an 
individual has read a technical and factual advertisement of a 
television i or a new jutomobih- engine, and if he is not an 
electrician or a mechanic, what docs he re-member? Can hr 
describe a traniittor or a new type of wheel-suspension? Of 
course rwt- AH Ihose technical descriptions and enact details wd 
form a general picture in his bead, rather vague but hit-hh 
colored—and when he speaks of the engine, he will say: It 's 
terrific!" 

It is exactly the some with all rational, logical, factual prop* 
gandu. After having read an article on wheat in the United State? 
or on steel in the Soviet Union, does the reader remember the 
figures andstBtlstics, has lie understood the economic mechanisms, 
has he absorbed the line of reasoning? If he is not an economist 
by profession, he will retain an over-all impression, a general 
conviction that "these Americans (or Russians) are amazing. 
They have method* Progress is important after all," and » 0 0 . 
Similarly, emerging from the showing of a film such as Algen* 
fnmfaiu. he Forgets all the figures and logical proofs and Maim 
only a feeling of rightful pride in the accomplishments of Franw 
in Algeria. Thereafter, whit remains with the individual affected 
by this propaganda is a perfectly irrational picture, a purely 
emotional feeling, a myth. The facts, the data, the reasoning—aB 
are forgotten, and only the impression remains. And this is 
Indeed what the propagandist ultimately seeks, for the Individual 
will never begin to act on the basis of facts, or engage In purely 
rational behavior. What makes him act is the emotional pressure, 
the vision of • future, the myth. The problem is to create i n tm-
tkmal response on the basis of rational and factual elements 
That response must be fed with facts, those frenzies mult be pro
voked by rigorouslv logical proofs. Thus propaganda in itrei 
becomes honest, strict, eiact, but its effect remains irrational 
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beduse of the rpoataoeous tjuufocrnitbon of all i d contents- by 
the individual. 

We emphasize that this U true not just f a propaganda but 
ml» for Information, Except for the specialist, ifrfuruiabun. n o 
when it is very well presented, gives people ooly a broad linage 
of the world. And much of the informatiou disseminated nowa
dayŝ —research findings, facts, statistics, explanations, analyses— 
eliminate personal judgment and the capacity tu f u m i one's own 
opinion even more surely than the most extravagant propaganda. 
This claim mav seem shocking; but it Is a fact that excessive 
data do nut enhghim the reader or the lulener. ihev drown htm. 
He cannot remember them aU, or coordinate them, or understand 
them, if be does not want to risk losing his mind, he will merelv 
draw a general picture from them. And the ntore facts supplied, 
the more simplistic the image- If a man is given one item of in
formation, he will retain it . if he is given a hundred data in one 
field, on one question, he will have only a general Idea of tiiat 
question. But if he is given a hundred items of information on all 
the political and economic aspects of a nation, he will arrive at 
a summary judgment—"The Russians are terrificl" and to on 

A surfeit of data, far from permitting people to make judg
ments and form opinions, prevents them from doing so and actu
ally paralvies them They are caught in • web of farts and 
must remain at the level of the facts they have been givm 
They cannot even form a choice or a judgment in other vent 
or on other subjects Thus the mechanism* of modern informa
tion induce a tort of hvpnosis in the individual, who cannot grt 
out of the Seid that has been laid out for him by the information 
Hl< opinion will ultimately be formed solelv on the basis of the 
facts transmitted to him, and not on the basis of his choice 
and Iiis personal experience. The more the techniques of dis
tributing information develop, the more the individual is shaped 
by such information. It is not true that he can choose freely 
with regard to what Is presented to him as the truth And because 
rational propaganda thus creates an irrational situation, it re
mains, above all, propaganda—that is, an inner control over the 

individual by 1 social force, which means that it deprives him of 
himself. 



CHAPTER 

DG 

T H E CONDITIONS 
FOR T H E 

E X I S T E N C E OF 
PROPAGANDA 

Why and how does propaganda exist? 
We have already noted that propaganda was not the same ta 

the past as it is today, that its nature has changed. We have 
also said that one cannot simply make any propaganda just 
anywhere, at anytime, or in any fashion. Without a certain 
milieu propaganda cannot exist. Only under certain conditions can 
the phenomenon of propaganda appear and grow. The most 
obvious of these are accidental or purely historical conditions. 
Beyond that, it is clear, for example, that the emergence of props-
panda is connected with a number of scientific discoveries. 
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Modern propaganda could not exist without the mass media -
die Inventions that produced press, radio, television, and motion 
pictures, or those that produced the means of modern trans 
portation and which permit crowds of diverse individuals from 
all over to assemble easily and frequently. Present-day propa
ganda meetings no longer bear any relation to past assemblies, 
to the meetings of the Athenians in the Agora or of the Romans 
in the Forum. Then there is the scientific research in all the 
other fields—sociology and psychology, for example. Without 
the discoveries made in the past half-century by scientists who 
"never wanted this. - there would be no propaganda. The findings 
of social psychology, depth psychology, bebavorism, group socioL 
ogy, sociology of public opinion are the very foundations of the 
propagandist's work. 

In a different sense, political circumstances have also been 
effective and Immediate causes of the development of massive 
propaganda. The first World War t the Russian revolution of 
iQij, Hitler's revolution of 1935-, the second World War; the 
further development of revolutionary wars since 1944 in China. 
Indochina, and Algeria, as well as the Cold War—each was a step 
I D the development of modem propaganda. With each of these 
events propaganda developed further, increased in depth, dis
covered new methods. At the same time it conquered new nations 
and new territories: To reach the enemy, one must use his 
weapons; this undeniable argument is the key to the systematic 
development of propaganda. And in this way propaganda has 
become a permanent feature in nations that actually despise ft, 
such as the United States and France. 

l * t us also note the influence of doctrines and men. It Is dear 
that a particular doctrine can make propaganda the very center 
of political life, the essence of political action, rather than merely 
an accessory or an incidental and rather suspect instrument, 
Uninism as developed by Mao Is really a doctrine of propaganda 
plus action, mdissolubly linked to Mamsm, of which ft is an 
enpression. As Leninism spreads, propaganda develops with it 

necessity and not by choice, l a addition, certain men have 
greatly helped the development of propaganda! Hitler and 
Goehbels. for eiample, had a genius for ft. But the role of such 
men is never decisive. They do not invent propaganda; i t doe* 
not eiist fust because they want it to. They are only the pro-
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ducers and directors, the catalysts, who profit from the confluence 
of favorable circumstance*- Al l this if too well b o w n and too 
obvious to dwell on. 

But the sum of certain conditions If still not enough to explain 
the development of propaganda- The over-all sociological condi
tions in a society must provide a favorable environment ftr 
propaganda to succeed.1 

t The Sociological C<mdttiont 

IndhidaaiUt Society *nd Um Society 

For 1.. to WlOOflad, a society mujit first have two 
complementjry qualities: It must be both an individualist and i 
m i t t societv These two qualities are often considered coum-
dictory. It is believed that an individualist society, in which thi 
individual is thought to have a higher value than the gryup. 
tends to destroy groups that Limit the Individual s range of actinn. 
whereas a mass society negates the individual and reduces him to 
a cipher. But this contradiction Is purely theoretical and a i l 
lusion. In actual fact, an individualist society must be a mail 
society, because the first move toward liberation oE the incli-
vidua! is to break up the small groups that are an organk 
fact of the entire society. In this process the individual frees 
himself completely from family, village, parish or brotherhood 
bonds—only to find himself directly vLi i vis the entire society 
When individual* are not held together by local structures, the 
only form in which thev can live together is in an unstructured 
mass society, Similarly, a mass society can only be based m 
Individuals—that is. on men in their isolation, whose identities 
ore determined by their relationships with one another. Precisely 
because the individual claims to be equal to all other individuals 
he becomes an abstraction and is In effect reduced to a cipher 

• Hie MfTi* f i t - tun u l IPvButiKr h*ve dlflertnt wriflKt and eflcctiueircn En d i f l ^ 
m l W i t t i t i . The medJi employed by ihc prQpsttJndJiri can work unly in * p « * " 
u l u Kciotogdc*! itructurc. Thu r ^ i p r K a l inBurftrt CP+ p t c p * a j i a a ^ i f l ^ rtdil 
i t j u r t w t 3i pncutl^r ant of the probltou (hmt n t r d 1o be itudkC-

£mil Krii JU:J N i t h m L * H H MM proper I}1 noted t h i t public rttpOOJtt f> ** 
rinrpKt ol pfOp*tfirtfl*. hav« ctunftd conjti*;r*bly ic the put ic* dc«d«4 iflJ 
ih*t tlib O u V h ths rciult til trend* ID tba piythMpcLolgeJcal condition « 
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Al non ai local organic groupings are reformed, society 
• : • to « a t e being bidividuaJistic. and thereby to lute it* m m 
character as well. What then occurs if the formation (rf Organs 
groups of elite In what remain* a mast society, bgt which rests 
on the framework of strongly structured and centralized political 
parties union*, and so on. These organisation* reach ooly a n 
active minority. and the memben of thu minority e w e to be 
individualistic by being integrated into fucb organic associa
tions. From this perspective. Individualist society and maju societv 
art two corollary aspects jf the same reality. This corresponds 
to what we have *aid about the m a i s media: to perform a 
propagandiste function they must capture the Individual and 
the mass at the same time. 

Propaganda can be effective ooly in an individualist society. 
by which we do not mean the theoretical Individualism of the 

ft 
nineteenth century, but the genuine individualism of our society 
Of course, the two are not diametrically opposed- Where the 
greatest value is attributed to the individual the end result is 
a society composed in essence onlv of individuals, and therefore 
cue that is not integrated. But although theory and reality a n 
not in total opposition, a great difference nevertheless exists 
between them- In individualist theory the individual has eminent 
value, man himself is the master of his life; In Individualist 
teûlity each human being is rubject to Innumerable force* and 
influences, and is not at all master of hi* own life. A l long a i 
solidly constituted groups exist, those who are integrated into 
Chem are subject to them. But at the same time they are pro
tected by than against such extern J influences as propaganda 

An individual can be influenced by forces such a* propaganda 
Only when be if cut off from membership in local groups Because 
such groups are organic and have a well-structured material 
pirltual and emotional life, they are not easily penetrated by 

propaganda. For example, it ft much more difficult today for 
outride propaganda to influence A soldier integrated into a mili
tary group, or a militant member of a monolithic party, than to 
influence the same man when he is a mere dtucn. Nor i i the 
organic group sensitive to psychologic*] c&ntagto*\ which if » 
important to the success of nusi propaganda. 

One can savr generally, that nineteenth-century individualist 
society came about through the disintegration of such small groupt 
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as the family or the church. Once these groups lost their im
portance* the individual was I. I : substantially isolated. He was 
plunged Into a new environment* generally urban* and thereby 
"uprooted-" He no longer had a traditional place in which to live-
he was no longer geographically attached to a fixed place, or 
historically to his ancestry. An individual thus uprooted can 
only be part of a mass- He is on his own, and individualist think
ing asks of him something he has never been required to do 
before: that he, the individual, become the measure of all 
things. Thus he begins to judge everything for himself. In fact he 
musí make his own judgments* He is thrown entirely on hi* 
own resources; he can find criteria only in himself. He is clearlj 
responsible for his own decisions, both personal and social. He 
becomes the beginning and the end of everything. Before him 
there was nothing; after him there will be nothing. His own life 
becomes the only criterion of justice and injustice, of Good ami 
Evil. 

In theory this is admirable. But in practice what actually hap* 
pens? The individual is placed in a minority position and 
burdened at the same time with a total crushing responsibility. 
Such conditions make an individualist society fertile ground 
for modern propaganda. The permanent uncertainty, the social 
mobility, the absence of sociological protection and of traditional 
frames of reference—all these inevitably provide propaganda 
with a malleable environment that can be fed information from 
the outside and conditioned at wil l . 

The individual left to himself is defenseless* the more so be
cause he may be caught up in a social current* thus becoming 
easy prey for propaganda. As a member of a small group he 
was fairly well protected from collective influences* customs, 
and suggestions. He was relatively unaffected by changes in the 
society at large- He obeyed only if his entire group obeyed-
This does not mean that he was freer, but only that he was 
determined by his local environment and by his restricted group, 
and very little by broad ideological influences or collective psychic 
stimuli. The common error was to believe that if the individual 
were liberated from the smaller organic groups he would be set 
free. But in actual fact he was exposed to the influence of mass 
currents, to the influence of the state, and direct integration into 
mass socfety- Finally, he became a victim of propaganda. Physi-

j V p t u g m b f J J 

rally and psychologically uprooted* the individual became much 
less stable- The stability of the peasantry* for example, is one of 
the reasons why this group is relatively unaffected by propa
ganda Goebbels himself recognized that the peasants could be 
reached Only if their structured milieu was shattered; and the 
difficulties that Lenin experienced in integrating the Russian 
peasantry into the pattern of the revolution are well biown* 

Thus* here is one of the first conditions for the growth and 
development of modern propaganda; I t emerged in western 
Europe in the nineteenth century and the first half of the twenti
eth precisely because that was when society was becoming in
creasingly individualistic and its organic structures were breaking 
down. 

But for propaganda to develop* society must also be a mass 
society- I t cannot be a society that is simply breaking up or 
dissolving. I t cannot be a society about to disappear, which 
might well be a society in which small group are breaking 
up. The society that favors the development of propaganda must 
be a society maintaining itself but at the same time taking on a 
new structure, that of the mass society* 

The relationship between masses and crowds has been much 
dl&cussed, and distinctions have been drawn between masses and 
massification. The first is the gathering of a temporary crowd; 
the second* the involvement of individuals in a permanent social 
cycle. Certainly a crowd gathered at a given point is not, properly 
speaking, a mass. A mass society is a society with considerable 
population density in which local structures and organizations are 
weak, currents of opinion are strongly felt* men are grouped into 
large and influential collectives, the individual is part of these 
collectives* and a certain psychological unity exists. Mass society, 
moreover* is characterized by a certain uniformity of material 
life. Despite differences of environment* training, or situation, the 
men of a mass society have the same preoccupations, the same 
Interest in technical matters, the same mythical beliefs* the same 

JOf the binumerahle bwlf? on the mwv*, The Rfnolf ef th* N H H , by Jq*£ 
Orterça y Cass**, is gtill valid despite the criticism of many «càolûfliaii. 

Eh» Roper* ctaHïGttÛQft of influential groupi in the United Stalei b «D 
Riawn; about 90 percent of tKt p o p u l a t e k "politically friert"*; they b«OftH 
itfave only accidentally, ^ h t n they arc set into motion, bat they arc normally 
iotttive, inattentive, manipulate and without criBcaJ faculty1"—flualttiei thai 

™m the maws. (Roper; "Who Tells t h * Storytellers?" Siiurdjy R#.-.i-. . Jxdj âr, 
1854-} Throughout we are discussing this pitts mif l . the average 
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prejudice*1 The individuals making up the mass In the grip 
of propaganda may seem quite diversified* but they have enough 
in common for propaganda to act on them directly. 

In contemporary lociety there actually is a close relation he. 
tween mass and crowd. Because a mass society exists, crowds cao 
gather frequently—that Is, the individual constandy moves from 
One crowd to another* from a street crowd to a factory crowd, or a 
theater crowd, a subway crowd, a crowd gathered at a meeting. 
Conversely, the very fact of belonging to crowds turns the indi
vidual more and more into a mass rnan and thus modifies his 
very being. There is no question that mans psychic being is modi
fied by his belonging to a mass society; this modification takes 
place even if no propaganda appeal is made to the soul of the 
crowd or the spirit of the collective. This individual produced by 
a mass society is more readily available, more credulous, more 
suggestible, more excitable. Under such conditions propaganda 
can develop best. Because a mass society existed in western 
Europe at the end of the nineteenth century and the first half 
of the twentieth, propaganda became possible and necessary. 

From mass society emerge the psychological elements mosl 
favorable to propaganda: symbols and stereotypes- Of course these 
also eiist in small groups and limited societies, but there they are 
not of the same kind, number, or degree of abstraction. In a mass 
society they are more detached from reality, more manipulate 
more numerous, more likely to provoke intense but Geeting emo
tions* and at the same time less significant, le*J inherent in per
sonal life. The symbols in a primitive society do not permit the 
free and flexible play of propaganda because they are rigid, 
stable, and small in number. Their nature is also different: of 
religious origin at Grst, they become political (in the broad sense). 
In mass society, finally, we find the maximum deviation between 
public opinions and latent private opinions, which are either re
pressed or progressively eliminated' 

Thui the masses in contemporary society have made propa
ganda possible; in fact propaganda can act only where mans 
psychology is influenced by the crowd or mass to which he be
longs. Besides, as we have already pointed out, the means of 

1 A fflftM HCiety l * alifl * strongly organized sodety. John Alblfl mike* * profound 
obftrvjitaotf when I K n y i that propaganda i t art JneidfdbJe CdKvtiltt^nt o( th* 
growth fcfld ors*J«ZAHon of jceiery. 
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disseminating propaganda depend on the existence of the masses 
in the United States these means are called the masi media of 
communications with good reason: without the mass to receive 
propaganda and carry it along, propaganda is impossible. 

We must also consider the importance of public opinion In this 
connection. Public opinion as we presentlv think of it also needs 
a mass society. In fact, in the presence of a stimulus or an act 
there must be exchanges of opinion, actions* and Interactions, 
which are the first steps in the formation of public opinion. There 
must also be an awareness of existing opinions, of private opinions 
Or implicit public opinions. Finally, there must be a reappraisal 
of values and attitudes. Only then is there realJv a crystalized 
public opinion. It is obvious that in order for this entire process 
to take place, a very close relationship among a great number 
of people is necessary. The kind of public opinion we mean+ the 
kind used by propaganda and necessary for it, cannot exist in a 
community of fifty or one hundred persons, isolated from the 
outside world (whether it be a monastery or a village of the 
fifteenth century), or in a society of very low population density 
in which a man has only verv distant contacts with other men. 
Meeting once a month at the market place, for instance, does not 
permit the wide dissemination ol personal views needed to form 
public opinion. 

Thusr for propaganda to be effective psychologically and socio* 
logically, a combination of demographic phenomena l i required-
The first is population density, with a high frequency of diversi
fied human contacts, exchanges of opinions and experienced and 
with primary importance placed on the feeling of togetherness. 
The second is urban concentration, which, resulting from the 
fusion between mass and crowd, gives the maas its psychological 
and sociological character. Only then can propaganda utilize 
crowd effects; only then can it profit from the psychological modi
fications that collective life produces in the individual and without 
which practically none of the propaganda would ^tske." Much 
more, the instruments of propaganda find their principal m i r c e 
of support in the urban concentration. 

Buying a newspaper or a radio set or listening to a broadcast ix 
a social act that presumes a mass structure of society, a total 
subordination to certain imperatives felt only when one Is plunged 
into a mass in which each person places value on the accomplish-
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ment of this social act. Even more, to go to the movies or a politi
cal meeting presumes a physical proximity and, therefore, the 
existence of concentrated masses. I n facth a political organize! 
wlD not bother to hold his meeting if he knows he can get to
gether ouly ten or fifteen people; and individuals wi l l not cone 
readily from a great distance. Because regular attendaoce is essen
tial for attaining propaganda effects through meetings or films, 
the mass is indispensable. The "majority effect," so essential as a 
means of propaganda, can be felt only in a mass society; for 
example, the argument that "all Frenchmen want peace in 
Algeria" or, on the other hand, "all Frenchmen want to hold on to 
Algeria" is valid only if "alt Frenchmen" represents an immedi
ate and massive reality. Thus the mass society was a primary 
condition for the emergence of propaganda; once formed, it 
evoked the power and functions of propaganda. 

Although we shall not go into the matter of individual psy
chology, we must remember, in Stoetzel's excellent words, that 
"the conditions of lif e in mass societies tend to multiply Individual 
frustrations. They produce abstract fragmentary relations be
tween people.. . totally devoid of intimacy.. . , One can show ho* 
the feeling of Insecurity or anxiety develops; trace the contradic
tions of our environment—the conflicts between socially accepted 
competition and the preaching of fraternal love, between the 
constant stimulation of our needs through advertising and oui 
limited finances, between our legal rights and the shackles of 
reality," 

Propaganda responds psychologically to this situation. Tht 
fact that propaganda addresses itself to the individual but acts 
on the mass explains, for example, the unity between the types 
of propaganda that are apparently diverse—such as propaganda 
based on the prestige of the leader (of the hero, or even of the 
expert) and propaganda based on the prestige of the majority. Of 
course in the exercise of propaganda both types have specific 
functions. But it is important to emphasize here that these two 
types are not very different from each other. 

The leader or expert who enjoys authority and prestige among 
the mass is the man who best speaks for that mass. The ordinary 
man must see himself reflected m his leader. The leader must be 
a sublimation of the "ordinary man " He must not seem to be of a 
different quality. The ordinary man must not feel that the leader 
transcends him. This quality of the average men in the Hero 
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(actor, dictator, sports champion) has been clearly demonstrated 
In the history of the past thirty years. It is what E. Morin empha
sizes in his study of the deification of film stars. 

When a man follows the leader, he actually follows the mass, 
the majority group that the leader so perfectly represents. The 
leader loses all power when he is separated from his group; no 
propaganda can emanate from a solitary leader, Moses fs d«ad 
on the propaganda level; all we have left is a "Johnson" or 
"De Gaulle," stripped of individual characteristics and clad in the 
aura of the majority. 

Some may raise objections to this analysis, which sees a funda
mental requirement for the development of propaganda in the 
creation of an individualist society and a mass society, because 
only m that combination can the material means and dictatorial 
will of the state take shape. The first objection is based on the 
emergence in oui society of new local organic groups—for ex
ample, political parties and labor unions, which seem to he 
contrary to the existence of the individualist structure and the 
mass structure. The answer to this is, first, that such groups are 
still far from having the solidity, the resistance, the structuring 
of old organic groups. They have oot had time to consolidate 
themselves. One has only to look at their fragility, their fluctua
tions, their changes. They are not really groups of resistance 
against mass influence, though, like a party that eicbanges a demo
cratic for a monolithic form, they try to he by taking on authori
tarian structures-

Second, such new groups cannot be real obstacles to total 
propaganda. They can resist one particular propaganda, but not 
the generai phenomenon of propaganda, for the development of 
the groups takes place simultaneously with development of propa
ganda. These groups develop inside a society propagandized 
tn the extreme; they are themselves loci of propaganda; they 
are instruments of propaganda and are integrated into its tech
niques. We are no longer in a sociological situation comparable 
TO that of traditional societies in which there was barely any 
mass propaganda and almost nothing other than local psycho¬
logical influences. And when propaganda did enter into such 
societies, it had to Bght existing local groups and try to influence 
sad modify them; and these organic groups resisted 

At present we are witnessing the emergence of organic groups 
In which individuals tend to be integrated. These groups have 
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certain traits of the old organic groups, but their collective life, 
their Intellectual, emotional, and spiritual life Is determined by 
propaganda and they can no lunger maintain themselves without 
It. They become organic groups in the mass society only if thtv 
subject theinselvei toh and serve a* ageob of, propaganda- Our 
society ha* beeo completely transformed: when we left [he purely 
individualist stage, which permitted propaganda to develop, we 
arrived at a society In which primary group structures c o u l d sti l l 
n i i t P but in which t o t a l propaganda was established and the 
group no longer could be separated from such propaganda. It u 
curious to see how the few remaining organic groups, such as 
the family and the church, try at all costs to live by propaganda; 
families are protected by famdy associations^ churches try to tale 
over the methods of psychological ijitiuei.ee. Tlwy arc now the 
very negation of the old organic groups. And what is more, the 
new primary groups (such as political pa/lies or uniom) are im
portant relay stations in the How of total propaganda; they are 
mobilized artd used as instrurnenu and thus offer no fulcrum 
for Individual resistance. On the contrary, through them the 
entrapped individual is made ready for propaganda. 

Another objection come* to mind immediately. Propaganda has 
developed in societies that were neither individualist nor mass 
the H u s u - i n x H ,, i . ,,| 191-, prewnhday China, Indochina, the 
A rub world. But the point here is precisely that these society 
could not and cannot be captured, manipulated, and mobilized by 
propaganda, except when their traditional structures disintegrate 
and a new society Is developed which is both individualistic and 
massive- Where this fails to happen, propaganda remains ineffec
tive. Therefore, if tlie new society does not coutitutr itself spm-
taneousty. it is sometimes formed by force by authoritarian Hate*, 
which only then can utilize propaganda In the Soviet Union, 
the Caucasus and Azerbaijan were the nursery of agitprop in 
1917 because the cosmopolitanism of the regionh the great currents 
of population displacement (Russian and Moslem), the uproot-
lngsh the vigor of a nationalist myth, tended t o shape mass society 
In Soviet Russia, propaganda has progressed exactly in line with 
the destruction of the old organic groups and the creation of mass 
society-* 

* W# fc— I » thai tf* nUMlihmniE the- . * M n 1 OTfinliaBan In lnAxHirn 
pHmrilted the ıtnırturtni QÎ * complclr «dnıLılAnt^-r rtKİtty lXF>p«na » d * 
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We also find thai true id Communist China, which attained 
in three years, through violence, what the Suvirt L'pion took 
twenty years to attain and what developed naturailv in the Weil 
p 150 yean: the establishment of sociological cunditiuu specific 
to an environment in which propaganda can be completely effec
tive It seems that the Chinese government mideratoud perfectly 
the need to structure a new society. When the French wondered 
whether the methods of propaganda which liad succeeded in 
Indochina could be applied in Algeria, they f a c t * ! problems of the 
ume sociological order 4 We find in the ultra-rapid, forced, and 
systematic transformation of t h w societies a dramatic confirma-
tlon of Our analysis showing that a certain "m ossification*1 of 
society is required for propaganda to be able to develop. 

Opinion 
We must add to all this the problem of public opinion We 

have already said thai, on the me handT propaganda is no Longer 
primarily a matter of opinion, and that, on the other, the existence 
of a public opinion Is connected with the appearance of a mass 
society.* We would like to stress here that opinion formed in 
primary groups, or small groups, has other characteristics than 
that which exists in large societies. In small groups, with direct 

DwbtHn*! puupi The U*n-Vhrt b with 4b •_-!••• 11 - •. . m-d h ™ - h - . 
«ti£fLnlly provofcpd * new jphttir-H JJ! truUUncul graLipt J I M U I J W I ^ utf-
fctting fiiTuhi i. -J-L.LHH.J_ and D^ERhtorbocidi. aiJjtl expkocUnK iht old JcifflU In tnJrr 
14 ifitogrnte IndjUJULI]| ijifcp new gjuupi A 5 r - - 1 - IL t j ^ i i L v - c i _m GMlint to hEi 
m , u d c«Lip*tluri Thf family Eicnip it t lmi d u t r f y t d , e h j l d r w i do oOi belong Co 
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contacts between individuals, i D t e p o n o n a ] relations are the 
dominant relations, and the formation of public opinion depend* 
on these direct contacts. Opinion in these is determined by what 
ha* properly been called the -preponderant" opinion, which im
poses itself automatically on the group as a whole. Interpersonal 
relations lead to a dominant opinion because, first of all, leadership 
in s u c h groups is recognized spontaneously. Also, group opinion U 
called on t o regulate concrete situations or common experience! 
t h a t bring into play the common Interest* oi a l l the individual! 
in the g r o u p . Moreover, the social level of Individuals in such 

groups Is generally the same. 
Thus, s u c h primary groups are spontaneously democratic, la 

fact, opinion Is formed directly, for the individuals are directly 
in contact with the events thai demand their participation. Once 
formed, tbi* opinion is erprc^ed directly and known to every
body. The leaders of the group know what the group opinion ii 
and take It into consideration | they have contributed amply I D 
its formation. But these groups are by no mean* liberal, minorî  
t ies within them appear as foreign bodies—for in a relationship 
s u c h as t h i s , opposition weakens inter-group communication 
Sanctions are generally diffuse but energetic. There is no equality; 
t h e members accept leadership, and of course small groups al» 
recognize instituted authorities (the father of the family, forei-
ample J. Dommant personal] brt play a considerable role, and often 
e r o u p opinion will be formed bv Individuals who are known to 
a l l the members of the group, and whose authority is accepted. 

Secondary or large societies obviously have a totally different 
character. In these societies (generally the only ones consider** 
b y public opinion studies) individuals do not know and have n* 
direct contact with each Other. Moreover, they do not share tie 
direct experience of problems on which they must make decision* 
Interpersonal relations do not exist, only over-all relaboni-
tbose of the individual with the group as a whole. To some eitent 
the opinion that prevails i n such groups will be a majority opmlco 
(which is not to say that public opinion is that of the majority) 

I n such groups, the formation of pubbc opinion is very compla 
and a host of theories exists on the subject In any event, pubbc 
opinion ha* three characteristics. I t can shape itself only m -
society In which h^rutionalixed channels of information gm 
t h e people tho facts o n which t h e y wfl l take a position Thu*. 

rtxne steps intervene between fact and opinion. The information 
reaching the people is only indirect, but without it there would 
be no opMon at alL Moreover, to the extent that we are dealing 
with information disseminated by intermediaries, opinion doe* 
not form itself by simple persona] contact. And nowadays opinion 
depends to a large extent on such folermediate channels of in
formation, 

A second characteristic of public opinion is that ft cannot ex
press itself directly, but only through channels, A constituted 
public opinion is as yet nothing, and does not express itself 
spontaneously. I t will eipress itself in elections (when electoral 
opinion and public opinion coincide), through political parties, 
associations in the newspapers, referenda, and so on. But all 
that is not enough. 

The third characteristic of pubbc opinion is that this opinion 
1» farmed by a very huge number of people who cannot possibly 
experience the same fact In the same fashion, who judge ft by 
different standards, speak a different language, and share neither 
the same culture nor the same social rxisition. Normally every
thing separates them. They reully should not be able to form a 
public opinion, and yet they do. This is possible only when all 
• M l people are not really apprised of the facts, but only of 
sbstract symbols that give the facts a shape in which they can 
*erve as a base for public opinion. Public opinion form* ftaelf 
around attitudes and theoretical problems not clearly related to 
the actual situation. And the symbols most effective in the forma
tion of public opinion are t i o w most remote from reality. There
fore, public opinion always rests an problem* that do not 
c&respand to reaiify. 

We have pointed out several times before that origujal small 
puupis are obstacles to propaganda. The opinion structure of 
these primary groups is opposed to action outside the group (of 
»urse, we do not call the group leader's actions propaganda, but 
this does not mean that the group members are free from propa
ganda; on the contrary, we have already noted that they are not) 
Because o W t etperience, immediate grasp of facts and probkm*. 
* w personal acquaintance between individuals exist in the small 
poup, propaganda cannot fimction in such a group. Only tn 
iecond-hand'" opinion can propaganda play its role in fact it 

«naot fail to play i t there. La order for public opinion to form 
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Itself In Urge groups* channels of jufijtuwtton and manipulation 
of symbols must be available. Where public opinion exists, propa^ 
gap(3A crystalizes that opinion from the pre-con^cious individual 
state to l i e conscious public state. Propaganda can function only 
in secondary groups i n which secondary opinion can form itself. 
But we mint remember that we eannut simply juxtapose those iwo 
types of group*, because a whole society is also composed of 
multiple groups. A conflict between primary and secondary 
Opinions wil l arise. One w i l l dominate the other. Propaganda cart 
exist only in societies in wliich second hand opinion definitely 
dominates primary opinion and the latter Is reduced and driven 
into a minority position^ then, when the individual finds himself 
between the two conflicting types of opinion, he w i l l normally 
grasp the general, public opinion This corresponds to what we 
have said about the mass society. 

The M r t M Media of Cimrnunication 

Finally, one more condition is basic for propaganda. We have 
just stated again thttt an opinion cannot form Itself in entire so
cieties unless m a s media of communication exist. This much Is 
evident: without the mass media there can be no modem propa^ 
ganda. But we must point to a dual factor necessary if the mass 
media are really to become instruments of propaganda- For they 
ar« not such instruments automatically Or under fust any condi
tions. They must be subject to centralized control en the one 
hand, and well diversified with regard to their products on the 
other. Where film production, the pressh and radio transmission 
are not centrally controlled, no propaganda is possible As long 
u a large number of independent news agencies, newsTeel pro
ducers find diverse local papers function, no conscious and direct 
propaganda is possible. This is not because the reader or viewer 
has real freedom of choice—which he has n o t as we shall see 
later—but because none of the media has enough power to hold 
the individual constantly and through all channels. Local influ
ences are sufficiently strong to neutralize the great national press, 
to give just one example. To make the organisation of propaganda 
possible, the media must be concentrated, the number of news 
agencies reduced, the press brought under single control, and 
radio and film monopolies established. The effect w i l l be Still 
greater if the various media are concentrated i n the same hands. 

When a newspaper trust also extends its control over film* and 
radio, propaganda can be directed at the mases and the Individ
ual can be caught in the wide net of media. 

Only through concentration in a few hand* of a large nuxnbex 
of media can one attain a true orchestration, a continuity, and 
an application of scientific methods of influencing individuals. A 
state monopolyh or a private monopoly, is equally effective. Such 
a situation is i n the making in the United States, Franc*, and 
Germany—the fact is well known The number of newspapen 
decreases while the number of reader* increases. Production cocts 
constantly increase and necessitate greater concentration, all 
statistics converge on that, This concentration itself keeps accel
erating, thus making the situation increasingly favorable to propa
ganda. Of course, one must not conclude from this that the 
concentration of mass media inevitably produce propaganda-
Such concentration is merely a prerequisite for i t . But that the 
media be concentrated is not enough; it is also necessary that 
the individual wil l listen to them. This seems to be a truism: 
Why produce a propaganda paper if nobody wil l buy rt¥ 

Buying a paper, going to the movies are unimportant acta in 
an Individuals life; he does them easily. But reception must be 
equally assured by radio or TV- here we encounter the problem 
of distributing sets—here the prupagandee must take a very posi
tive step: he must buy a set. Only where enough sets are installed 
can propaganda be efiectlve. Obviously, where not enough TV 
sets are in use> it makes no sense to conduct propaganda via TV-
this happened in 1950 to the TV propaganda oi the Voice of 
America beamed to some Communist countries. But the act of 
acquiring a set brings up a point that we wil l discuss at con
siderable length: tlie compitciiy of the prupagandee. I f he is a 
propagajidee. It is because he wants to beh for he Is readv to buy 
a paper, go to the movies, pay for a radio or TV set. Of course, 
he does not buy these in order to be propagandized—his motiva
tions are more complex. But In doing these things he must know 
that he opens the door to propaganda, that he subjects himself 
to it. Where he is conscious of this, the attraction of owning a 
radio is so much greater than the fear of propaganda that he 
voluntarily agrees to receive propaganda. This is even more true 
where transmission is by collective receiving sets, as in Communist 
countries. The hearers gather, even though they know that what 
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they hear Is necessarily propaganda. But they cannot escape the 
attraction of the radio or the hypnotism of TV. 

The fact is even more striking with regard to the newspapers. 
For the reader buys a paper he likes, a paper in which he find* 
Jiis own ideas and opinions well reflected. This is the only paper 
he wants, so that one con say he really wants to be propagandized. 
He wants to submit tn this Influence and actually exercises his 
choice in the direction of the propaganda he wishes to receive. 
I f by chance he finds la "his" newspaper an article he dislikes 
or an opinion that deviates a little from hi* own. he cancels hu 
subscription. He cannot stand anything that does not run on his 
rails. This is the very mentality of the propagandee, u we shall 

see. Cm , 

Let no one say: This reader does not submit to propaganda, 
first he has such and such ideas and opinions, and then he buys 
the paper that corresponds to them " Such an argument Is sim
plistic, removed from reality, and based on liberal idealism, in 
reality, propaganda is at work here, for what is involved is • 
progression from vague, diffuse opinion on the part of the reader 
to rigorous, eiciting, active expression of that opinion. A feeling 
or an Impression Is transformed into a motive for action. Con
fused thoughts are crystalized. Myths and the reader's conditioned 
refle.es are reinforced if he reads that paper. All this is char
acteristic of propaganda. The reader is really subject to propa
ganda, even though it be propaganda of his choke. Why always 
fall into the error of seeing in propaganda nothing but a device 
to change opinions? Propaganda is also a means of rein/orcing 
opinions, of transforming them into action. The reader himself 
offers his throat to the knife of the propaganda he chooses. 

We have said that no propaganda can exist unless a mass car. 
be reached and set Into motion. Vet. the peculiar and r e n t a b l e 
fact is that the mass media really create their own publlei the 
propagandist need no longer beat the drum and lead die parade 
in order to establish a following. This happens all by itself through 
the effects of the communication media-they have their ovra 
power of attraction and act on individuals in such a fashion ai 
to transform them into a collective, a public, a mass. The bnymg 
of a TV set, though an individual act. inserts the individual m 
the psychological and behavioral structure of the mass. 
the collective motivations when he buys it, and through his 
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opens the dorm to propaganda. Where this dual p r a m of COD-
centratkm of the tweet of propaganda and wide di f fuwn of m 
recipients does not take place, no modem propaganda can funo 
tjon to a society. 

I . Objective Condition* of Total Propaganda 

The Seed of an Average Standard of Living 

Just as there are societies not susceptible to rnrjpaginda, there 
are individuals not susceptible to i t We have just seen, for ex
ample, that It l a t a an individual to read the newspaper and buy 
a radio or TV aet—an individual with a certain standard of 
living. Modem integration propaganda cannot affect individuals 
who live on the fringes of our civilisation or who have too low 
i living standard. In capitalist countries, the very poor, who have 
no radio or TV and rarely go to the movies, cannot be reached 
hy propaganda. Communist countries meet this problem with 
community receivers and free movies. Thus even the poorest can 
be reached by propaganda. 

But other obstacles Intervene. The really poor cannot be sub
jected to integration propaganda because the immediate concerní 
of daily life absorb all their capacities and efforts. To be sure, 
the poor can be pushed Into rebelbon, into to expLotfcn of vtolttc*; 
they can be subjected to agitation propaganda and eidted to the 
point of theft and murder. Bat they cannot be trained by propa-
pnda, lept to hand, channeled, and oriented 

More =r*vancepd propaganda can influence only a nun who i i 
not completely haunted by poverty, a man who can view things 
bttn a certain dfstance and be reasonably unconcerned about hi* 
darly bread, and who therefore can take an interest In more 
general matters and mobilize his actions for purposes other than 
merely eamiziga living. It is well known that in Western countries 
propaganda is particularly effective in the upper segment of the 
working class and in the riddle classes. I t faces much greater 
problems with the proletariat or the peasantry. We shall come 
back to that. 

One must also keep In mind that propaganda must concentrate 
* the densest mass—it must be organized for the enormous n u n 

http://refle.es
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of Individuals- This great majority is not Found among the very 
rich or t h e very poor; propaganda therefore is made for those 
who have attained an average standard of living. In Western 
countries propaganda addresses itself to the large average massh 

which alone represents a real force- But one might say, in the very 
poor countrU such as India or the Arab nations, propaganda 
is addressed to another mass, to the very poor, the fellohin. Well, 
the point is that these poor react only very little and very slowly 
to any propaganda that is not pure agitation propaganda. The 
students and merchants react—the poor do not. Thi i explains 
the weakness of propaganda in India and Egypt. For propaganda 
to be effective, the propagandee must have a certain store of ideas 
and a number of conditioned reflexes. These are acquired only 
with a little affluence, some education, and peace of mind spring
ing from relative security. 

Conversely, all propagandists come from the upper middle 
classh whether Soviet, Nazi, Japanese, or American popagandists. 
The wealthy and very cultured class provides no propagandists 
because it is remote from the people and doss not understand 
them well enough to influence them_ The lower class does not 
furnish any because its members rarely have the means of educat¬
ing themselves (even in the U.S.S.H. J; more important, they can
not stand back and lout* at their class with the perspective needed 
to devise symbols for i t Thus studies show that most propagandists 
are recruited From the middle class. 

The range of propaganda infiuerwe is larger and encompasses 
the lower middle class and the upper working class us well. But by 
raising peoples living standard one does not immunize them 
against propaganda—on the contrary. OF courseH if everybody 
were to End himself at the upper middle-class level present-day 
propaganda might have less chance ol success. But in view of the 
fact that the ascent to that level is gradual, the rising living stan
dard—in the West, as well as in the East and in Africa—make* 
the coming generations much more susceptible to propaganda 
The latter establishes its influence while working conditions, food, 
and housing improve* and while at the same time a certain stan
dardization of men t their transformation into what is regarded as 
normal, typical people, sets in. T But whereas the emergence of such 

T T h l i If * h i l U n b laid whm he « I I M 1 1« • total cuLtunL TnnsiornuUua. 
t h m d n in medicine. ID J W reLit-uM brtwwn mm and women, in thr u«r of li-^hW-
*™l K> i n Tlui trifufirrmiUiOT *F t h * eraEif* war life * « to ajUpro" 

a •normal type used to be automatic and spontaneous, it now be
comes more and more a systematic creation. conscious* planned, 
and intended. The technical aspects of men's work, a clear concept 
of social relations and national goals, the establislunent of a mode 
of common life—all this leads to the creation of a type uf normal 
Bian, and conveniently leads all men toward that norm via a multi
tude of paths r 

That is why tidfuxtmtnt has become one of the key words of all 
psychological influence. Whether it is a question of adaptation to 
working conditions, to consumption, or to milieu. • clear and 
conscious intent to integrate people into the *nonnar pattern 
prevails everywhere. This is the summit of propaganda action. For 
eiampleh there is not much difference between Mao's theory of the 
"mold1* and McCarthy ism. in both cases the aim is normalcy, in 
conformance with a certain way of life. For Mao, normalcy is a 
fort of ideal m&n h the prototype uf the Communist, who must be 
shaped, and this can be done only by pressing the individual into 
a mold in which he will assume the desired shape. As this cannot 
be done overnight, the individual must be pressed again and again 
into the mold; and Mao says that the individual himself is fully 
aware that he must submit to the operation. Mao adds that this 
normalcy doe* not take shape * except at a certain level of con
sciousness—that is, at a certain standard of living," 1 We are Face to 
face here with the most total concept of propaganda. 

On the other side, and with other formulas* there is McCarthv-
ism. McCarthyism is no accident, i t expresses, and at the same 
time exploits, a deep current in American opinion against ail that 
is "un-American * It deals Jess with opinions than with a way of 
life. To find that belonging to a milieu, a group, or a family in 
which there are Communists is regarded as reprehensible in the 
United States is surprising, because what matters here is not ideas 
but a different way of life. This leads to the association of alcohol¬
ism and homosexuality with Communism in the literature on un-
American activities, and >o the rules, promulgated in 1952, which 
established the "poor sec-irtty risk1* and led to the screening of 
7 ,000 functionaries. No reason for this identification existed other 
than that the Communist is "abnormal" because he fails to accept 
the '"normal"— that is. the American—way of life. T i n e * abnor
mal" persons must, of course, be treated as such, relieved of all 
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responsibility, and re-educated. Thus American prisoners in the 
Korean War who appeared to have been contaminated by Com
munism were hospitalized after their release and given psychiatric 
and medical treatment in a hospital at Valley Forge- In current 
American opinion, all efforts to root Out what fails to correspond to 
the American Way of Life and endangers it h are necessarily re
garded as good works. 

To sum up: The creation of normalcy in our society can late 
one of two shapes. It can be the result of scientific, psycho-socb-
logical analysis based on statistic^—that i s h the American type of 
normalcy. It can also be ideological and doctrinaire—that isp the 
Communist type. But the results are identical: such normalcy 
necessarily gives rise to propaganda that can reduce the individual 
to the pattern most useful to society -

An Avenge Culture 
I n addition to a certain living standard, another condition must 

be met: if man is to be successfully propagandized, he needs at 
least a minimum of culture. Propaganda cannot succeed where 
people have no trace of Western culture. We are not speaking here 
of intelligence; some primitive tribes are surely intelligent, but 
have an intelligence foreign to our concepts and customs. A base 
is needed—for example, education; a man who cannot read wiD 
escape most propaganda, as will a man who is not interested in 
reading. People used to think that learning to read evidenced 
human progress they still celebrate the decline of illiteracy as a 
great victory^ they condemn countries with a large proportion of 
illiterates; they think that reading is a road to freedom. All this is 
debatable, for the important thing is not to be able to read, but 
to understand what one reads1 to reflect on and judge what one 
reads. Outside of that, reading has no meaning (and even destroys 
certain automatic qualities of memory and observation). But to 
talk about critical faculties and discernment is to talk about some¬
thing far above primary education and to consider a very small 
minority. The vast majority of people, perhaps go percent, know 
how to readj but do not exercise their intelligence beyond this-
They attribute authority and eminent value to the printed word, or, 
conversely, reject it altogether. As these people do not possess 
enough knowledge to reflect and discern, they believe—or di^ 
believe—m toio what they read. And as such people, moreover, 

trill select the easiest, not the hardest, reading matter, they are 
precisely on the level at which the printed word can seize and con
vince them without opposition. They are perfectly adapted to 

Let us not say; "If one gave them good things toread . . . if these 
people received a better education . . S u c h an argument has no 
validity because things justare not that way. Let us not say, either: 
This is only the first stage; soon their education will be better; one 
must begin somewhere/' First of all, it takes a very long time to 
pass from the first to the second stage; in France, the first stage 
was reached half a century ago. and we still are very far from 
attaining the second. There is more, unfortunately. This first stage 
has placed man at the disposal of propaganda- Before he can pass 
ty the second stage, he will find himself in a universe of propa
ganda. He will be already formed, adapted, integrated. This is 
why the development of culture in the U.S.S.R. can take place 
without danger. One can reach a higher level of culture without 
ceasing to be a propagandee as long as one was a propaganda 
before acquiring critical faculties, and as long as that culture itself 
is integrated into a universe of propaganda. Actually, the most 
obvious result of primary education in the nineteenth and twen
tieth centuries was to make the individual susceptible to super-
propaganda.* There is no chance oí raising the Intellectual level 
oí Western populations sufficiently and rapidly enough to com
pensate for the progress of propaganda. Propaganda techniques 
have advanced so much faster than the reasoning capacity of the 
average man that to close this gap and shape this man intellectually 
outside the framework of propaganda is almost impossible- In fact* 
what happens and what we see all around us is the claim that 
propaganda itself is our culture and what the masses ought to 
learn. Only in and through propaganda have the masses access to 
political economy^ politics, art, or literature- Primary education 
makes it possible to enter the realm of propaganda, in which 
people then receive their intellectual and cultural environment 

The uncultured man cannot be reached by propaganda* E i * 
perience and research done by the Germans between 1933 and 

•tktauae he considered the newjp&pet1 the prSltd^riLl [iUtniTGHlt ípf p r o ^ Kindt, 
^Tiici irjsúccd TO the necessity of teaching re&diüg. It * even more the catchword 
« the New Econcnntc Policy: the tóbool became: the place to prepare ftudeot* to 
fritfve propaganda. 
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1938 showed thai in remote areas, where people hardly knew how 
to read, propaganda had nu effect . The same holds t r u e for the: 
enormous effort id the Communist world to teach people how to 
read. In Korea, the local script was terribly difficult and compli
cated H soH In North Korea, the Comm u • created an entirely new 
alphabet and a simple script in order to teach all the people bow 
to read In China. Mao simplified the script in hli batde with 
illiteracy, and In some places in Chin . new alphabets are being 
created. This would have no particular significance except that 
the texts used to teach the adult students how to read—and which 
are the only teats to which they have access—are tttriutiLdy 
propaganda te*tsi they are political tracts poems to the glory of 
the Communist regline, extracts of classical Marxism. Among the 
Tibetans, the Mongols, the Ouighbourv thtr Manchua. the only 
tt*ts in the new script are Mao's works. Thus, we see here a won̂  
derful shaping tooh The illiterates are taught to read only the 
new script i nothing is published in that script except propaganda 
textSi therefore, the illiterates cannot possibly read—or know-
any thing else 

Also, one uf the must effective propaganda methods in Asia « 
to establish "teachers" to teach reading and indoctrinate people 
of tim M M time. The prestige of the intellectual—"marked with 
God's finger"—allowed political assertions to appear as Truth 
while the prestige of the printed word one learned to decipher con* 
firmed the validity of what the teachers said. These facts leav* 
no doubt that the development of primary education is a funda
mental condition for the organization uf propaganda, even though 
such a conclusion mav nm counter to many prejudices, best ex
pressed by Paul Rivets |>ointed but completely unrealistic words; 
"A person who • - - • - • t read a newspaper is not fr*e. 

This need of a certain cultural Wm to make people susceptible 
to propaganda1 U best understood If one looks at one of pmpa-

• WW «W piqH tvtuubf ihc fnri Uul t * * m wfckfc . 1 . - . İM - » b * * * 
4fn .1 of U\JII^th m u c i n u or urxwtftk*ı*—»korbı *U ÜW u* comroufiin-
tfoa mt t fWrWtft <** in pnrtknaV «fl n r i f d v i m 19^' ; ^ ± J . ^ vmm 
Luliuir unl m t w U u i - • ^ , J n J u n flbn and « m t , *C^*P*P*T n 
hJr*ii : . 1. u t b t r u W f i t l utber ÜT pubtki l ptup^mnn* İn thr rntfVtrd m * 
m üu| ..T b u w f H 4 K d l t »ütül ^rtı^HÇ-ınİJ cuhurt ü ptffnrflr Unr*T-u-d me; 
•kr u J b - . t f * ILMJIMH. the n _- -•• •! s - u. Arm watt •' 
prupaifttiil iAj HWT m • ı.P 4 M H * the Idealııt ÜJu*km >>l İnme v t w hvp* tMi 
lb* R U H nirdiB HJI L uinmtnJIL itiLrfı . r t l lC 4 TTUH tUİttlf* Tttll ^CUİtltf* u 

Propaganda 

gacda's most important devices, the manipulation of svmhoU- The 
more an individual participates in the society in which he hvn, 
the more be will cling to stereotyped symbols eipmsiug collec¬
tive noboiu about the pan and the future _J bu group The I D O R 

stereotype! In a culture, the raUcr it U to form public opuuon. and 
the more an individual participates I D that ndtuir . lb* mm 
susceptible he become* to the ruanipuJari uf the** fymboh 
The number of propaganda - . .L t-\ • in the Wett which hnve 
Erst taken hold In cultured rftiw*gi is remarlable This is not 
coly true for doctrinaire propaganda, which it bawd on enact 
facts and acts on the level of tlie most highly developed people 
who have a sense of values and know a good deal about political 
realities, such asp lor example, the propaganda on the injustice uf 

capLtaJiunb OD ecoriumic cri*eib or on -.1 alUin it It gtily normal 
that the most educated people (Intellectuals 1 are the flrit to be 
reached bv such propaganda But this Is alio trun J or the crude** 
kind uf propaganda, fur example, the campaign u. Fence and 
the campaign on hacterioJugH.il warfare were fim sut tni ful in 
educated D I J H - U * Jq Franci the intellectuals went alutig mmt 
readily with the bnrfrricJogk A warfare propaganda All this 
runs counter to pat notions that only the public swallows propa
ganda. Naturally, lb* educated man dors not brlntv* in propa
ganda- he shrugs and Is convinced that propaganda hai no d i e d 
on him Thia if. in fact, one of his great weaknntn. and propa
gandists are well aware that in order to reach someone, one muit 
first convince him that propaganda is ineffectual and nut very 
clever. Because he is convinced of his own superioiityh the intel
lectual is much more vulnerable than anybody else to this maneu
ver, even though basically a high intelligence, a broad culture, a 
constant erercise of the critical faculties, and full and ob^active 
Information are still th« bftt weapons against propaganda This 
danger has been recogniied in the U5.S.R.T w W e W much 
importance is attached to political indoctrmatkn and educatuA 
ind has frequently been expressed there: too much diacuiikn, 
too much depth of doctrine risk creating divergent currents and 
permitting the intellectual to escape social control-

Finally, propaganda cau have an effect on the masses who Uck 
my culture Examples: the Leninist propaganda due:ted at the 
Russian peasantry and the Maoist propaganda directed at the 
Chinese peasantry But these propaganda methods, are basically 
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the creation of conditioned fefleses on the one hand, u d the slow 
creation of the necessary cultural base on the other. To illustrate 
the creation of the conditioned reflex: after several months of 
propaganda in Hunan in lgsB. children at play would call their 
opponents "Imperialists* 

As noted earlier, poor and uncultured populations are appro
priate objects of propaganda of agitation and subversion. The 
more miserable and ignorant a person lsh the more easily will he 
be plunged into a rebel movement. But to go beyond this, to do a 
more profound propaganda job on him. one must educate him. 
This corresponds to the need for "political education * Conversely, 
an Individual of the middle classh of good general culture* will be 
less susceptible to agitation propaganda but Ideal prey of integra
tion propaganda. This has also been observed by Lipset. who 
holds that Ignorance in politics and economics makes the conflicti 
to these spheres less clear and therefore less intense to the oh-
server, and for this reason the ignorant are Less susceptible to 
propaganda on such questions. 

Of course, basic education permits the dissemination not only 
of propaganda but of information in general. But here we meet 
with a new condition for propaganda. Contrary to the simplistic 
differentiation between propaganda and information, we have 
demonstrated a close relationship between the two< In reality, 
to distinguish exactly between propaganda and information Is 
Impossible. Besides, information is an essential element of propa
ganda; for propaganda to succeed, it must have reference to 
political or economic reality. Doctrinal or historical argument Is 
only Incidentally effective in propaganda; it has power only in 
connection with the interpretation of events. It has an effect only 
when opinion is already aroused, troubled* or oriented in a certaio 
direction by a political or economic event. It grafts itself onto ao 
already existing psychological reality. Such psychological reac
tions are generally of brief duration, and must be systematically 
natained and renewed. To the extent that they will be prolonged 
and renewed, they wi l l create an "informed opinion-" 

This informed opinion is indispensable for propaganda Where 
we have no informed opinion with regard to political or economic 
affairs, propaganda cannot exist. For this reason* in most of the 

Ffopegonda 

older countries propaganda was localized and restricted to thutr 
groups which had direct contact with political life, it w u not de¬
signed for the masses indifferent to such questions—indüfertnl 
because they w n unlnformrd. The maues canxatf be u i l e r n t K l 
|a political and «comnuc qurstkos or in the great ideological 
debate* based on them, until mas media d M M a | ^ | | | 
disseminate information to the public. We know that the mod 
difficult to reach are the peasants, for a variety of reasons already 
pointed out; but another essential reason is that they are unin
formed Studies of rural milieus have shown that propaganda 
begins to "bite" among peasants at the eiact moment when 
information is promulgated there, when facts become known and 
attention to certain questions Is aroused- Obviously, if 1 do not 
know that war is being waged In Korea, or that North Korea and 
China are Communist, or that the United States occupies South 
Korea and that It represents the UN in Korea, any Communist 
propaganda on alleged American biological warfare m e a n t noth
ing to me. Propaganda means precisely nothing without prelimi¬
nary information; therefore propaganda to politically ignorant 
groups can be made only if preened by extensive, profound, and 
terious information wnrk* The bi • • and more objective ihr 
information, the more effective subsequent pmpa^irxU wQJ 

Once again, propaganda does not base itself on erran, but on 
eiact facta. I t even seems that the more informed public or private 
opinion i i (notice 1 say 'more," not "better"), (he more lufcept-
Ible it is to propaganda. The greater a persons knowledge of 
political and economic facts, tho mure sensitive and vulnerable is 
his judgment. Intellectuals are most easily reached by propa
ganda, particularly if it employs ambiguity. The reader of a num
ber ol newspapers expressing diverse attitudes—just became fa* 
is better informed—is more subjected than anyone else to a propa
ganda thai he cannot perceive, even though he claims to retain 
Free choice in the mastery of all this information. Actually, he l i 
being conditioned to absorb all the propaganda that coordinate* 

*V** * "fir ta the Serf* Unfcn « Aom «* dbSo*** b a u — •:- J . J 
t̂ imianon « d ptOfvgL-idi. Thr igKiror it. i b m t f l , • djSpcrar of IHJJHWKW. 
tkbp i n d the CRH v*. ibnvt i l l , Q V U I potato. Wr. Poigern»-, Areata 
i i t* T » tffüTity, Mid in 1056: TnformitKxi jbtmJd be didactic fcrjd »tue 
Nat to n w t l m i Ehe I n * that p a n bformUioo Ü sr. eraBra* ibodmb of 
Sin-da, bald JatonuiQac wnhout c a u n a U i y a n |«d tr. H X C D U B H td a 
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and explains the facta he believes himseli Co be mastering. Thus, 
f o r m a t i o n not only provides the basis for propaganda but gives 
propaganda the means to operate; for information actually gener 
ates the problems that propaganda exploits and for which it 
pretends to offer solutions. In fact, no propaganda can work until 
the moment when a set of facts has become a problem in the eyes 
of those who constitute public opinion* 

At the moment such problems begin to confront public opinion, 
propaganda on the part of a government, a party, or a man can 
begin to develop fully by magnifying that problem on the one 
hand and promising solutions for it on the otlier. But propaganda 
cannot easily create a political or economic problem out of 
nothing. There must be some reason in reality. The problem need 
not actually exist, but there must be a reason why it might exist 
For example, if the dispensation of daily information lead* a m&o 
into the labyrinth of economic realities, he will find it difficult H 
understand these complicated and various Facts, and he will 
therefore conclude that some problems of an economic nature 
exist. But this takes on an entirely different and much mure prtv 
uouneed aspect when this opinion is in any way connected with 
persona] experience. If he were Ignorant of what went on in the na 
tion and in the world, and if his only sources of information were 
equally uniformed neighbors^ in that case propaganda would be 
impossible, even if that man were actually to suffer personal 
difficulties ai a result of certain political or economic situations. 
Propaganda had no effect on the populations of the nineteenth 
century, even when a village was plundered by an army, because 
in the face of personal experiences people respond spontaneously 
or by group reflexes. but in any event 

situation. They would find it very difficult to generalize the situa
tion, to look upon it as a generally valid phenomenon and to 
build a specific response to such a generalization—that would 
demand a considerable amount of voluntary intellectual labor 
Thiis propaganda becomes possible only when people develop & 
consciousness of general problems and specific responses to 

them- L 
Tb* formation of such responses is precisely wliat the P™ m 1 ^ 

nation of information creates in individuals who have only limited 
personal wntact with social reality. Through information the 
individual is placed in a context and learns to understand the 

reality of his own situation with respect to society as a whole 
This will then entice him to social and political Action- Take, for 
trample, the problem of [he standard of living; The worker who 
knows nothing about prices and salaries, except from (jejunal 
experience (or those of his neighbors), may in the event of sharp 
discontent experience feelings of rebellion, and may eventually 
rebel Against hi* immediate superiors. And it is w«ll known that 
such rebellion leads nowhere; that was the great discovery of the 
nineteenth century. But information will teach this worker thai 
he shares his fate with millions of others, and that among them 
there can be a community of interest and action. Information 
allows him also to put his situation into the genera] economic 
context and to understand the general situation of management. 
Finally, information will teach him to evaluate l i i i [>eriona. situ
ation. This is what led to the clajtf consciousness of the nineteenth-
century workers, a process which—u the socialists rightlv 
maintain—was much more one of information than one of propa
ganda. At that very moment (when information is absorbed) the 
spirit of rebellion transforms itself into the spirit of revolution. As 
a mul t of information, individuals come to feel that tbelr own 
personal problems are really invested with the dignity oi a general 
social problem. 

From the moment when that sort of information is acquired, 
propaganda find* the doors open. Hie elementary form of propa
ganda in which a few leaders address a few rebels is then re
placed by the ccmplei modem propaganda based on mass 
movementsn on knowledge of the great politico-economic realities 
and on involvement in certain broad currents fed everywhere by 
Identical information * 

TTHI* information prepares the ground for propaganda To the 
client that a large number of individuals receive the same in¬
formation, their reactions will be similar. As a result. Identical 
"center? of interest* will be produced and then become the great 

1 Mütwvflff. the newer the problem* r*U*d. tire more "ulranblc men wlD be. T ie 
ttlfl of Information Lt (o Introduce tridHduttf to Lrwwledjj* of new f u A UHJ profc-
« I - SpacüÜiU l£ Opitfoa ttteweb W vei l iware thi t the indjtldulJ iß mU* 

üiflueD« hy PTQpdgtfidA when be ü in new rituftdoty, whe* h* u DC* f t r t Q w 
PQHlbk wlutlOU, wfacn he c-anrvot redite t& previous pttt'-Fttl *frrtalh fa 

™ i . opinion Li wm>n-muctLir*i" T i e t » 4 of InfomVon U 10 put tfw i n d M * M ] 
tt tb£t ^tuition of luDO-itructurfri opinion and thai n t i k i Usi n r t n . ••- - : • tn 
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quettions of our time made public by prat and radio, and group 
opinions will be furmed which will establish contact with • • '•. 
other—one of the essential processes in the formation of public 
opinion. Moreover, this leads to the formation of common reQeiei 
and common prejudices. Naturally, there are deviatfcmlsis—in¬
dividual who do not jharc the same responses to the same 
information* because they already hold other prejudices, became 
they are "strong personalities/ or simply because of habitual 
contrariness. But their number is much smaller than is generally 
believed. Tliey are unimportant* and the polarisation of attention 
on certain questions, and on certain Aspects of these question* 
singled out by information, rapidly creates what has been called 
mass psychology—one of the indispensable conditions for [he 
eListenc* of propaganda. 

T i n J d f t t b g t a 

Finally, the last condition for the development of propaganda 
Is the prevalence of strong myths and ideologies in a society. At 
this point a few words are needed on the term ideology. 

To begin with* we subscribe to Raymond Arenas statement that 
an ideology is any set of ideas accepted by Individuals or peopled 
without attention to their origin or value- But one must perhaps 
add, with Wright, f i > an element of valuation {cherished 
ideas), (a) an element of actuality (ideal relating to the present), 
mid (3) an element of belief (believed, rather than proved 
ideas). 

Ideology differs from myth in three important respects: fint 
the myth is imbedded much more deeply in the soul, sinks in 
mots farther down, it more permanent, and pnjvides man with s 
fundamental image of his condition and the world at large 
Second, the myth is much less 'doctrinaire*; an ideology (which 
la not a doctrine because it is believed and not proved) is first flf 
all a set of ideas, which, even when they are irrational* are still 
ideas. The myth is more intellectually diffuse; it is part emotional
ism, part affective response, part a sacred feeling, and more Im
portant Third, the myth ha* stronger powers of activation* 
whereas ideology is more passive (one can believe in an ideology 
and yet remain on the sidelines). The myth does not leave m*» 
passive: it drives him to action. What myth and ideology have En 
common* however, Is that they are collective phenomena and 

their pemiasivefon* springs from the power of collective partici
pation. 

T in* one can distinguish: the fundamental mvths of our society 
are the myths of Work, Progress, Happiness:" the fundamental 
ideologies are Nationalism, Democracy, Socialism. Communism 
ihares in both elements. It Is an ideology in that it is a basic 
doctrine, and a myth in that it has an explanation for al] questions 
and an image of a future world in which all contradictions will 
be resolved. Myths have existed in alt societies, but there have not 
always been Ideologies. The nineteenth century was a great 
breeding ground of ideology, and propaganda needed an ideo
logical setting to develop. 

Ideology in the service of propaganda is very Heiible and fluid. 
Propaganda in support of the French Revolution, or of United 
States liie In the twenties, or of Soviet life in the forties, can all be 
traced back to the ideology of democracy. These three entirely 
different types and concepts of propaganda ell refer to the same 
ideology. One must not think, for this reason, that ideology 
deierniirws a given propaganda merely because it provides the 
themes and contents. Ideology serves propaganda as a peg, a 
pretert Propaganda seizes what springs up spontaneously and 
gives it a new form, a structure, an effective channel, and can 
eventually transform ideology into myth. We shall return later to 
the connection between ideology and propaganda. 



CHAPTER 

P i a 

T H E NECESSITY 
FOR PROPAGANDA 

A common view of propaganda is that it is the work of a few evil 
men, seducers of the people, cheats and authoritarian mien 
who want to dominate a population; that it is the handmaiden of 
more or Jess illegitimate powers. This view always thinks of propa 
ganda H S being made voluntarily! it assumes that a man decide 
"to make propaganda' that a government establishes a Propa
ganda Ministry, and that things just develop from there OIL 
According to this view, the public is just an object, a passivf 
crowd that one can manipulate, influence, and use. And this 
notion is held not only by those who think one can manipulate thf 
crowds but also by those who thini propaganda is not very effec
tive and can be resisted easily. 

I n other words, this view distinguishes between an active factor 
—the propagandist—and a passive factor—the crowd, the mass, 
man.' Seen from that angle, it is easy to understand the moralist* 

cute," ¥>b=CH atfuatly it 1« the mpJ**iitm « m M t m ta&Kf U * wbcW. 
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hostility to propaganda: man is the innocent victim pushed into 
evil ways by the propagandist;, the propagandee is entirely with* 
out blame because he ha* been fooled and has f a l l a into a trap 
The militant Nail mid Communist are just poor victims who must 
DO! be fought but must be psychologically liberated from that 
uaph readapted to freedom, and shown the truth. In any event, the 
propagandee is seen in the role of the poor devil who cannot help 
himself, who has no means of defense against the bird of prey who 
swoops down on him from the sides. A similar point of view can 
be found in studies on advertising which regard the buyer su 
victim and pay. In all this the propagandee is never charged with 
the slightest responsibility for a phenomenon regarded as origl-
dating entirely outside of himself. 

This view seems to me completely wrong. A simple fact should 
lead us at least to question it nowadays propaganda pervades all 
aspects of public life- We know that the psych&logical factor, 
which includes encirclement integration into a group, and partic
ipation in action* in addition to personal conviction, is decisive 
To draw up plans for an organisation, a system of work, political 
methods, and institutions is not enough; the individual must 
participate in all this from the bottom of his heart, wilh pleasure 
and deep satisfaction. If the Common Market is wanted, a unit 
must be set up to psychologically prepare the people lor the 
Common Market: this is absolutely necessary because the in
stitutions mean nothing by themselves- NATO also needs propa
ganda for Its members. Gasperis proposal of 1956 to Create a 
Demforrn that would correspond to the Cominform is extremely 
significant Present political warfare is very inadequate^ from the 
economic point ol view one may well say that the recession was 
much more a psychological than a technical or economic develop-
tnent * i n order to assure that reforms will have vigor and effec
tiveness, one must first convince the people that no recession has 
occuned and that they have nothing to fear. And this is not just 
Dr. Coup's method of self-imploratio-^ but active participation 

an effective recovery. 
A specific example; Agricultural "reconstruction" in France ts 

Gist of all a psychological problem. "Services of Popularization" 

JA| early i t i^aS. Edward Qtmtyi iütcd; T r o p u n d a İM the modem UtrumcDl 
bp "which . . . intelligent tPW d i * Gght IÛT productive nuu tad h t b I D brtne 
M i x out ÛE c W 1 " 
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art created, which furnish not only technical consultants but 
primarily psychologic*! agitaton. on the pattern of the f a m o u i 
county agents in the United Slates or the counselors in Scandi
navia. Efforts at popularizing and at instilling convictions take 
place simultaneously* The ( A S J L is still much more advanced 
in the direction of a full-Hedged agricultural propaganda, with 
technically perfect propaganda campaigns at harvest time, hinv 
dreds of thousands of propaganda agents roaming through thv 
villages expostulating ^motherland" and "production,* radio 
broadcasts and films* •>, I daily publication of harvest results, at 
in a pennant race. Joining In this campaign are the Local papers, 
the Komsomols, the teamsters, the festivities, dances, folk songs, 
rewards, decorations, and citations. 

The Soviets employ the same methods in factory work, and the 
fonmda that best eiplalns the whole effort is: "Full understanding 
on the part of the workers Is the decisive factor in raising produc
tivity It is necessary to obtain the worker's allegiance to the 
cause of productivity; he must accept and search for innovation! 
Like his work, support his organization, understand the Function 
of labor. Al l this is attained by psychological manipulation, by a 
propaganda conducted with precision over a considerable length 
of time. 

I n armies, such techniques are of equal importance. The best 
example is the new German army; the German soldier must bo 
convinced of the validity of what he defends and patriotism is nc 
longer territorial but Ideological This psychological approach is 
designed to give the soldiers a persona* discipline, with a capacity 
for decision and choice; military techniques are no longer suffi
cient. All this Is pure propaganda, including the notion oí the per
sonal decision, for as soon as the individual has been indoctrinated 
with the "truth", he will act as he Is expected to act from the 
""spontaneity" of his conscience. This was the principal aim of 
propaganda in Hitler's army, and the individual German soldier's 
capacity for personal initiative in 1940 was truly remarkable. 

One final example in a different field: la «nuectíon with the 
1959 census in the U-Ŝ S-R-h a gigantic propaganda campaign wis 
unleashed, because both the speed with which such a census can 
be taken and the accuracy of the results depend on the good wiO 
and truthfulness of the citizens. So, in order to obtain speed and 
accuracy, opinion was mobilized. The entire press and all maa 
organizations sprang into action In order to envelop the citizens ifl 
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propaganda, and propagandists roamed the country far and wide 
ID explain to the people what was being plumed, to alln-iate their 
prejudices and suspicions with regard to the quntioui thai they 
would be asked-

Thest are all bamples of entirely dt i famt applications of 
propaganda- But in order for propaganda to be so far-ringing, LI 
must correspond to a need. The State has that need: Propaganda 
obviously it a necessary instrument for the State and the author
ities, but while this fact may dispel the concept of the propa
gandist as simply an evil-doer, it still leaves the idea uf propaganda 
as an active power vs. passive B É É M L And we insist that this idea, 
too, must he dispelled: For propaganda to tvecved, it must cor
respond to a need for propaganda on the individual^ pari. One 
cao lead a horse to water hut cannot make hün drinks one cannot 
reach through propaganda those who do not Deed what it offers. 
The propagandee is by no means just an innocent victim. He pro 
vokes the psychological action of propaganda^ and not merely 
lends himself to it, but even derives satisfaction from it- Without 
this previous, implied! consent, without this need for propaganda 
experienced by practically every citizen of the technological age, 
propaganda could not spread There is not just a wicked propa
gandist at work who sets up means to ensnare the innocent citizen 
Rather, there is a citizen who craves propaganda from the bottom 
of his being and a propagandist who respond* to this craving. Prop
agandists would not exist without potential propagandees to 
be^in with. To understand that propaganda is not just a deliberate 
and more or less arbitrary creation by some people in power is 
therefore essential. I t is a strictly sociológica] phenomenon, in the 
*en¿t lhat it has i t i toots and reasons in the need of the group 
that will sustain it. We are thus face to face with a dual need: the 
need on the part of regime* to make propaganda, and the need 
of the propagandee. These two conditions correspond to and 
complement each other in the development of propaganda. 

J , The State'* SecettUy 

The Dilemma of the Modern State 

Propaganda U Deeded In the exercise of power For the fimple 
reason that the masses have come to participate I D political affairs. 
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Let us riot call this democracy- this is only one aspect of it. To 
begin with, there is the concrete reality c£ masses, i n a sparsely 
populated country, politics can be made by small groups, sepa
rated Irom each other and from the masses, which will not form 
a public opinion and are remote from the centers of power. The 
nearness of the masses to the seats of power is very important. 
Pericles and Tiberius were well aware of it . as were Louis XIV 
and Napoleon: they installed themselves in the countiysideh far 
from the crowds. In order to govern in peace outside the reach 
of the pressure of the masses, which, even without clearly wanting 
toh affect the conditions of power by their mere proximity. This 
simple fact explains why politics can no longer be the game of 
princes and diplomats, and why palace revolutions have been 
replaced by popular revolutions. 

Nowadays the ruler can no longer detach himself from the 
masses and conduct a more or less secret policy: he no longer has 
an ivory tower; and evervwhere he is confronted with this 
multiple presence. He cannot escape the mats simply because ol 
the present population density—the mass is everywhere- More
over, as a result of the modern means of transportation, the 
government is not only in constant contact with the population of 
the capital, bur also with the entire country- In their relations 
with the governing powers, there is hardly any difference now 
between the population of the capital and that of the countryside 
This physical proximity is itself a political factor. Moreover, the 
mass knows Its rulers through the press, radio, and TV—tbe Chief 
of State is in contact with the people. He can no longer prevent 
people from knowing a certain number of political facts. This 
development is not the result of some applied doctrine; it is not 
because democratic doctrine demands the masses participation m 
public power that this relationship between mass and government 
has developed. It is a simple fact, and the inevitable result of 
demographic changes. Hence, if the ruler wants to play the game 
by himself and follow secret policies, he must present a decoy to 
the masses- He cannot escape the mass; but he can draw between 
himself and that mass an invisible curtain, a screen h on which the 
mass will see projected the mirage of some polities, while the 
real politics are being made behind i t 

Except for this subterfuge, the government is in fact under the 
control of the people—not juridical control, but the kind of 

control that stems from the simple fact that the people are in
terested in politics and try to keep up with and understand 
governmental action, as well as make their opinions known. For. 
after all. the masses are interested in politics/ This, too, is new. 
Even those who do not read the papers carefully are appalled at 
the thought of censorship, particularly when they feel that the 
government wants to hide something or leave them in the dark. 
Nowadays the masses are accustomed to making political Judg
ments; as the result of the democratic process they are accustomed 
to be consulted on political alternatives and lu receive political 
information- This may only be a habit, but it is deeply ingrained 
by now- to tiy to reverse it would immediately provoke feelings 
of frustration and cries of injustice. That tlie masses are interested 
in polities, whether deeply or superficially, is a fact. Besides, one 
very simple reason explains this; today* as never before in history, 
political decisions affect everybody. In the old days, a war affected 
a small number of soldiers and a negligible piece of territory; 
today everybody is a soldier, and the entire population and the 
whole territory of a nation are involved, Therefore, everybody 
wants to have his say on the subject uf war and peace. 

Similarly, Uses have increased at least tenfold since the seven
teenth century, and those who pay them naturally want some con-
frol over their use- The sacrifices demanded hv political life keep 
increasing and affect everybody; therefore everybody wants to 
participate in this game, which affects him directly. Because the 
State's decisions will affect me, 1 intend to influence them. As 
a result, governments can no longer govern without the masses— 
without their influence, presence, knowledge, and pressure. But 
how, then, can they govern? 

The rule of public opinion is regarded as a simple and natural 
fact. The government is regarded as the product of this opinion, 
from which it draws its strength. It expresses public opinion- To 
quote Napoleon's famous words: "Power is based on opinion. What 
is a government not supported by opinion? Nothing," Theoretics 
allyp democracy is political expression of mass opinion. Most 
people consider it simple to translate this opinion into action, and 

•Dtrajwacr resü eti the convi c tÍM thdt the c i t U n c u choow the right mas irni 
™ g « P™cr_ Because thi* [s net eaacüy the. Cw*F the crowd I ^MEandia#d 
g i r d e r to na ta 11 paniap-te. Under iuch woditioni. how «nJd the DOH u t 
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consider it legitimate that the government should bend to the 
popular will. Unfortunately, in reality all this is much less clear 
and not so simple. More and more we know, for example, that 
public opinion does not express itself at the polls and is a long 
way from expressing itself clearly in political trends. We know, 
too, that public opinion is very unstable, fluctuating, never settled. 
Furthermore* this opinion Is irrational and develops in unforesee
able fashion. I t is by no means composed of a majority of rational 
decisions in the face of political problems, as some simplistic 
vision would have it . The majority vote is by no means the real 
public opinion. Its basically irrational character greatly reduces 
its power lo rule in a democracy. Democracy is based on the con
cept that man is rational and capable of seeing clearly what Is in 
his own interest, but the study of public opinion suggests this is 
a highly doubtful proposition. And the bearer of public opinion 
is generally a mass manfc psychologically speaking, which makes 
him quite unsuited to properly exercise his right of citizenship. 

This leads us to the following consideration: On the one hand, 
the government can no longer operate outside the pressure of the 
masses and public opinion; on the other hand* public opinion does 
not express itself in the democratic form of government. To be 
sure, the government must know and constantly probe public 
opinion.1 The modern State must constantly undertake press and 
opinion surveys and sound out public opinion in a variety of other 
waysn But the fundamental question is: Does the State then obey 
and express and follow that opinion? Our unequivocal answer is 
that even in a democratic State it does not. Such obeisance by the 
Slate to public opinion is impossible—first, because of the very 
nature of public opinion, and second, because of the nature ta 
modern political activities. 

Public opinion is so variable and fluctuating that government 
could never base a comse of action on ily no sooner would govern
ment begin to pursue certain aims favored in an opinion pall 
than opinion would tura against it . To the degree that opinion 

*The Soviet UniOnb despite it* 4uthoritadan character and the absence of opinio* 
vurveyi, makes just as much eflürt to- keep informed of public Opinion—through 
Agitator* (who Inform the government M the people^ Jfcte of mind} and through 
k t t e n to the press. The government dots not MrtSult opinion in order to obey it, 
however, but Eo know ft t what IrvCİ it Ciilt i 4nd to determine what propaganda 
action b needed to win Et Over. The Party muit uftther antfcLpit*- public Opinion 
nnr lag behind I t Tu determine the State"* rhythm of action* R ffluSt know the 
mfl^^ah rtate qî enindi 
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changes are rapid, policy changes would have to be equally rapids 
to the extent that opinion is irrational, political action would have 
lú be equally Irrational. And as public opinion* ultimately* is 
always "the opinion of incompetents," political decisions would 
therefore be surrendered to them. 

Aside from the near-impossibility of simply following public 
opinion, the government has certain functions—particularly those 
of a technical nature—entirely outside such opinion. With regard 
lo an enterprise that involves billions and lasts for years, i t it 
not a question of following opinion—either at its inception* when 
opinion has not yet crystalized» or later, when the enterprise has 
gone too far to turn back- In such matter* as French oil policy in 
the Sahara or electrification in the Soviet Union* public opinion 
can play no role whatever. The same holds tine even where 
enterprises are being nationalized* regardless of an apparent 
socialist opinion. In many instances, political decisions must be 
made to suit new problems emerging precisely from the new 
political" configurations in our age, and such problems do not St 
tfae stereotypes and patterns of established public opinion Nor 
can public opinion crystaUse overnight—and the government 
cannot postpone actions and decisions until vague images and 
myths eventually coalesce into - 'pinion- In the present world of 
politics, action must at all times be the forerunner of opinion. 
Even where public opinion is already formed, it can be disastrous 
to follow it, Recent studies have shown the catastrophic role of 
public opinion in matters of foreign policy. The masses are in
capable of resolving the conflict between morality and State 
policy, or of conceiving a long-term foreign policy. They push 
the government toward a disastrous foreign policy, as in Franklin 
Roosevelt's policy toward the Soviet Union* or Johnson's push¬
button policy. The greatest danger in connection with foreign 
policy is that of public opinion manifesting itself in the shape of 
crisis, in an explosion- Obviously* public opinion knows little about 
foreign affairs and cares less; torn by contradictory desires, 
divided on principal questions, it permits the government to 
conduct whatever foreign policy i t deems best. But all at once* 
for a variety of reasons* opinion converges on one point* tempera
tures rise, raen become excited and assert themselves (for ex
ample, on the question of German rearmament). And should tbi* 
opinion be followed? To the same extent that opinion expresses 
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itself sporadically^ that it wells up in Jits and starts* it runs counter 
to the necessary continuity of foreign policy and tends to overturn 
previous agreements and existing alliances. Because such opinion 
(s intermittent and fragmentary, the government could not follow 
Lt even if it wanted 10-

Ergo; even in a democracy, a government that is honest, serious, 
benevolent, and respects the voter cannot follow public opinion. 
But it cannot escüpe it either. The masses are there3 they are 
interested in politics. The government cannot act without them. 
So, what can it do? 

Only one solution is possible: as the government cannot follow 
opinion, opinion must follow the government. One must convince 
this present, ponderous, impassioned mass that the governments 
decisions are legitimate and good and that its foreign policy is 
correct. The democratic Stateh precisely because it believes in the 
expression of public opinion and does not gag it, must channel 
and shape that opinion if it wants to be realistic and not follow 
an ideological dream. The Cordian knot cannot be cut any other 
way. Of course, the political parties already have the role of 
adjusting public opinion to that of the government. Numerous 
studies have shown that political parties often do not agree with 
that opinion, that the voters—and even party members—fre
quently do not know their parties' doctrines, and that people 
belong to parties for reasons other than ideological ones- But the 
parties channel free-floating opinion into existing formulas, polar-

it on opposite? that do not necessarily correspond to the 
original tenets of stich opinion. Because parties are so rigid, be
cause they deal with only a part of any question, and because they 
are purely politically motivated, they distort publk opinion and 
prevent it from forming naturally. But even beyond party in-
fluence1 which is aireadv propaganda influence, government 
action exists in and by itself. 

The most benevolent State will inform the people of what it 
does-* For the government to explain how it acts* why it acts, and 
what the problems are. makes sense; but when dispensing such 
information* the government cannot remain coldlv objective, tí 
must plead it* cnse3 inevitably, if only to counteract opposing 

a h it norm*!, for example, for the " f lan" in France ta be the expression of a 
ckrtod technocracy. KM ÍOT Lhr public never to be really comedy Informed 
abaft it? 
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propaganda/ Because information alone is ineffective, its dis-
rtinfnation leads necessarilv to propaganda, particularly when the 
government is obliged to defend its own actions or the life of the 
nation against private enterprise. The giant corporations and 
pressure groups* pushing their special interests, are inc i t ing in
creasingly to psychological manipulation. Must the government 
permit this without reacting"'* And fust because pure and simple 
information cannot prevail against modern propaganda tech
niques, the government, too. must act through propaganda. In 
France this situation arose in 1954. when the army used Alms and 
pamphlets to challenge the government's E-D-C (European De
fense Community} propaganda. But from the moment the soldier 
ran vote, he is subjected to propaganda from outside groups and 
Ls himself a member of a pressure group—and what a gnjupl The 
army itself is potentially a formidable pressure group* and the 
famous political malaise in France is partlv owing to the efforts of 
successive governments to influence that group b y psychological 
means, and to break it up- How can one deny to the government 
the right to do what all the other groups do? How can one de
mand of a modem State that it tolerate an independent groups 
Pleven* demand ol 1954, to the effect that there must be no 
propaganda in one direction or the other." is morally most satisfy* 
iag but purely theoretical and unrealistic. Moreover, he went on 
to claim that what had been called propaganda was government-
dispensed information, pure and simple. In fact the two realities 
—information and propaganda—are so little distinct from one 
mother that what the enemy says is nothing but propaganda* 
whereas what our side says is nothing but information/ 

But there is more- in a democracy, the citizens must be tied to 
the decisions of the government- This is the great role propaganda 
must perforin- It must give the people the feeling—which they 
crave and which satisfies them—"to have wanted what the govern
ment is doing, to be responsible for its actions, to be involved In 
defending them and making them succeed, to be 'with i t * The 

*TQ£I wii] be examined cLtewKere in r: t i t « detail 
It U known LnaJ la French opinion everythlAg that com** from the S t t t , * * * * 
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writer Léo Hamon ïs of the opinion that Ùk is the main task ti 
political parties, unions, and associations. But it is not the whole 
answer. More direct and evocative action is needed to tie opinion, 
not just to anything, but to acts of political power. The American 
writer Bradford Westerneld has said: " In the United States, the 
government almost always conducts its foreign policies on its own 
initiative, but where the public is interested in a particular que* 
tion, it Can only proceed with the apparent support of a substarj, 
tial majority of the people ? Westerfield stresses that at times con
cessions must be made to the people, but "if the President rea% 
directs opinion, and if the puhlic accepts the foreign policy of the 
government as a whole, no great concessions will have to be made 
to elicit the necessary support,"" Here we find confirmation that 
any modem State, even a democratic one, is burdened with the 
task of acting through propaganda,' It cannot act otherwise. 

But the same analysis must be made from another point of 
departure. We have traced the dilemma of the modern State. 
Since the eighteenth century, the democratic movement has 
pronounced, and eventually impregnated the masses with, the 
idea of the legitimacy of power; and after a series of theories OD 
that legitimacy we have now reached the famous theory of the 
sovereignty of the people. Power is regarded as legitimate when 
i t derives from the sovereignty of the people, rests On the popular 
wi l l , expresses and follows this popular will . The validity of this 
concept can be debated ad infinitum from the theoretical point cf 
view; one can examine it throughout histoiy and ask if it is what 
Rousseau had in mind. In any event, this rather abstract philo
sophie theory has become a well-developed and irrefutable idea 

• Bradford Wwtei&idt "Opinion and Parti» In American Foreign Poller," 

tThe State ra^na ionger govern without IU citizen bring dxrrtiy involved-Ê 
m f niCFfulieï- G o M r t f i slated that In 193* the majority' of Germain were i« 
jHrrfan Bui were they arrive? Were ihey. happy with this political riuUcipaûQn. 
Finally, eould one hope for continued complianceP To assure inch <*mpLaji« 
propaganda li necessary. According to Mtpf t t , "psychological action in a *• 
DUX racy t i nothing else than this invisible and discieel servant . . . of the gré* 
functioni of Uie Slatfl, . . , I t l i • way of being, doing, and providing* throujJi 
the allegiance of minds, tbi- miccOSS of legitimate government BCtiani." 

Thii nccMraiy piulicipab.hn i l not necessarily ipOntuiHtfU*. Individuals 
to control politiCi are at the same time vay passive. On the one hand* ibey ¿0 nfl 
believe whi t thty Uie told: on the other, the y lend lû put their private Hvftf béat 
E-.. f • I., • ,• r l f r • • •. I lo • 1L • ICFURC bi • - - • • • The Hale mutt ci-mpr-l the individual V 
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I D the mind of the average man. For the average Westerner, the 
wiil of the people is sacred, and a government thai fail* to repre
sent that will is an abominable dictatorship- Each time the people 
speak their minds the government must go along; no other source 
of legitimacy exists. This is the fundamental image, the collective 
prejudice which has become a self-evident behei and is no longer 
merely a doctrine or a rational theory. This belief has spread very 
rapidly in the past thirty years. We now find die same unshakable 
and absolute belief in all Communist countries, and begin to see 
it even in Islamic countries, where it should be rather remote. 
The contagious force of such a formula seems to be inexhaustible. 

Conversely, a government does not feel legitimate and cannot 
claim to be so unless it rests on this sovereignity of the people, 
unless it can prove that it expresses the will of the people; other
wise it would be thrown out immediately- Because of this mystical 
belief in the people's sovereignty, all dictators try to demonstrate 
that they are the expression of that sovereignty. For a long time 
the theory of the people's sovereignty was believed to be tied to 
[he concept of democracy. But it should be remembered that 
when that doctrine was applied for the first time, it led to the 
emergence of the most stringent dictatorship—that of the Ja
cobins. Therefore, we can hardly complain when modem dictators 
lalk about the sovereignty of the people. 

Such is the force of this belief that no government can erist 
without satisfying it or giving the appearance of sharing it From 
this belief springs the necessity for dictators to have themselves 
elected by plebiscite. Hitler, Stalin, Tito, Mussolini were all able 
to claim that they obtained their power from the people- This 
is true even of a Comulka or a Hakosi: every plebiscite showi 
the famous result, which fluctuates between 99.1 and 9 9 9 percent 
of the votes. I t is obvious to everybody, including those elected, 
that this is just for the sake of appearance, a "consultation' of 
the people without any significance—but it is equally obvious that 
one cannot do without i t And the ceremony must be repeated 
periodically to demonstrate that the legitimacy is still there, that 
the people are still in full accord with their representative* The 
people lend themselves to all this; after all, it cannot be denied 
(hat the voters really vote, and that they vote in the desired w a y -
die results are not faked- There ts compliance 

Could it be that the people's sovereignty is actually something 



other r: L, , compliance? Might I I be hoped that Without u y priw 
attempts at influencing the peuptaj a true constitution*] form 
couJd emerge from the people? Such a topposition is abiuxd. Tht 
only reality Is to propose to the people something with which they 
Agree. Up to now we have not &een a single example of people 
not eventually complying with what w u proposed to (hem. In i 
pleblfdte or referendum the ^iyes" always esceed the "nays.* 
We we here once again the Instrument used to influence the 
uiafs« t the propaganda by which the government provides ibell 
with Legitimacy through public • - .L^| - -

Thii Leads to two further consideration*: First, compliance muit 
be obtained, not just with the form of government but with all Hi 
important actions. At Drouin has aptly said, "nothing is more 
Irritating to a people than to have the feeling of being directed 
by Mandarins who Let their decision* fall from the height of their 
power.' Thus the need to "inform* the people better. That the 
decisions should be wise doe- not suffice- the reasons for them 
must be given. For an enterprise . . . to function well. It is best 
to take It apart in public without concealing Its weaknesses, with
out hiding its cost . . . and to make clear the meaning of the 
sacrifices demanded of the people^ But such information really 
alms at compliance and participation, it ish in other words, propa
ganda in the deepest sense. But we have become used to seeing 
our governments act this way. 

In 1957, when the Soviet people were called npon to studp 
and discuss Khrushchev's Theses on Economic Reorganization, 
we witnessed a truly remarkable operation. The underlying therm 
of it all wash of course, that everything is being decided by the 
people How can the people then nof be in agreement afterward*? 
How can tliev fail to comply completely with what they hart 
decided in the first plat*? The Theses were submitted to thfl 
people first Naturally, they were then explained io all the Party 
organizations i in the Komsomols* in the unions. In the local 
soviet*, in the factories and so on, by agitprop specialists. Then 
the discussions took place- Neit, F- •• . opened its columns to 
the public, and numerous citizens sent in comments, expressed 
their view^ suggested amendments. Aiter that, what happened? 
The entire government program, u^thouf the slightest modtfir*-
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that such provocation o i popular action aiuay* serves to support 
gtwemmenla] action. I t is id no way spontaneous, and in no way 
expresses an intrinsic desire of the people; it merely expresses, 
through a million throats of the crowd, the cry of governmental 
propaganda-

Second—and this is a subtler process—governmental propa
ganda suggesis that public opinion demand this or that decision^ 
it provokes the will of a people, who spontaneously would say 
nothing. But, once evoked, formed, and crystalized on a point, 
that tfiU becomes the people'* wiU; and whereas the government 
really acts on its own. it gives the impression of obeying public 
opinion—after first having built that public opinion. Hie point 
is to make the masses demand of the government what the 
government has already decided to do. Tf it folbws this proceduie, 
the government can no longer be called authoritarian, because 
the will of the people demands what is being done, in this fashion, 
when German public opinion unanimously demanded the liber
ation of Czechoslovakia, the German government had no choice 
but to invade that country in obedience to the people. I t yielded 
to opinion as soon as opinion—through propaganda—had be
come strong enough to appear to influence the government. 
Castro's Day of Justice was cut from the same clothi it was pre
pared by an encellent propaganda campaign, and the people who 
had been aroused with great care then demanded that their gov
ernment carry out the acts of "justice.- Thus the government did 
not merely obtain agreement for its acts; the people actually 
demanded from the government incisive punitive measures, and 
the popular government merely fulfilled that demand, which, 
of course, bad been manufactured by government propaganda. 
This constant propaganda action, which makes the people demand 
what was decided beforehand and makes it appear as though the 
spontaneous, innermost desire* of the people were being carried 
out by a democratic and benevolent government, best character
izes the p r e s e n t l y -Mass-Government- relationship. This sys
tem tes been put to use in the U S S R, particularly, and in this 
respect Nikita Khrushchev liberalized nothing—on the contrary. 
However the emergence of this particular phenomenon was pre
dictable from the day when the principle of popular sovereignty 
began to take hold. From that point on, the development of propa
ganda cannot be regarded as a deviation or an accident 

Propaganda 

The State and lis Function 

From the government point of view, two additional faeton 
must be kept in mind—the competitive situation in which democ
racy finds itself in the world end the disintegration of national 
and civic virtues-

Why a totalitarian regime would want to use propaganda ts 
easily understood. Democratic regimes, if we give them the bene
fit of the doubt, feel some compunction and revulsion against tlie 
use of propaganda. But such democratic regimes are driven into 
its use because of the external challenges they have to meet. 
Ever since Hider, democracy has been subjected to relentless 
psychological warfare. The question, then, is which regime will 
prevail, for both types claim to be of universal validity and bene
fit this obliges them to act upon each other. As the Communist 
regime claims to be the harbinger of the people's happiness, ft 
has no choice but to destroy all other regimes in order to supplant 
[hem. But for the Western democracies the problem is the same: 
in their eyes the Communist regime is a horrible dictatorship. 
Thus one must intervene against one's neighbor, mainly through 
propaganda and also, so far as the Communists are concerned, 
through Communist parties In non-Communist countries. This 
in him forces the democracies to make internal propaganda: if 
they are to prevail against those Communist parties and against 
the U.S.S.B., economic progress must be accelerated. I n fact, the 
competition between the two regimes unfolds partly la the eco
nomic realm. We all know Khrushchev's economic challenge, Thi* 
acceleration of the economic development demands an organi
zation, a mobilization of the latent forces in the heart of the 
democracies, which requires psychological work, special training; 
and a permanent propaganda campaign on the necessity for 

increased production. I t is one result of the competition between 
regimes. 

But this competition tales place on another level as wel! no 
man in the world can remain unaffected by the competition of the 
"wo regimes. Unfortunately, this is the result of global solidarity 
that some welcome: no people can remain outside the conflict 
between the Big Two. Democracy feels that it must conquer and 
bold all the small nations, which otherwise would fall into the 
Couununist orbit In the pursuit of this objective two means are 
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used En conjunction: the economic weapon and propaganda. In 
the days of classic Imperialism, the economic weapon, supported 
on occasion by brief military action, was sufficient. Nowadays, the 
successive failures of the United States prove that the economic 
weapon is ineffective without propaganda. For example, in ig&u 
the United States gave tliree times as much assistance to under
developed nations as did the Soviet Union; thanks to propaganda, 
it is the Soviet Union who is regarded as the great helper and 
benefactor in whom one can put one's trust. The hearts and 
minds of the people must be won if economic assistance, which 
by itself has no effect on opinion, is to succeed. Similarly, propa
ganda by itself accomplishes nothing' it must be accompanied by 
spectacular economic acts. Without doubt, the democracies have 
lost out so far in the contest for the African and Asian peoplei 
only because of the inferiority of their propaganda and their re
luctance to use it. Thus, the democracies are now irresistibly 
pushed toward the use of propaganda to stave off decisive defeat. 
Psychological warfare has become the daily bread ot peace policy. 
The psychological conquest of entire populations has become 
necessarv. and nobody can escape it. One no longer must decide 
whether or not to use the propaganda weapon; one has no choice. 

Good reasons exist for analyzing this new form of aggression. 
Mibtary aggression has been replaced by indirect aggression— 
economic Or ideological. Propaganda saps the strength of the 
regimes that are its victims, depriving them of the support of then 
own pubbc opinion. Austria and Czechoslovakia had been re
duced to impotence by Nazi propaganda before they were in
vaded- other countries with not a single expansionist aim are 
constantly subjected to this aggression. They cannot defend (-.em-
selves except by using the same means of psychological warfare, 
for no international organization or court of justice can protect 
them against this iorm of aggression; psychological action is too 
protean, too hard to nail down, and cannot be legally adjudicated 
Above all, in legally defending against psychological aggression, 
one must not deny the freedom of opinion and speech guarantied 
by the Bill of Rights. The problem thus springs directly from the 
given situation. Every State must accept the burden of defending 
itself against propaganda aggression. As soon as One country hai 
taken this road, all other countries must eventually follow suit« 
be destroyed. 
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A democracy is generally poorly organized for effective psycho
logical warfare French specialists have said with some justifica
tion: "Only the army can engage in psychological warfare, be
cause of its structure." But in the face of the democratic regimes' 
need to conduct propaganda, it has also been said that "In a 
world of the cold war, domestic political thought must become 
strategic-** Therefore the problem is to resolve the dichotomy be
tween the political and the military and to define and integrate 
the army's political function. As a result of the necessity to con
duct propaganda, democracy finds itself compelled to change its 
structure. But the cold war does not merely demand action against 
the external enemy who tries to interfere, it also demands that 
diings be "fcept firmly In hand" at home. Tlie State must psycho
logically arm. protect, and defend its citizens, all tlie more when 
the ideological structure of a democracy is weak-

Here we face a new problem: in today's world, much more than 
iti the past, a nation can survive only if its values are secure, its 
citizens loyal and unanimous, and if they practice tlie civic 
virtues. But at this time a crisis of basic values and a relaxation 
of civic virtues is occurring in a number of Western democracies. 
Governments are forced to reconstruct their nations psyciiolugi-
tally and ideologically, and this need, in turn, justifies psycho-
lugical action. In fact, in this connection, hardly anybody objects 
to such psychological action. Everybody seems to consider it 
necessary and justified 'as long as one limits oneself to the moral 
education of the soldier and the dissemination of the truth " But 
many object to putting pressure on people's minds. Though they 
mean well, those who object simply fad to see that the two ele
ments they seek to separate—the telling of the truth and the ex
ercise of pressure on the minds—are, in fact, identical How can 
one rebuild civic virtues—rapidly, in order to reap quick benefits 
-without using pressure to change people's points of view? 
From the moment when the need of reconstructing a nation 
ideologically makes itself felt, methods become inevitable which 
are propaganda pure and simple Of course, the objectives pur
sued are pure. For example, the French Army says: 

• - - far from engaging in psychologies! action in order to enslave 
minds, most colonels aim only at securing human liberty. 
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Thry understand that one cannot permit a man ol tree choice trj 
let himself be captured by a doctrine thai would reduce him to an 
object. . . i They know that a possible future war would include 
an attack against the mind, more precisely against one of the 
minds functions; the will. . . . Psychological action in the army 
aims cr-ly at furnishing the inen with adequate means for the 
defense of freedom where it still exists. To this end it is enough 
to strengthen the will of the resistance if that will to resistance 
comet under attack. The endangered men most be taught our 
airnsp our mission, and our means of altainiiig them-4 

Here psychological action is presented I D its most favorable 
light- We cannot even object to the reasoning: it corresponds to 
the feelings of most liberals. Here psychological action presents 
itself as a sort of national education* According to another French 
writer, psychological action "is designed to shape and develop and 
sustain the morale, and to immunize the soldiers against enemy 
psychological attacks/" This is intended for wartime, when th* 
first task is to shape an army which "must preserve ite proper 
internal spiritual cohesion.** It is described thus: 

i . . a civic and moral education of all people placed under 
military command, within a context of objective information, 
opposed to propaganda, designed only to spiritually arm the 
citizen of a free democracy. . . . The methods employed are 
those of education and human relations- their principal aim 
Is to engage the cooperation of the individual to whom they 
are addressed, to explain to him and make Mm understand the 
different aspects of problems that confront him. 

In other wordsp the aim is the civic education of the troop 
The soldier must learn the civic realities and the values of civili
zation. This is not lost a French problem, incidentally; in Germany 
we find precisely the same orientation. But it is obvious that tfw 
education of the army cannot restrict itself to the troops. Such 
work becomes infinitely easier if young recruits are already in
doctrinated. On the other hand* if the army were alone I D main
taining the civic virtues, it would feel isolated. For such work 
to be effective, it must be done by the entire nation. In this fashion 
the army will be tempted to become the nation's educator; a psy
chological action by the State on the entire nation then becomes 

* G>]und VLlUtís do VMt Aksfc, L* Wmtb> October 1958. 
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j necessity. The Provisional Proclamation on Psychological Ac
tion of 19^7 stated that neutralism on the part of the government 
invited subversion and placed it in a perilous position; that the 
absence of civic education leads young people to a lack of 
patriotism, to social egotism, and to nihilism. 

This shows the perfectly good intentions, the legitimate con^ 
ctms. and the serious objectives behind psychological action. 
But Í* there not a considerable amount of illusion in the rigorous 
distinction between psychological action and propaganda, be
tween the enemy's methods and one's own? I D fact, one is faced 
with a mass of individuals who must be formed, involved, given 
ratain nationalistic reHexes; a scale of values must be introduced 
by which the individual can judge everything. I f one had a great 
deal of lime, a vast supply of good educators, stable institutions 
jnd lots of money, and if France were not engaged in war or in 
international competition, ft might be possible to eventually re
build civic virtues through information and good example. But 
that is not the case- Action must be fast, with few educators 
At hand; therefore only one way can be taken: the utilization of 
the most effective instruments and the proved methods of propa
ganda, i n a battle between propagandas, only propaganda can 
respond effectively and quickly. 

As a results the eflects of one's own propaganda on the person
ality are eiaetly the same as those of enemy propaganda (we say 
<m the personality, not on some specific opinions). These effects 
will be analyzed at length later In any event, one cannot possibly 
Pfl we act in order to preserve man's freedom. For propaganda, 
regardless of origin, destroys man's personality and freedom. If 
ü&e were merely to say: T h e enemy must be defeated, and to 
this end all means are good," we would not object. That would 
mean recognizing and accepting the fact that democrats whether 
"t wants to be or not. 1? engaged in propaganda. But the illusion 
(hat one engages in psychologic! action as a defense, whüe 
respecting the values of democracy and human personality, is 
more pernicious than any cynicism which looks frankly at the trae 
RtuaÜOIL 

A thorough study of Infonuation, Education, Human Relations, 
and Propaganda reveals that in practice no essential differences 
tiist among them. Any politically oriented education which 
créales certain "special values* is propaganda. And oar reference 
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to Special values" leads to yet another consideration. The inclu
sion of such special values as patriotism in the struggle for civic 
reconstruction excludes such others as internationalism, anarch
ism, and pacifism. One assumes that one's national values are 
given and justified in themselves. And from that one concludes 
that one faces only the problem of education because these na
tional values are the only values- But this is not so. In reality, 
the affirmation of certain values which one wants to inculcate, 
and the rejection of others which one wants to eradicate from 
the minds of the listeners is precisely a propaganda operation. 

Thus, by different roads, we Veep arriving at the same con
clusion: a modern State, even if it be liberal, democratic, 
and humanist, finds itself objectively and sociologically in a 
situation in which it must use propaganda as a means of govern
ing. I t cannot do otherwise. 

2. The Individua?* Necessity 

If we admit that the government has no choice but to make 
propaganda, there still remains the image of the aggressive and 
totalitarian political machine which pounces on the innocent 
victim—the individual. The individual then appears helpless and 
crushed by gigantic forces But I think that propaganda fills a 
need of modern manr a need that creates in him an unconscious 
desire for propaganda. He is in the position of needing outside 
help to be able to face his condition. And that aid is propaganda 
Naturally, he does not say: *T want propaganda." On the con
trary, in line with preconceived notions, he abhors propaganda 
and considers himself a "free and mature"* person- But in reality 
he calls for and desires propaganda that will permit him to ward 
off certain attacks and reduce certain tensions. This leads to the 
following puzzle^ "Propaganda by itself has no power over an 
individual. It needs certain already existing pillars of support. It 
creator nothing. And yet, the effectiveness of propaganda is on-
deniable, even though it seems impossible to define exactly those 
already existing pillars of support on which it builds.* The solu
tion is that these pillars are the individual's need for propaganda. 
The secret of propaganda success or failure is this: Has it or 
has it not satisfied the unconscious need of the individual whom 
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H addressed? No propaganda can have an effect unless it is 
needed, though the need may not be expressed as such but 
remain unconscious.* And if we take into consideration that 
propaganda exists in all "civilized" countries and accompanies 
all 'progress toward civilisation" in underdeveloped countries, 
this need appears to be practically universal; It is an intrinsic 
part of the setting in which man finds himself in the technological 
society/ We shall first examine the objective situation of man 
which generates tJus need for propaganda, then his psychological 
situation. 

The Objective Situation 

We have stressed that the State can no longer govern without 
the masses, which nowadays are closely involved in politics. But 
these masses are composed of individuals. From their point of 
view, the problem is slightly different; they are interested in 
politics and consider themselves concerned with polities; even if 
they are not forced to participate actively because they live in 
a democracy, they embrace politics as soon as somebody wants 
To take the democratic regime away from them- But this presents 
them with problems that are way over their heads. Thtv are 
faced with choices and decisions which demand maturity, knowl-

p and a range of information which they do not and cannot 
have. Elections are limited to the selection of individual*, which 
reduces the problem of participation to its simplest form. But 
the individual wishes to participate in other ways than Just elec
tions- He wants to be conversant with economic questions- In 
fact, his government asks him to be. He wants to form an opinion 
on foreign policy- But in reality he can t. He Ls caught between 
his desire and his inability, which he refuses to accept. For no 
-.itizen will believe that he is unable to have opinions. Public 
opinion surveys always reveal that people have opinions even 
m the most complicated questions, except for a small minority 

1 la the Soviet Uftkm it it ttprc*l!y tbitod that propflgudft re* ulu from R di iWttC*! 
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(usually the most Informed and those who have reflected most). 
The majority prefers expressing stupidities to not expressing any 
opinion: tbi^ gives them the feeling of participation. For tfali 
they need simple thoughts, elementary explanations, a "key* that 
wi l l permit them to take a position, and even ready-made 
opinions. As most people have the desire and at the same time 
the incapacity to participate, they are ready to accept a propa
ganda that will permit them to participate, and which hidet 
their incapacity beneath explanations, judgments, and news, en
abling them to satisfy their desire without eliminating their 
incompetence. The more complex, general, and accelerated politi
cal and economic phenomena become, the more do Individual* 
feel concerned, the more do they want to be involved. In a cw-
tain sense this is democracy's gain, but it also leads to more 
propaganda. And the individual does not want infotmation, but 
only value judgments and preconceived positions. Here one must 
also take into account the individual's laziness, which plays i 
decisive role in the entire propaganda phenomenon, and the 
impossibility of transmitting all information fast enough to keep 
up with developments in the modern world- Besides, the de
velopments are not merely beyond mans intellectual scope; they 
are also beyond him in volume and intensity; he simply cannot 
grasp the world's economic and political problems- Faced with 
such matters, he feels his weakness, his inconsistent^* his lack 
of effectiveness, He realises that he depends on decisions over 
which he has no control, and that realization drives him to 
despair, Man cannot stay in this situation too long. He needs a 
ideological veil to cover the harsh reality, some consolation, a 
ration tfifrfe a sense of values- And only propaganda offers him 
a remedy for a basically intolerable situation. 

Besides, modem man is called upon for enormous sacrifice*, 
which probably exceed anything known in the past. First of * 
work has assumed an all-pervading role in modern life. Neva 
have men worked so much u in our society. Contrary to what 
is often said, man works much more nowadays than, for exampk. 
in the eighteenth century. Only the working hours have de
creased- But fiie omnipresence of the duties of his work, the 
obligations and constraints, the actual working conditions, the 
intensity of work that never ends, make i t weigh much more 
heavily on men today than on men iu (he past Every mod era 
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man works more than the slave of long agô  standards have been 
adjusted downward, But whereas the slave worked only because 
he was forced to, modern manp who believes in his freedom and 
dignity, needs reasons and justifications to make himself work. 
Even the children in a modern nation do an amount of work 
at school which no child was ever asked to do beiore tike be
ginning of the nineteenth century; there* too* justifications are 
needed. One cannot make people live forever in the state of 
assiduous, intense, never-ending labor without giving them good 
reasons and creating by example a virtue of Work, like that of 
the bourgeoisie of the nineteenth century, or a myth of liberation 
through Work, like that of the Nazis or Communists. 

Such dedication to work does not happen by itself or spontane
ously. Its creation is properly the task of propaganda, which must 
give the individual psychological and ideological reasons why he 
needs to be where he is. One cannot get good, steady work out 
of a man merely by pointing to the need lor such work, or even 
to its monetary rewards. One must give him psychological satis
factions of a higher order; man wants a profound and significant 
reason for what he does. And as all this is a collective situation, 
it will be furnished him by collective means. To furnish the col
lective ideological motivations driving man to action is propa
ganda's exact task; every time the sum total of labor Is to be 
increased, the increase Is accomplished through propaganda- The 
Soviet Union, with its Five Year Flan, set the example, and the 
Chinese leaps forward* are also typical 6 In France, all increase 
in production rests On an enormous propaganda campaign. And 
the citizen really cannot be happy in his work unless he is sus
tained by such psychological nourishment, by the combination of 
promises (such as a few years of hard work and a thousand yean 
of happiness) and the value of the motives bonded him. The 
exigencies of work and economic life in the modem world create 
in man the need for propagandas in the United States this takes 
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the form of Human Relations. American writers have often said 
that the drive toward efficiency cannot be ¿peded to develop 
by itself. The man who U subjected to the demands f w efficiency 
will ask: 'Efficiency for what?" It is then tip to propaganda to 
give hini die answer. 

But modern man is not only forced to make sacrifices in his 
work; he is also saddled by his government with other sacrifices, 
such as ever-increasing lues. Every citizen of a modern state 
pays more tatet than the most heavily tated people in pre-
Napoleonic days. Then the subject was forced to payP where^ 
the free citizen of today must pay for reasons of conviction- His 
conviction will not come about spontaneouslyh particularly when 
the taxes are re&lly heavy. The Conviction must therefore be 
manufactured, ideals must be stimulated iu order to give true 
significance to such a "contribution to the nation": here, too, 
propaganda Is needed- This ts the eract opposite of political 
freedom. 

Let U Í take the most serious of all sacrifices. The modern 
citizen is asked to participate in wars such as have never been 
seen before. All men must prepare for wart and for a dreadful 
type of war at that—dreadful because of its duration, the im
mensity of its operations, its tremendous losses, and the atrocttv 
of the means employed- Moreover participation in war is no 
longer limited to the duration of the war itself- there is the 
period of preparation for war, which becomes more and more 
intense and costly. Then there is the period in which to repair 
the ravages of war. Feopte leallv live In a permanent atmosphere 
of warh and a superhuman war in everv respect (the strain of 
"holding out* for days under bombardment is a ranch greater 
strain thou a dav of traditional battle). Nowadays everybody 
is affected by war; evervbodv Uves under its threat. 

Naturallv, it was always necessarv to give men ideológica] and 
sentimental motivations to get them to lav down their lives. Out 
in our modem form of war the traditional motives—protection of 
one's familv, defense of ones own country, personal hatred (or 
a known enemy—no longer exist- They must be replaced by 
others. And the more demanded of man> the more powerful must 
be those motivations. The man ol whom such super-sacrifices are 
demanded finds himself in the middle of an incessant world con-
Hicth pushed to the verv limit of his nervous and mental en̂  
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durance, and in a sort of constant preparation for ultimate 
¿ftcrifice. He cannot Hve this way unless sustained by powerful 
tootivationSj which be will not £nd either inside himself, or 
spontaneously. They most be furnished him by societvh which 
trill respond to the need that arises from the individual's actual 
situation. Obviously, some simple "information" on the interna
tional situation or on the need to defend ones country is in-
AifEcieut here. Man must be plunged into a mystical atmosphere, 
he must be given strong enough impubes as well as good enough 
reasons For his sacrifices, and, at the same time, a drug that WÜ1 
nuFun his D e n e s and his morale. Fatriutiui must become 
"ideological," Only propaganda can put man into a state of 
nervous endurance that will permit him to face the tension of 

Aside from all these sacrifices, man is not automatically adjusted 
to the living conditions imposed on him by modem society. 
Psychologists and sociologists are aware of the great problem of 
adjusting the normal man to a technological environment—to the 
increasing pace, the working hours, the noise, the crowded cities, 
the tempo of work, the housing shortage, and so on. Then there is 
[he difficulty of accepting the nev- daily routine, the 
lack of personal accomplishment, the absence of an apparent 
meaning in life, the family insecurity provoked by these living 
conditions, the anonymity of the individual in the big dties and 
i t work. The individual is not equipped to face these disturbing, 
paralyzing, traumatic influences. Here again he needs a psycho
logical aid- to endure such a life, he needs to be given motivations 
that will restore his equilibrium. One cannot leave modern man 
sJone in a situation such as this. What can one do? 

One can surround him with a network of psychological rela-
Jans (Human Relation*) that wtl] artificially soothe his discom
forts, reduce his tensions, and place him in some human content. 
Or one can have him live in a myth strong enough to offset the 
concrete disadvantages, or give them a shade of meaning, m value 
that makes them acceptable. To make man'* condition acceptable 
ta him, one must transcend it. This it the function of Soviet and 
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Chinese propaganda- In both cases there is psychological manip
ulation of the individual—an operation that must be classified 
as propaganda in the broad seme of the word. Such propaganda 
has a "political* character, if one takes the term political, in in 
broadest sense, as referring to the collective life in a poli$< 

Finally, to understand the need for propaganda that springi 
from modem man's actual condition, one must remember that 
one is dealing with an informed persom Having analyzed in tb« 
preceding chapter how information actually supports propaganda 
we must now turn to the maimer in which the dispensing of in
formation lays the psychological foundations for a man's bfr 
coming a propagandes. I f we look at the average man, and not 
at those few intellectuals whoso special business it is to be in
formed* what do wo actually mean when we say this man is in
formed? I t means thai, aside from spending eight hours at work 
and two more commuting, this man reads a newspaper ora more 
precisely, looks at the headlines and glances at a few stories. He 
may also listen to news broadcasts, or watch it on TV; and one* 
a week he will look at the photos in a picture magazine. This 
is the case of the reasonably well informed man, that tsp oE gS 
percent of all people. 

What happens next to a man who wishes to be informed and 
receives a great deal of news each day? First, straight news re¬
porting never gives him anything but factual details; the event 
of the day « always only a part, for news can never deal with 
the whole- Theoretically, the reporter could relate these detail 
to other details, put them into context and even provide certain 
interpretations—but that would no longer he pure information.1 

Besides, this could be done only for the most important events, 
whereas most news items deal with less important matters- But 
if you shower the public with the thousands of items that occur 
in the course of a day or week, the average person, even if h* 
tries hardh will simply retain thousands of items which mean 
nothing to trim. He would need a remarkable memory to tie some 
event to another that happened three weeks or three months ago-
Moreover, the array of categories is bewddering—economics, 
politics, geography, and so on—and topics and categories change 
every day. To be sure, certain major stories, such as Indocbini 
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end Hungary, become the subject of continuous reporting for 
several weeks or months, but that is not typical- Ordinarily, 
a follow-up story on a previous news item appean two weeks to 
a month later- To obtain a rounded picture, one would have to 
do research, bnt the average person has neither the desire nor the 
time for it . As a result, he finds himself in a kind of kaleidosco[)e 
in which thousands of unconnected images follow each other 
rapidly. His attention is continually diverted to new matters, new 
centers of interest, and is dissipated on a thousand things, which 
disappear from one day to the next The world becomes remark
ably changeable and uncertain; he feels as though he is * t die 
hub of a merry-go-round, and can find no fixed point or con
tinuity; this is the first effect information has on him. Even with 
major events, an immense effort is required to get a proper broad 
view from the thousand little strokes, the variations of color, 
intensity, and dimension, which his paper gives him. The world 
thus looks like a poinUttl&te canvas—a thousand details make a 
thousand points- Moreover, blank spots on the canvas also pro-
vent a coherent view. 

Our reader then would have to he able to stand back and get 
a panoramic view from a distance; but the law of news is that 
it is a daily affair, Man can never stand back to get a broad view 
because he immediately receives a new hatch of newsF which 
supersedes the old and demands a new point of focui, for which 
our reader has no time. To the average man who tries to keep 
informed, a world emerges that is astonishingly incoherent, ab
surd, and irrational, which changes rapidly and constantly for 
reasons he cannot understand- And as the most frequent news 
story is about an accident or a calamity, our reader takes a 
catastrophic view of the world around him. What he learns from 
the papers is inevitably the event that disturbs the order of 
things- He is not told about the ordinary—and uninteresting— 
course of events, but only of unusual disasters which disturb 
that course. He does not read about the thousands of trains that 
every day arrive normally at their destination, but he learns all 
the details of a train accident 

I n the world of politics and economics, the same holds true. 
The news is only about trouble, danger, and problems. This gives 
man the notion that he lives in a terr. ie and frightening era, 
that be lives amid catastrophes in a world where everything threat-
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ens hid a • • r- Man cannot lUnd t W he cannot live in an abvujd 
and incoherent world (for thi* he would have to be hemic, and 
even Camui. who cojuldered thii the only honest porture, wai 
not really able to stick to It)* no* can be accept the idea that 
the problem*, which sprout all around him, cannot be solved, 
or that he hinuelf has nq value ai an individual and is subject 
to the turn of events. The man who keeps himself informed ueedi 
a framework In which all this information can be put in order, 
he needs explanations and comprehensive answers to general 
problems- he needs coherence- And be needs an affirmation of hit 
own worth. All thu» is the immediate effect of information. And 
the more complicated the problems are, the more simple the 
explanations must the more fragmented the canvas, the 
simpler the pattern^ the more difficult the question, the more all-
embracing the solution; the more menacing the reduction of his 
own worth, the greater the need for boosting his ego. All this 
propaganda—and only propaganda—can give him. Of count, 
an outstanding man of vast culture, great intelligence, and ex
ceptional energy can find answers for himself, reconcile hinuelf 
to the absurdh and plan his own action But we are not thinking 
here of the outstanding man (who. naturally, w e all imagine our 
selves to be}, but of the ordinary nun/ 

An analysis of propaganda therefore shows that it succeeds 
primarily because it corresponds eiacflv to a need of the masse*. 
Let us remember just two aspects of this: the need for esplflna-
ations and the need for vpluesh which both spring largely, though 
not entirely, from the promulgation of news. Effective propaganda 
needs to give man an ull-embracing view of the world, a view 
rather than a doctrine. Such a view will Erst of all encompass 
a general panorama of history, economic^ and politics. This 
panorama itself is (lie foundation uf the power of propaganda 
because it provides justification for the actions of those who make 
propaganda^ the point Is to show that one travels in the direction 
of history and progress. Thai panorama allows the individual to 
give the proper clasiificalkm Eo all (he news items he receive*; to 
n e r r i i e • critical judgment, to sharply accentuate certain facti 
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. I suppress depending on bow well IMMJ fit mto the 
fniDfwoft This is a aec*m*r> pMadioo aplnat being W J t d 
with facts without being able to ...h a pcnpnUv, 

ftBfHgaod* muit also furnish an w p W t k m i « J| hippeowv 
• key lu understand the whys and the rtuoni fur economic and 
poutical developments New* loses its fri^tening character when 
It offers information ior which the listener already lias a ready 
estimation in his mindh or for which lie tap easily find one The 
great force of propaganda lies In giving modem man all-
embracing, simple explanations and massive, doctrinal causes 
without which he coold not Jive with l i * newt. Mau Is doublv 
reassured by propaganda: first, because it tells hi.. , &• reason* 
behind the dex ebpments which mil old. u d se™d. because il 
promises a solution foi aU the problem* that ariae, which would 
[jtiH-rwise seem insoluble. 

Just as information is Decn»- • (or awstrennk, propaganda li 
&rasary to prevent this awareum irom being desperate 

The Subjective Situation 

Some ptyth^opctl chsu^erirrici of modem man, partly ^ 
iuJts oi hi* reality utuition, abo eiplain his Irrepressible need 
lor propaganda Most studies on propaganda merelv etamine b o * 
the propagandist can use this ot thai trait « tendency - man 
jo influence him But it seems to us that • prior question Deeds to 
be eiamined; Why does • man mvohmtsrilv privufc, the propt 
jtaud a operation? 

Without going into the theory of the 'man amT or the -organi
zation man" which is unproven and deniable, let us recall 
wme frequently analyzed traits oi the man who lives in the 
Western world and is plunged into its overcrowded population 
let us accept as a premise that he Is more susceptible to sug
gestion, more credulous, more easily netted Above r j he is a 
victim of emptiness—he is a man devoid oi meaning He is verv 
bus* but he is emotionally empty, open to all entrHtss and In 
"earcb oi only one thmg^orrsething to fill his inner w i d To 

" • I — *™ g l l M j t s s s s f s l l l j i i s i i l 
He seek* H ™ deeper and more fulfilLnn attnactiorj He Is ataii-
^le.andreadytolistentopfcrpaganda H-ta the londv man (Th* 
Lonely Crowd >, and the larger the crowt in which he live* the 
•nore bohied he is. Despite the pleasure he might derive irom 
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his solitude, he surfers deeply from it. He feels the most violent 
need to be re-integrated into a community, to have a setting to 
experience ideological and affective communication. That loneli
ness inside the crowd is perhaps the most terrible ordeal of 
modem man that loneliness in which he can share nothing, talk 
to nobody, and a p e d nothing from anybody, leads to severe 
personality disturbances. For it, propaganda, encompassing 
Human Relations, is an incomparable remedy. It corresponds to 
the need to snare, to be a member of a community, to lose oneself 
in a group, to embrace a collective Ideology that will end loneli
ness. Propaganda is the true remedy for loftiness. I t also cor
responds to deep and constant needs, more developed today, 
perhaps, than ever before; the need to believe and obey, to create 
and hear fables, to communicate in the language of myths. It 
also responds to man's intellectual sloth and desire for security— 
intrinsic characteristics of the real man as distinguished from the 
theoretical man of the Eiistentlalists. All this turns man against 
information, which cannot satisfy any of these needs, and leads 
him to crave propaganda, which can satisfy them. 

This situation has another aspect. In our society, man Is being 
pushed more and more into passivity. He is thrust into vast 
organizations which function collectively and in which each man 
has his own small part to play. But he cannot act on his own; 
he can act only as the result of somebody else's decision. Man 
is more and more trained to participate in group movements and 
to act only on signal and in the way he has been taught. There 
is training for big and small matters—training for his job, for 
the driver and the pedestrian, for the consumer, for the movie
goer for the apartment house dweller, and so on. The consume 
gets'his signal from the advertiser that the purchase of some 
product is desirable; the driver leams from the green light that 
he may proceed. The individual becomes less and less capable of 
acting by himself; he needs the collective signals which integrate 
his actions into the complete mechanism. Modem life induces 
us to wait until we are told to act. Here again propaganda comes 
to the rescue. To the eitent that government can no longer func
tion without the mass (as we have demonstrated above), propa
ganda is the signal to act, the bridge from the individnals 
mere tnferesi in polities to his political action. I t serves to over
come collective passivity. I t enters into the general current of 
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society, which develops multiple conditioned reflexea, which in 
turn become signals for man to play his part in the group. 

At the same time, the individual feels himself diministted. For 
one thing, he gets the feeling that he is under constant supervision 
md can never exercise his independent initiative* for another, 
he thinks he is always being pushed down to a lower level. He 
is a minor in that he can never act with his full authority. To 
be sure, we're talking of the average man; obviously a corporation 
president, high-level administrator, or professional man does not 
led diminished, but that fact does not change the general situ
ation. The feeling of being unimportant items from general work
ing conditions, such as mechanization and regimentation; from 
Lousing conditions, with small rooms, noise, and lack of privacy, 
from family conditions, with loss of authority over children; from 
submission to an ever-growing number of authorities (no one 
will ever be able to assess fully the disastrous effect on the 
human soul of all the bureaus and agencies); in short, from 
participation in mass society. We know that the individual 
plunged into the mass experiences a feeling of being reduced and 
weakened. He loses his human rights and the means to satisfy 
his ambitions. The multitudes around him oppress him and give 
him an unhealthy awareness of his own unimportance. He is 
drowned in the mass, and becomes convinced that he is only a 
cipher and that he really cannot be considered otherwise in such 
a large number of individuals. Urban life gives a feeling of weak
ness and dependence to the indivldusd; he is dependent on 
everything—public transportation, the tax-collector, the police
man, his employer, the dt/s public utilities. Separately, these 
elements would not affect him, but combined they produce 
this feeling of diminution in modem man. 

But man cannot stand being unimportant: he cannot accept the 
flatus of a dpber. He needs to assert himself, to see himself as 
« hero. He needs to feel he is somebody and to be considered as 
such. He needs to express his authority, the drive for power and 
^•nat ion that is in every man. Under our present conditions 
that instinct is completely frustrated. Though some routes of 
•scape enst-the movies give the viewer a chance to experience 
sell-esteem by identification with the hero, for example—that i i 
col enough. Only propaganda provides th. individual with a fuDv 
BDsfactory response to his profound need. 
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The more his needs increase in the collective society, ( j w ™ 
propaganda must give man the feeling that he is a free individual 
Propaganda tin**** Uiis feeling, which, fa turn, will 
integrate the individual into collective movements. Thus, it « a 
powerful boost to his self-esteem. Though a mass instrument. It 
addresses itself to each individual. It appeals to me. It appeals to 
m common *ense, my desires, and provokes my wrath and my 
indiBoation. It evokes m feelings of justice and my d r o or 
freedom. It gives me violent feelings, which lift out of die 
daily grmd. As soon as I have been politicized by propaganda, 
I can from my heights lock down on daily trifles. My boss who 
does not share my convictions, is merely a poor fool a prey to me 
illusions of an evd world. T take my revenge upon him by being 
enlightened; I have understood the situation and know what 
ought to be done; 1 hold the key to events and 
^dangerous and exciting activities. This feeing will be all the 
stronger when propaganda appeals to my decision and seems 
TJfferiy concê t-d with my action: "Everything is in the 
clutche? of evil. There is a way out. Gut only J everybody 
participates. You must participate. If yon don't, all will be lost, 
through your fault." The, is the feeling that propaganda must 
generate. My opinion, which society once scorned, now become, 
Lportant and decisive. No longer has it importance on y for me. 
but also for the whole range of political affairs and the tnttfl 
social body. A voter may well feel that his vote has no 
or value. But propaganda demonstrates that the act-on in which ,1 
involves us is of fundamental importance, and that everything 
depends on me. It boosts my ego by giving me a strong. sense 
of my responsibility; it leads me to assume a posture of author^ 
among m"fellowsf makes me take myself seriously by appeal^ 
to me in "impassioned tones, with total conation and gives m 
the feebng that it's a question of All or Nothing. Thanks to 
propaganda, the diminished individual obtains the very sabsfa, 

Hon he neids- _ * j 
Propaganda in colonial countries plays on this same need 

diminished peoples for self-assertion. Africans are even m 
susceptible to almost anv propaganda, because they Wed undfl 
the guardianship of their c o l o n i c and were reduced to « 
posit^n of inferiority. But one must not conclude t h P a feehr. 
of inferiority Is to be found only in the oppressed; .t -s the non 
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condition of almost every person tn a mass society Also, to tfa* 
extent that modern man is diminished, he finds himself faced 
with the almost constant need for repression Most of his natural 
tendencies are suppressed by social constraints. 

We five in an increasingly organized and ordered society which 
permits less and less free and spontaneous expression of man's 
profound drives (which, it must be admitted, would be largely 
anti-social if completely unleashed). Modern man is tied to a 
timetable and rarely can act on the spur of the moment, he must 
pay constant attention to what goes on around W He cannot 
make the noise he may want to make; he must obev a mowing 
number of rules of all sorts; lie cannot give free reign to bis 
sexual instinct or his inclination to violence. For despite present-
day immorality - of which people complain, contemporary man 
is much less free in these matters than was the man of the six 
teenth and seventeenth century. And in the world of politics 
modern man constantly faces obstacles which suppress hit tec' 
dencjes and impulses. But it is impossible to keep the individual 
in such a situation for long. 

The individual who feels himself in conflict with the group 
Whose personal value, are different from tl>ose of lus milieu who 
feels tension toward ha society and even toward the group in 
which he participates-thal individual is in a tragic situation 
•n modern society. Until recently, such an individual cnioyed a 
certain Ireedom. a certain independence, which allowed him to 
release lus tension in extema|-and quite acceptable-actions 
He had a e.rcle of personal activities through which he could 
express his own values and live out his conflicts. That was the 
best way of maintaining his equilibrium. But in the technological 
society, the individual no longer has either the Independence or 
Je choice of activities sufficient to release his tensions properly 
He is forced to keep them inside himself. Under such £3mm 
trie tension becomes extreme and can cause illness At that very 
moment propaganda will intervene as the (fake) instrument for 
reducmg these tensions by external action.' To seal all outlets 
m suppress man in all areas is dangerous. Man needs to express 

I t h mB known M *har a t a r i modem m a n aetd. a c s t e £ i f » D e HI * — -
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his passion* and desires;, collective social repression can have the 
same effect as Individual repression, which is the concern of 
psychoanalysts. Either sublimation Or release Is necessary On 
the collective level, the latter is easier than the former, though 
some of the most oppressed groups were the most easily Led 
to acts of heroism and sacrifice for the benefit of their oppressors. 
In the need for release we find some spontaneous expression 
surely, jazz Is a means, for many young people, of releasing re
pressed impulses, and so are violent displays {James Dean, black 
leather Jackets, the rebellion in Sweden in 1957, and so on ) 

But whereas these possibilities of release are very limited, prop
aganda offers reTeflse on a grand scale. For example, propaganda 
will permit what so far was prohibited, such as hatred, which is 
a dangerous and destructive feeling and fought by society. But 
man always has a certain n e e d to hate, just as he hides in his 
heart the urge lo kilL Propaganda offers him an object of hatred, 
for all propaganda is aimed at an enemy.4 And the hatred it offers 
him U not shameful, evil hatred that he must hide, but a legitimate 
hatred, which he can justly feel. Moreover, propaganda points 
Out enemies that must be slain, transforming crime into a praise
worthy act. Almost even- man feels a desire to kill his neighbor, 
but this Is forbidden, and in most eases the individual will refrain 
from It for fear of the consequences. But propaganda opens the 
door and allows him to kill the Jews, the bourgeois, the Commu
nists, and so on. and such murder even becomes an achievement. 
Similarly, in the nineteenth century, when a man felt like cheating 
On his wife, or divorcing her, he found this was frowned on. So. 
at the end of that century a propaganda appeared that legitimized 
adultery and divorce. In such cases the individual attaches him
self passionately to the source of such propaganda, which, for him, 
provides liberation. Where transgression becomes virtue, the lifter 
of the ban becomes a hero, a demi-god, and we consecrate our
selves to serve him because he has liberated our repressed 
passions. A good deal of popular allegiance to the republic and 
of the failure of Catholicism in France at the end of the nine
teenth century can be traced to this battle over adultery and 
divorce* 

Propaganda can also provide release through devious channels 
+ Prcp*g»nd* thus dlipttcea «nd lllwife* fetling! of M M p t a hy offntng s p s * 
• ! - 1 1 V bain •- to the . H J f T i ; this gnKiaUy lufBce* to chanqflij* pasiK-n 
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Authoritarian regimes know that people held very firmly Is. hud 
need some decompression, some safety valve* The c o v e r ™ * * 
offers these itself, Tins role is played bv satirical journals attackm* 
the authorities, yet tolerated by the dictator (for easumue 
Krokodit)* or by » wild holiday set aside for riddling Vhe 
regime, yet paid for by the dictator (for eaample, the l-ndav 
of Sorrows in Guatemala). Clearlv, tuch instruments are COD'. 
trolled by the regime. They serve the function uf giving the peo
ple the impression that they are free, and of singling out t W 
abcul to be purged by the government as guiltv of all that the 

H e dislike. Thus these Instruments of criticism serve to 000-
. • — — u i . - . U I . M I L *«rve iu con
solidate power and make people cling even more to the regime 
by p r o v i n g artificial release of tendencies that the state must 
keep in check. In such situations, propaganda has an almost 
therapeutic and compensatory function. 

This role is even more prominent in the presence of another 
phenomenon: sunriety. Anxiety is perhaps the most widespread 
penological trait in our society. Many studies indicate that 
fear is one of the strongest and most prevalent feelingi in our 
soriety. Of course, man has good reasons to be afreid—of Com
munist subversion, revduhk*, Fascism, H-bombs, conflict be
tween East and West, unemployment, sickness. On the one hand 
the number of dangers is increasing and, because of the news 
media, man is more aware of them, on the other, religious beliefs 
which allowed man to face fear, have disappeared almost en
tirely. Man is disarmed in the face of t f * perils threatening him 
and Is increasingly alarmed by these perils because he keeps 
reading about them. For example, the many medical articles on 
illnesses in the major papers are disastrous because they attract 
mans attention to the presence of illness: information provoke, 
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Fw. Thin largely cxphtlns why the dominant fears in our iocittv 
arc "wciaT fears, tied to iUih collective and geotrnJ phenomena 
u political situation^ much more domm-tnt than iuch individual 
fe*m thuM# of dtruth or of ghosts. But f u r tied to A real threat 
and of a degree pn porti uate lo thai threat is no! anxiety. 
K J : - : . !• was right J A stating that an essential difference 
between fear and anxiety is that anxiety is a reaction dispropor
tionate To the actual danger or u reaction to an imaginary danger 
She was right in pointing out that anxiety is actuallv tied to 
the curJitium of our civilization, though the dangen lo which a 
person responds with anxiety may remain hidden from him The 
anxiety may be proportionate to the situation, but it still may 
be experienced for unknown reasons. 

With regard to real and odici threats, a frequent reaction 
is to expand them with fables. Americans create fable* about the 
Communist peril, Just as the Communists create fables about the 
Fascist periJ—and at that moment anxiety set* In. It is tied In 
rumor* to the fact that the real situation is lna*sessableF to the 
dlfftiie climate of fear, and to the ricocheting of fear from on* 
person to the neit. 

However that may beh anxiety exists and spread*- Jt is im-
tlonaL and any attempt to calm it with reason or fads must fail. 
To demonstrate factually in a climate of anxiety that the feared 
danger it much smaller than It is believed to beh only Increases 
anxietv; the information if used to prove that there is reason for 
fear. Of course in psychoanalyst* anxiety is often regarded ai 
the source of neurosis- BotF as we maintain here that anxiety b 
a collective phenomenon affecting a very Large number of In¬
dividuali in our society, we do not want to say that all thru-
people axe i-urotks in the cluneal sense Anxiety provoked by 
todal conflicts or political threats rarely goes so far as to cauii 
ueurOfif. But such a progrution is not impossible; we will simply 
Uy that Individuals End themselves in a situation in which 
•curtail Is a constant possibility. And neurosis can actually be¬
come collective when some event throws a whole group into 
frenzied anxiety or irrational considerations. 

Man also feels himself the prey of the hojtile impulses d 
otben. another source of Anxiety- Betides, be is plunged intc 
Lonfllcti inherent in our society which place him in conflict with 
himself, or rather pla« hii expurieowi in conflict with the social 

imperabvev j t ™ Homey has de*cribe<f some of t W txmf l lA 
but many iDOft exut Atide from the conflict between the govern 
ments proclaimed r«pect for our r Je*d. and the* fruSratiun 
to reality, b e t w W [ J tht advertfaad freedom and the r*d «m¬

' * W ^ P P ^ * i P « t i « • prepare i „ n 

cultwe fa *pr«d Lb*l cannot he a b » r W . and » on The « -
p « i e n « of cootxad^-tjo* fa O M ^ P o a t of d * prevalent erp<mV 
met In our society b u l m c i a D O t ^ d u ^ contradicts, .uuJetv 
result*. * * * * * i tniggln to r « d v e the amtradfcbon to o r d * 
to diuolve h i i anxiety. 

Finally. • - result of all the threats and ™ntradfctlooi to 

teb » right and good m long a* he i exposed to mmZ 
A c t ™ , which place htoi m egdfact with one of hi. groups 
imperatives no m-tter which solution he adopt* But one of w i 
gre^eji inr*r need, k i 0 feel that he h^ht. This ne*d tale, 
Tit u'J^ m " <° ^ right to tfa O W B ^ « He 
« t he able to a w r t tha, he fa r i ^ t , that he do* what h . M l 
tha he u worthy of h i . own respect. Then, man need, to be ri^h, 
m ^ n d his family, hi* miiieu, L 
^worker*, hi. friend., hi* country. Finally, he fcell the Deed 
toWong to a group, which he confers right and which he can 
prochum a i fust, noble, and good. But that righteous™ fa aot 
absolute nght«uane«. ^ ^ a u [ b r a t i c ~ m a t t e n 

fa not to be Just or to ^ just, or that nSe group to wbkh one 
belongs fa r u i t - b u t to - e m fust, to End reaaon. for asserting that 
o n e * ,ust. and to have th«e M shared by ^ 

This fflriMponds to man's refuaal to see reality-hJ. o w n 

^ r r ^ d s to rus refusal to ^Inowledge that he mav he w r o n g 
B*m himself and others, man is constantly pleading hi. own mm 
tnd workmg to find good reason, lor what he does or ha, done 
*W oouise, the whole process is inhioiiacioui * 

Such justification oorrespond. at least parttv to what America* 
p r o l o g ™ cail r^ornuizabon. U., the ^ f w g 0 o d reiU0ni 

Bnt r e a l i z a t i o n covers l«a territory than justification Ra¬
tionalization occurs wben the md.vtduaJ is prey to the difficukk-
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of social life. The collision with various groups and other in
dividuals provokes tension, conflicts, frustrations, failures, and 
anxieties for which man has a low tolerance. He tries to avoid all 
this, but cannot. He therefore gives himself excuses and good 
reasons for avoiding the disagreeable consequences of such con
flicts, or fabricates a conclusion, which explains his failure and 
gives it the appearance of success ("sour grapes"); or he justifies 
everything by creating a scapegoat, or justifies his conduct by 
showing that the other party Is to blame (racial prejudice), and 
so forth. Clearly, the individual believes the reasons he gives, 
all the more so as these reasons are "good" to the extent that they 
are shared by a large number of people, if not by everybody. 
The individual who justifies himself is always scandalized if told 
that the reasons he gives for his conduct are false, that he has 
acted for other reasons, and that his explanations are only 
embroideries to make his conduct acceptable and to win praise 
for i t 

This need seems abnormal. On the individual level, it is often 
considered pathological, because it shows a dissociation from the 
self. But In reality this judgment was discarded because of its 
moral Implications, the process involved being nothing other than 
hypocrisy. I t was then concluded that there is nothing patho
logical in this need—for two reasons. The first Is the universality 
of the phenomenon. Practically everybody justifies himself all the 
time, to himself and to his group, and i t is difficult to call a 
general attitude pathological. The second is the usefulness of the 
process! i t Is generally accepted nowadays that in bis psychic 
life man automatically finds what is useful for him and permits 
him to exercise "economies" Justification is undeniably useful. 
Through justification man not only defends himself against ten
sions and anxieties, transforming failure into success, but also 
asserts his sense of right and wrong, justice and injustice. Often 
a man's true beliefs are revealed only through this channel 
(justification J. 

Such hypocrisy has another use: it permits man to cast oH some 
of his inhibitions without having to assert anti-moral or anti-social 
convictions pubbcly. Whereas inhibited behavior is damaging 
to society, an overloud declaration of immoral or asocial con
victions is damaging too. Here we encounter the old problem: 
Is i t better to behave badly and hide it, as in 1900, or to behave 
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hadly and advertise it, as in i960 (taking into account that the 
man of i960 uses different justifications)? The process of justifi
cation is thus found everywhere because of its great utility. 

On the collective level one can say that most ideologies and 
political or economic theories are justifications. A study by M , 
Ruber has shown that Man's rigid and seemingly uncoru, 
promising doctrine was one gigantic intellectual justification for 
sentimental and spontaneous positions taken by him in his youth. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to accept reality as it la and 
acknowledge the true reasons for our behavior, or to see clearly 
the motivations of a group to which we helong. If we practice a 
profession, we Cannot limit ourselves to its financial rewards; we 
must also invest it with idealistic or moral justification. It becomes 
our calling, and we will not tolerate its being questioned Even 
the most pragmatic, such as the Nazis, try to give their actions 
moral or social justification: for example, the concern for main
taining the superiority of the Aryan race justified the sadism of 
the concentration camps. Even the greatest materialists, such at 
the Communists, try to justify themselves with ideals: for example, 
humanitarian interests will justify a certain tactic. In the conflict 
between necessity and moral or religious imperatives, everybody 
covers himself with the cloak of rationalization to assert that no 
conflict exists. When a man obeys necessity, he wants to prove 
Ehat such is not the case and that he really obeys his conscience. 
On the day when the draft is introduced, everybody discovers he 
has a fervent love for his country. On the day when Stalin allies 
himself with Hitler, the Communists discover the excellence of 
German Socialism. And on the day when the Hungarian Govern
ment forces the Christian Church to make peace propaganda, the 
Church discovers voluntarily that peace is a Christian virtue. 

Obviously, the prodigious universality of j ix^cation makes it 
so effective: the man who justifies himself and unconsciously plays 
this farce not only believes it himself but also has the need for 
others to believe it. And. in fact, the others do believe it, because 
they use the same rationalizations and become accomplices of 
the play in which they are themselves actors. Justification really 
attains its effectiveness only on the basis of this complicity, which 
te so all-pervasive that even those who are the victims of justifica-
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tlun go altmg with It. Foreiample, the racist justifies Lis prejuqbct 
by saying thai lb* 'inferior" group u laiy, antl-»ciaX immunl, 
biologically inferior; and In many instances rutin her* of the 
stigmatized group will accept such judgment* and experte tux | 
feeling of inferiority thai will justify discrimination in their awn 
eyes. That i i because they, (oo, ose justifications on other level* 

The tremendous diversity of these personal and collective justi-
Bcabont derives from three sources. First, the traditional 
Hons transmitted to us by the group tu which we belong and 
bu tilled in ut through school and so forth- For example, the 
judgment of the wnrker by the bourgeoisie, which goes back to 
1815 and is carefully transmitted from generation to generation: 
T h e worker is a lazy brute and a drunk," Or take France s mission 
to "spread civilization," used to Justify colonialism Second, there 
•re (lie rationalizations which we ourselves fabricate sponta
neously. These usualIv deal with our own conduct rather than with 
that of the group. 

What Interests us most here is the third type of rationalization*, 
which are both individual and collective, which deal with new 
situations and unforeseen necessities, and lo which traditional 
solutions do act apply, These rationalization* are the fruit of 
propaganda. Propaganda attaches itself to man and forces him tq 
play its game because of h =• overpowering need tu be right and 
|ust. In every situation propaganda hands him the proof that be. 
personally, is In the right, that the action demanded of him Is just, 
even if he has the strong feeling that it is not Propaganda 

appeases his tensions and resolves his conflicts. It offers facile, 
ready-made justifications, which are transmitted by society and 
easily believed- At the same time, propaganda has the freshneu 
and novelty which correspond to new situations and give man tie 
Impression of having invented new ideals. It provides man with a 
high ideal that permits him to give in to his passions while seemîne 
to accomplish a great mission. I t is precisely when propaganda 
furnishes man with these justifications, at once individual and 
collective, that propaganda is most effective. We are not talking 
here of a simple explanation but of a more profound rationalize 
tion, thanks to which man Ends himself in full accord with his 
group and with society, and fully adjusted to his environment, as 
well as purged, at the same time, of Ids pangs of conscience and 
personal uncertainty. 
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fBiy at a disadvantage. There Is no question her* of reassuring the 
people or of drri .unseating the reality of a situation to them; noth
ing could uptcl them more. The point is to escite them, to arouse 
their sens* of ]>ower> their desire to a&ert themselves* and to arm 
them psychologically so that they can feel superior to the threat. 
And the man who seeks to escape his strangling anxiety by any 
means will feel miraculously delivered as soon as he can partici
pate In the campaign mounted by propaganda, as soon as he can 
dive Into this liberating activity, which resolves his Inner conflict 
by making him think that he Is helping to solve those of society. 

For all these reasons contemporary man needs propaganda; be 
asks for it; in fact, he almost instigates it. The development oi 
propaganda is no accident The politician who uses it Is not a mon
ster; he Gils a social demand The propaganda Is a close accom
plice of the propagandist. Only with the propaganda 
unconscious complicity can propaganda fulfill its function; and 
because propaganda satisfies him—even if he protests against 
propaganda in obstracioB or considers himself immune to it—he 
follows its route, 

We Iiave demonstrated that propaganda, far from being an 
accident* performs an indispensable function in society. One 
always bios to present propaganda as something accidental, un
usual, eiceptional, connected with such abnormal conditions as 
wars. True, in such cases propaganda may become sharper and 
more crystalled, but the roots of propaganda go much deeper 
Propaganda Is the inevitable result of the various components of 
the technological society, and plays so central a role in the life of 
that society that no economic or political development can take 
place without the influence of its great power. Human Relations 
in social relationships, advertising or Human Engineering In the 
economy h propaganda En the strictest sense in the field of politic* 
—the need for psychological influence to spur allegiance and 
action Is everywhere the decisive factor, which progress demands 
and which the individual seeks in order to be delivered from his 
own self-

CHAPTER 

Civ} 

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
E F F E C T S OF 

PROPAGANDA 

Let us hepa by examining what psychological effect* prop, 
ganda operations have on the Individual Aside from the effects 
ttat the propagandist w i t s to obtain directly*-* p « m ' i vote 
or example—his psychologic*] manipulat™ evc*« certain' 

lorces i n the unconscious and traumaiire the individual in various 
A person subjected to prop^and* does not remain intact 

« undamaged: not only will his opinions and attitude* be modJ-
«d, but also his impulse* tod his mental and emotUm! Kmc 
tart*. Propaganda* effect 1» more than eternal; i t produoei 
profound changes. 

ttae must also distinguish between different effects produced 
by different media- Each has ft* own effects on attitu.» or optn* 
ton*, whether the pro pagan din purpo**ly provoke* man or not 
waen a man goes to the movies, be receive* certain m^nt iou 
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and his inner life Is modified independently of all propagaj^ 
Such psychological effects or changes of opinion, specific to tad. 
of the communications media, Join those specifically produced by 
propaganda operations To analyze where one ends and the other 
begins is very difficult. If one looks at a propaganda campaign 
conducted by radio, it is almost impossible to divide its e3aii 
into those produced by the campaign and those produced V. 
radio broadcasts in general- Many monographs have been ivtitteo 
on the basic effect?—Independent of propaganda—of the presy 
radio, and TV, but the effects are also present when those medu 
are used for propaganda. The propagandist cannot separate tht 
general and specific effects. When he launches a radio campaign, 
he knows that the effects of his campaign and the effects of radio 
broadcasts in general will be combined. And F as each medium has 
specific and partial effects, the propagandist will be tempted to 
combine them because they complement one another Thus, the 
propagandist orthestrates-

To study the psychological effects of propaganda, one would 
therefore have to study the effects of each of the conimiinicattou 
media separately, and then the effects of their combination with 
the specific propaganda techniques. We cannot do this hereh but 
the reader should at all times keep in mind this complementary 
character of propaganda. 

Ptychologkoi Crytfcitf fulton 
Under the influence of propaganda certain latent drives thai 

are vague, unclear, and often without any particular objective 
suddenly become powerful, direct t and precise Propaganda fur
nishes objectives, organizes the traits of an individual's person
ality into a systems and freezes them into a mold For example 
prejudices that enisl about any event become greatly reinforced 
and hardened bv propaganda; the individual is told that he S 
right in harboring them; he discovers reasons and justifications 
a prejudice when it Is clearly shared by many and proclaim* 
openly-1 Moreover, the stronger the conflicts in a society, m 
stronger the prejudices, and propaganda that intensifies a m i W 
simultaneous!v intensifies prejudices in this very fashion-

Once propaganda begins to utilize and direct an individual 

L U v h H R thti LWd^i-bvj • bia i iSkWi pmudfcn p n e f t i blffl to 
itct* i n d t iw prciiure til • IV-JJ- event* 

rtopofpwb 

tared*, be D O longer has any chant* to retre»tT to reduce ha 
uiimotltiH, or to seek recorxiliatbn* with bit opponent*. More
over, he now has a supply of ready-made judgment! where be 
tad only some vague notions before the prupaganda Ut in and 
tb»e judgment* permit him to face any situation He will never 
again have reason to change judgments that he will thereafter 
consider the one and only truth. 

In this fashion, propaganda standardizes current ideas * bard¬
en* prevailing stereotypes, and furnishes thought patterns in all 
weai. Thus it codifies social, political, aid moral standards" Of 
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egUJK. man needs to establish such standards and categortei-1 

The difference Is that propaganda gives, an overwhelming force to 
the process: man ran no longer modify his judgments sind 
thought patterns- This force springs, on the one hand., from the 
character of the media employed* which give the appearance of 
objectivity to subjective Impulses* and. on the other, from every¬
body's adherence to the same standards and prejudice*' 

At the same time, these collective beliefs, which the individual 
assumes to be bis own. these scales of values and stereotypet, 
which play only a small part in the psychological Life of a person 
unaffected by propaganda, become big and important; by the 

propaganda UKU jyrjlbol* link«] in muh a way that MMW a-reka knowi. 
ban—WJ and nppnnl to the Cüflttlenee, wlwreas othrrt viüUiQ tbfl tKithimtö tad tend 
lu rSntf:v It ..r o W n H » jyirtbot b no effect i f toltnuneihl %W 
-'•T.nL:.Lri- •• U M individual ffwn primitiv t : i ;•/•!•. : r 111 ' . 11 : 11 ittltud'rJ. *ûd for 
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piocess of crystalliiationp these images begin to occupy a pawns 
entire consciousness, and to push out oilier fcclingi nnd ]udg-
inents. All truly personal activity 00 the part erf the individual is 
diminished, and man finally is filled with nothing but these p r t j * 
dices and beliefs around which nil else revolve*- In his prrnonnJ 
j : t . man will eventually fudge everything by such cryrtallud 
staodardis. To return to Stoetzelp public opinion within an indi
vidual grows as it becomes crystalized through the effcvti ol 
propaganda while his private opinion decreases. 

Another aspect oi crystallization pertains to i t l f justification for 
which man has great need, as we have seen in the preceding 
chapter. To the flitent that man needs justifications, propaganda 
provides them. But whereas his ordinary justifications are fragile 
and may always be open to doubts, those furnished by propn-
ganda are irrefutable and solid. The individual bcHvvH t intt i and 
considers them to be eternal truths. He can throw 06 all M»NU» of 
guilt; he loses all feeling for the harm he might do/ all sense of 
responsibility other than the responsibility propaganda instills tn 
him. Thus he becomes perfectly adapted to objective t i tuatkm 
and nothing can ovate a split within htm. 

Through such a process of Intense rationalization, propaganda 
builds monolithic individuals. It eliminates inner conflicts, ten
sions, selfnxttfcismp self-doubt And tn this fashion It *1*> builds 
a one-dimensional being without depth or range of poutbilitfet 
Such an individual will have rationalizations not only for pant 
actions, but for the future as well. He marches forward with full 
assurance of his righteousness. He is formidable b his equiLib^ 
rium. all the more so because it is very difficult to brea* bii bar 
net* of justification Experiments made with Nazi pdsoners 
proved this point 

Tensions are always a threat to the individual, who tries every 
dung to escape them because of his instinct of leU-prfeservatjoo. 
Ch^hiarily the individual will try to redow his own tensions in 
his own wayp but in our present society many of these t m u r a 

produced by the genera! situation, and such tensions are Its* 
easily reduced One might almost say that for collective problems 
«dy collective remedies suttee* Hera propaganda renders tpeo 
*^alar service: by making man live in a famfliar dtaate of optn 
•On the contrary, he attributtn tn the mmy enncdy the 
b i o the preceni of w w ^ ^ g 
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ten u d try manipulating his symbols, it reduces tension* Propa
ganda eliminate* oat of the causes of tension by driving mm 
straight into such a climute of opinion. This greatly simplifies his 
life and gives him stability, much security, and a certain satis
faction. 

At the jame time, this crystallization closes his mind to all new 
ideas. The individual now has a set of prejudices and belief*, as 
well as objective justifications. His entire personality now re
volves around those elements. Every new idea will therefore be 
troublesome to his entire being. He will defend himself against it 
because it threatens to destroy his certainties He thus actually 
comes to hate everything opposed to what propaganda has made 
him acquire-1 Propaganda has created in him a ivstem of opinions 
and tendencia which may not be subjected to criticism. That 
system leaves no room for ambiguity or mitigation of feelings, the 
individual has received irrational certainties from propaganda, 
and precisely because they are irrational* they seem to him part 
of his personality. He feels personally attacked when these cer
tainties are attacked. There is a feeling here akin to that of some
thing sacred. And this genuine taboo prevents the individual from 
entertaining any new ideas that might create ambiguity within 
him. 

Incidentally, this refusal to listen to new ideas usually takes on 
an ironic aspect: the man who has been successfully subjected tú 
a vigorous propaganda will declare that ati netv Ldtoi are propa
ganda. To the degree that all his stereotypes, prejudices, and 
justifications are the fruit of propaganda h man will be ready to 
consider all other ideas as being propaganda and to assert his 
distrust in propaganda. One can almost postulate that those who 
call every idea they do not share ''propaganda" are themselves 
almost completely products of propaganda- Their refusal to n> 
amine and question ideas other than their own is characteristic of 
their condition-

One might go further and say that propaganda tends to give a 
person a religious personality:1 his psychological life is organised 
around an irrational, external, and collective tenet that provide* 
TWrurf Iwvy nib bS* "wtkmi of defer** igAstf the dertrem" (pf Kewtrv 
pf rheayth). 
*AD ihb m ot iuun« rtaJcmed by lb* rcLpOu* rh*rt¿wr thi t PT^HÍAPO* re*ah 
tabei on. which hriidl ta traite the * W P T attend m u u d to W r CLU;-. adhere 
I * "iKTOfiT niam 

a scab .! valuta, rulet of behavior, and a principle of »etal Inte
gration. I n a »otiety in the prooecs of «ctdanaatioo, propaganda 
responds to the religious need, but leads much n a r e vijor and 
intransigence to the resulting religious per»anjj|yh m the pflftiv*-
tt» sense of that term (as Liberals emploved It in tbe iuue*«ntfc 
century): a limited and rigid personality t h * 1 mechnnially ap
ples divine commandmenty, [5 incapable of engaging in human 
dialogue, and will never question values that it has placed above 
the individual. All this is produced by prtrpaganda. which pre 
tends to have lost none of its humanity, to act for the good ui 
mankind, and to represent the highest type of human being- I n 
this respect, strict urthoduues alwavs have been tbe aamc. 

We may now ask: If propaganda modifies psychological life lit 
ttus faihioo. will it not eventually lead to neurosUl* Karen 
Hornfy* deserve tlie* credit for having shown that the neurotic 
personality is tied to a aocial structure and • culture f b the 
American sense of that term), and that certain neuroses share 
certain essential characteristic springing directly from tbe pnjb-
lems found in our society- I n the face of problems produced by 
society, propaganda seems a means of remedying penuonj de
ficiencies; at the same time it plunges the individual into a neu
rotic state- This is apparent from the rigid response* of the 
propagandee, his unimaginative and stereotyped attitude, his 
sterility with regard to the socio-political p r o n u h his inability to 
adjust to situations other than those created by propaganda, hit 
wed for strict opposite*—black and white, g » d and b*d—hit 
involvrment in unreal conflicts created and bdown up bv propa
ganda. To mistake an artificial conflict for a real ooe ii a charac
teristic of neurosts So is the tendencv of the propagandee to give 
everything his own narrow interpret at ion. to deprive fact* of their 
real meaning in order to integrate them inio his system and give 
them an emotional coloration, which the non^netirodc would not 
attribute to them. 

Similarly. the oeurotic anxiously seeks the esteem and affection 
of the largest number of people, just as the propagandee can bv* 
only in arâord with hû comrades, sharing Tbe same refleies and 
judgments with those iff hû group (subjected to the identical 
i^paganda) He does not derviate by O M iota f i r to rwDOve 

•TUNewmt r n W 4 of Omr f w r%*nr Tut W W V r i a t ^ • 
* « 7 h f i i 
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hiinse] I From the affection of the milieu means profound suffering; 
and that affection is tied to a particular external behavior and an 
identical response to propaganda. Naturally, what corresponds to 
this is the neurotic's hostility toward those who refuse his friend
ship and those who remain outside his group; the same holds true 
for the propaganda 

In the neurotic, the extraordinary need for self-jtistUkatitm 
fwhich resides in everyone and leads him to insincerity) ex
presses itself In the projection of hostile motives to tbe outside 
world; he feels that destructive Impulses do not emanate from 
him, but from someone or something outside, He doe* not want 
to fool or exploit others—others want to do that to him; and ihii 
mechanism is reproduced by propaganda with great precision. He 
who wants to male war projects this intention onto his enemy; 
then the projected intention spreads to the propaganda who is 
then being mobilised and prepared for war, whose hostilities are 
aroused at the same time as he is made to project his own aggres
sion onto the enemy. As with the neurotic, the -victim-enemy-
scapegoat" cycle assumes enormous proportions in the mind of the 
propaganda even if we admit that In addition to this process 
some legitimate reasons always eiist for such reactions. 

To sum up: When reading Karen Homey« description of tie 
neurotic cycle stemming from the neuroticus environment* one 
might almost be reading about the cycle typical for die propa-

Anrdety, hostility, reduction of self-respect . - - striving for power 
- . . reinforcement of hostility and anxiety . • - a tendency to with
draw in the face of competition, accompanied by tendencies to 
self-depreciation .• . failures and disproportion between capabili
ties and accomplishments - - i reinforcement of feelings of super
iority # , M reinforcement of grandiose ideas . < - increase of 
sensitivity with an inclination to withdraw , < - Increase of hostility 
and amiety 

These responses of the neurotic are identical with those of the 
propaganda even if we take into account that propaganda ulti
mately eliminates conscious anxiety and tranquilizes the propa
g a n d a 
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Alienation through Propaganda 

To be alienated means to be someone other (ahenut) than one
self; it also can mean to belong to someone else. In • more pro
found sense, it means to be deprived of oner self, to be subjected 
toh or even identified with, someone else. That Is definitely the 
effect of propaganda.1 Propaganda strips the individual, rob* him 
of part of himself and malces bira live an alien and srtifidaJ life, 
to such an ertent that be becomes another person and obeys im
pulses foreign to him. He obeys someone else* 

Once again, to produce this effect propaganda restrict* itself 
to utilizing, increasing, and reinforcing the individoaft mclma-
tion to lose Himself in something bigger than he is, to dissipate bis 
individuality, to free his ego of all doubt, conflict, and lufferios 
—through fusion with othera; to devote himself to a greet leader 
and a great cause. In large groups, man feels united with others, 
•od he therefore tries to free Himself of himself by blending with 
a large group. Indeed, propaganda offers him that possibility to 
an erceptfonally easy and satisfying fashion. But i t pushes die 
individual into the mass until he disappears entirely. 

To begin with, what is it that propaganda males disappear? 
Everything to the nature of critical and personal judgment. Ob
viously, propaganda limits the application of thought I t limits 
the propaganda's field of thought to the extent that rt provides 
him with ready-made (and, moreover, unreal) thought* and 
stereotypes, Tt orients Him toward very limited ends and pre
vents him from using his mind or experimenting on his own. It 
determines the core from which all his thoughts must derive and 
draws from the beginning a sort of guideline that penults neither 
criticism nor imagination. More precisely, his imagination will 
lead only to small digressions from the filed line and to only 
slightly deviant, preliminary responses within the framework In 
this fashion »e see the progressives make some "variations" 
around the basic propaganda tenets of the Communist party Bat 
the field of such variations is strictly limited. 

The acceptance of this line, of such ends and Limitations, pre-

[ Guilder the rthlf uss.'Etol fry Hie Ctunmunbt Party » pTrpagaoda.: & mnif H u n g , 
v « very conscience of tbe Sovirr d t i z f i . u d we Sod the «nw Wea to M » 
'fam, ** we have ofad ia-alled. " * e permu labiectod ID prop.-audi do u* 
MtiOim ibnnaelvw IjlfiuefLCril by I t (I that be jjiuueH m fooul d * 
mail to aruih' -
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suppoaes the suppreulon of -ill critical judgment, which in turo j j 
a result of the crystalteation of thoughts and attitudes and the 
creation of taboo*. As Jul..-* Moiinerot ha* accurately i;ud: All 
Individual passion leads to the suppression of all critical judgment 
with regard to the object of that passion. Beyond that, in the 
collective passion created by propaganda, critical judgment dis
appears altogether, for in no way can there ever be collective 
critical judgment. Man becomes incapable of 'separation." of 
discernment (the word critical is derived from the Creek kriwt 

separate ) k The individual can no longer judge for himself because 
be Inescapably relate* his thoughts to the entire complex of 
values and prejudices established by propaganda. With regard to 
political situations, be is given ready-made value judgments* in
vested with the power of truth by the number of supporters and 
the word of experts. The individual has no chance to exercise his 
judgment either on principal questions or on their implicatirjq-
thls leads to the atrophy of a facility not comfortably exercised 
under any conditions, 

What the individual loses is never easy to revive. Once pmonal 
judgment and critical faculties have disappeared or bave been 
atrophied, they will not simply reappear when propaganda 
has been suppressed. In fact, we are dealing here with one of 
propaganda's most durable effects: years of Intellectual and 
spiritual education would be needed to restore such faculties- The 
propagandeeh if deprived of one propaganda, will immediately 
adopt another- this will spare him the agony of finding himself 
vis-à-vis some event without a ready-made opinion, and obbged 
to judge It for himself.1 At the same time, propaganda presents 
facts, judgments, and values In such confusion and with *o marry 
methods that it is literally impossible for the average man to 
proceed with discernment. He has neither the intellectual ca
pacity nor the sources of information. He Is therefore forced 
either to accept, or reject, everything t n toto 

We thus reach the same point via different routes: on the one 
hand, propaganda destroys the critical faculty- on the otherT it 
presents objectives on which that faculty could not be eiercised, 
and thus renders it useless. 
1 Kuwu: ovccti : I - ^ - L - ihow. L^nHrt'1- thai tfudcnti u i d kifcDcctualf 1n-
tepatAi i propartJidft U * wort inned with critical ludffincnt thus trtticfl Ut> 
* TliLi k ODi at the m n n t why t h * propigandr*. u loon U hf I I itc»rtt*d from 
hi i group, v. n i l - ••• Tilly. He ntedi the collective monde- id ttdcï tc ctttt-

Proband* (s*j 

All this obviously leads to the elimination erf perwnal judg
ment* which takes place as soon as the Individual accepts public 
opinion as his own. When be expresses public upmion In his 
words and gestures, he no longer expresses Liiiistli. but his ao¬
; Let). his group. To be sure, the individual always will express 
the group, more or les*. But in this caw he will express it totally 
pud In response to a systematic operation. 

Moreover, this impersonal public opinion, when produced by 
propaganda* i i artificial It correspoods to nothing authentic- yet 
it Is precisely this artificial opinion that the individual absorbs. 
He is filled with It; he no longer expresses his Ideas b but those of 
I I I , group, and with great fervor at that—it is a propaganda pre
requisite that he should assert them with £ram«s and conviction. 
Me absorbs the collective judgments, the creatures uf propa
ganda be absorbs them like the nourtshmeot which they have, in 
fact, become. He expounds them as his own. He takes a vigorous 
stand, begins to oppose other?. He asserts himself at the very 
moment that be denies his own self without realizing it When be 
rwites bis propaganda lesson and says that he is thinking for 
himselfp when his eyes see nothing and his mouth only produces 
sounds previously stenciled into his brainp when be says thai he 
If Indeed expressing his Judgment—then he really demonstrate* 
that be oo longer thinks at all. ever, and that he does not exist as 
a person. Whm the propaganda tries to assert himself * j • living 
reality, he demonstrates bis total alienation most clearly; for be 
shows that be can no longer even distlnguifh between himself 
md society He is then perfectly integrated, h i is the social group, 
there is nothing in htm not of the group, there is no opinion (n him 
that Is not the groups opinion. He U nothing eicept what propa
ganda has taught him He It merely a channel that ingests the 
truths of propaganda and dispenses them with die conviction that 
Is the result of his absence as a person. He cannot take a single 
step hock to Look at events under such conditions- there can be 
DO distance of any kind between him and propaganda. 

This mechaoifm of alienation generally corresponds either to 
projection into, and Idendfioation with, a hero and leader, or to 
a fusion with the maas These two mechanisms are not mutually 
exclusive When a Hitler Youth projected himself into bis Fiibnr, 
••: entered by that very act into the man tntegrved by propa

ganda. When the young Komsomol surrendered himself to the 
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cult of Stalin** perajnalny, be became at that very moment, 
altogether part of the mass. It 1» Important to note that when the 
propagaodee believes to be eipressing lb* highest ideal of per
sonality, he is at the lowest point of alienation Did we not bm 
often enough Fascism's claim that it restored Personality to la 
place of honor? But through one channel or another, the SAJDB 
alienation Is produced by any propaganda, for the creation of i 
hero Is Just as much the result of propaganda as is the integration 
of an individual In an activated mass. When propaganda makq 
the individual participate in a collective movement, it not only 
makes him share in an artificial activity, but also evokes Ja 
him a psychology of participation, a "crowd psychology,1" I l k 
psychic modification* which automatically takes (dace In the 
pres«ee of other participant*, u iystanatkadjy produced b\ 
propaganda. It is the creation of mass psychology, with maxt'i 
individual psychology Integrated Into the crowd 

i n this process of alienation, the individual loses control and 
submits to external Impulses; his personal Inclinations and tastd 
give way to participation In the collective. But that collective will 
always be best idealized, patterned, and represented by the hero 
Hie cult of the hero is the absolutely necessary complement of 
the mnssihcatiou of society. We see the automatic creation of thii 
cult In connection with champion athletes, movie stars, and even 
such abstractions as Davy Cn>ckett in the United States and 
Canada in 1955. This exaltation of the hero proves that one lira 
tai a mass society. The individual who is prevented by Qrcum 
stances from becoming a real person, who can no longer expTts* 
himself through personal thought or action, who finds bis aspir* 
tions frustrated, projects onto the hero all he would wish to be 
He lives vicariously and experiences the athletic or amorous or 
military exploits of the god with whom he lives in spiritual syr/h 
blosls. The well-known mechanism of identifying with movie 
stars Is almost impossible to avoid for the member of modem 
sodety who comes to admire himself In the person of the here. 
There be reveals the powers of which be unconsciously dreanu. 
projects bis desires, identifies himself with this success and thai 
adventure- The hero becomes model and father, power and 
mythical realization of all that the individual cannot be* 

* At t h * u m t time tbc f f i W t l of tU bmu b m t a c the p « « l l JotenA -J * • 
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Propaganda uses all these mechanisms, but actually does even 
art re to reinforce, stabilize, and spread them. The propaganda* Is 
ibenated Mid transposed into the person promoted by prop** 
nnda (publicity campaigns for movie stars and propaganda 
campaigns are almost identical Jh For this, incidentally, no totali
tarian organization is needed—inch alienation does not take 
place merely in the event of a Hitler or a Stalin, but also in that 
,[ ;i Khrushchev, a Clemenceau± a Goolidge, or a Churchill (tha 

myth surrounding Coolidgc 11 wry rrm arable in tlus respect)-

The propagaudee finds himself In a psychological situation 
uunposed of the following elements: be lives vicariously, through 
an intermediary. He feels, thinks, and acts through the hero. Ha 
13 under the guardianship and protection of his living god; be 
accepts being a child; be ceases to defend his own interests, for 
he knows his hero loves him and everything his hero decides b 
for the propagandee's own good; be thus compensate* for the 
rigor of the sacrifices imposed on him. For tbis reason every 
regime that demands a certain amount of heroism must develop 
this propaganda of prujection onto the hero (leader). 

In this connection one can really speak of alienation, and of 
regression to an infantile state caused by propaganda. Young is 
of the Opinion that the propaganda no longer develops Intel* 
Itcttially, but becomes arrested in an Infantile neurotic partem, 
regression sets in when the individual is submerged in mass 
psychology. This is confirmed by Stoetzel. who says that propa
ganda destroys all individuality. Is capable nf creating only a 
collective personality* and that it is an obstacle to the bee devel
opment of the personality. 

Such extrusive alienation is by no means exceptional. The 
reader may think we have described an extreme, almost patho
logical case- Unfortunately, be is a common type, even in his 
acute state. Everywhere we find men who pronounce as highly 
personal truths what thev have read in the papers only an hour 
before, and whose beliefs are merely the result of a powerful 
propaganda. Everywhere we find people wbo have blind confl* 
dence in a political party, » general, a movie star, a country, or 
a cause, and who will not tolerate the slightest challenge to that 
god Everywhere we meet people who. because they are filled 
with the consciousness of Higher Interests they must serve unto 
death, are no longer capable of making die simplest moral or 
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Intellectual distinctions or of engaging In the most elementary 
reasoning. Yet all this is acquired without effort, erperience, re
flection, or criticism—by the destructive shock effect of well 
made propaganda. We m set this alienated man at every turn, and 
are possibly already one ourselves. 

Aside from the alienation that takes place when the rational 
individual retreats into the irrational collective, there are other 
forms of alienation—for example, through the artificial satisfac
tion of real needs, or the real satisfaction of artificial needs ( pub
licity and advertising). 

The first case is the one we have already discussed, in which 
propaganda develops from the contemporary sociological situa
tion in order to give man artificial satisfaction for real needs. 
Because man Is restless and frustrated, because he understands 
nothing of the world in which he lives and acts, because he still 
Is Hiked to make very great sacrifices and efforts—because of aU 
that, propaganda develop* * It satisfies man, but with false and 
Illusory satisfactions. It gives him explanations of the World in 
which he lives, but explanations that are mendacious and irn-
tlorjat. f t reassures or excites himp but always at the wrong i :• •• 
ment. Tt makes him tremble with fear of some biological warfare 
that never did exist, and makes him believe in the peaceful inters 
Hons of countries that have no desire for peace. It gives him 
reasons for the sacrifices demanded of him, but not the real rea
sons. Thus. In 1914, it called on him to lay down his life for bis 
country, but remained silent 00 the war1? economic causes, for 
which he certainly would not have fought. 

Propaganda satisfies man's need for release and certainty, it 
eases bis tensions and compensates for his frustrations, but with 
purely artificial means. If, for example, the worker has reasons— 
given his actual economic situation—to feel frustrated, alienated, 
or exploited, propaganda^ which can really "solve" the worker's 
problems, as It bas already done in the U S S R , alienates him 
even mote by making him oblivious of bis frustration and aliena
tion, and by calming and satisfying him. When man is subjected 
to the abnormal conditions of a big city or a battlefield and has 
good reason to feel tense, fearful, and out of step, propaganda 

'Cotbbct i t t*(*d t jprenly thsl rjrutmauKl* rtwuld reduce i r u i t i i u . •>. irtirkiiiJy 
TcJûtvt ral prûblctnt, AnotmnC* the FnjrtrtHotJ aaûe wtieo one cannot ivoki 
them, u i d to forth. 
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that adjusts him to such conditions and resolves bis cimfiids 
artificiallyj without changing his situation in the Leul. is particu
larly pernicious. Of course, it seems like a cure. But it is like the 
cure that would heal the liver of an alcohuhc in such a way that 
he could continue to get drunk without feeling pain In his liver. 
Propaganda's artificial and unreal answers for modern man's psy
chological suffering are precisely of that kind: they allow him to 
continue living abnormally under the conditions in which society 
places him. Propaganda suppresses the warning signals that his 
Anxieties, maladjustments, rebellions, and demands once sup
plied. 

All this is also at work when propaganda liberates our deepest 
impulses and tendencies, such as our erotic drives, guilt feelings, 
and desire for power. But such liberation does not provide true 
and genuine satisfactiun for such drives, any more than it justifies 
our demands and aggressions by permitting us to feel righteous in 
spite of them. Man can no more pick the object of hi* aggression 
than he can give free reign to his erotic drive. The satisfactions 
and liberations offered by propaganda are ersatz. Their aim Is to 
provide a certain decompress ion or to use the shock eif ed of these 
tremendous forces somewhere else1 to use them in support ol 
actions that would otherwise lack impetus. This shows how the 
propaganda process deprives the individual of his true person
ality. 

Modern man deeply craves friendship, confidence, close per
sonal relationships.7 But he is plunged into a world of competi
tion, hostility, and anonymity- He needs to meet someone whom 
he can trust completely, for whom he can feel pure friendship, 
and to whom he can mean something in return- That is bard to 
find in bis daily life, but apparently confidence In a leader, a 
hero, a mo\ie star, or a TV personality is much more satisfying 
TV, for example, creates feelings of friendship, e new Intimacy, 
and thus fully satisfies those needs. But such satisfactions are 
purely illusory and fallacious because there is no true friendship 
of any kind between the TV personality and the viewer who feels 
that person all tv to be his friend. Here is a typical mendacious 
satisfaction of a genuine need. And what TV spontaneously prr> 

fThm LÎ ( h * * MIUE I M e f t r t i t o n m to t h * taiaiqt- • • s* BÈMÉ 
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ducea Is systematically exploited by propaganda; the "Luda 
Father" Is always present 

Another example; I n 195S Khrushchev promised the transitka 
to integrated Communism in the U S S.H.- later be declared that 
It would be realized very soon. Based on this theme was an entire 
irrational propaganda campaign whose principal argument was 
(hat Communism would soon be fully attained because by 1975 
the U.S.S.R would have reached the production level of the 
United States—which would mean that the United States would 
then be ready to achieve Communism. Incidentally, the year 
given by Khrushchev in 1958 for the occurrence of this phenome
non was 1975, but In April 19S0, the year be gave was 1980- This 
campaign was designed to satisfy the needs of the Soviet masses, 
to regain their confidence and appease their demands. What wc 
see here is a purely theoretical answer, but it satisDos because it 
Is betiexted by the masses and thus made true and real by the 
mechanism of propaganda. 

Let us now look at the other side of the coin. Propaganda 
creates artificial needs. Just as propaganda creates political prob
lems that would never arise by tbemselveSp* but for which public 
opinion will then demand a solution, it arouses In us an increase 
of certain desires, prejudices, and needs which were by no means 
imperative to begin with. They become so only as a result of 
propaganda, which here plays the same role as advertising. Btf-
sides, propaganda Is helped by advertising, which give? certain 
twists and orientations to individual drives, while propaganda ex
tends the effects of advertising by promising psychological relief 
of tensions in general. Under the impact of propaganda, certain 
prejudices (racial or economic), certain needs (for equality or 
success), become all-devouring, destructive passion-, occupying 
the entire range of a person's consciousness, superseding all other 
aspects of Life, and demanding answers. 

As a result of propaganda, these superficial tendencies end up 
by becoming identified with our deepest needs and become con
fused with what is most personal and profound within us- Pre
cisely In this fashion the genuine need for freedom ha* been 
diluted and adulterated Into an abominable mixture of liberalism 
under the Impact of various forms of propaganda of the nine-

* [ raw vr t k l i itutly fiv S li j l i i t*iu*nt work 
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teenth and twentieth centuries. In this psychic cont usion^ ctealed 
by propaganda, propaganda alone then impose* order. Just u it 
Is a fact that mass communication media create new needs (for 
example, the existence of TV creates the need to buy a wet and 
turn i t . :: . it it C V Q ) more the case when these m*ans are used by 
propaganda. 

And just as propaganda acts to create new needs, it also creates 
the demand for their solutions- We have shown how propaganda 
can relieve and resolve tensions These tensions are purposely 
provoked by the propagandist who holds out their remedy at the 
same time. He is master of both excitation and ^atisfudion. One 
may even sav that if he has provolod a particular tension. It was 
in order to lead the individual to accept a particular remedy, to 
demand some suitable action (suitable from the propagandist's 
viewpoint), and to submit to a system that will allrviatr thai 
tension- He thus places the individual in a universe nf ariil ih 
created political needs, needs that axe artificial even If tliclr rents 
were once completely genuine. 

For example, by creating class-consciousness in the proletariat, 
propaganda adds a corresponding tension to the worker*s misery 
Similarly, by creating an equality complex* It adds another t « i -
tkm to all the natural demands of the "have-nots* But prop 
panda simultaneously offers the means to reduce these tensions 
It opens a door to the individual, and we have seen that that if 
one of the most effective propaganda devices. The only trouble it 
that all it really offers is a profound alienation. when an Individ
ual reacts to these artificially provoked tensions, when he re
sponds to these artificially created stimuli, or when be jul*nl t i to 
the manipulations that make him repress certain personal im
pulses to make room for abstract drives and reduction of theie 
tensions, be is no more himself than he is when he reacts biologi
cally to ft tranquilizer- This will appear to be a true remedy, 
which in fact it il—but for a rickness deliberately provokad t& 
fit the remedy. 

As we have frequently noted* these artificial needs astmw 
considerable importance because of their universal nature and 
the means (the mass media) by which they mjxvpM$pt*± Tbey 
beenme more demanding and imperative for the individual than 
his own private weds aw) lead him to sacriiicr his p r W e *aba-
factions. In politic* as in economics* the developiml of artificial 
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needs progressively eliminates personal needs and inclination! 
Thus, what take* place li truly an expulsion of the individual 
outside of himself, designed to dehVei him to the abstract fortes 
of technically oriented mechanisms 

On this level, too. the more the individual Is convinced that he 
thinJa, feels, and acts on his own, the greater the alienation wffl 
be. The psychologist Biddle has demonstrated I D detail thai J ! : 

individual subjected to propaganda behave* as though his ruc
tions depended on bis own decisions. He obeys, be trembles with 
fear and expands Or contracts on command, but nothing In this 
obedience la passive Or automatic^ even when yielding to sugges
tion, be decides 'for himself" and thinks himself free—in fact the 
more he Is subjected to propaganda, the freer he thinks he is. He 
is energetic and chooses his own action. Io fact, propaganda, to 
reduce the tension It has created In the first place, offers him one, 
two, even three possible courses of action, and the propgundee 
considers lumself a well-organized, fully aware Individual when 
he chooses one of them. Of course, this tales littk effort on his 
part. The propagandee does not need much energy to make his 
decision, lor that decision corresponds with his group, with rug 
gestion, and with the sociological forces. Under the influence of 
propaganda be always takes the easy way, the path of least re
sistance, even If it costs him his life. But even while eoashng 
downhill, he claims he Is climbing uphill and performing a per
sonal, heroic act- For propaganda bas aroused hi energy, per-
vonality, and sense of responsibility—or rather their verbal 
images, because the Forces themselves were long ago destroyed 
by propaganda. This duplicity is propaganda's most destructive 
act. And it leads us to consider next propaganda s effect of psychic 
dissociation. 

The raycMe Dbtociutitm Effect of Propaganda 
Philippe de Felice* has said thai propaganda creates a tend

ency to cnanic-depreasive (cyclothymic) neurosis. This Is obvi
ously an exaggeration, but it is true that propaganda puts the 
individual through successive periods of exaltation and depres
sion, caused by exposing him to alternate propaganda theme*. 
We have already analyzed the necessity for alternating themes. 

•F4*de .TL §tJirf, mfm coiUei*** ( f t . r i i - A. M i c M , ICMJ), Ch- * 

for example, alternating those of terror and of setf-
resuli is a continuous emouunal contrast, which can become very 
dangerous for individual* exposed to It.1 Like the shock of con
tradictory propaganda, tins can be one of the causes of psychic 
dissociation, though it does not have to lead to mental una aw. an 
Felice suggests. 

At this point, we shall lay aside the observable dissociatioo* In 
the propagandee between public opuwoo and his personal o§na> 
toi^ we have already said that propaganda produce* a deep iepa-
mtiou between the two 1 Instead we ihall stress the diswdatioo 
between thought and action, which teems to us one of the moat 
disturbing facts of Our time. Nowadays, man arts without thirds 
lug. and to turn hii thought can no lunger be translated ioto action. 
Thinking has become a superfuou* exercise, without reference1 

to reality; it ix purely internal, without compelling force, more 
or Less a game. It is literature's domain. and 1 a m not refecting 
solely to "Intellectual" thought but to oil thought, whethasr it 
corjcenu work or politics or family life. In sum, t h o u g h t and re
flection have been rendered thoroughly poindess by the circum
stances in which modern man uvea and acts. He does not need 
to think in order to act; hi* action is determined by the techniques 
he uses and by the sociological oondibooi He acts without realty 
wanting to, without ever reflecting on the meaning of or reason 
for bis actions. This situation Is the result of the whole evolution 
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erf our society The schools, the pre**, and social pragmatism an 
just as responsible for this as psychotechnlc*. the mod era politka] 
structure, and the obsession with pr&i activity, But the two deri
sive factors are the mechanization of work and propaganda-

The mechanization of work is based entirely Cm dissociation: 
those who think, establish the schedules, or set the minus,, a m 
act—and those who act must do » according to rules, pattens 
and plans imposed on them from outside. Above all. they irni.it 
not reflect on their actions. They cannot do » anyhow, bccaust 
of the speed with which they work. The modem Ideal appears to 
be a reduction of action to complete automatism. This is con
sidered to be a great benefit to the worker, who tan dream or 
ttunk of "other tilings* while working. But this dissociation, which 
lasts eight houn a day. must necessarily affect all the rest of hit 
behavior. 

The other element that play> a decisive role in this connectim 
It propagai] d a Hemcmber that propaganda 5Ceks to induce action, 
adherence and participation—with as little thought as possible-4 

According to propaganda, tt is useless, even liannfuJ for man to 
think; thinking prevents him from acting with the required 
righteousness and simplicity. Action must come directly from the 
depths of the unconscious; it must release tension* become a 
reflex This presumes that thought unfolds on an entirely unreal 
level, that it never engages in political decisions. And this is in 
fact X>H No political thought that is at all coherent or distinct 
can possibly be applied. What man thinks either is totally with
out effect or must remain unsaid. This is the basic condition of 
the political organization of the modern world* and propaganda 
is the instrument to attain this effect. An eiample that shows the 
radical devaluation of thought is the transformation of words In 
propaganda; there, language, the Instrument of the mind* becomei 
'pure sound.* a symbol directly evoking feeling? and reflexes. 
This is one of the most serious dissociations that propaganda 
causes. There it another: the dissociation between the verbal 
univene. in which propaganda makes us live, and reality.* Prop* 
ganda sometimes deliberately separata from man> mal world 
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the verbal worid that it rata*; It th en ten dj to dmtroy man' i 
conscience. 

In connecticn with the problem of dissociitioo we most now 
eivniae the cue (if an individual subjected to two intense, op¬
posing propagandas equally close to hint Such a situation can 
occur in a democracy. It i t sometimes mid that two competing 
propagandas cancel each other out; it, however, one regards 
propaganda not as a debate of ideas or the promulgation of a 
doctrine, but as psychological manipulation designed to produce 
action, one understands that these two propagandas^ far from 
canceling each other out because they a n contradictory, have 
a cumulative effect. A boier, groggy from a left hook, does no* 
return to normal when he Is hit with a right hook; be becomes 
groggier. Now, the modem propagandist like* to speak of his 
'shock effect.* And it is indeed a psychological shock that the 
individual subjected to propaganda suffers But a second shock 
bom another angle certainly does not revive him * On the con¬
trary, a second phenomenon is then produced by these contradic
tory propagandas: the man whose psychological mechanism* have 
been set in motion to make him take out- action is stopped by the 
»cood shock, which acts 00 the same mechanisms to produce 
another notion. The fact that this man will Anally vote for any
body at all is not the important point. What counts b that bi 
normal psychological processes are perverted and will continue 
to be. constantly. To defend himself against that, man automati
cally reacts in one of two ways. 

(a) He takes refuge in inertia,* in which case propaganda may 
provoke his rejection* The conflicting propaganda of opposing 
parties is essentially what leads to political abstention. But this 
is not the abstention of the free spirit which asserts itielf; It Is 
the result of resignation, the external symptom of a series of 
Inhibitions, Such a man has not decided to abstain, undo diverse 
pressures, subjected to shocks and distortions, he can no kmga 
I even if be wanted to) perform a political act What \t even n u n 
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serious is this inhibition not only is political, but abc pro¬
gressively takes over the whole of his being and leads to a general 
attitude of surrender. As long ILS political debates were of little 
importance and election propaganda dealt with water supplia 
or rural electrification, this escape reflex was not affecting peopled 
entire Lives- But propaganda grows in effectiveness as its them« 
cause more anxiety- Today, when we are concerned with the Ri*t 
of Dictators and the Approach of WarF the individual cannot avoid 
feeling himself drawn in. He cannot just shrug his shoulders, but 
be is rendered passive by propaganda. 

The same situatinn can be found when two contradictory propa
gandas succeed each other in time. The often-studied skepticism 
of German youth after 1945, that famous formula Ohm Mich, 
arose from the counter-shock of a propaganda opposed to Na±i 
propaganda. Similarly, after the Hungarian Revolution of October 
1956, youth threw itself into nihilism, into indifference and per
sonal concerns. These examples demonstrate not the ineffective
ness of propaganda, but, on the contrary, its power to profoundly 
dijturb psychic l i f d 

(b ) The Other defensive reflei is flight into involvement. Politi
cal involvement is widespread today because man can no longer 
bear to remain aloof in an arena of aggressive competition between 
propagandas. No longer capable of resisting these opposing pullsh 

which reach the deepest levels of his personality, the individual 
becomes "involved." He joins a partyH to which he then ties him
self as totally and deeply as propaganda had intended. From then 
on his problem will be solved. He escapes the opposing dash of 
propagandas; now. all that his side says is true and right; all that 
comes from elsewhere is false and wrong. Thus one propaganda 
arms him against the other propagandas. This dualism is not 
entirely contradictory; it can be complementary: To illustrate, to 
1959 the Cffnsdi Français des MtH-venwnt* de Jeunesse observed 
that youths were distrustful of all political action, but were at 
the same time inclined to eitreme solutions-

Creation of the Need for Propaganda 
A final psychological effect of propaganda is the appearance 

of the need for propaganda. The individual subjected to propa
ganda can no longer do without it- This is a form of "snowball
ing' : the more propaganda there is, t i e more the public wants. 

Propagvruki { 1 & 3 

The same is true of advertising, which has been said to "f«ed 
on its own success' It was believed, for eiample, that advertising 
on television would supplant newspaper advertising, but it w t j 
bund, on the contrary, that television actually increased the total 
volume of advertising business. The need lor a growing volume 
of propaganda involves two apparently contradictory phenomena: 
mithridatiivtion and serialization* 
MtihridatbtOion, i t is known that under the effect of propaganda 
the individual gradually doses up. Having suffered too many 
propaganda shocks, he becomes accustomed and insensitive to 
them. He no longer Looks at postersj to him they are Just splashn 
of color. He no longer hears a radio speech^ it is nothing but sound, 
a background noise for his activity. He no Longer reads the news
paper, but merely skims distractedly over it- One may therefore 
be tempted to say: "You see how the etcess of propaganda no 
longer has a hold on this man; he reacts with indifference, he 
escapes it; he is mithridatized against propaganda.* 

Nevertheless, this same individual continues to turn on his 
radio and buy his newspaper. He is imthridatiaed, yeth but to 
what? Only to the objective and intellectual content of propa
ganda. True, he has becorne indifferent to the theme of propa
ganda, the idea, the argument—to everything that could form his 
opinion. He no longer needs to read the newspaper or listen to 
the speech because he knows their ideological content in advance 
and that it would change none of his attitudes 

But though it is true that after a certain time the individual 
becomes indifferent to the propaganda content, thai does not 
mean that he has become insensitive to propaganda, that he tunu 
from it, that he is immune. It means exactly the opposite, for not 
only does he keep buying his newspaper, but he also wnbtnuet 
to foDow the trend and obey the rules. He continues to obey the 
catchwords of propaganda, though he no longer listens to it . His 
reflexes still function. U.h he has not become independent through 
mfthridatizatioTt- He is deeplv imbued with the svmbob of propa
ganda; he is entirely dominated and manipulated. He no longer 
needs to see and read the poster the simple splash of color is 
enough to awaken the desired reflexes in him. In reaUtv. though 
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he is mlthridatized to ideológica] content, be b sensitized to propa
ganda itself, 
StnáibUíiAihru The mote the individual is captured by propa
ganda, the more sensitive he is—not to its content, but to the 
impetus it gives him, to tbe excitement it makes him feel Dm 
smallest excitement, the feeblest stimulus, activates his condi
tioned reflexes* awakens the myth, and produces the action thii 
the myth demands. Up to this point an enormous amount of 
manipulation, a substantial dose of cleverly coordinated stimuli 
was required to achieve this in him. The motivating drives of 
his psyche had to be reached, the doors of his unconscious had 
to be forced openp his attitudes and habits had to be broken and 
new behavior determined. This meant the use of methods and 
techniques at once subtle and crushing. 

But once the individual has been filled with and reshaped by 
propaganda, action by so many methods is no longer necessary 
The smallest dose now suffices. It is enough to 'refresh,* to give 
a "booster shot" to repaint, and tbe individual obeys in striking 
faahfrm—like certain drunks who become intoxicated on one glass 
of wine. The individual no longer offers any resistance to propa
ganda; moreover, he has ceased to believe in it consciously. He 
no longer attaches importance to what It says, to Its proclaimed 
objectives, but he acts according to the proper stimuli. Here we 
Bad again the dissociation between action and thought of which 
we spoke earlier. The individual is arrested and < rystalized with 
regard to his thinkings It is in this domain of opinion that mitb 
ridatizatlon takes place* But in the domain of action he Is actually 
mobilized. He responds to the changing propaganda inputs; he 
acts with vigor and certainty. Indeed with precipitation. He is a 
ready activist but bis action is purely Irrational* That is the effect 
of his sensibilization to propaganda. 

An Individual who has arrived at this point has a constant and 
irresistible need for propaganda^ He cannot bear to have it stop. 
We can readily understand why this is so when we think of hb 
condition. 

(a) He lived in anxiety, and propaganda gave him certainty-
Now his anxiety doubles at the very instant when propaganda 
stops. All tbe more so because—in this terrible silence that sud
denly surrounds him—he, who permitted himself to be led, oa 
longer knows where to go; and all around him he hears the vio* 

propaganda ( i f l j 

lent clamor of other propagandas seeking to 
leduce him, and whicb increase his confusion. 

:b.J Propaganda removed him from his 
sad gave him a feeling uf self-importance- It permitted him to 
cjert hlmielf and satisfied his need for active participation. Whom 
it stops, he finds Luiu-lf more powerless than before* with a 
feeling of impotence all tbe more intense because be had come 
to believe in the efFectivenett of his actions. He is suddenly 
plunged into apathy and bus no personal way of getting out of 
iL He acquires a conviction of his unworthinest much more vio
lent than be has fhit before because for a while he has believed 
in bis worth. 

(e) Finally, propaganda gave him justification. The individual 
need* to liave this justification constantly renewed- He deeds It 
in some form at every step for every action, as a guarantee •1 I 
he is M the right path. When propaganda ceases, he loses his 
justification, be no Longer has confidence in himself He feels 
guilty because under the Influence of propaganda be performed 
deeds thai he now dreads or for which he is remorseful Thus be 
has even more need for justification. And be plunges into despair 
when propaganda ceaict to provide him with the certainty of his 
justice and bis mobvet-

W h n propaganda ceases in i group where it has bad powerful 
effect, what do we see? A sodal disintegration of the group and 
a corresponding internal disintegration of the individuab within 
it. They completely withdraw into themselves and reject all par
ticipation in social or political life—through uncertainty, tlirough 
fear, through discouragement. They begin to feel that everything 
is useless, that there is no need to have opinions or participate 
io political life. They are now wholly disinterested in all that wis 
tbe center of their lives. As far as they are concerned, everything 
will go on henceforth "without me " The group as such loaei its 
value in the eves of the individual, and its disintegration fullc/wi 
bom this attitude of its members. Egocentridty is die product 
of the cessation of propaganda—in such fashion that it appean 
irremediable. Not only egocentric withdrawal but aba genuine 
nervous or mental troubles—such as schizophrenia, paranoia, and 
guilt complexes—are sometimes found in those who have bets 
dominated by a propaganda that has ceased Such individuals 
must then compensate for the absence of propaganda with pay-
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chiatric treatment. These effects couJd be seen in countries where 
propaganda suddenly stopped, as in Hitler's Germany in 1945 
or in the United States in 1946, to tale two very different exanv 
ples-

The reaction just described corresponds well to the alienation 
effected by propaganda. Man is diminished- he can no longer live 
alone3 decide for himself, or alone assume the burden of hi* lift; 
he needs a guardian, a director of conscience, and feels ill when 
he does not have them* Thus a need for propaganda arises, which 
education can no longer change. From the moment the individus) 
is caught, he needs his ration of pseudo-intellectual nourishment 
of nervous and emotional stimulation, of catthwordSj and of 
social integration. Propaganda must therefore be unceasing. 

This leads its back to a question we raised earlier: the durabil
ity of propaganda effects. Through the creation of a need for 
propaganda and the required psychic tran^formations> propa 
ganda has profound and relatively durable effects. But the specific 
content of propaganda—the substance that at any given time 
serves to satisfy this need and to reduce tensions—obviously has 
only a temporary and momentary effect^ and must therefore be 
refreshed and renewed fill the lime, particularly as the satisfao 
dons that propaganda gives are always in the immediate presenf-
For this reason -propaganda is not very durable, 

Bui this statement must be qualified. We have said that propa
ganda cannot run counter to an epoch s deep-seated trends and 
collective presuppositions. But when propaganda acts in the direc
tion and support of these, its effect becomes very durable on 
both the intellectual and the emotional level- Nowadays propa
ganda hostile to the State, opposed to "progress," would have no 
chance whatever of succeeding: but if it supports the State, it 
will penetrate deeply into man's consciousness. The need for 
propaganda then tends to make this penetration permanent. The 
duration, the permanence of propaganda, thus leads to the genu
ine durability of its effects. When these effects are constantly 
reproduced and their stimulus is endlessly renewed, they obvi
ously affect the individual in depth. He learns to act and react 
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in a particular way. (He has not. however, undergone a perma
nent or total modification of his personality.) 

Propaganda is concerned with the most pressing and at the 
same time the most elementary actuality. It proposes immediate 
action of the most ordinary kind.* It thus plunges the individual 
into the immediate present taking from him all mastery of his 
life and all sense of the duration or continuity of any action or 
thought Thus the propagandee becomes a man without a put 
and without a future, a man who receives from propaganda his 
portion of thought and action for the day; his discontinuous 
personality must be given continuity from the outside, and this 
males the need for propaganda very strong. When the propa
gandee ceases to receive his propaganda. }ie eiperierx« the feel
ing of being cut off from his own past and of facing a completely 
unpredictable futurep of being separated from the world he lives 
in. Because propaganda has been his only channel for poceMng 
the world* he has the feeling of being delivered, tied hand and 
foot, to an unknown destiny. Thus, from the moment propaganda 
begins, with its machine and its organization, one can no longer 
stop it. It can only grow and perfect itselfp for its discontinuation 
would ask too great a sacrifice of the propagandee. a too thorough 
remaking of himself. This is more than be is readv to accept. 

The Ambiguity of Pwychologicai Effect* 
One of the deceptive qualities of an inquiry such as we will 

attempt under this heading is the great uncertainty to which we 
are ultimately led. For we realize that propaganda can and does 
produce contradictory psychological results. This has been made 
clear* but should be emphasized here again. We shall therefore 
diamine four examples of these contradictory effects (aside from 
the fact, already studied, that propaganda satisfies certain needs 
while arousing others). 

Propaganda can simultaneously create some tensions and eaae 
others. We have shown how it responds to the need of the Indi
vidual in our societv. who lives in an unhealthy state of amiety-
how it consoles the individual and helps him to solve his con
flicts. But it must not be forgotten that it also create* anxiety and 
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provokes tensions Particularly after a propaganda of f e u or terror, 
the listener is left in a state of emotional tension which cannot 
be resolved by kind words or suggestions, Only action CUD resolve 
the conflict into which he was thrown. In the. same way, purely 
critical and negative propaganda seek* to stiffen the individual 
against his environment; it plays cm and stimulates instinctive 
feelings of aggression and frustration- But even here the effect 
can be one of two; either the individual will become more ag
gressive toward the symbols of authority in his group or culture. 
Or be wi l l be crushed by anxiety and reduced to passivity because 
He cannot stand discoid and opposition. 

The propagandist must try to find the optimum decree of ten-
I I O D And anxietyr This rule was expressly stated, among others, 
by Cocbbels. Therefore one cannot say that tension is an acci
dental psychological effect of propaganda. The propagandist 
knows well what he is doing when he works in this way. As 
Cocbbels indicated, anxiety is a (lauble-edi;ed sworcL Too much 
tension can produce panic, demoralisation, disorderly and im
pulsive actioo; too little tension doe* not push people to act. 
r In-. remain complacent and seek to adapt themselves passively 
It is therefore necessary to reinforce anxiety in some cases (fen 
example, concerning the effects of a military defeat), in others, 
to reduce tensions that become too strong for people to handle 
by themselves (for example, the fear of air raids). 

This ambivalence of propaganda, of creating tension in some 
cues and reducing it in others, explains itself largely, it seems to 
i d , by the distinction between agitation propaganda and integra
tion propaganda. Tlie first, which aim? at rapid, violent action, 
must arouse feelings of frustration, conflict, and aggression, which 
lead individuals to action. The latterH which seeks man's conform* 
fry with his group (including participation in action), will aim 
at the reduction of tensions, adjustment to the environment, and 
acceptance of the symbols of authority. Moreover, the two f i r -
tort can overlap. For example, a revolutionary political party, sue* 
as the Communist or Nazi party, will employ propaganda of ten-
lion with respect to things outside the party, propaganda of 
acceptance with respect to the party itself. This explains the 
attitude of universal acceptance of all that is said nr done in the 
party, and the opposite attitude of universal challenge and rejec
tion of everything outside i t 
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Connected with this is the second contradiction by wtuch prop*-
ganda creates self-justification and a good t i and at thr 
same time guilt feelings and a bad conscience. 

We have seen the strength propaganda develops when it fur
nishes the individual a feeling of security and righteousness. But 
propaganda also stimulates guilt feelings. In fact, to develop turn 
feelings is its principal objective when i l addnvw* • hostile 
group. Propaganda seeks to deprive the enemy of cunfidoce tm 
the Justice of his own cause, his country, his army, and his group, 
for the man who feels gudty Icon his effectiveness and his desire 
to fight To convince a man that those on hlı side. If not he 
himself, commit iuunural and unjust acts rs to bring on the 
disintegration of the group to which he belongs This type of 
propaganda can I * made agaiost the government, the army, the 
country's war aims—even the values defended by an i n d k i d u u t 
party or his oation. But it can also be made with respect to mere 
efficiency; to convince the individual of the inattrymictf of tlic 
means employed by his group, or the uncertainty of Its victory, 
or the mahiiiti/ at its leaden. I . . . the same effect In .•!••.•• 
propaganda can create a bad conscience in this way, strange u 
that may seem, probably because of Its connection with the primi
tive beUef that Cod makes good triumph over evil, that the best 
man wins, that might makes right, that what is nrrf effective it 
neither true nor just Of course, the psychological effect sought 
t-aries according to the audience propaganda aims at. In any 
event, propaganda creaeea a good conscience among Ha partisans 
and a bad conscience among its enemies 

The latter effect will be particularly strong rn a country or 
group already beset by doubt. A propaganda of had conscience 
succeeded admirably in France ia 1939, and even more so at the 
beginning of 1957 in connection with the Algerian conflict, when 
It created a general feeling of guilt sustained by campaigns on 
torture, colonialism, and the injustice of the French cause Tina 
D characteristically French. This feeling created by propaganda 
(actually partially legitimate) w u the essential cause of Öle vtr> 
tory of the F.L.N., a purely psychological victory, confirming the 
tenets and conclusions of Mao. 

A tbfrd contradiction: In certain cases propaganda is m agenr 
of attachment to the group, of cohesion, in other cases t It as 
agent of disruption and dissolution. It can transform the symbols 
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of a group Into absolute truth, inflate faith to the bunting point, 
lead tu • communal itale* and tndui the individual to completely 
confuse hit personal destiny with that of his group- This titen 
occurs with war propaganda demanding "natiunal unity." But 
propaganda cad also destroy the gruoph break it up—for example, 
by stimulating contradictions between feelings of justice and of 
loyalty, by destroying confidence in -.ustomed sources of 
information* by modifying ¡ítandardi of judgment^ by exaggerat
ing each crisis fljid _• • • ILi-_-1 or by setting groups against each 
other. 

Moreover, It Is possible to provide successive stages for the 
individual. While he is still a solid m e m b e r uf a group, propa
ganda can introduce * factor of amhiguityh of doubt, of suspicion 
But the Individual finds it very difficult to remain long in such 
a situation- Ambiguity is painful to himh and he seeks to escape 
f t But he cannot escape it b y returning to his previous certainties 
and total blind allegiance to his former group- This is impossible 
because the doubt introduced can no longer he assuaged while 
the individual remains in the original cunleit of values add truths 
I t 1* then, by going over to the enemy group, by compliance 
with what provoked the an.biguityh that man escapes that anv 
biguity. He then will enter into en absolute allegiance to the 
truth of the enemy group- His compliance will be all the morí 
radical, hit f u s i o n with it all the more Irrational, because It H 
a flight from vesterdavs truth and because it will have to protect 
him against any return to, memory of. or nostalgia for the former 
allegiance. There is no greater enemy of Cluistianity or Com
munism than he who was once an absolute believer-

We shall stress one last type of contradiction- According to 
circumstances, propaganda creates either pnlitízation n i what 
American sociologists call "privatisation." First of all, propaganda 
must lead t h individual to participate in political activities and 
devote himself to political problems. It can be effective only if 
In man it reveals the citizen, and if the citizen has the conviction 
that hit destiny, his truth, and his legitimacy are linked to politi 
cat activity—even more, thai he can fulfill himself only in and 
through the State, and that the answer to his destiny lies only 
in politic* At that moment man is a victim perfectly prepared 
to F u h m i t to every propaganda foray. 

But thr succeu of propaganda also requires that the Individual 

progressively lose interest In his personal and funilv affain To 
surifioe hU wife and children to a political decision beoutitn the 
ideal of the politic*! hero, and that tacrifice will, of c w m p be 
justified as being for tLr ixmimuu good, for one's countrVh d 
some such symbol. Personal problems then seem paltrv eguttsQ-
CMI, mediocre. Propaganda must alwavs fight against "privattu-
tioD," the feeling that lead* man to consider his private affairs 
as most important and produces skepticism toward the a i tivitin 
oi the State, the Ohne Mich ideology such as was rife in Germany 
after 1^5. a conviction that all is uselns, thai to vute mean* 
nothing, that "ifs not worth-while to die for Danzig* Propa
ganda has absolutely no effect on thoae who live in roch indif
ference or skepticism. One of the great differences between propa
ganda before and after ifHO m that in Western couBtrW the 
latter had to face skeptical and "privatized" individuals. 

A modem State can ! LUX Uun only if the cmzem gtve It their 
#oppuf t , and that support can be obtained only if privaflubon is 
erased, if propaganda succeeds in polltijing all question*, in arous
ing individual passions for political problems, in convincing men 
that activity in politics Is their duty . The churches often partici
pate in campaigns (without understanding that they are propa
ganda) designed to demonstrate that participation in dvk 1 aftun 
b fundamentally a religious dutv. 

At the same time, and just as strongly, propaganda is an agent 
J priva&zatioD It produce* this effect sometimes wKhoul intend
ing to, torneticte* deliberately. This reaction of privattiatKA oc
curs in the phenomenon of withdrawal and skepticism when two 
opposing propagandas work on the same group with almort equal 
force, then the pnvatnabCA effect Is involuntary Btrt in manv 
cases propaganda deliberately seeks to produce privatization: for 
tvunple, a propaganda of terror seeks to create a depressing effect 
On the opponent and leads him to adopt a fatalistic attitude 3 He 
must be made to believe that nothing helps, that the opposing 
parly or army is so strong that no resistance it poeslble Ln thu 
connection, the appeal to the value of private life is und. the fed-
big L aroused that one risks a death which has no meaning—a 
decisive argument of privatization propaganda. Such arguments 
are useful for paralvzing an enemyh making him give up the itrug-

Tfratf ictiao of the O A S ^ . w u J t t i * rypt-
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gL and withdraw bit* egoism; they are equally valid in political 
or military conflict 

Ope aspect of privatization propaganda by the State seems to 
us even more important when it creates a situation in which the 
State has a free hand because the citizenry Is totally unlntere$ted 
in political matters. One of the most remarkable weapons of the 
authoritarian State is propaganda that neutralize* nod paralyzes 
its opponents (or ail of public opinion) by reiterating a simple 
set of H truths" such as that the exercise of political power is very 
complex and must therefore be left to professional politiciam-
thal participation in political controversy Is dangerous—so what 
gftod does it serve? - , , Why should Individuals involve them
selves where power la exercised in the name of all and in the 
public interest? . + • Individuals receive their comfort3 well bein^ 
and security from the State— it alone can plan ahead and organize 

Such propaganda is especially easy in an authoritarian system 
because privatization is a spontaneous reaction of the individual 
when there is disharmony between him and the leader of the 
group, The individual protects himself by privatization. His skepti
cism toward the State is then justified ux his own eyes by th* 
actions of the States but It is propaganda which sustains his atti
tude of privatization and skepticism, leaving to the gQvenuneot 
complete freedom to act as it thinks proper. 

The "reasonable" appeal of such propaganda will be heeded 
quite readily because in general man does not like to assume 
responsibilities. It is enough to remember the sigh of relief that 
went through all of Franc? in 1852 when the Empire was created, 
and again In 1958 when a semi-authoritarian State gave French
men the feeling that they would no longer have to make decision* 
for themselves, that these would now be made for thetn by other* 
Thus the State, in various ways—by terror in Hitler** Germany, 
by Apolitical education1* in the Soviet Union—neutralizes the 
masses, forces them into passivity, throws them back «1 thetr 
private life and personal happiness (actually according them 
some necessary satisfactions on this level), in order to leave 1 
free hand to those who are in power, to the active, to the mill* 
tant. This method offers very great advantages for the State, 

CHAPTER 

T H E 
SOCIO-POLITICAL 

E F F E C T S 

J. Propaganda and Ideology 

The TradUkmal Relationebip 

A relationship between propaganda and hdeology has aJwiyt 
existed. The pattern of that relationship bream* more or L » 
established toward Che end of the nineteenth century. I will not 
give here an original or specific dejjnjtioa of ideology, but wjlJ 
merely say that society rests on certain belief i and no social group 
can exist without such beliefs. To the extent that members of 
• group attribute intellectual validity to those belief*, one D U V 
ipeai of an ideology. One might also crank1« a different proceas 
by which ideology is formed: ideologies emerge where doctrine* 
n degraded and vulgarized and when an element of behef eaten 
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Into them. However thai may be, it has long been known thai 
tome ideologies are compatible with passive behavior, but m m 
of tham are active—L , . they pmh men into action. 

Moreover, to the extent that members of a group believe th4i 
Ideology to represent the truth, they almost always assume an 
aggressive posture and try to Impose that ideology elsewhere. I D 

tuch case* Ideology becomes bent on mnqu«t 
Hie drive toward conquest may arise within a society as i 

Conflict between poups (for example, the proletarian Ideology 
v i others within a nation), or It can aim at target* outside, q 
a nationalist ideology will . The expansion of an Ideology can take 
various forms; ft can accompany the expansion of a group and 
impose Itself on collectivities being embraced by the group, ai 
with the republican ideology of 1793 or the Communist ideolop 
of 1945, which accompanied the armies 

Or an Ideology such as that of Labor In a bourgeois tocieh1 

may expand by its own momentum on a purely psychological 
plane. I n this case, the ideology assumes a non-imperialist atfr 
tude; meanwhile it penetrate* the group that represents such AS 
Attitude- I n this fashion the ideology of L-abor helped bring about 
the bourgeois orientation of all Western sodety In the nineteenth 
centuiy^ 

Finally, an Ideology can expand by certain other means, with 
Out fore* and without setting an entire group In motion: at thil 
point we find propaganda- Propaganda appear^—spontaneously 
or in organized fashion—as a means of spreading an ideoJop 
beyond the borders of a group or of fortifying It within a group 
Evidently, In such cases propaganda is directly inspired by ideol
ogy in ho(h form and content. It is equally evident that wbn 
counts here is to spread the content of that Ideology Propaganda 
does not lead a life of its owqh it emerges only sporadically—when 
an Ideology tries to expend-

Propaganda organizes itself in conformity with that ideob^ 
so that in the course of history we find very different form d 
propaganda, depending on what ideological content was to bt 
promulgated. Also, propaganda Is strictly limited to Its objective 
and its working processes are relatively simple in that It does v* 
try to take possession of the individual or dominate him by de •: 
means, but limply to transmit certain bebefs and Ideas. Tt*t 
l l the current relationship between ideology and propaganda 

A e p o g * i 4 a ^ 

» d H.üe, (ovnd ., world lo which thr „, l d e f r 

a world trf 'mt-um, ih*t w h » , W M J W M U K 

j L . , inat » h u u most important u to -nil., - n 

complete^ ^ f o r m e d by the p r o f u ^ o i ^ , ^ 

h İ D I 1 0 "«*toi Ü* available L e L " , m l . * 
™ Ü oome to be **oodaxy to the o., m ^ v \ ^ 

^ . ^ P « t a n « at all. What mattered w * primarily S ^ T S 
a v a l l e instrument, m i l M J û n ^ ^ p u f c b £ £ £ £ 

Moreover Lenm was ^ ^ ^ £ ^ ^ 

U n . n l of SocWut society. The eod £ b e * * . a I S 

J ™ J w b y L O U D deigned , l I W c g > ^ „ ^ 
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^ d o c t r i n e , and on the other, lo grv, the doctnne Z#l 
level of ^portance se^dary to action. Tactics and th* develop-
mem of means then became .he principal ob^fc , v r T p „, ^3 

With H-bW one finds precdady At ^ tento^, bat wrd. 
r»o d^ereoces: flnl of aJI, • toUJ laxlc of restrain! L e n i n ™ 
«»ged the apphcatinn of progressive, limited. a d f ü S t t d mean, 
Hider wanted to apply them ail. and without deLtv Second the 
snd, * e aim the doctrine, which LeoJn me^eiy'had d«notod 
* second place, disappeared altogether in Httkr'a caae-the 
^gue mdieonium thai he promised cannot be w a r d e d as an aim 
not cao his and-Semiüsro be considered a c W t o e Inste-d. « 
p^here to the stage of pore action, action for action 1 sake 

JMs completely transformed the relations between i d e o l o n 
tod P^P'g^da: ifada® was of interest to Lenm and Httkr 
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only where It could serve an action or some plan or tactic. Where 
It could not be used. It did not exist. Or It was used for propa* 
ganda. Propaganda then became the major fact, with respect to 
i t . Ideologies became mere epiphenomena. On the other hand, 
ideological content came to be of much less importance than had 
been thought possible. In most cases, propaganda can change 
or modify this content as long as it respects such formal and cus
tomary aspects of the ideology as its images and vocabulary. 

Hitler modified the National Socialist ideology several times 
according to the requirements of propaganda. Thus Hitler and 
Lenin established an entirely new relationship between ideology 
and propaganda. But one must not think that Hitler's defeat put 
an end to that; actually* it has become more widespread. There 
is no question that the demonstration compelling from the 
point of view of effectiveness Moreover, the trend launched by 
Lenin and Hitler touched cm all prevailing ideologies, all oF which 
now exist "En connection"" with propaganda {i.e., live by propa
ganda) whether one likes it or not. It is no longer possible to 
turn back; only adjustments can be made. 

The New Relationship 
These new propaganda methods have completely changed the 

relationship between propaganda and Ideology, and as a result 
the role and value of ideologies in the present world have changed. 
Propaganda's task is less and less to propagate ideologies; it now 
obeys its own laws and becomes autonomous. 

Propaganda no longer obeys an ideology . 1 The propagandist b 
noth and cannot be, a "believer." Moreover, he cannot believe in 
the ideology he must use in his propaganda. He is merely a man 
at the service of a party, a State, or some other organization, and 
bis task is to insure the efficiency of that organization. He DO 
more needs to share the official ideology than the prefect of a 

J Ideobgy plays a pénela tolo In propaganda. I t can prevent propaganda Irma 
developing when the governmental ce<it*M ihemwl.es are the seat of i n W M g 
Wo shrill see later how d^rumi-atic ideoloijy accelerate* die expansion of P^t* 
Banda, On the other h ind. i[ hai been shown haw the belief in certain Uiomal 
(goodwill of the people, hatniimizatian ol inlematiorial interest*, and m o w n £ 
a negative factor here, huí aa the ideology oí democratic elites is less amiable «*• 
that of an aristocracy Bl The basis fm a propaganda ff». Corwersely, 
hellct of the elites Ü progressive. It wi l l lead to a powerful piOOS«ftnda. >m 
Ideology partly determines whether a climate » r a ™ b k or unfavorable • m 
creation and me of propaganda, out It no longs i * the dedove factor. 

Propaganda ^ J Q ? 

French departmeot needs to share the political doctrines of the 
national government If the propagandist ha* any political coo-
yiction. he must put it aside io order to be able to use some popu
lar mass ideology. He cannot even share that ideology for he 
must use it as an object and manipulate it without the respect 
that he would have for i t i f he believed In It. He quickly acquina 
contempt for these popular images and beliefs; in his work, he 
most change the propaganda themes so frequendy that he can
not possibly attach himself to any formal, sentimental, political, 
or other aspect of the ideology. More and more, the propagandist 
is a technician using a keyboard of material media and psycho
logical techniques; and in the midst of all that, ideology is only 
one of the incidental and interchangeable cogs. I t has often been 
stated that the propagandist eventually comes to despise doc
trines and men (Lassweil Albig). This must be put Into context 
with the fact, analyzed above, that the organization served by 
propaganda is not basically interested in disstmrnattog a doc
trine, spreading an ideology, or creating an orthodoxy. It seeks, 
instead, to unite within itself as many tadividuals as possible, 
io mobilize them, and to transform them into active militant* In 
the service of an orthopraxy. 

Some will object that the great movements that have used 
propaganda, such as Communism or Nazism, did have a doctrine 
and did create an ideology, I reply that that was not their prin
cipal object: ideology and doctrine were merely accessories used 
by propaganda to mobilize individuals. The aim was the power 
of the party or State, supported by the masses. Proceeding from 
there, the problem is no longer whether or not a political ideology 
is valid. The propagandist cannot ask himself that question. For 
lurnh it is senseless to debate whether the Marxist view of htstorv 
has more validity than any other, or whether the racist doctrine 
is true. That is of no importance in the framework of propaganda 

The only problem is that of effectiveness, of utility. The point 
la not to ask oneself whether some economic or intellectual doc-
bine is valid, but only whether it can furnish effective catch
words capable of mobilizing the masses hire and now. Theiefm*, 
*hen faced with an ideology that exists among the masses and 
commands a certain amount of belief, the propagandist musi ask 
himself two questions: First, is this nisc ig ideology an obstacle 

the action to be taken, does it lead the masses to disobey the 
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State, does it make tliern passive? (This last question is essential, 
lor example, for propagandists who operate in milieu* influenced 
by Buddhism.) In many cases such an ideology will Indeed be 
t n obstacle to blind action if only to the extent (hat it spark* 
••: H i- intellectual ity, no matter how feeble, or provides 
criteria, no matter how Insecure, for judgment or action. In this 
case the propagandist must be careful not to run head-on into t 
prevailing ideology; all he can do i j integrate it into his system, 
use some parts of it, deflect )t3 and to on-* Second, he must ad 
Itimself whether the ideology, such a* it i * . can be u*ed for hu 
propaganda^ whether it has psychologically predisposed an indh 
vidua! to submit to propagandas impulsions. 

In an Arab country colonized by whites, in view nf the Islamic 
ideology that Las developed hatred for Christians, a perfect pre-
dupo^ition to nationalist Arab and anti-colonialist proband* 
will exist. The propagandist will use that ideology directly, re
gardless oi its content. He can become an ardent protagonUt d 
Islam without believing in the least in Its religious doctrine. Simi
larly, a Communist propagandist can disseminate a nationalist 
Or a democratic Ideology because it is useful, effective, and profit
able, and i lie finds it already formed and part of public 
Opinion, even if be himself is anti-nationalist and anti-democratic 
The fact that he reinforces a democratic belief in the public u 
of no importances one now knows that such belief* are no obstacle 
to the establishment of a dictatorship. By utilizing the democrat!": 
ideology that Communism supports, the Communist party obtaiw 
the consent of the masses to its action, which then puts the Com
munist organization in control. Propaganda thus brings about 
the transition from democratic beliefs to a new form of democ
racy. 

Public opinion is so uncertain and unclear as to the contfm of 
its ideologies that it follows the one that says the magic words, 
not realizing the contradictions between the proclamation cf * 
catchword and [he action that follow* it. Once the "Machine" U 

• T W J whr one Ldruluay t4J"K4 *«ve u a w«p™ *B*iiut another fcJ«J^*i 
Prjjtf*a*nrj* will DTVV proc-blra th* mptrunty oi I D idtology LJVCT that <J W 
« n r a i y h for la 6*4** » it would I jnmtdttttl) ' fail- Axifajt i n FdwL>p 

w U w b itw h r i t f * will brtrn Br mtkmt u tlwloficaJ •d̂ rrmry ^ * 
q u t d l u n * h . - r j

 P . -.|£ :•• tbt h im? , the p u p * * - I H i n ' i M t l w l * 
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ua control, there can be no objection to it bv thu*r who adhered 
to the previously prevailing ldeologyT which Is always officially 
adopted and proclaimed by the new organization in power- Peojde 
live therefore in the mental confusion that propaganda purposely 
seeks to create. 

In the face of existing, usable ideologies, the propagandist cm 
take one of two paths: be can either stimulate thenih or my-
thologizt- them I N fad. nU-oluipr* Lend themselves well to both 
methods. On the one handL ajj ideology can be expressed in a 
catchword, a slogan. It can be reduced to a sirnpW idea, deeply 
anchored in the popular consciousness. And public opinion If 
used Eo reading automatically to the expressions of a former, 
accepted ideology: word* such =*s Democracy, Counffy, and So* 
dot Justice can now set off tlw- desired reflexes. They have been 
reduced to stimuli capable of obtaining rettexei in public opin-
j- ' i . which can turn from adoration to hatred without transition. 
They evoke past a. • : and aspirations. To be sure, if a formula 
is to be able to stimulate, it must correspond to existing condi
tioned reflexes tliat were forged gradually in tike course of history 
hy adherence to an ideology. The propagandist limits himself 
to what is already present. From there on he can use any Ideo
logical content at alTH no matter where or when. Difference! in 
application will be determined according to psychological, his
torical, and economic criteria, to insure the best utilization of 
ideology in the realm of ad ion. I have said thai ideology is a 
complex system capable of evoking one aspect wlule leaving out 
another- the propagandist's ability will consist precisely in mak
ing thrse c h o i r a . 

On the other hand, the propagandist can proceed by transform
ing ideology into myth. Somr ideologies can indeed serve as a 
springboard for the creation of mvths by the propagandist. Such 
transformation rarek takes place spontaneously Generally, ideol
ogy is quite vague, has little power to move men to action, and 
cannot control the individual's entire consciousness But It fur
nishes the elements of content and belief. It weds itself to myth 
bv- the complicated mixture of Ideas and sentiment*, by grafting 
Che irrational onto political and economic elements. Ideology 
differs radically from myth in that it has D O basic roots, no relation 
to humanity's great, primitive myths " have already said that it 
*t»uld be impossible to create a complete new mvth through 
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propaganda. However, the existence of an ideology within a 
group is the best possible foundation for the elaboration of a myth. 
I n many cases* a precise operation and a more pressing and 
incisive formulation will suffice. That the message must be formu
lated for use by the mass media automatically contributes to this: 
the fact that the widespread belief fs now expressed in one third 
the number of words and shoutud through millions of loudspeak
ers, gives it new force and urgency. 

The coloration supplied \>y psychological techniques, the 
power of efficiency demonstrated by the integration in an action, 
the over-all nature attributed to the construction of an intellectual 
universe In which ideology la the keystone—all that can be 
accomplished by the propagandist. In such fashion Socialist ide
ology was transformed into myth by Leninist propaganda, patri
otic ideology became national myth, and the ideology of happi
ness was transformed into myth at the end of the nineteenth 
century. In this fashion, too, the myth of Progress was Co& 
structed from a group of propagandas based on bourgeoii 
ideology. 

Finally, the propagandist can use ideology for purposes d 
justification. I bavt, shown on several occasions that justification 
la an essential function of propaganda. The existence of a gener
ally accepted ideology is a remarkable instrument for providing 
a good conscience* When the propngandist refers to collective 
beliefs, the man whom ho induces to act in accord with those 
belief* will experience a feeling oi almost unshakable self-justifi
cation. To act in conformity with collective bebefs provide* 
security and a guarantee that one acts properly. Propaganda 
reveals this consonance to the individual, renders the collective 
belief perceptible, conscious, and personal for him. It gives him 
a good conscience by making him aware of the collectivity of 
beliefs. Propaganda rationalizes the justification that man discov
ers in the prevailing ideology* and gives him the power to express 
himselfH This holds truep for example, for the ideology of peace 
utilized by the Communist party: as soon as this ideology is used 
everything, even hatred, is justified by it . 

For a long time, man's actions, Just as certain of bis reactions 
have been partially inspired by Ideology. The masses may act 
because of a spontaneous belief, a succinct idea accepted by alL 
or I D pursuit of an objective more or less vaguely outlined by an 

ideology; democratic ideology sparked such behavior But the 
«iaoomhlp of ideology to propaganda Las complexly c h a i , ^ 

In a group in which modem propaganda b being nudo m u 
no longer acts in accord with a spontaneous ideology, but" only 
through impulses that come to him from such propaganda Only 
the Ignorant can still believe that ideas, doctrines, beliefs c*n 
maba man act without the utilization of r^cho-soclological 
method* Ideology not used by propaganda b ineffective and not 
taken senkmsry. The humanist ideology no longer pro vote a re
sponse; in the? face of modem prepaeanda, intellectual* have 
been completely disarmed and can no longer evoke the value* of 
humanism. Torture (of political enemín) b unplidtly accepted by 
public opinfcm. which expreses its dismay only m wonts, but not 
in action. Wuh regard to the war in Algeria, it b well known tint 
the moat axdem defenders uf P. H . Simon (a young lieutenant 
who exposed the practice of torture during that war) defended 
him only verbally and when they could afford to: once they were 
m combat, plunged into action, such "ideas" were relegated to a 
secondary level, and the F L.N. and military propaganda—which, 
on bo!n tides, accused the enemy of torture and thus lrtftlmired 
its own actions-took over again. The same is true for Chrbtian 
ideology, which no longer inspire, action: Christians are caught 
* fl P*yelio-sociological mechanism that conditions them to cer-
lam practices, despite their attachment to other ideas Those 
ideas remain pure ideology because thev are not being taken 
over by propaganda; and they are not token over because they 
are not usable. In this fashion, such an ideology lose* its reality 
ind becomes an attraction It loses all effective*™ in relation 
to other ideologies being used by propaganda. 

Moreover, in this relationship between ideology and action we 
emphasize that nowadays action creates Ideology, not vice versa, 
as the Idealists who relate to past situations still would Uke to 
teheve. Through action one leams to believe in "some truth," and 
even to formulate i t Today, ideology progressive^ builds itself 
around actions sanctioned by propaganda, f For example, in order 
to justify ctrtani actions m Algeria, an entire, complex jdec4ocy 
^ created) Thus, in various ways-*]| the result of p r o b a n d a 
-ideology is increasingly losing Its Aportar** in the modern 
world. It is devalued whether propaganda uses it oi not; b the 
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latter case because II reveals its inefrectiveDess and canned pre
vail against the competition: in the former, because when used, 
It is broken up: some aspects of it are used and others pushed 
aside. 

The same holds true for ideology as for doctrine-, when propa
ganda uses it. it destroys it . The transformation of the Marxist 
doctrine by propaganda, first Lenin's and then Stalin's, is well 
known. Works such as those by P. Chambre. de Lefevre, and 
Lukacs explain this "evisceration" of doctrine by propaganda 
very well. All that is believed, blown, and accepted is what 
propaganda has promulgated, i t is the same for ideology, which 
is merely a popular and sentimental derivation of doctrine. One 
can no longer establish anything at all on genuine ideologies In 
social groups; one can no longer hope to hod in such ideologies a 
solid point of support for redressing man or society. Ideology has 
become part of the system of propaganda and depends on i t 1 

2, Effects on the Structure of Public Opinion 

I shall not examine the entire problem of the relationship be
tween propaganda and opinion. However, the effects of propa
ganda on the psychic life of the individual, which I attempted to 
sketch in the preceding chapter, obviously have collective con
sequences, mass effects, if only because the mas* is composed of 
individuals and because propaganda designed to act on the mass 
at the same time changes individuals who are part of that mass. 
People become influenced and warped; this leads necessarily to 
modifications in public opinion. But what we consider much 
more important than mere changes in the contení of public opin
ion (for example, whether a favorable opinion of Negroes rum 
into an unfavorable opinion) is its actual structure.* 
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Modification of the Conatiruenf Elemem* of fvMir Qpmiu*1 

To begin with, certain factors of eliange are easy to understand 
It has often been *aid that public opinion forms itself bv ex
changes of opinion on a controversial question, and shapes itself 
by the interaction of lhc*e different viewpoint!. But aa examina
tion of the effect! of propaganda must radicalh dcttroy w h a 
view of the formation of public opinion On the one hand, aı I 
have already shown, the questions that propaganda takes upon 
itself cease to be controversial: "truths" are pronounced that do 
not bear discussion, they are believed or not believed, and that Is 
all. At the same time, intrrpersonal communitations cease In a 
propagandized milieu, communication! no longer take place In 
interpersonal patterns, hut In patterns set by the propaganda 
organization. There is action, but no interaction As I have shown, 
the propagandee and the non-propagandee cannot discuss: uo 
p^tologicaliy acceptable communication or exchange u. pot 
sible between them Finally, in large societies in which propa
ganda is at work, opiniun can no longer form liseli except via the 
centralized media of information, "No opinion Is of any cunie-
quence unless it is frit communicated to the masses by the vast 
media of dissemination and propaganda, and if it is not assimi
lated on a massive scale" Here we are facing structural 
changes. 

To understand to what extent propaganda can modify the 
structure of public opinion, it will suffice to look ai die Haws" on 
the formation of public opinion indicated bv Leonard W. Doob* 
(who rejects the term Haws"), One can eully see that propaganda 
pkys precisely the role that Doob assigns to public opinion (to 
reduce frustration, amiety, and so on), and that propaganda 
directly creates public opinion bv evenluallv creating conformity 
and externalizing inner opinions. But I will proceed along an
other route. 

The first effect 1 will try to analyze is what Is vaguely called 
crystallization of public opinion Surely Stotzei it right when be 

•On li.lt EubK« I will m i repeaf *KlE | w Stoeori hai alr**dy demon*™ t «Í 
'la EtjutHe tWerfe d » o c M w [ F u l l : F r w iwriCkcm d* F r u » 
• i M l l : . but I am battng my H on bit - - i r i -
•^lMxCvinie* md | • - «W* \ -. tlnh a [J<ff|,|. •..]. 
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says, o n the basis of American analyses, that the proceu Is Dot 10 
simple as It seems. Frequently i t Is said that a few scattered bdf-
vidual opinions suddou-v. by • mysterious operation, unite and 
form public opinion. I t Is thru said that one of the elements in 
this process is propaganda. Stoetzel has shown that things do art 
happen thai way- Public opinion does not derive from individual 
opinions: here we ate 1 •! wlrh two heterogeneous problem). 
One cannot speak of a crystallization of individual opinions. 
Bather, a vague, inconsistent, unformulated* latent u p h i l l 
which one might call "raw opinion,* is transformed by pmpa* 
gauda through a true process o f try.-itillizatioD Into explicit 

What does this imply? From here on we will he hi the presence 
of organized opinion having a certain structure or skeleton. There 
Is no progression at all from a state of private opinion to a state 
of public opinion, but only from one state of public opinion to 
another state of that same public opinion. 

A changing and versatile opinion becomes fixed. Is given strict 
orientation; propaganda specifies precisely the objectives of tha 
opinion and delineates their enact outlines. In that way, propa
ganda also affects the Individual reducing his field of thought and 
angle of vision by the creation of stereotypes. 

What were only vague Inclinations until the intervention d 
propaganda, now take the form of Ideas. Tbh is all the more ft-
markable because propaganda, as we have seen, acts much my re 
through emotional shock than through reasoned conviction. It 
nevertheless produces by that shock an ideological elaboration 
that gives great precision and stability to the ensuing opinion. 
But this hardening of the opinion is neither total nor coherent 
that Is why I speak of a "skeleton,"1 Crystallization takes place ¿1 
certain points. Propaganda does not produce generalized, un
differentiated ideas, but very specific opinions, which cannot be 
applied just anywhere. And the degree of effectiveness of a propa
ganda depends precisely on Its choice of crystallization points. If 
one can harden opinion on a certain key point, one can control 
an entire sector of opinion from there. 

' T t d l -i n m « « sf « r t t w p i in mind th t t the prr<™ irf p w i w O H " 
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This hardening of opinion soon makes it impervious to •!) q » 
trary reasoning, poof, and fact MacDougall nmk« tkb puluT 
propaganda Hi.it play* on opinion influences that opiniou witlKrtit 
offering proofs brent opinion subjected t o such pitjpagaodn (If R 
Es well made) will absorb everything, believe everything, witliout 
discrimination. This will cause opinion to pas* to the stage of 
crystallization, and from that moment on opinion will no l u n g e r 
accept anything that £5 different. 1 already have shown that r v e o 
a proved f a d can do nothing against crystaliied opinion. 

Such organization of opinion tends always to a certain imifica-
t « Opinion will begin to eliminate its own contradictions and 
establish itself as a function of identical catchwords that will 
inevitably have a unifying effect Besides* at that moment indi
vidual opinions also change, for the hardening of publk opinion 
destroys their originality. Details and nuances disappear H i * 
more active the propaganda, the more monolithic and less indi
vidualized public opinion will be. 

A good example of this process is the formation of class coo-
stiousness by Manist propaganda. After the creation ot d * N 
consciousness by the promulgation of information (of whfc± ] 
have spoken slnvej came the transformation of this class GQD» 
mcmsness, by propaganda, Into a system, a criterign ol judgment, 
a belief, a stereotype. Propaganda led to the elimination of all 
deviant Ideas and finally rendered labor's opinion impenetrable 
to all that did not conform to the initial pattern. Present-day CLBH 
consciousness is a typical product of propaganda. 

This unifying character leads us to a second propaganda effect 
Do public Opinion: by the process of simplification, propaganda 
M a n it take shape more rapidly. W ithout simplification no 
pubbc opinion can exist anyway; the more complex problems, 
judgments, and criteria are, the more diffuse opinion will b e . 
Nuances and gradations prevent public opinion from forming: t h a 
more complicated it is. the longer it takes to assume solid shape. 
But in the case of such d i ! . ••: -n. propaganda intervene* with 
a force of simplification. 

Attitudes are reduced to two: positive and negative- In plain 
view, propaganda will simply place anyone with more differen
tiated opinions into one group or the other. For example, a 1 
not altogether favorably inclined toward Commun J D is simply 
thrown into the Fascist dique by propaganda even if be b i s to 
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think In teirni oi w?dal justice, and even if he reject* capitalism 
Without being an allv of bdurgecis imperial!*™, he becomes one 
tu the eyes of all. 

Problem! are made ample. Coebbets wrote: "By simplifying 
the thoughts ot the masses and reducing them to primitive pat
terns., propaganda was able to present the compter process of 
political and economic life is the simplest tcrau. . . . We have 
taken matter* previously available only to experts and a small 
number1 of specialists, and have carried them into the street and 
hammered them into the brain of the little man."1 

Answers to problems are clear-cut white and black; under 
such conditions, public opinion forms rapldlv, breaks looseh and 
expresses Itself with force, ft then carries along o n Its irresistible 
course all differentiated and average opinions that have appeared 
too late for Inclusion in the process of crystallzing opinion. We 
already have seen how, from the psycholonical point o f view, 
propaganda reinforces and even CTeata stereotypes and preju
dices. But prejudice is not, and cannot beh part of a solely 
individual psychology: it is the individual i n relation To other* 
who has prejudices, and their crystallization leads to a transforma
tion of the structure of public opinion. Of tours*h prejudices arise 
spontaneously; but propaganda uses them for the formation J: 
public opinion, which in turn becomes simplified, unreal, rigiil 
and infantile Public opinion shaped by propaganda Loses all 
authenticity. 

A final propaganda effect we want to trace in this connect™ 
is the separation very judiciously demonstrated by Stoetzel be
tween individual and public opinion: 

*The distinction between stereotyped opinions and prof-nind 
attitudes leads us back to the distinction between public and 
private opinion. Stereotypes are the categories of public opinio 
Profound attitudes, on die other hand, exist where people live 
by the laws of private opinions.* 

Between die two there is a natural difference, and the t*o 
types of opinion can co-eiist without interchange or mutual 
influence. 

"We are thus thinking in two ways: as members of a social 
body and as Individuals In the former case one may say that 
l l V i m CrUvti di f SatwfwuMtu/iJiritu L Berlin: Junlw und Diirmhiup" 
irasK 

we are abandoning ourselves to a thought that it not oan. 
there is no reason why diverse opinions uf that kind should be 
coherent or unified in a system {that k the task of propaganda) 
„* . But we also have our own private v 4 « i . + • 

The effect of propaganda is to separate the two types of 
opinion still more. Qntinarih, x w interplay between the two 
sectors continúes. But this is being short-circuited, relation* an 
interrupted, when propaganda takes over public opinion At 
that moment, public opiniun assumes a rigidity and a densltv 
that male the expreuioh ol individual opioion imputrible, and 
moreover dole ft in on all sides. 

Private opinion clearly becomes devalued where public opin
ion is organized by propaganda The more progress we make, tha 
Less private opinion can eipress itielf through the mass media, 
the development of the press and radio has considerably reducwl 
the number of people who can etpreu their ideas and opiniuut 
publicly. Far from permitting private opinion to express Uaelf. 
these media exclusively w v e "public" opinion, which It no longer 
fed by private opinion at all. Individual opinion is without value 
or importance in a milieu and even in (be individual himself as 
public opinion assumes greater authority and exercises men 
power. 

From there onh private opinion can no longer absorb the 
various element* of public opinion in ordeT to re-think them 
and integrate them. Propaganda make) public opinion Imputrible 
to be assimilated by the individual, he can only follow imper
sonally the current into which he is thrown. And the more public 
opinion becomes massive and expresses Itself in a "normal" 
curve, the more individual opinions become fragmented. On the 
collective plane, they express themselves in such a dispersed way 
that their intrinsic uncertainty is revealed- En this fashion, man's 
psychological process is aeparated into two unrelated dements 

From Opiñkm to Arííofl 
I have said on several occasions that propaganda aim* lest i t 

modifying personal opinions than at leading people into action 
This is clearly its most striking result: when propaganda Inter
venes in public opinionH it transforms the public Into an acting 
crowd or, more precisely, into a jarbdpating crowd. Oft«-. 
propaganda translates itself only Into ^verbal fiction' (tUs wffl 
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be examined later); but what matters is that the crowd pass from 
the state of being mere spectators filled with opinions to the 
state of participants. 

Even rf a movie-goer is "taken" with a film, he remains 
passive. He has a personal opinion of the picture he sees. He will 
soon participate in public opinion about it. but that remains 
externaL The spectator at a bullfight is in a somewhat different 
situation; his participation in the lulling ritual is sometimes pas
sive, but sometimes active—when he storms into the ring. Propa
ganda goes much further and demands an acceptance that fs not 
that of a spectator; i t demands his support as a minimum, his 
active participation as a maximum,6 Propaganda evidently plays 
its part where normal, spontaneous development of opinion 
would not have led to such action but would only have translated 
Itself into private, non-collective attitudes. Only very rarely does 
opinion by itself lead to action. The great feat of propaganda is 
to cause the progression from thought to action artificially. 

I t has often been said that propaganda does not create atti
tudes but merely uses them. Taking the term In the specific sense 
of social psychology, I must agree; but the fact is not so simple. 
I t Is evident that propaganda itself does not modify attitude*. 
But when propaganda leads to action, It modifies, first of all, the 
response that would otherwise be a direct result of the funda
mental attitude: the individual expressing his attitude would not 
act, but under the influence of propaganda he does act. One 
cannot overlook at this moment a certain warping of his attitudes, 
which, if often repeated, wi l l change his behavior pattern. More
over, when the individual is engaged in action that has been 
set in motion by propaganda, he cannot escape counter-blo\vi. 
an orientation different from that "preparation for action," which 
will be an attitude. For this attitude is also determined by the 
action in which he is engaged, and by the social context. The 
continuous and automatic action, mto which propaganda plunges 
the individual, undoubtedly also creates attitudes that determine 
further actions. 

How does this progression from opinion to action through the 

' O n the iuh]ed of paHlre HdbBimw, n I H * and remarkable ««npla fc ™tal j is j 
LI. a panipWrt hy the OAS. { F e W v » . flal« ™ * c £ ™ 
uk officm to • ••! our ranki, hut nicely to Off* •» «*U wbm applying sovem-
manl diicrtion*" 
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channel of propaganda take place? Doob is one of the few who 
have tried to describe it. 

"Attitudes affect external behavior if their force is so great 
as to be Irreducible except by action. This force, which may be 
weak or strong in the hcgmning, accumulates when the individ
ual feels that action is necessary, when he is shown the action 
in which he might engage, when he thinks audi action wtU he 
profitable or rewarded. In short, the achievement of • prepared 
response is only the last of a series of preliminary stages, which, 
though necessary for the final action to take place, do not guar
antee that it wi l l . " 

Seen in this perspective, action is the result of a certain number 
of coordinated influences created bv propaganda,' Propaganda 
can make the individual feel the urgency, the necessity, of tome 
action, its unique character. And at the same time propaganda 
shows him what to do. The individual who bums with desire for 
action but does not know what to do Is a common type in our 
society. He wants to act for the sake of justice, peace, progress, 
but does not know how. If propaganda can show him thia "how," 
Jt has won the game; action will surely follow. 

The individual also must be convinced of (be success of hit 
action, or of the possible reward or satisfaction he will get from 
I t Man will act when he feels that a certain result needs to be 
obtained and that the need is urgent. Advertising demonstrates 
it to him in the commercial domain, propaganda demonstrates 
it m politics. Finally, man will be helped in this progression to 
action by example, by similar action all around him. R U T such 
similar action would uot come to his attention except through 
the intermediary of propaganda. 

This is undoubtedly the true pattern in many aspects. But one 
element overlooked here is essential in my view;' the element of 
the mass, crowd, or group, Man subjected to propaganda would 
never act if he were alone. Doob makes an analysis of man by 
himself, though the mechanisms that he reveals can work only 
with collective man. An individual can feel the urgency of an 

'One aiDfl offer the tr.f.-. a tpvtfk, ctar, simple tufc to bt UHferoDM u a 
erven ruomBut. From the moment rnorjasflnila satixtds |n pe»nilblu fa appeal, 
(be individual who iffli concerned ¡3 placed i - a dniHtlon list demtndl • dcclara 

achieved this completely •fjih hEs. hoxizo-tal pTopumJa. 
*Thia pattern might be completed at le-eral p i * , a, tor cample, fne {rang* of 
the paajD who gfrei OHE i t information pudni Uw linens toward aafcVk 
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action only If ft promises to be effective became it is being car
ried out by many- he cannot engage i„ action ncept with other?. 
This means that if propaganda is to lead to action, it must also 
have a collective tnrrueacer That influence is competed of two 
main factors; 

L Propaganda creates a strong integration of the group, and 
at the ume time activates the preoccupations of that group. The 
man media provoke an intense participation in the Hie of a 
group and in collective activities; they provide a strong feeling 
of community. In our society, the individual communicates wuh 
the group only through the mass media of information. The in
dispensable psychological contact among members of the group 
is produced only by these media. Far in the mass society, in
dividuals have a tendency to withdraw from each other more 
and more. Their relationship is only artificial; 't is only the product 
of the information media. Spontaneous relationships change 
character when they become organized, systematized, deliberate^ 
at this point, personal relationships tend to create unanimity, ID 
the literal sense, and such unanimity always takes on a force of 
expansion. When the group acquires a certain uniformity, it 
inevitably experiences the need for proceeding to action. At that 
moment, the psychological contact, the communication are cre
ating not merely a feeling of communion, but a communal truth 
[f such "truth" dealt with eternal verities, it would not push 
the group into action. But, at die same time as the mass media 
integrate the group, they place it in relation to the present. After 
all, the content of press and radio can be nothing but news of the 
moment, But this goes much further when the media are pur
posely used for propaganda. Stoetzel has aptly said lr i ; i ' "the 
Stereotypes of propaganda immediately appear to have the sig
nificance of actuality." I t is an actuality made aggressive and 
fertde, an actuality that is present. A group that is psychologically 
unanimous and finds itself face to face with such planned actual
ity feels concerned to the highest degree. What is this actuality? 
It it precisely the world in which the group itself and its fane 
are in doubt, and in which the group has the possibility of acting. 

When propaganda integrates a group into an actuality, * 
necessarily leads it to act in that actuality. The group cannot 
remain passive and be content merely to have an opinion regard
ing that actuality. To understand this mechanism, one must 
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remember that this group has no other frame of reference by 
which it could take a different position. In other words, it has 
only one point of view toward that actuality The group] there
fore, cannot consider it tun specie aeterniloii*, because its frame 
of reference b fiimtthed by the very p ^ g a n d * that untie*, ft (n 
the actuality tn the brst place And the group nnnof judge iu 
own position, it can only act. At that motnent, to participate in 
any group whatever is to submit to actuaJitv, to become a man 
without past or future, to have no concern other than action, rnJ 
belief other than that promulgated bv propaganda concernm* 
the present 

a. The other aspect of tlie progression to action is the great 
power that propaganda gives to opinion. This opinion is nu 
longer a belief at times unsure of itself, spreading d u W ! v h v 

word of m.iutli. and difficult fur opinion surveys to pinpoint It 
is projected outside itself, meets itself and bears itself uo the 
screen and the airwaves invested with power, grandeur, mag
nificence. Such opinion learns to believe in itself, certain now 
that it is -truth" became it has seen itself revealed and promul
gated on all sides by powerful media Propaganda reveals such 
public opinion in need of *elf-eip™km 

One can then say without exaggeration that propaganda rerjioces 
the leader of the group This is not the banal assertion ihat rm>pa-
ganda is the instrument of the leader iu the group or help* to 
make a leader. It means that in a group without a leiider but 
subjected to propaganda, the sociological and rmchological 
eflects are (he same at if there were a leader. Propaganda is a 
substitute for him. If we remember the innumerable roles played 
by the group leader, we can summarize them as Kimball Young 
does: The leader of • group is the one who first deimes a course* 
ai action. He is at the same time the man who verbal™ and 
^vitalizes the feelings of the mass. Ultimately, a group iubiected 
tn propaganda would not need a leader, but would behave a* 
though it had one This subatitutiou helps erplain the real dimtno-
non of the role of local leaders and the abstract character of a 
•*tK>ua| leader. Even in a leadership or FuhrerprinUp ryttem 

chief is never more than a reflection: he is not the real leader 
Ot the group. The Gauleiter, like a People's Corrurtisaar is onlv 
' jurrogate, an adirunistrator. These *re not group chiefs. The 
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caily real leader is Che one who does not belong to the group— 
which is, sociologically speaking, entirely abnormal—but who 
substitutes for the true leader by propaganda and exists through 
I t Whence comes (he possibility of having a chief present when 
be is absent. Merely an effigy, integrated into the circuit of 
propagandas, suffices. The portraits of Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Roast 
velt, play an abstract but sufficient role, for the effects that can 
be expected from the leader's presence are obtained instead by 
propaganda. 

The leader fs the one who leads his group to action. This is 
the second element of the progression from opinion to direct 
action. 

3. Propaganda and Grouping 

I have selected this rather vague heading because I cannot 
undertake a complete study of the propaganda effects on th* 
aggregate of all groups and societies. For that I would need a 
complete theoretical and experimental sociology. Besides, with 
regard to the propaganda effect, one must distinguish between 
the groups that make it and the groups that are subjected to ft. 
Often the two elements are closely related This study will e>-
Amine three examples: political parties, the world of labor, and 
the churches. 

The Partitioning of Group* 
All propaganda has to set off its group from all the other 

groups. Here we find again the fallacious character of the intel
lectual communication media (press, radio), which, far rrora 
uniting people and bringing them closer together, divide tnem 
all the more. • . , , 

When I talked about poblic opinion. I stressed that everybody 
is susceptible to the propaganda of his group. He listens to it 
and convinces himself of i t He is satisfied with if. But tho* 
who belong to another mdieu ignore it . According to an 13 W 
survey (No. i ( 1954)- everybody is satisfied with bis own p r o p 
ganda. Sunilarly. Lazarsfeld,4 in his survey of radio broadcast*. 

— ( C h i c a g o : UoivOTitr of Chicago P w iB4»h 
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cites the case of programs designed to acquaint the American 
public with the value of each of the ethnic minority groups in 
the American population. The point was to demonstrate the 
contributions each group was making, with the purpose of pro
moting mutual understanding and tolerance. The survey revealed 
that each broadcast was listened to by the ethnic group fa, 
question (for example, the Irish tuned in the program about the 
Irish), but rarely by anybody else. In the same way, the Com
munist press is read by Communist voters, the Protestant pteu 
by Protestants. 

What happens? Those who read the press of their group and 
listen to the radio of their group are constantly reinforced In 
their allegiance. They learn more and more that their group is 
right, that its actions are justified; thus their beliefs a n atrengoY 
ened. At (he same time, such propaganda contains elements of 
criticism and refutation of other groups, which will never be 
read or heard by a member of another group. That the Com* 
munists attacked Bidault's policies with solid argument* had no 
effect on Bidault's party, for the supporters of Bidault did not 
read Utitanartite'. That the bourgeois paper he Figaro will con
tain valid criticism of and genuine facts about the dictatorship 
in the Soviet Union wi l l never reach a Communist. But thi i 
criticism of one's neighbor, which is not heard by that neighbor, 
is known to those inside the group that expresses i t The anti-
Communist will be constantly more convinced of the evuness 
of the Communist, and vice versa. As a result, people Ignore 
each other more and more. They cease altogether to be open to 
an exchange of reason, arguments, points of view. 

This double foray on the part of propaganda, proving the 
excellence of one's own group and the evilness of (he others, 
produces an increasingly stringent partitioning of our society] 
This partitioning takes place on different levels—a unionist parti-
Honing, a religious partitioning, a partitioning of political panic* 
or classes; beyond that, a partitioning of nations, and, at the 
summit, a partitioning of blocs of nations. But (his diversity of 
levels and objectives In no way changes the basic law, according 
to which the more propaganda there iff, the more partitioning 
there is. For propaganda suppresses conversation; the mofj op
posite is no longer an interlocutor but an enemy. And to the 
extent that be rejects that role, the other becomes an unknown 
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whose words can no longer be understood. Thus, we see before 
our eyes how a world of closed minds establishes itself, a world 
io which everybody talks to himself, everybody constantly re
views his own certainty about himself and the wrongs done him 
by the Others—a world in which nobody listens to anybody 
else, everybody talks, and nobody listens. And the more one talks, 
the more one Isolates oneself, because the more one accuses 
others and justifies oneself. 

One must not think, incidentally, that such partitioning is in 
conflict with the formation of public opinion. Although propa
ganda partitions society, it affects opinion and transcends the 
groups in which it operates. In the first place, it maintains its 
effectiveness toward the mass of undecided who do not yet belong 
to a group. Then, too, it is possible to affect those who belong 
to a group of a different sort: for example, Communist propa
ganda that will not affect militant Socialists might affect Protes
tants; American propaganda that will not affect a Frenchman 
in his capacity as a Frenchman might influence him with regard 
to capitalism or the liberal system. 

This is particularly important because there is a difference 
of level between the groups. For example, a nationalist propa
ganda results in building a barrier against other nations; how
ever, domestically, it respects the isolation of inferior groups, 
but still affects them by making them join a common collective 
movement. This is a process comparable to that occurring in the 
Middle Ages when Christian ideology expanded in the society 
but in no way affected the aristocracy or the religious orders. A 
national propaganda is perfectly effective inside a nation and 
changes public opinion, whereas party propaganda or Higious 
propaganda is effective on another plane—each having the 
power to modify public opinion on a certain level and to produce 
a sociological partitioning on another. But only a superior group 
can affect other group. That is why, with respect to the two 
current power blocs—East and West—where neither side is 
superior, propaganda can only have the effect of increasingly 

separating them. 
A well-organized propaganda will work with all these different 

elements. This explains the duality of some propagandas, for 
example, in the U.S,S,R.; on one side, to the papers with large 
circulation, or on the radio, one finds only ecstatic praise of the 
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regime or vague criticism of it . designed to *atisfy the public, 
but without basis in reality. On the odter side, we find extremely 
violent, specific, and profound criticism in specialized periodical) 
—for example, in medical journals or magazines on dty-planning 
If one really wants to know and understand the sl^comings 
of the Soviet regime, one can find a mine of precise and impartial 
information in these magazines, flow can such duality be toler
ated? It can be explained only by partitioning. One must tell 
the public about the grandeur of the regime and the excellence 
of the U S S R.; the public must be made to understand this 
even in the face of contrary personal experience, either to dis
sociate the Individual or to convince him that his personal ex
perience is without importance, witliout auy connection to Soviet 
reality as a whole. A disappointing personal experience Is only an 
accident without meaning. Such propaganda {directed to the 
masses), therefore, can only be positivc. 

Converseh'. the violently critical propaganda addressed to 
technicians in specialized periodicals aims at showing the Party's 
vigilance, its knowledge of detail, its centralized control, its de
mand for Communist perfection. It is aimed at the mass of tech
nicians, broken up into groups of specialists. Such propaganda 
asserts that the regime is excellent, that all services are working 
very well, except . . . the service in question—medical for the 
doctors, and so on. How is such duality possible? Precisely by 
virtue of the partitioning of society, which is to such a large 
extent propaganda's work- Because one knows that the doctor 
will not read a magazine on city-planning, and because one 
knows that the public at large will not read any of the specialized 
Journals, and because one knows that the Ukrainians will not read 
Georgian newspapers, one can, according to necessity, make 
contradictory1 assertions En anv and all of them. 

Obviously. this procedure further increases separation, for 
everyone stops speaking the language of the others. No means 
of communication remains. Different fads are given to different 
people, the bases of judgment are diverse, the orientations are 
opposites; there is no longer a meeting point within the confines 
of the same propaganda, for this propaganda scientifically (not 
spontaneously, as in the case studied earlier) develops dividing 
lines, establishes psychological separations between groups, and 
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does all this under a common collective cloak of unrealitv and 
verbal fiction. 

Egecta on Political Parties 
What happens when a political partv stops acting more or 

less haphazardly, starts to make systematic propaganda, and 
instead of trying to win votes at election time, begins to mobilize 
public opinion in a more permanent fashion? Actually, In the 
democratic nations, practically no party has tried this. But we 
can see the emergence of parties grafting themselves onto old 
ones, or replacing them^ and these new parties have such aims, 
which their predecessors did not have. A transformation is taking 
place in the political parties of the United States; for about a 
dozen years now thev have been making systematic propaganda. 
But it is still too early to tell what tram formations it may entail 
in the parties themselves. 

Therefore, we will study instead those parties that make prop 
aganda, as distinguished from those that do not, and consider 
that their structure derives partially from their need to make 
propaganda, 

A party that makes propaganda must, first of all. have the 
means to express it strongly. I t is necessary that the party presentí 
Itself as a community in which everybody has a set function, 
and that its members at the bottom be rigorously organized and 
strictly obedient. I f one wants to reach public opinion constantly 
one must proceed with the help of sections and cells; the system 
of committees, which express themselves weakly, leads only to 
sporadic and fragmentary action. 

In addition, propaganda demands vertical liaison among the 
party's organizations. This vertical liaison permits both homo
geneity of propaganda and speed of application! and we ha^ 
seen that speed of action or reaction is essential to propaganda. 
Conversely, in view of the effect of propaganda in creating 
isolated social and local groups, any horizontal liaison inside the 
party would be disastrous. Those at the base of the party would 
not understand why one propaganda is made in one place, 
another elsewhere. On the contrary, the partitioning by propa
ganda must correspond to a partitioning within the party, and 
the only liaison system must be vertical. 

More important stiU is a system of executive cadres. This pro-
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duces from the Iwginning a schism between the cadres and the 
voters or sympathizers, and corresponds precisely to the separa
tion into subjects and objects. Propaganda makes its agent a 
subject who makes the decisions and uses those systems that 
must obtain certain results; but the agent looks upon the mass 
of potential voters or sympathizers as objects. He manipulate* 
them, works on them, tests them, changes them psychologically 
or politically. They no longer have any personal importance, 
especially when one realizes that good propaganda must be 
objective and anonymous, and the masses are considered as 
merely an instrument for attaining some objective. They are 
treated as such; this is one ol the elements of the profound con
tempt that those nuuting real propaganda have for all those on 
the outside, even—and often particularly—for their sympathizers. 

Propaganda accentuates this separation between manipulator! 
and sympathizers, even as it tends to personalize power within 
the party. The inclination of the masses to admire personal 
power cannot be shunned by good propaganda: It can only be 
followed and exploited To disregard it is to throw away an easy 
and active propaganda element. Propaganda therefore intensi
ties this inclination by creating the image of a leader and invest
ing it with attributes of omnipresence and omniscience, and by 
supporting with active evidence what public consciousness only 
sensed and anticipated Any party that avoids this personalization 
of power loses a probably decisive card. We have seen this In 
the American election of 1952, with Eisenhower, 

In most cases this personalized power is closely tied to the 
organization of propaganda itself In connection with certain 
parties, Duverger speaks of a "'second power," an obscure power 
that sometimes dominates the direction of the party. This second 
power sometimes consists of influential men on a paper whose 
distribution assure? the party's strength. This fact needs to be 
generalized: In modern parties, the second power is likely to 
consist of the corps of propagandists. (The same holds true for 
the State itself.) The propaganda instruments tend to assume a 
preponderant position, not without occasional serious conflicts, 
for they are at one and the same time the hub of the entire party 
and its raison (ferre. 

These are the principal effects r ' the adoption of 
propaganda on the structure of a political party. 
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in the national fabric, the deculve element is the high coat d 
propaganda. Propaganda is becoming more and more eipensive. 
partly because of the volume needed, partly because of the instru
ments required. All parties may stick to traditional and low-
level propaganda (posters. newpapers) and go to the govern
ment for the more expensive media (radio, TV) . Such it the 
case in France. Under such circumstances, there is a state of 
equilibrium, but a precarious one. The situation is, in effect, un-
stable^ if one party resorts to propaganda, the whole edifice 
tumbles. 

Our first such hypothesis: A Single party takes big propaganda 
action while the others cannot regroup or put into operation the 
necessary big apparatus because they lack money, people, or¬
ganization. From then on. we see such a party rise like a rocket, 
as Hitler's party did in Germany in 193a, or the Communist 
parties in France and Italy in 1945. This Is clearly a menace to 
democracy; we are face to face with an overwhelmingly strong 
party that will capture the government. This party continues tQ 
grow stronger as it becomes richer and assumes more solid propa
ganda foundations. It definitely Jeopardizes the democratic sys
tem, even If it has no dictatorial ambitions, for the other parties, 
incapable of regaining the mass of those 75 percent (more or 
less) undecided, are increasingly unable to use big propaganda. 
Such a development may, of course, be changed by external 
influences: this happened when the progress of the Communist 
parties in France and Italy came to an end after 1948 with a 
regie**ion of their propaganda, which was by no means at-
tributnble to their past mistakes 

A second hypothesis; The opposition parties find a reply to big 
propaganda. But this can only be through a regrouping of 
forces, which is hard to attain because internal squabbles are 
stronger than the need for a common counter-propaganda (as In 
France between 1949 and 1958), or by an appeal to the govern
ment, which may then put communication means and money at 
the disposal of the party to oppose some totahtarian propagands 
Thi i was the case in Belgium in connection with R a i n counter-
propaganda. 

The third hypothesis: A party or a bloc of parties almost a* 
powerful as the woiiM-be runaway party starts big propaganda 

beiare it is pushed to the wall Thta * the case hi tha Unitad 
States, and might be in France Ú the regrouping of the Rifht 
should becocue rtabutzed. In that situation arte would ne***-
sarily have, for financial reasons, a democracy reduced to two 
parties, it being inconceivable that a turgor number of parties 
would have sufficient means to make such propaganda. Ttus 
would lead to a bipartite structure, not for reasoni of doctrine 
or tradition, but for technical propaganda reasons. This implies 
the exclusion of new parties in the future Not only are seconder* 
parties progressively eliminated, bat it becomes impossible to 
o r ^ n i i f new political groups with any chance at all of mastog 
them heard: in the midst of the concerted power of the fotos* 
at work, it becomes increasingly difficult to establish a new pro
gram On the other hud, such a group would need, from the 
beginning, a great deal of money, many members, and great 
power. Under such conditions, a new party could only be born 
as Athena emerging fuDy grown from Zeus' forehead. A political 
organism would have had to collect money for a long tun* to 
advance, to have bought propaganda instruments, and united Hi 
members before it made its appearance as a partv «pable of 
resisting the pressures of those who possess the "media " 

Not just the mere organization of a new party Is becommg In
creasingly difficult—so is expression of a new political Idea or 
doctrine. Ideas no longer exist except through the media of In¬
formation. When the latter are Is the hands of the existing parties, 
no truly revolutionary or new doctrine has any chance of r\ 
pressing itself, U . . rjf existing. Vet innovation was one of the 
principal chancteristici of deinocracy. Now. because nobody 
wants it any longer, ft tends to disappear. 

One can **y that propaganda almost iwvrtabty leads tn a 
two-party syrtm. Not only would It be very difficult for aevaral 
parties to be rich enough to rupport such eipensive campaigns 
of propaganda, but also propaganda tends to schcmab» public 
opinion. Where there is propaganda, we find fewer and f e w 
nuances and refinements of detail or doctrine Rather, opinions 
are more incisive, there is only black and white, ves and no Such 
a itate of public opinion leads dtrectly to a two-party system and 
the aisappeawce of a multi-party ivitem 

The effect) of propagands can abo be dearly Hen to 
of what Duvergrr caffs the party with the majority 
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and the party without that mandate. The party with the majority 
mandate, which ordinarily should command an absolute majority 
in parliament, is normally the one that has been created by propa
ganda. Propaganda's principal trumps then slip out of the hands 
of the other parties Al l the latter can do then is to make dema
gogic propaganda, i.e., a false propaganda that is purely artificial, 
considering what we have said about the relationship between 
propaganda and reality. ( In other words, the party out of power 
must pick an artificial issue.} 

I n that case we find ourselves faced with two completely 
contradictory propagandas. On one side is a propaganda power¬
ful in media and techniques, but limited in (tit ends and modes 
of expression, a propaganda strictly integrated into a given social 
group, conformist and statist. On the other Is a propaganda weak 
in regard to media and techniques, but excessive in its ends and 
expressions, a propaganda aimed against the existing order, against 
the State, against prevailing group standards. 

But one must never forget that the party with the majority 
mandate, which adjusts its propaganda to that mandate and even 
uses the mandate as a propaganda aim, Is nevertheless also the 
creation of propaganda, which hands i t that mandate in a given 
setting and for a long period of time. 

Finally, a last word on the financial problems and their im
plications: i t is improbable that contributions alone would enable 
a party to pay for the Increasingly expensive propaganda media 
The parties are therefore forced to look for aid either to capitalists 
—and thus indenture themselves to a financial oligarchy—or to 
a government {national or foreign). In the second case, the State 
comes close to appropriating the instruments. The State then lends 
them to those who ask for them, which is very democratic, and 
thus permits secondary parties to h'vej but this leads to an un
stable situation, as 1 said earlier, and the State is then increasingly 
forced to exercise censorship over what is being said by means of 
these instruments. This censorship wi l l be increasingly rigorous as 
the State itself Is forced to make more propaganda. 

This leads us to examine the hypothesis of a State that ceases 
to be neutral to the ideological domain and assumes a doctrine or J 
ideology of its own. At thai moment, propaganda by the Stste 
Is imposed on all parties. To be sure, we are still dealing with 
propaganda- We have seen in past decades with regard to all "state 
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religions* that power must first be used to shape public opinion, 
without which they could not operate. Thus, at the beguminp 
of the Nazi State, or of popular democracies, a certain competition 
continued between the propaganda of the State and that of the 
parties out of power. But in such competition the State necessarily 
emerges victorious; it increasingly denies the use of the mass media 
of communication to the opposition parties; It woiks on public 
opinion until the moment arrives when it can simply suppress 
opposition parties without fear. But the State can work on public 
opinion only through the intermediary of a party- This is another 
effect of propaganda. One could conceive of a State that would 
suppress aU parties and live by Itself: that was the classic pat
tern of dictatorship. However, that is no longer possible, 

Once public opinion has been aroused and alerted to political 
problems, it must be taken into consideration. The propaganda 
mechanism of the State cannot function as an administrative uni t 
it cannot have reality or efficiency except through the media of the 
State party. I t is impossible to imagine that a modem State could 
command acceptance without working through a party establish
ing contact between those who govern and public opinion. The 
party's fundamental role Is to make propaganda for the govern* 
ment, i.e., the propaganda that the government wishes to be 
made. In one sense, incidentally, we find here the image of a 
party in its purest state, for ultimately every party Is a propa
ganda machine. But this Is much more hidden in other systems to 
which there still can be nuances and discussions; in dictatorships, 
the party no longer serves any ideological or political function, 
QO longer expresses social interests, and so on. I t Is an organ de
signed to tame and train public opinion, and exists solely because 
of the States need. As soon as that need diminishes, the role 
and prestige of the party also diminish. This happened In Nazi 
Germany in 1938,1 and in the Soviet Union after the purges of 
1936. But as soon as propaganda again becomes important the 
party resumes its role. 

Propaganda very clearly gives direction to the life of political 
parties, imposes certain forms and rules on them, sends them down 
terrain paths, and ends up by deciding their life or death until 
the regime expands to the point at which Propaganda and partv 
are totally fused, 
1 After tr» ttocratiAtiLFa <rf *J3 pawaiig tiV Fflhiert ha^di 
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In i l l urn l u t i n g the role of propaganda from this angle, I was not 
trying to say that propaganda It the only factor in the évolution 
of partie* It certainly combines with other elements, of which 
one can tay, however, that they either are of less hnportance 
than propaganda, or are tied in with it. 

Effect* on the World of Labor 

We now corne face to face with one of the modem world's most 
crucial problems; the world of labor, the condiUtm of the 
worker created by technological development* used in the begin
ning by capitalism and used now by Socialism. Socialism has 
claimed that the workers condition was the fruit of capitalism 
and of the exploitation of workers by finance capital. This does 
to some extent explain both the depressed condition of the 
worker and, undoubtedly, the class struggle and certain of its 
element*. But it K not the major factor. Labor conditions result 
from the relation between man and machine, and are a conse
quence of technological developments taken in the broad sense. 
Urbanisation, masslfication, streamlining, the disappearance of 
the notion of "work " mechanization, and so on—all these are 
much more responsible for labor conditions than that tlie means 
of production are privately owned. This last fad leads to prolé
tarisation accorcling to Marxist theory, but prolétarisation is only 
one aspect of the problem. Once Socialism has taken the means 
of production out of private bands, juridically speaking, the work
ing class, abstractly speaking, is no longer the proletariat; but it 
remains In the grip of the same concrete problems. 

Undoubtedly the problem of poverty can be wived. But nothing 
indicates that it can be more easdy solved under Socialism 'h*a 
under capitalism. Few workers (except farmers) in the United 
States live in poverty. But one cannot say that the labor prcbler.i 
has been solved even there. 

I f we look at the situation of labor in Socialist countries we see 
that the worker still is subordinate to the machine, that he ha* 
little personal life, that he is engulfed in the mass, and that he* 
prey to the problems connected with mechanical work, artiB 
cially measured days, boredom, detachment from his work, false 
culture, ignorance of environment, divorce from nature, artificial 
life, and so on. But we also see that the problem of profits has art 
been solved, and that the worker still is not properly paid. The 
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only difference u that the profit is made by the State and not by 
private individuals. 

¡0 addition we see that in Socialist countries most social legis
lation, though as advanced as in capitalist countries from the point 
of view of security, family allocations, vacations, and all sorts of 
financial rewards, has retrogressed with regard to unionism, the 
right to strike, and work discipline. We see. finally, that the worker 
in no way participates fundamentally in the life of hli factory, 
I D Socialist countries, the works council may make suggestions 
cdy with regard to secondary questions, with regard to principal 
questions, it merely ratifies the decisions of a Five Year Plan. 

Furthermore, collective ownership of the means of production 
Is pure fiction. The workers own nothing, and are, with regard 
ltj the machines, in the same situation as worker? under capitalism 
Whether It be the State or the entire collective {which must 
necessarily be represented by some organization), the proprietor 
has nothing to do with the workers in the factory. This notion 
of collective ownership corresponds, ou the economic plane, to 
the old idea of the sovereignty of the people on the political 
plane. And we know how much harm that Idea, that fiction, that 
abstraction has done to democracy and the power of the people. I 
cannot pursue this point here, but I can assert that the situation 
of labor has not really changed as the result of Socialism. Never
theless, we must acknowledge thai the attitude of the worken it 
dtfjerertt. 

Ercept in rare cases, the working class has given its support to 
the regimes In Communist countries. I t is no longer a class in 
opposition, but Is really in accord with the regimes;, and the 
concrete situation seems to be that there no longer is an attitude 
of rebellion. The workers put their hearts in their work, abandon 
themselves to their work, no longer wish to engage m slowdowns 
or strikes. This is so, no matter how much the anti-Communists 
deny it. 

Something undoubtedly has changed with regard to the labor 
situation in Communist countries, for the workers have not been 
integrated by force. What has changed, first of all, is the social 

W o r k e r b n o ^ S * 1 ™luded from society. The feei
ng of being excluded from society Is felt very strongly by the 
worker to a capitalist society. He is a *r iah, an outidder. The 
**sety obeys certain criteria and has certain basic Structures but 
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the worker Is not included I D them. The problem of private 
property I i only a symbol of that exclusion, which, in turn, pro
duces the proletariat. But id Socialist society, the worker is at the 
center of a world that Is lieing built. He is fn an honored position 
The society Is ennobled by the working class—this is said con
stantly, and demonstrated in various cultural, poUtical and eco
nomic ways. This climate has changed the worker's reaction. H i 
is now convinced of his importance. He is also convinced that 
society is not against him but for him; that this society Is ho 
achievement, and that he is being granted, or will be granted, tt.i-
place he deserves because of the importance of his work. He Ii 
thus filled with a positive conviction that lets him forget or neglect 
the external reality of his situation. The worker In the Socialist 
world no longer looks at this situation In the same way as before: 
he Is now filled with hope-

It is his hope that the coming world will he a just world or, mora 
precisely, a world in which the worker certainly wi l l occupy first 
place. I t is also his conviction and hope that every piece of work 
every day of work put in by him has a purpose: to build Socialist 
society; whereas in capitalist countries work serves only to pro
duce a wage and profits only the capitalist- There the worker 
experiences frustration; under Socialism, be experiences a feeling 
of fulfillment. 

The changes that have taken place in tabor s situation are not 
actual changes, but only those of a different perspective, con
ception of life, conviction, and hope- This is indeed Socialism* 
only genuine innovation, but the transformation Is effective; tbi 
workers work more and better, put more heart in their work 
and accept strict discipline with conviction.4 

This reminds me of what M , G- Friedmann has said on the Im
portance of the psychological factor in working conditions ard 
productivity. He believes that the psychological necessities can 
be satisfied only by the Socialist perspective. Only in Socialism 
can the worker, r id of his complexes and resentments, attain tin 

choEogical freedom that permits him to dedicate himself to 
work¬
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ably, but also change the inner persuasion of each workTaTd 
integrate brm more into his enterprise. But tins alteration̂  has £ 
yet reaehect full bloom, and we mnst wai, to see w b X a 
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to "solve" the labor problem, to the extent that the problem 
becomes a political factor and can be treated as such En the 
mechanism of the modem world. 

Only those who do not know the capabilities of modern propa
ganda can doubt the possibility of such a solution Of course, to 
make such integration propaganda of the labor class successful, 
several conditions must obtain. First of all, the material conditions 
of labor must improve, i have constandy stressed the link between 
propaganda and true reforms. But that does not suffice in the least. 
On the contrary the improvement of material conditions of the 
worker can become a springboard for better revolutionary agita
tion, as history shows, A certain development of technical edu
cation and information is needed: the more the worker becomes a 
technician, the more he becomes a conformist. At the same 
time, if he is provided with a broader base of information, he will 
become more susceptible to propaganda, according to the mech
anism analyzed earlier. 

Finally, some unity of psychological action is needed. As lung 
as the worker is enclosed in such organizations as parties or 
unions, which subject him to a propaganda opposed to his inte
gration in the society, the partitioning, which we discussed earlier, 
takes place. One of the most important factors in this connection 
is that In Socialist countries the unions have become organizations 
in harmony with the society and make the same propaganda. 
The same holds true in the United States: the unions, though 
they defend their members, are also organs of the society and 
in no way question the American Way of Life. Consequendy, 
the propaganda made by the unions is important for the integra
tion of the workers. But such propaganda, by itself, transforms 
the unions. 

Like the political parties, the unions have felt the need to make 
propaganda. One may say that, on the one hand, most of die 
propaganda effects already studied with regard to political parties 
also obtain for unions. But there are other, particular effects 
here, which derive From the fact that unions are by nature organs 
of combat, of defense, which represent more or less—but un
deniably—foreign elements in a society. Whether the society 
is capitalist or not. a union has its own battle to Gght; this is 
Inherent in the structure and rationale of unions. 

But from the moment that the union wants to engage in props 
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ganda, it runs head-on into the necessity of using the mass m o d i * 
of communication. 

Of course, union propaganda has a character of it» owm It is 
much more "human," costs less, uses the devotion of union 
members, their close human contact, and so on. But It cannot 
help using the great media of modern propaganda, particularly 
the newspaper and the poster, as the problem no longer is merely 
one of getting people to attend meetings, but one of promulgating 
policy positions and of setting up a true labor mentality. This 
presumes a certain intellectual agility that the labor militants 
do not possess. 

From the moment the union begins to use newspapers and 
posters, it runs into money problems. And the more propaganda 
tries to reach individuals, the more it must use the important 
media—and the more expensive It will be. The financial prob
lems do not recede when the union becomes larger; the eirpentea 
lor propaganda grow more rapidly than revenues (except in the 
United States). This leads the union either to acquire Its own 
instruments of propaganda, or to seek financial assistance of a 
more or less dubious and constraining nature.1 

When the union hits upon a successful propaganda. It reaches 
public opinion It wins this opinion over to the cause of labor, 
alerts it to problems of social injustice, and mobilizes people pro 
or con Whether one wants it or not, this is the basic objective 
of propaganda. This mobilized public opinion will then translate 
the propaganda effect in one of two ways. First of all. union 
membership will grow: propaganda obviously leads to increase 
m the number of members. But here we see a well-known mass 
-feet: the more the union grows, the less revolutionary, the less 
active, the less militant it becomes. Mass lends moTe weight 
to its demands, but those demands become less decisive and 
radical. The mass union becomes peaceful and bureaucratic; its 
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moves become less and less spontaneous^ a gap opens between iti 
memben and it? general staff. That Is the Gist result of alerting 
public o p i n i o n through p r u p a g a n d j L 

Tbe second result d e r i v from the fact that sooner or late 
the government will be affected by this development, k will then 
tend to legitimize and legalize such labor action in some way; 
this is also an effect of propaganda. But when the government 
legalizes a union, a relationship arises between union and govern
ment, which Is not one of conflict. Its legalization leads the union 
to a d a p t itself* more or less, to its lawful status and to conduct id 
social struggle on the legal plane. What matter* then is to obtain 
new t•_-•_- = I concessions from the State. But that is a long way from 
the original objectives of a union. 

Thus propaganda leads a union to become a "have* Jather 
than a liiive-not" organization, to present itself as a constituent 
member of society, to play the social game. This is true integration 
into society, and as a result the union Is no longer in opposition: 
its opposition is purely apparent and fictitious. Whether, from 
then on* It becomes part of capitalist society, as in the United 
States, or of Socialist society, as in the U S-SJl., matters not in 
the least; the results are identical- The union cannot win public 
opinion without adapting itself to It, without accepting the essen
tial premises of the society in which It seeks a public* an audience^ 
and supporters. Here we find again the conforming effect that 1 
have already analvzed, and which derives from propaganda 

Effect* on the Church** 
Obviously, church members are caught in the net of propa

ganda mid react pretty much like everyone else. As a result, an 
almost complete dissociation takes place between their Chris
tianity and their behavior. Their Christianity remains a spiritual 
and purely internal thing. But their behavior Is dictated by virion* 
appurtenances, and particularly by propaganda. Of course, a cer
tain gap has always existed between "ideals* and "action " But 
today this gap has become total, general, and deliberate. This 
w i d e n i n g of the gap. particularly its systematic widening is the 
fruit of propaganda in the politic*! or economic domain, and tf 
advertising in the private domain-

Became Christians are Booded with various propagandas, they 
absolutely cannot see what they might do that would be effective 
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ind at the same time be an expression of their Christianity. There
fore, with different motivations and often with scruple*, they limit 
themselves to one or another couw presented to them by jHupa-
ganda. They too take the panorama of the various projugandu 
for living political reality, and da not see where they can Insnt 
their Christianity in that fictitious panorama. Thus, like all the 
others, they are stumped* and this fact removes all weight Erom 
their belied. 

At the same time, because of its psychological effects, propa
ganda makes the propagation of Christianity increasingly diffi
cult- The psychological structures built by propaganda are Dot 
propitious to Christian beliefs. This also applies on the social 
plane. For propaganda faces the church with the following 
dilemma: 

Either not to make propaganda—hut then, while the churches 
slowly and carefully win a man to Christianity, the n u u t media 
quickly mobilize the masses, and churchmen gain the impression 
of being "out of step." on the fringra of history* and without 
power to change a thing. 

Or to make propa^O'nda—this dilemma is surely one of the 
most cruel with which the churches are faced at preterit For 
it seems that people manipulated by propaganda become increas
ingly impervious to spiritual realities* leas and less suited for the 
autonomy of a Christian life. 

We are seeing a considerable religious transformation, by wlikh 
die religious element* through the means of the myth, it being 
absorbed little by little bv propaganda and beaming one of its 
categories But we must ask oursclvee what happens if th* church 
gives in and resorts to propaganda* 

I ahead v have stressed the total character of propaganda Chris
tians often claim thev can separate material devices from propa
ganda techniques—i.e., break the system. For example, they 
think they can use press and radio without using the psychological 
principles or techniques that these media demand. Or that they 
o n use these media without having to appeal to conditioned 
reflexes* myths, and so on- Or that they can use them bom time 
to time, with care and discretion 

The only answer one can give to these timid soak Is that such 
restraint would lead to a total lade of effectiveness. .+ a church 
wants to use propaganda in order to be efiective, just at all the 
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others. It must use the entire system with nil It* resources, ft 
caniiut jiiL-k what It likes, for such distinctions would destroy the 
very effectiveness for which the church would make propaganda 
I D the first place. Propaganda is a total system that one must 
accept or 'eject in its entirety. 

If the church accepts it . two important consequences follow. 
First of all. Christianity diseminated by such D K U U is not 
Christianity. We have already seen the effect of propaganda on 
Ideology. I " fact, what happens as toon as the church avails itself 
of propaganda It a reduction of Christianity to the level of all 
Other ideologies or secular religions. 

This can be seen happening throughout history. Every Hint 
a church tried to act through the propaganda devices accepted by 
an epoch, the "ruth and authenticity of Christianity were debased. 
Thti happened in the fourth, ninth, and seventeenth centuries 
(of course, this does not mean that no more Christian* were left 
u a result )-

In inch moments (when acting through propaganda}, Chris
tianity ceases to be an overwhelming power and spiritual adven
ture and becomes institutionalized In all its expressions md 
compromised in all its actions. It serves everybody as an ideolosj 
with the greatest of ease, and tends to be a hoax. In such tinra 
there appear innumerable sweetenings and adaptations, whicb 
denature Christianity by adjusting it to the milieu. 

Thus reduced to nothing more than an ideology, Christianity 
will be treated as such by the propagandist. And in the modern 
world we can repeat in connection with this particular ideology 
what we have already said on the subject of ideologies in general 
What happens is that the church will be able to move the masse 
and convert thousands of people to its ideology. But this ideologv 
will no longer be Christianity It will be just another doctnn*. 
though it wi l l still contain (sometimes, but not always) somen! 
the original principles and the Christian vocabulary. 

The other consequence affects the church itself. When it use) 
propaganda, the church succeeds, just as all other organizations 
I t reaches the masses, influences collective opinions, leads scon 
logical movements, and even makes many people accept whs! 
seems to be Christianity. But In doing that the church bei«m^ 
a false church It acquires power and influence that are of tw 
world, and through them integrates Itself Into this world. 

From the moment the church eipotes itself tu the cmitUci be
tween sociological deternunants and a contrary i r u p u a u o B thai 
comes from Cod and is directed toward Cod—from the m o m e n t 
the church uses propaganda and uses it succeasfulty, It becomes, 
unremittingly, a purely sociological organisation It low the 
spiritual part, for It now transmits only a filae Cin^stjanttvj n 
subordinates the essence of its being to sociological d e t n r n i n t t U A r 

it submits to the laws of efficiency in order to become a power 
in the world, and. In fact, It succeeds: it does become such a 
power. At that moment it hat chosen power above truth 

When the church uses propaganda, it always trie* to justify 
itself in two ways: It H H first of all. that it puts these efficient 
media in the service of Jesus Christ. But if one reflects for a 
moment, one realizes thai this means nothing What is m the 
service of Jesus Christ receives its character and eflectiveneas 
from Jesus Christ. The media that possess in themselves all their 
effectiveness and contain in themselves their own preaupnocltku 
and ends, cannot be put In the service of f e s u i Christ They obey 
their o w n rules, and this cannot be changed In the slightest, e i ther 
by the content of their transmissions or by theological reasoning 
despite what simplistic reasoning can make some people believe 
In fact, a statement by the church that It is placing the media 
at the service of Christ, is not a logical or ethical eiplanatlou, but a 
pious formula without content. 

One tries to escape from this trap by saying that one cannot 
see why the church should be prevented from using such u 
instrument of dissemination or power, so long at It does not put 
its confidence in such Instruments; for one recalls from tlie Bible 
thai -i-ufldence En anything other than Cod Is condemned But 
here it is enough to ask oneself: if one really does not believe in 
these instruments and really does not put' one's confidence in 
them, why use them? If one uses them, one has confidence in their 
value and effectiveness; to deny this a bypoerffy. Of ootsrae. 
in connection with all this, we are dunking of real propaganda, not 
of some limited use of prats or radio to transmit a Man or 
service. 

At the end of this brief analysis we can conclude that propa
ganda is one of the most powerful factors of de^**titianliatioo 
in the world through the psychological modiflcatijns that it 
effects, through the ideological morass wfth which ft has flooded 
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the consciousness of the masses, through the reduction of Chris, 
hanity to the Level of an ideology, through the never-ending 
temptation held out to the church—all this is the creation of a 
mental universe foreign to Christianity. And this de-Christianiza-
t i o D through the effects of one instrument—propaganda—is much 
greater than through all the anti-Christian doctrines. 

4. Propaganda and Democracy 

Democracy's Need of Propaganda 

On one fact there can be no debate: the need of democracy, 
in its present situation, to "make propaganda."* We must 
understand, besides, that private propaganda, even more than 
governmental propaganda, is importantly linked to democracy. 
Historically, from the moment a democratic regime establishes 
itself, propaganda establishes itself alongside i t under various 
forms. This is inevitable, as democracy depends on public opinion 
and competition between political parties. In order to come to 
power, parties make propaganda to gain voters. 

Let us remember that the advent of the masses through the 
development of the democracies has provoked the use of propa
ganda, and that this is precisely one of the arguments of defense 
of the democratic State—that i t appeals to the people, who are 
mobilized by propaganda! that it defends Itself against priva* 
interests or anti-democratic parties. I t is a remarkable fact worth) 
of attention that modem propaganda should have begun In the 
democratic States. During World Was I we saw the combined 
use of the mass media for the first time; the application of publicity 
and advertising methods to political affairs, the search for the 

• PerctcHv* authe* agitethat w l i W p r o p - f l ^ a democratic Stale J j j B « H 
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But one musí oWoofc the muny aetbaclu that democracy bw m i l e ™ loi » 
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most effective psychological methods. But in those days German 
propaganda was mediocre: the French, English, and American 
democracies launched b i g propaganda. Sunilarly, the Leninist 
movement, undeniably democratic at the start, developed and 
perfected all propaganda methods. Contrary to some belief, the 
authoritarian regimes were not the Erst to resort to this type of 
action, though they eventually employed it beyond all limits. 
This statement should make us think about the relationship be
tween democracy and propaganda. 

For it is evident that a conflict exists between the principles of 
democracy—particularly its concept of the individual—and the 
processes of propaganda. The notion of rational man, capable of 
thinking and living according to reason, of controlling his passion* 
and living according to scientific patterns, of choosing freely 
between good and evil—all this seems opposed to the secret in
fluences, the mobilizations of myths, the swift appeals to the ir
rational, so characteristic of propaganda. 

But this development within the democratic framework can be 
understood clearly if we look at it not from the level of principles 
but from that of actual situations. If, so far, we have concluded 
that inside a democracy propaganda is normal and indispensable, 
even intrinsic in the regime, that there are one or more propa
gandas at work, nothing seems to make propaganda obligatory 
in external relations. There the situation is entirely cufferonL 
There the democratic State will want to present itself as the car
der of its entire public Opinion, and the democratic nation will 
want to present itself as a coherent whole. But that creates some 
difficulty because such desire does not correspond to a true and 
exâ t picture of democracy. Moreover, this implies an endemic, 
permanent state of war. But, whereas it Is easv to show that 
permanent wars established themselves at the same time as demo
cratic regimes, it is even easier to demonstrate that these regimes 
cipre-Ss a strong desire for peace and do not systematically pre
pare for war. By this I mean that the economic and sociological 
conditions of the democracies possibly provoke general conflicts, 
hut that the regime, such as it is. is not organically tied to war. 
It is led there. PtJflM nofcru. And it adjusts poorly to the litun-
Hon of the Cold War. which is essentially psychological 

Annther circumstance imprisons democracy ir- the ways of 
Propaganda; the persistence of some traits of the democratic 
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ideology The conviction of the Invincible force of truth is tied 
to the notion of progress and is a part of tbi* ideology, Dernoors> 
dec have been fed on the notion that truth may be hidden for 
a while but will biumph in the end, that truth in itself carriea 
an explosive force, a power of fermentation that will necessarily 
lead to the end of lies and the shining apparition of the trut 
This truth was the Implicit core of the damocnitic doctrine. 

One must stress, furthermore, that this was in itself a truth of 
an ideological kind that ended by making history because it irr 
posed itself on history. This attitude contained the seeds of. bu 
was at the same time (and still is) the exact opposite of, the 
current Marxist attitude that history is truth. Proof through history 
is nowadays regarded as the proof. He in whose favor history 
decides, was right. But what is "to be right" when one speaks 
of history? I t is to win, to survive, i.e., to be the strongest. This 
would mean that the strongest and most efficient, nowadays, is the 
possessor of the truth. Truth thus has no content of its own, 
but eilsts only as history produces it; truth receives reality through 
history. 

One can easily see the relationship between the two attitudes 
and how one can pass easily from one to the other: for if truth 
possesses an invincible power that makes it triumph through 
itself alone, it becomes logical—by a simple but dangerous step 
—that triumph Is truth. But—and this is frightening—the conse
quences of the two attitudes are radically different. 

To mink that democracy must triumph because it is the truth 
leads man to be democratic and to believe that when the demo
cratic regime is opposed to regimes of oppression, its superiority 
will be clear at first sight to the infallible judgment of man and 
history. The choice is thus certain. What amazement is displayed 
again and again by democrats, particularly Anglo-Saion demo
crats, when they see that a man selects something else, and that 
history is indecisive, i n such cases they decide to use inf ormauofl 
-Because democratic reality was not known, people have made a 
bad choice." they say. and even there we find the same conviction 
of the power of truth. But it is not home out by facts. We wfll 
not establish a general law here, to be sure, but we wfll say that 
it is not a general law that truth triumphs automatically, though 
it may In certain periods of history or with respect to certain 
verities We cannot generalize here at ah1. History shows that plain 
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truth can be » thoroughly snuffed out that it disappear*, and that 
fn certain period* the lie is aU-powerful. 

Even when truth triumphs, does it triumph through itself 
(because it is truth)? After aU, the eternal verities defended 
by Antigone would, in the eyes of history, have vielded to C recti 
even if Sophocles had not esjted. 

But in our time, the conviction of democracy and its daim 
to inform people collide with the fact that propaganda follow* 
an entirely different mechanism, performs a function entirely 
different from that of information, and that nowadays facta du 
not assume reality io the people's eyes unless they are esttblishcd 
by propaganda. Propaganda, in fact creates truth in the sense that 
it creates in men subject to propaganda all the signs and Indica
tion* of true believers. 

For modem man. propaganda is really creating truth. Tin* 
means that truth is powerless without propaganda- And in view 
of the challenge the democracies face, it is of supreme Importance 
that they abandon their confidence in truth as such and assimi
late themselves to the methods of propaganda. Unless they do 
so. considering the present tendencies of dvilization, the demo
cratic nations will lose (he war conducted In this area. 

Democratic Propaganda 

Convinced of the necessity for using the means of propaganda, 
students of that question have found themselves facing the follow-
lng problem. Totalitarian States have used propaganda to the 
limit, domestically in order to create conformity, manipulate 
public opinion, and adjust it to the decisioos of the government, 
externally to conduct the Cold War. undermine the public opinion 
of nations considered enemies, and turn them into willing victims. 
But if these mstruments were used principally by authoritarian 
Stales, and if democracies, whose structure seemed made for their 
use, did not use them, can they now be used by democracies? 
By that f mean that the propaganda of the authoritarian State has 
certain special traits, which seem inseparable from that State. 
Mutt democratic propaganda have other traits? Is it possible to 
niake democratic propaganda? 

Let us quickly dismiss the idea that a simple difference of con
tent would mean a difference in cbu-acter. "From the moment 
that propaganda is used to promulgate democratic ideas, it is 
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good; if tt l i had ft i t only because of its authoritarian content" 
Such a position tg terribly idealistic and neglects the principal 
condition of the modem world: the primacy of means over ends. 
But one may say—and this Is a matter worthy of reflection— 
that democracy itself is not a good 'propaganda object" Practi
cally all propaganda efforts to promulgate democracy have faded. 
I n fact, one would have to modify the entire concept of democ
racy considerably to make i t a good propaganda object, which at 
present it is not. 

Also, in passing, I will mention the following thought: "From 
the moment that democracy uses this instrument (propaganda), 
propaganda becomes democratic-" This thought is not often ex
pressed quite so simply and aggressively, but it Is an implicit 
notion found in most American writers. Nothing can touch 
democracy: on the contrary, it impresses its character on every
thing it touches. This prejudice is important for understanding 
the American democratic mythology and the tentative adoption of 
this principle by other popular democracies. 

Such positions are so superficial and so remote from the actual 
situation that they do not need to be discussed- Besides, they 
usually come from journalists or commentators, and not from men 
who have seriously studied the problem of propaganda and its 
effects. Even the majority of the latter, however, retain the con
viction that nne can set up a propaganda system that espressos 
the democratic character and does no' alter (ho working of 
democracy- That is the double demand that one must make of 
propaganda in a democratic regime-

I t Is argued that the first condition would he met by the absence 
of a monopoly (in a democracy) of the means of propaganda, 'md 
by the free interplay of various propagandas. True, compared 
with the State monopoly and the unity of propaganda in totali
tarian States, one finds a great diversity of press and radio in 
democratic countries. But this fact must not be stressed too much: 
although there Is no State or legal monopoly, there is, neverthe
less, indeed a private monopoly- Even where there are many 
newspaper publishers, concentration as a result of "newspaper 
chains' is well established, and the monopolization of news agen
cies, of distribution and so on. is well known. In the Geld of radio 
or of morion pictures the same situation prevails: obviously not 
everybody can own propaganda media- In the United States, most 
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radio and motion picture corporation* are very large. The other. 
are secondary and unable to compete, and centralization still E o a 
OP- The trend everywhere is in the direction of a very few very 
powerful companies controlling aU the propaganda inédit A r i 
they soil private? In any event, as we have already seen, the State 
must make iu propaganda, if only under the aspect of disseminat
ing news. 

Assuming that information fs an indispensable dement of 
derrHxracy. it fs necessary that the I n f e c t i o n promulgated by 
the State be credible. Without ^edibility, it will fail. But wh-t 
happens when a powerful private propaganda organization denies 
facts and falsifies Information? Who can tell where truth Ilea? 
On whom can the citizen rely to fodge the debate? It is on this 
level that the dialogue really takes place. The problem then is 
whether the State will support a private competitor who controls 
media equal or superior to its own but makes different propa
ganda. It may even be entirely legitimate for the State to suppress 
or armei such a competitor. 

Some will say: freedom of esrnession k deirrcc™; to prevent 
pmpa^nda is to violate democracy" Certainly, but it must be 
n-membered that the freedom of «pression of one or two power
ful companies that do not erpress the thoughts of the Individual 
ÛT small groups, but of capitalist Interests or an entire public 
ooes not eiactly correspond to what was called freedom of es> 
pression a century ago. One must lemember, further, that the 
Teedom of eipression of o r i e who makes a speech to a limited 

* ^ W J M " ( , , a t rf *P^er who has all the 
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propaganda gives to these tostruments a shock effect that the 
non initiated cannot equal. 

I refer in this œnnection to the excellent study by Rivero ' 
ttO demonstrates the immense difference between the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries in this respect: 

is- rhe rinrteeoA cermrry, the problem of orinwn formation 
™ ? î ?* e i p r e S ™ "f ^ e * * * » euentially a problem of 
m*** fctween the State and the * d * , o W . and a problem 
of *«P+m*y( a freedom. But today, toauks to the i rned*. 
me individual find* himself outside the battle , . . the deb^Z 
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between the State and powerful group* , . • Freedom to express 
Ideas l i no lunger at stake In this debate. , . . What we Lave l i 
mattery and domination by the State or by some powerful groups 
over the whole of the technical media of opinion formation . . . 
the Individual has DO access to them . . . be is no longer a partici
pant in mis battle for the free e*pres*ioo of ideas: he is the stake. 
What matters for him is which voice he will be permitted to hear 
and which words will have the power to obsess him. — 

I t i i in the light of this perfect analysis that one must ask 
oneself what freedom of expression still means In a democracy. 

But even if the State held all the Instruments of propaganda 
(and this becomes increasingly probable for political, ecooomic, 
and financial reasons—particularly so far as TV" is concerned}, 
what characterizes democracy is that it permits the expression 
of different propagandas. This is true. But it is impossible to 
permit the expression of all opinion. Immoral and aberrant 
opinions are justifiably subject to censorship. Purely personal 
opinions and, even more, certain political tendencies are neces
sarily eicluded. "No freedom for the enemies of freedom" is 
the watchword then Thus the democracies create for themselves 
a problem of limitation and degree. Who then will exclude cer
tain propaganda instruments? For the Fascist, the Communists 
are the enemies of truth. For the Communists, the enemies of 
freedom are the bourgeois, the Fascists, the cosmopolitans. And 
for the democracy? Obviously all enemies of democracy. 

Matters are even more serious. !n time of war, everybody agrees 
that news must be limited and controlled, and that aB propaganda 
not fn the national interest must be prohibited. From that fart 
grows a unified propaganda. The problem that now arises is 
this: We have talked of the Cold War. But it seems that the 
democracies have not yet learned that the Cold War is no longe: 
an exceptional state, a state analogous to hot war (which is 
transitory), but is becoming a permanent and endemic state. 

There are many reasons For that, I wi l l name only one: props 
ganda itself. _ . 

Propaganda directed to territories outside ones borders is " 
weapon of war. This does not depend on the wiB of those who 
use it or on a doctrine, but is a result of the medium itself 
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Propaganda has such an ability to effect psychological transforms-
tioni and such an impact on the very core of man that it inevitably 
has military force when used by a government and directed to 
the outside. There i< no "simple" use of propaganda, a propa
ganda conflict is hardly less serious than an armed confiict It Is 
inevitable, therefore, that in cold war the same attitude esfsts 
as in the case of hot war: one feels the need to unify propaganda. 
Here democracies are caught in a vicious circle from which they 
seem unable to escape. 

The other principal aspect of democratic propaganda is that 
it is subject tn certain values. It is not unfettered but fettered;' 
rt fs an instrument not of passion but of reason.* Therefore, 
democratic propaganda must be essentiaUy truthful. It must speak 
only the truth and base itself only on facts. This can be ob
served in American propaganda: it l i undeniable that American 
information and propaganda are truthful But that does not seem 
to me characteristic of democracy. The formula with which 
Americans explain their attitude is: T h e truth pays/' That is, 
propaganda based on truth is more effective than any other! 
Besides, Hitler's famous statement on the lie is not a typical trait 
of propaganda. There is an unmistakable evolution here; lies 
and falsifications are used less and less. We have already said that 
The use of precise Facts is becoming increasingly common. 

Conversely, the use of nuances and a certain, suppleoess reveals 
an attitude peculiar to democracy. At bottom there is a certain 
respect for the human being, unconscious perhaps, and becoming 
steadily weaker, but nevertheless still t ier*; even the most 
Machiavellian of democrats rr̂ spects the conscience of his listener 
and does not treat him with haste or contempt. The tradition 
of respecting the individual has not yet been eliminated, and this 
leads to all sorts of consequences. First, it limits propaganda. 
The democratic State uses propaganda only if driven by circum
stances—for esample, fractionally, after wan. But whereas 
private and domestic propaganda Is persistent in its effects, gov
ernmental and external propaganda evaporate easily Besides. 
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such propaganda U not total, does not seek to envelop all of 
human life, to control every form of behavior, to attach Itself 
ultimately to one's person, A third trait of democratic propa
ganda is that it looks at both sides of the coin. The democratic 
attitude is frequently close to that of a university: there is no 
absolute truth, and it is acknowledged that the opponent has some 
good faith, some justice, some reason on his side- I t is a question 
of nuances. There is no strict rule—except in time of war— 
about Good on one side and Bad on the other. 

Finally, the democratic propagandist or democratic State will 
often have a bad conscience about using propaganda. The old 
democratic conscience still gets in the way and burdens him. 
he has the vague feeling that he is engaged in something dlegiti 
mate. Thus, for the propagandist in a democracy to throw him
self fully Into his task It is necessary thut lie believe—i.e., that be 
formulate his own convictions when he makes propaganda. 

LassweU has named still another difference between democratic 
and totalitarian propaganda, pertaining to the technique of propa
ganda Itself, and distinguishing between "contrasted incitement" 
and 'positive incitement. - The Erst consists of a stimulus un
leashed by the experimenter or the authorities in order to produce 
in the masses an effect in which those in power do not participate. 
This, according to Lasswell, is the customary method of despotism. 
Conversely, the positive incitement, symbolizing the extended 
brotherly hand, is a stimulus that springs from what the powers 
that be really feel, in which they want to make the masses 
participate. It is a communal action. This analysis is roughly 
accurate. 

Al l this represents the situation in which democracies find 
themselves in the face of propaganda, and indicates the differ 
eoces between democratic and authoritarian propaganda methods 
But I must now render a very serious judgment on such activity 
(democratic propaganda): all that I have described adds up to 
ineffectual propaganda. Precisely to the extent that the propa
gandist retains his respect for the individual, he denies himself 
the very penetration that İs the ultimate aim of all propaganda: 
that of pruvoking action without prior thought. By respecting 
nuances, he neglects the major law of propaganda: every asseıCı̂ ı 
must be trenchant and total. To the extent that he remains partial 
he fails tn use the mystique. But that mystique is indispensable 
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for well-mud r propaganda. To the extent that a cbnrjocsnric propa
gandist has a bad conscience, he cannot do good work- nor m i L 
when he believes in his own propaganda. As . . • • „ • Lawweli'i 
disOnLtJOn. the t e c h n i q u e u f propaganda demands one form or 
the other, depending on rdreurnsJjncea. In am event, n o p . 
gand- always create a schism between the g o m u n e o t and the 
mass, that same schism I h a v e c k ™ b e d In the book The f - v W 
Luteal Society, and that Is provoked b y all the t^bniqu**, »bua* 
p r i s o n e r s constitute a sort of aristocracy of tKhnieJanj and 
who modify the structures of t h e State. 

According to LasswelTs analysis, propaganda based on con
trasted mcitatioo eipressea a despotism I would rather say that 
a expresses an artstrjcracy But the famous 'massive detnucracv' 
corresponds to t h a t , is that. Ultimatelv. mm if one triat L 
mamum c o n f i d e n c e and communion between t h e government 
and the g o v e r n e d , a l l p r o p a g a n d a ends u p a* a means by which 
the p r e v a i l i n g p o w e r s m a n i p u l a t e (herniates 

The t r u e p r o p a g a n d i s t must be as cold, lucid, and rte™» as 
a nirgeon. There are subjects and octets. A rnopagaxidnl who 
beheves m what he says and lets himself become a victim of bis 
own mmmml have the same v^akness as . surgeon who operate, 
on a loved one or a judge who presides at a trial of a member of 
bis own family. To use the Instrument of propaganda nowadays 
cue must hive a s c ient i f i c approach—the lact of which was the 
weakness that became apparent i n Nail propaganda In its last few 

g ^ y W . ^ «>e could see from its content that 
t̂ oebbels had begun to be l i eve it himself. 

Thus, some of democracy's fundamental aspects paralyze the 
conduct of propaganda. There is, therefore, no -democratic" 
propaganda. Propaganda made by the democracies Is ineffective 
Paralyzed, mediocre. We can say the same when there is • dives 
s"ty 01 propagandas; when various propagandas are permitted to 
"press themselves they be<wne ineffective with respect to their 

0 n ' w t f v t ^ veness reeardto the d t i -
iens of a democracy needs more analysis. Let us merely emphasize 
to* that our propaganda is outclassed by that of totalitarian 
Z y » n t a s ^ o u r i d o « °ot do its job. But in view of 
toe m - T 7 u ' 5 * ^ o ^ b e effective 

m m t therefore abandon the traits that . -e ciwacteristic of 
™ ™ c ? pw*i>™g for propaganda: the combmabon of 



efiecOve propaganda arid respect for the individual seam Ln.-
pouJble. 

] :.r i L- Is • last dement, which I shall mention briefly Jacqua 
Drieo court has l^monstrated thai propaganda is totaLtarian In 
its wence* not because It Is the handmaiden of the totalltariw 
State, but because it h u a tendency to absorb everything. Thii 
Ending Is the best part of hii work.1 It ' i i f ^ h that when on 
takes th i ( route, one cannot stop halfway: one murt use ill 
instruments and all methods that make propaganda effective 
One must expect—and developinents over the put dozen ywn 
I how It—that the democracies wlU abao tf on their precautions and 
their nuances and throw themselves wholeheartedly Into effect!** 
propaganda action. But ruch action will no longer have a ipecial 
democratic character. 

We must now examine the effects that the making of 
ganda has on democracy. To measure that. we must distinguish 
between external and domestic propaganda. We must not ratlin 
the illusion that propaganda is merely a neutral instmmem thil 
one can use without being affected. It is compatible to radium, 
and what happens to the radiologists Is well known. 

Effects of ItUtrnatiowl Propaganda 
In the domain of external politics and the propaganda that ii 

directed toward the outside, there Is practically no more private 
propaganda or any diversity of propaganda^ Even parties b 
dentured to a foreign government, and thus making propagarvdi 
differem from that of thefr own national government, direct :• • 
propaganda to the interior. Qut what character does this unique 
form of propaganda (directed to the outside) take, and what re
percussions has it on a democracy that conducts It? Can It be -hv 
it really exists Hi the domain of information? 

We have abundant proof nowaday; that straight iiJormatkfi 
addressed to a foreign country is entirely useless.* Where th" 
preblero is to overcome national antipathies (which exist even 
between friendly nations), allegiance to a different government 
to a different psychological and historical world, and finally to 

* W * t r t r*liLn[ heft pr imi i i l r cf pr^t* i dirtCtcd at t h * C O I T I T I B U « • 

* * * * * f . U 
m wort* nropeg^rin, it U fruitless to expect nnvthh™ frmn 
•traight mformabon: the bare fact (the truth) „ ' Bocomphah 
acmiag against inch barriers. Fact* are not beheved Other 
than in eiceptioQal cases (military occupation and so oof, people 
believe their owi, government over a foreign minrnmiLTm 
kttcr. fact* are not beheved. In factH propaganda can penetrate 
t k nn«mvmm of the ma*** of a fore.gn country odv throus* 
the myth. It annct. operate with umpie argument* pro' and w 
Jt doe. not a d d ™ itself to already eaUtutg feehngYbut must 
create an bnage to act as a motive force. This image must have 
jn emotional character that leads to the allegiance of the entire 
being, without thought. That is. It must be a myth 

But then democracy takes a pi th that needs watching. First 
of all. >t begins to play a game that drive* man from t h , conscious 
and rational mto the arms of h r a t ^ a l B „d 'objure forte." 
but we already too* that in this game the believer is not the 
master and that force* thus unleashed are rareJv brought under 
control again To put it differently: mvthJcal democrat « * 
P^jn no way prepares its lirtenen lor democrat but 
ttrengthens their totaiitarian tendencies, providing at best a differ
ent dnectum f f t those tendencies. We will have to come baca to 
±15 But above all we must asa ourselves what myth the democra
cies should use. From experience we bave seen that the demo™ 
* l have used the m y d * of Peace, of Freedom, of justice, and so 

AH that has now been used, and is all the more unacceptable 
teause everybody uses these words But the mvth used by ™ p , -
^ must be specific: the myth of Blood and Soil was r e W -
-rw What specific myths are left f « democracy? Either subjects 
r! " 7 ? P«riWy form the content of a mvth, such as well 
mm or me right to vote, or democracy itself 
^ • t r a r y to what one may thin*, the mvth of democracy i * far 

iTfiir! r ^ ^ f U n , J , h g 0 0 d P™^™d* ine fact that Communist authoritarian regimes also have chosen 
^ocracy a< the spnngboard of propaganda tends to prove its 
^pgandistic vaiue And to the estent that d e n ^ a c T T p ^ 
^Ted, constructed, and organized a* a mvth, it can be a sood 
mm of propaganda Propaganda appeals to bevef: it rebuilds 
^ <*ive toward the Jost paradise and nsea man's firndamentri 
™^ uiuy from this aspect does democratic popaganda have 
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tome c h u r a of penetration into non-democratic foreign couo-
trier Bui one must then consider the coosequencea. 

The first consequence is that any operation that transforms 
democracy into a myth transforms the democratic ideal. Democ
racy was not meant to be a myth. The question arose early—in 
1791 in France. And we know what, shortly after. Jacobinism 
made of French democracy. We must understand this: Jacobinism 
saved the country. I t claimed to have saved the Republic, bul 
it is clear that it only saved the Jacobin regime by destroying aJJ 
that was democratic. We cannot analyze here at length the u> 
Buence of the myth on the abolition of democracy during 1703-5. 
Let us merely say that democracy cannut be an object of faith, 
of belief: It is expression of opinions. There Is ft fundamenta] 
difference between regimes based on opinion and regimes based 
on belief. 

To make a myth of democracy is to present the opposite d 
democracy. One must clearly realize that the use of ancient myths 
and the creation of new ones is a regression toward primitive 
mentality, regardless of material progress. The evocation of mysti
cal feelings i * a rejection of democratic feelings. Considerable 
problems arise In the United States because of such diverse mytja 
asp for eiample, the Ku B u i Klan. the American Legion, or Father 
Divine. These are anti-democratic, but they are localized, onh« 
partial, and private. The matter becomes infinitely more serious 
when the myth becomes public, generalized, and official, when 
what is an anti-mystique becomes a mystique. 

Of course, we have said that such democratic propaganda it 
created for external use. People already subjected to totalitarian 
propaganda can be reached only by the myth, and even that 
does not change their behavior or mentality; it simply enters into 
the existing mold and creates new beliefs there. But looking 
at things this wav implies two consequence* 

First, we accept the fact that such esternal democratic propa-
should be a weapon, mat we are dealing here with psyche¬
warfare, and that we adjust ourselves to the enemy's traía 

of thought and that, proceding from there, the people that we 
subject tu our propaganda are no* those whom we want to sos 
become democratic but whom we want to defeat I f we actual!* 
work on such a nation with the help of the myth, we confirm S 
in a state of miíd, in a behavior, and in a concept of life thai 

propaganda ( M 4 g 

u anti-democratJc: we do not prepare ft to become a democratic 
naborj, for Of! the one hand we reinforce or continue the methods 
of its own authoritarian government: and On the other, we cannot 
give the people, by such means, the desire to adhere to something 
else in another way. We are simply asking for the same fcmd of 
acceptance of something else, of another form of government Is 
tins sufficient to make people switch allegiance? That is the 
democratic propaganda problem m Germany and Japan, 

In the second place such methods Imply that we consider 
democracy an abstraction; for if we think that to cast different 
ideas in the mold of propaganda Is sufficient to change the nature 
of propaganda, we make a mere theory or idea of democracy. 
Propaganda, whatever Its content, tends to create a particular 
psychology and ft determined behavior. Superficially there can 
be differences, but they are illusory. To say, for example, t int 
Fascist propaganda, whose subject was tie State, and Nazi prop
aganda, whose subject was the race, were different from each 
other because of their difference in content, is to become a victim 
of unreal and academic distinctions. But "the democratic idea" 
when promulgated by means that lead to nm^emocratic be
havior only hardens the totalitarian man hj his mold. 

This does not take into account that this democratic veneer 
and the myth of democracy as a propaganda subject are very 
fragile It is. in fact, one of propaganda's essential taws that i n 
objects always ad|ust themselves to its forms. In this; M in to 
many other domains of the modern world, the means impose 
their own laws. To put ft differently,' the objects of propaganda 
tend to become totalitarian because propaganda Itself i t totalitar
ian This is exactly what 1 said when I spoke of the necessity to 
rum democracy into a myth, 

Thus, such propaganda can be effective as a weapon of war, 
but we must realize when using ft that we simultaneously destroy 
tbe possibility of budding true democracy. 

I have said that such propaganda was for external use, that the 
* y t h was directed to the outside. But it is not certain that one 
a n impose such a uznitation. When a goverrrment buildi up the 
democratic imagp bj this fashion, i t cannot isolate the externa] 
and internal domains from each other. Therefore the people of the 
country' mating tuch propaganda mir ; also become convinced 
at the excellence of this Image. They must not merely know it, 
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triit mho follow l i . This, Incidentally, : t a limit to the degree to 
which propaganda CAD Lit- a democratic government cannot prr_-
sent (a the outxitk world i radically Lneiact and mendacious ptc-
tuxe of i n policies, as urn a totalitarian government 

But one m m ! qualify this thought in two wayŝ  on the one 
hand a deinocra tl c nation is itself more or less In the grip of propa
ganda and goes along with the idealistic Image of Its government 
because of nation--] pride; on the other, even authoritarian gov
ernments are aware that in propaganda the truth pays, as I have 
u i d - this explains the final form of propaganda adopted by 
Goebbels in 1944. 

From there on, the myth created for external use become* 
known at home and has repercussions there; even if one due* 
not try to Influence people by making propaganda abroad, they 
will react indirectly. Therefore, the repercussions on a democratic 
K>piilatiDii of the myth developed by its government for external 

use mult be analyzed, these repercussions will lead primarily to 
the establishment of unanimity. 

This is a primary and very simple consequence. A myth (an 
image evoking belief) can stand no dilution, no half measin_es, no 
contradictions. One believes it or does not. The democratic myth 
liuist display this same form, incisive and coherent^ it Is of the 
same nature as other "myths. In order for the myth to be effective 
abroad, it must not be contradicted at home- No other voice roust 
arise at home that would reach the foreign propaganda target 
and destroy the myth. 

Can anyone believe that it was possible to make effective 
propaganda, for example* toward Algeria, when it was imme
diately contradicted at home? How could the Algerians—or am 
other foreigners—take seriouslv a promise made by General de 
Gaulle in the name of France when the press immediately de
clared that one pari of France was in disagreement with it? 7 

This will lead to the elimination of any opposition that would 
show that the people are not unanimously behind the democracy 
embodied by the government. Such opposition can completely de
stroy all effectiveness of democratic propaganda Besides, such 
propaganda is made by a government supported bv a majority. 
The minority, though also democratic, will tend to be against 

r T h i i nW<uhrf*Ot*. IT*JJET« to tht iktixy _: : - myth, w u the n u j e -
kvrtongf miny othif i—c* ywt of miiiiL«*rfu] nisotifitdoar 
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such propaganda merely because it cones from the government 
(we saw thii in France after ( 9 4 5 ; . From there uu. though In 
accord with the idea jf democracy, this minority will *bow itself 
hostile to the democratic myth. Then the govemmmt. if It wants 
its propaganda to be effective, will be forced to reduc* the 
possibility of the minority's expressing itself—U . to interfere 
with one of democracy's euentia] characteristics; we a n already 
used to this from wartime, as with censorship. Here we at* face 
to face with the fact discussed above: propaganda is by itself a 
state of war- it demands the exclusion of opposite trends and 
minorities—not total and official perhaps but at least partial 

indirect exclusion. 

If we pursue this train of thought, another factor emerges: 
for the myth to have real weight. It must r u t on popular belief. 
To put it differently: one cannot simply project a myth to the 
outside even by the powerful modern material means- vuch an 
image will have no force unless it is already believed. Ihe myth 
is contagious because beliefs axe contagious. It is indispensable, 
therefore, that democratic people also believe the democratic 
myth. Conversely. It is not useful that the government ilaelf 
should follow suit; but the government must be sure that its 
propaganda abroad is identical with its propaganda at home, and 
understand that its foreign propaganda will be strong only if it It 
believed at home. (The United States understood this perfectly 
between 1 ^ 2 and And the more the myth will appear to 

be the expression of belief of the entire nation, the more effective 
it will be. It thus presumes unanimity. 

We have seen how all propaganda develops the cult of per
sonality This is particularly true in a democracy. There one exalts 
the individual who refuses to be anonymous, rejects the "mass/" 
and eschews mechanization. He wants a human regime where 
men are human beings. He needs a government whose leaders are 
human beings. And propaganda must show them to him at tuch. 
Tt must create these personalities. To be sure, the object at this 
level is not idolatry, but idolatry cannot fad to follow If the 
propaganda is done well. Whether such idolatry is given to a 
man in uniform bursting with decorations, or a man in work shirt 
and cap. or a man wearing a business suit and soft hat makes no 
difference- those are simple adaptations of propaganda to the 
feelings of the masses. The democratic masses will reject the 
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uniform, but idolize the soft hat If it is well presented. There cm 
be no propaganda without a personality, a political chief- Clemen¬
ceau, DaJadter, De Gaulle, Churchill, Roosevelt, MacA/thur an 
obvious example*. And even more, Khrushchev, who. after having 
denounced the cult of personality* slipped into the w o o rob, 
differentlyp but with the same ease and obeying the same nect* 
aity. The nation's unanimity is necessary. This unanimity is era-
bodied in one personality* " : i whom everyone finds himself, in 
whom everyone hopes and projects himselft and for whom every
thing is possible and permissible. 

This need for unanimity is accepted by some of those who 
have studied the problem of propaganda in democracy- I t has 
been claimed that this unanimity indicates the transition from 
an old fonn of democracy to a new one: "massive and progressive 
democracy-'" Tn other words, a democracy of allegiance, a system 
in which all will share the same conviction. This would not be 
a centrifugal conviction, i.e., one expressing itself in diverse form* 
and admitting the possibility of extreme divergences. I t would 
be a centripetal conviction with which everything would be 
measured by the same yardstick; democracy would express itself 
in a single voice, going further than just forms—all the way to 
rite? and liturgies It would* on the other hand, be a democracy 
of participation In which the citizen would be wholly engaged, 
his complete life, his movements would be integrated Into a 
given social system. And one of the authors gives as an example 
the Nuremberg Party Congress! What a strange example cf 
democracy* 

It Is true that only such a unanimous and unitary society can 
product propaganda that can be effectively carried beyond the 
borders. But we must ask ourselves whether such a society Is still 
democratic. What is this democracy that no longer Include* 
minorities and opposition? As long as democracy Is merely the 
interplay of parties, there can be opposition; but when wo hear 
of a massive democracy, with grandiose ceremonies In which 
the people participate at the prompting of the State, that signifies, 
first of all, a confusion between the government and the State, 
and indicates further that anyone who does not participate is not 
merely in opposition, but excludes himself from the national com
munity expressing itself in this participation. It is a truly ex
traordinary transformation of the democratic structure* because 
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lha* can oo longer be any respect for the minority opposition 
to the State an opposition that, lacking the meaAi of propaganda 
—or it least any means that can compete with those of the State— 
can no longer make its voice heard-

The minority is heard even Lest because die effect* of the 
myth, inflated by propaganda, are always the same and always 
antidemocratic. Anyone who participates in such a aodo-polltlcal 
body and is imbued with the truth of the myth* necessarily t * 
corne» sectarian. Repeated » many time*, being driven in » 
ccany different forms into the propagande*'! subconscious this 
truth, transmitted by propaganda, becomes for every participant 
in absolute truth, which cannot be discussed without lies and 
distortion Democratic peoples are not exempt from what Is 
vaguely called "psychoses ' But such propaganda, if it is effective, 
predisposes people to—or even causes—these psychoses. 

If the people do not believe in the myth, it cannot serve to com
bat totalitarian propaganda; but if the people do believe in ft, they 
are victims of these myths, which, though democratic on the 
surface, have all the traits of all other myths, particularly the 
impossibility, in the eyes of believes*, of being questioned- But 
this tends to eliminate all opposing truth, which is Immediately 
called * error.* Once democracy becomes the object of propa¬
ganda, it also becomes as totalitarian, authoritarian, and exclusive 
as dictatorship-

The enthusiasm and exaltation of a people who cling to a myth 
necessarily lead to intransigeance and sectarianism- The myth of 
democracy arose, for example, during the period of the Conven
tion^ there we had forms of massive democracy, with grett cere-
w i l e s and efforts at unanimity. But was that still democracy? 
Are Ihere not also changes b the mores of the United States when 
everything is called un-American that is not strict conform ism? 
This term. un-Ammom, so Imprecise for the French, is in the 
United States precise to the extent that it is a result of the belief 
In the myth. To provoke such belief and launch a people on die 
road to such exaltation, without which propaganda cannot exist 
really means to give a people feelings and reflexes Incompatible 
with life In a democracy. 

This is really the ultimate problem: democracy it not p u t a 
certain form of political organization or simplv m ideology—It 
lsP first of all, a certain view of life and a form of behavior. If 
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democracy were only a form tA political:-• •• LI =• - • - -• • there would 
be DO : • r 1 • I • -1 : propaganda could adjust to Et. This is the in
stitutional argument; propaganda is democratic because there Is 
no unitary State centralized by propaganda. Ifh then, we were 
merely in the presence of an Ideology, there still would be no 
problem: propaganda can transmit any ideology f subject to the 
qualifications made above) and, therefore, also the democratic 
ideology, for example. But if democracy is a wav of Iifeh composed 
of tolerance, respect, degree, choice* diversity, and so on, all 
propaganda that acts on behavior and feeling and transforms 
them In depth turns man into someone who can no Longer support 
democracy because he no longer follows democratic behavlot. 

Yet propaganda cannot "create" democratic behavior by the 
promulgation of a mvth—which is the only way of making propa
ganda on the outside, but which modifies the behavior of the 
people at home. We shall find the same problem in examining 
certain effects of domestic propaganda. 

Efftct* of inimol Propaganda 
I have tried to show elsewhere that propaganda has also be

come a necessity for the internal life of a democracy Nowadays 
the State is forced to define an official truth. This is a change of 
extreme seriousness. Even when the State is not mntivated to do 
this for reasons of action or prestige, it is led to It when fulfilling 
its function of disseminating information. 

We have seen how the growth of information Inevitably leads 
to the need for propaganda. This is truer In a democratic system 
than in any other. 

The public will accept news if it is arranged in a comprehen
sible system, and if it does not speak only to the intelligence but 
to the "heart." This means, precisely that the public wants 
propaganda, and if the State does not wish to Leave it to a 
party, which will then provide explanations for everything [ I d 
the truth), it must Itself make propaganda Thus, the demo
cratic Stateh even if It does not want to. becomes B propagandist 
State because of the need to dispense information. This entails 
a profound constitutional and ideological transformation. It ish 

in effect, a State that must proclaim an official, general, and ex
plicit truth. The State can then no longer be objective or liberal, 
but Is forced to bring to the overinformed people a corpus in-

teHigentitt, It can no longer tolerate competition, because a State 
that assumes this function no longer has the right to err. if it didr 

tt would become the laughing stock of the citizenry. m>d its 
information would lose its effect, together with Its (ropagaada 
For the information It dispenses is believed only to the e i toi t 
that Its propaganda Is believed. 

H i s State-proclaimed truth must be all-embr*dng: the facts, 
which are the subjects of information, are becoming more and 
owre complex, are covering larger segments of life: thus the rv*~ 
tern into which thev are arranged must cover all of life. This 
jvstem must become a complete answer to all questions occurring 
in the citizens' conscience. It must, thereforeH be general and all-
valid: It cannot he a phiLosophv or a metaphysical system—for 
such svstems appeal to the Intelligence of a minoritv- To describe 
the svstemh we must go back to an ancient primitive notion: 
the etiological myth In fact, a propaganda that corresponds to the 
body of information In a democratic State, and uitm at allevi
ating the troubles of its citizens, must offer them an etiological 
myth. 

This would not be necessary if the citizens were to work onlv 
three or four hours a day and devote four hours dally to personal 
reflection and cultural pursuits, if all citizens had a similar cul
tural level If the society were in a state of equilibrium and not 
under the shadow of tomorrow's menace, and if the moral educa
tion of the citizen* enahled them to master their passions and 
their egotism. Bui as these four condition* are not fulfilled, and 
as the volume of information grows very rapidly, we are forced 
to seek explanations hie et nunc, and publicly parade them in 
accordance with popular demand-

But the creation of the etiological mvih leads to an obligation 
ca the part of democracy to become religious. It can no longer 
be secular but must create its religion. Besides, the creation of 
a religioti is one of the indispensable elements of effective props 
ganda. The content of this religion is of little importance what 
matters » to satisfy the religious feelings of the masses; these 
feelings are used to integrate the masses into tiv n a t k u l collec
tive. We must not delude ourselves^ when oue speaks to us of 
"massive democracy* and "democratic participation." these are 
<*dy veiled terms that mean "reHgton." Partic*p*Uoc and unanim
ity have always been characteristics of religious societies, Mid 
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only of religious societies. Thus we return by another route to the 
problem of intolerance and the suppression of minorities? 

On the other hand, democracy is more and more conceived as 
f. simple external political structure, rather than as a complete 
concept of society, of behavior of man. This concept, this Way of 
Life, Is tied to political democracy. Certain qualities on the 
part of the citizens are needed if democracy is to erist I t i i 
easy to see that democracy wants to preserve this treasure that 
is its reason for, and its way of, existing. The government must 
maintain this Way of Life, without which democracy would 
no longer be possible. I t thus becomes understandable and 
consistent that American prisoners, repatriated from Korea, were 
put In quarantine and subjected to mental and psychological 
treatment to detoxicate diem of Communism. They bad to be 
given an American brainwashing, corresponding to the Chines* 
brainwashing, to make them fit to live once again according to 

the American Way of Life. 
But what is left of a man after that? We understand that democ

racy wants to control the mental and psychological state of Ihe 
people who serve it, according to the notion of the Security Rut 
Public servants cannot be permitted criminal or immoral conduct, 
alcoholism, dope-addiction, or the like; they would be so far 
removed from the virtues a democratic citizen must exhibit that 
this exercise of control and the massive education by propaganda 
for a life congruous with democracy are easy to understand. The 
dvic virtues created by the mass media will guarantee the main
tenance of democracy. But what remains of liberty? 

I want to touch upon one other fact: I have tried to show, 
In my book The Technological Society, that modem technical 
instruments have their own weight and by themselves change 

•Lei i f re ail another eHect of inch propaganda on democracy: an arlitrniatii 
category of men nriw* which has no common bond wfth democracy. The propHJ 

gslwTl.tUa*rriiiildim and a member of Sli aristocracy of writrflrlllM dial sstabhsM 
Itself abovB the institutions tit a democracy and acta outside its nouns. Beside*, the 
rniployntnit Of propaganda k a d i Ihe pre[•*}{*ndlS to cynidim, dtsbeM in •n.lO. 
Qun-$ubmi*siun to the law of numbed, doubls on the value (4 opinions, and 
leapt for the •propagamiee and "ho dewed repieraiiatiyes: he twrm how publii 
opinion i l uufcJoned- The propagandist CBTinol subjefl hunwlf (O popular Judgment 
•nd democracy. Finally, the propaSMidifl ifl privy tr> aQ State » W U and HCtJ at 
the W i e lime to shape Opinion*: he really has a poflniun ol fufldlJnenti-' diiettloa-
The CPmhlnallou of thcW Uiiee element* males Ihe piOpJgflEidiit an aristJxaBt- It 
cannot be oihetwlie. Every democracy that launches piupasjioda, creates in and by 
such piupaftflnda it* own enemy. a i aitoocracy that may destroy U-
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pohtical stnictures. Here I wi l l ask only one question; What wi l l 
be the effect on democracy of the use of TV for propaganda? 

One can see the first effects: TV brings us close to direct 
democracy. Congressmen and cabinet members become known; 
their faces and utterances come to be recognized; they are 
brought closer to the voter. TV permits political contact to ertend 
beyond election campaigns and informs the voters directly on a 
daily basis. More than that, TV could become a means of control 
over public servants: In his capacity as TV viewer, the voter 
could verify what use his representatives make of the mandate 
with which he has entrusted them. Certain experimenti con
ducted in the United States showed that when sessions of Con
gress were televised, they were much more dignified, serious, and 
efficient; knowing that they were being observed, the congress
men took greater pains to fulfil] their function. But one must not 
hope for too much in this respect:* there Is little chance that 
governing bodies will accept this control. I n reality, statesmen 
Sully understand how to use it for their propaganda, and that is 
all. I D fact, TV probably helped Eisenhower to win over Steven
son, the Conservatives to win over Labour.' The problem Is first 
one of money, second of technical skill. But the use of TV as a 
democratic propaganda instrument entails the risk of a profound 
modification of democracy's "style," 

What can democracy use for TV propaganda? Democracy is 
not well adapted to that. So far, the technical instruments are 
iu accord with democratic activities: democracy speaks, and its 
entire being Is expressed in words (this is not meant ironically 
I believe that speech. In the most powerful and rhetorical sensed 
is one of the highest expressions of man). The instruments of 
propaganda, particularly press and radio, are made for words. 

Conversely, democratic propaganda made by motion pictures 
Is weak. Democracy is not a visual form of government The cere-
njony of the Flame under the Arc de Trlomphe—one of the most 
•Jehn Alhlg ^ con?tf]y th*t tfcli -pmonif icat iM- by TV ™>d« ^ fchibit. 
E E ? ' ? W refleebc-n̂  saadatdlw, peraonal iLua™, and transmit > "ialae 
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succesrful picture*—has Little propaganda impact even though 
It Is ipectacular. Actually, when democracy wants to us* the 
fllra for propaganda, it can think of nothing but military parades, 
which cannot be presented too often. Propaganda needs both 
repetition and diversity So far, democracy's inability to use mo
tion pictures for its propaganda has not seemed serious the 
films being a secondary arm. But it sffims that TV is destined 
10 become a principal arm. for it tan totally mobilize the in¬
dividual without demanding the slightest effort from him. TV 
reaches him at home, like radio, in his own setting, his private 
iifeP I t asks no decision, no a priori participation no move from 
him (such as going to a meeting). But it holds him completely 
and Leaves him no possibility of engaging in other activities 
(whereas radio leaves a good part of the individual unoccupied). 
Moreover, TV has the shock effect oi the picture, which is much 
greater than that of sound-

But in order to use this remarkable arm. one must have some
thing to show. A government official giving a speech is not a spec¬
fade- Democracies have nothing to show that can compare with 
what is available to a dictatorship- If they do not want to be left 
behind in this domain h which would be extremely dangerous, 
they must find propaganda spectacles to televise. But nothing is 
better than massive ceremonies* popular inarches—the Hitler 
youth and the Komsomols—or an entire population enthusias
tically assembled to build new ships or a new university (as ID 
Yugoslavia). The erigencies of TV will lead democracy to engage 
In iuch hardly democratic demonstrations. 

We are now reaching the most important problem. Earlier, 1 
eiamlned the psychological transformations that the individual 
undergoes when subjected to an intense and continuous propa
ganda- We have also seen that the existence of two contradictory 
propagandas is no solution at allh as It in no way leads to i 
"democratic" situation: the individual is not independent in the 
presence of two combatants between whom he must choose. 
He Is not a spectator comparing two posters, or a supreme arbiter 
when he decides in favor of the more honest and convincing one. 
To look *t things this w i v is childish idealism. The individual U 
seized, manipulated, attacked from every side; the combatants of 
two propaganda systems do not fight each other, but try to 
capture him. As a result, the individual suffers the most profound 

propaganda f a 5 5 psychological influences m i d distortions. Man modified in tins 
fashion demands simple solutions, catchwords, certainties, con
tinuity, commitment, a clear and simple division of the world 
into Good and Evil, efficiency, and unity of thought. He cannot 
bear ambiguity. He cannot bear that the opponent should in any 
way whatever represent what is right or good. An additional effect 
of contradictory propagandas is that the individual will escape 
either into passivity or into total and unthinking support of One 
of the two sides-

It is striking to see how this current, which is the point of de
parture of totalitarian parties, is beginning to take hold in the 
United States. The^e two different reactions—passivity or total 
commitment—are completely antidemocratic. But they are the 
consequence of some democratic types of propagsjida. Here is 
the bub of the problem. Fropagajid? ruins not only democratic 
ideas but also democratic behavior—the foundation of democ
racy, the very quality without which it cannot exist 

The question is not to refect propaganda in the name of free
dom of public opinion—which, as we well know, is never virginal 
—or in the name of freedom of individual opinion, which is 
formed of everything and nothing—but to reject it in the name of 
a very profound reality: the visibility of choice and differentia
tion, which is the fundamental characteristic of the individual in 
the democratic society. 

Whatever the doctrine promulgated by propaganda, its pfycho-
sodologicd results are the same. To be sure, some doctrines are 
more coherent subject matter for propaganda than others and 
lead to a more efficient and insistent propaganda^ other doctrines 
—republican and democratic—are rather paralyzing and lets 
suitable. But the only result is the progressive weakening of the 
doctrine by propaganda. 

Conversely, what gives propaganda its destructive character 
is not the singleness of some propagated doctrine; it is the instru
ment of propaganda itself. Although it acts different^ according 
to whether It promulgates a closed svstem or a d ivmity of opin-
JOtis. It has profound and destructive effects. 

What am I saying then* That propaganda can promulgate a 
democratic doctrine? Absolutely. That it can be used by a 
government elected by majority vote? Absolutely But this give* 
« no guarantee that we i t i l i are dealing with democracy. With 
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the help of propaganda, one can disseminate democratic ideas u 
a credo and within the framework of a myth. With propaganda 
one can lead citizens to the voting booth, where they seemingly 
elect their representatives. But rJ democracy correspond* to a 
certain type of human being, to a certain individual behavior, then 
propaganda destroys the point of departure of the life of a 
democracy, destroys its very foundations. I t creates a man who 
i i suited to a totalitarian society, who Is not at ease except when 
integrated in the mass, who rejects critical judgments, choices, 
and differentiations because he clings to clear certainties. He is 
• man assimilated into uniform groups and wants It that way. 

With the help of propaganda one can do almost anything, but 
certainly not create the behavior of a free man or, to a lesser de
gree, a democratic man. A man who lives in a democratic society 
and who la subjected to propaganda is being drained of the 
democratic content itself—of the style of democratic life, under
standing of others, respect for minorities, re-ex amlna (ion of his 
own opinions, absence of dogmatism. The means emploved to 
spread democratic ideas make the citizen, psychologically, a totali
tarian man- The onJv difference between him and a Nazi is that 
be k a "totalitarian man with democratic convictions,' but (hose 
conviction* do not change his behavior in the least. Such contra
diction is. fa no wav felt by the individual for whom democracy 
has become a myth and a set of democratic imperatives, merely 
stimuli that activate conditioned reflexes. The word democracy. 
having become a simple incitation, no longer has anything to 
do with democratic liehavior. And the citizen can repeat indefi
nitely "the sacred formulas of democracy" while acting like a 
storm trooper. 

All democracy that is maintained or propagated through prop
aganda eventually scores this success, which is its own negation 
with regard to the individual and the truth 

But can tilings really be that way? 
I said above that, generally, those who tend to deny propa

ganda's efficacy unconsciously hold a concept of the inalienable 
value of the individual. Those who accept Its efficacy hold a 
materialistic concept So far as 1 am concerned, I would much 
prefer to be able to assert that man is ^vulnerable, that few 
dangers exist for rum in present-day society, that propaganda 
can do nothing to him. Uniortimately, the experiences of the 
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Tast half century are not encouraging in this respect Moreover, 
it seems to me that the belief in propaganda's bannlesinesi and 
me spreading of this belief are ultimately detrimental to man. 
For man then is reassured in the face of attacks, ha believes 
in bis mvulnerabihry and in the toeirectivenea of the attack, 
and his will to resist is gready diniinished. Why lose one's time 
and waste ones efforts defending oneself against propaganda if 
propaganda is merely child's play and empty talk by ridiculous 
tyrants? Why eiert one's mind, one s personality, on*• strength 
of character if the tigers are paper tigers, if t l * methoda are to 
absurd and obvious that even the biggest fool can manage to 
escape them? Why make discerning choices if propaganda, using 
only what is already there and leading mo along roads 1 would 
have traveled without It, can in no way modify my actions? 
If the propagandee takes that attitude, he is in the most favorable 
position to obey without knowing ft, to drift into the- routine of 
propaganda while claiming to be supremely superior. 

The only truly serious s^tude^-serious because the danger 
of mans destruction by propaganda is serious, serfout because 
no other attitude is truly responsible and serious—4 to show 
people the extreme effectiveness of the weapon used against 
them, to rouse them to defend themselves by making them aware 
of their frailty and their vulnerability, instead of soolhlng them 
with the worst illusion, that of a security that neither nun's nature 
POT the techniques of propaganda permit htm to pots**. I t it 
merely convenient to realize that the side of freedom and truth 
tor man has not yet lost, but that it may well lose—and that m 
this game, propaganda is undoubtedly the most formidable power 
acting in only one direction (toward the destruction of truth 
and freedom), no matter what the good intentions or the good 
will may be of those who manipulate iL 
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CO 
E F F E C T I V E N E S S 

OF PROPAGANDA 

Approaching the problem of gauging propaganda retults. w e 
fflurt cirrfully diitinguiih between efiectiveuei* and t D V o l u D U r y 
«S«cb. On the one hood, the propagujjdiit alms at certain ob
jectives h£ wants to modih *Ke content of an opuiirCU, change 
majority viewi, dr dexln^y tbe morale ql ad enemy With n g u d 
to iucJi aims we c m tpeak oi rfecHvenett: either (be p r o p a -
gMidUt attains his ubfwtive or he doe* nul TTii* i i what p e o p l e 
usually thujy utidH the tubject beading "Propaganda Efiect* " 
But thil LC A misconception. F » other effect* are much deeper 
ftikd more important, rven (bough not willed I have tried to 
aalyxe these in chapter* TV a i d V. 

hi this appendix I will limit myself to aanjlniflg direct 
tivenejj. 

i . DifJi£ultU§ of Mzu* rirm FffectktTieu 

A s ••• K i j j ai w t poK the problem of effectiveness, we approach 
the ...-^jc:-. of effect! and tbe rwasurrment of such etfecii (la 
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this anne*. I wilJ take the word In its ordinary sense, a* it ii 
generally uaed by students of propaganda—U., as desired effects 
tough* by tbe propagandist}. Can the propagandist change i n 
opinkid or can't he? This is what some people txy to measure 
(because, in line with contemporary scientific prejudices, only 
what can be expressed in figures is certain), 

Diffiadty of the Subiect 
Let us begin by stating that propaganda sets itself a great 

diversity of objectives, and that it is often difficult to distinguish 
among them. The propagandist may seek to sustain the morale 
of his troop*, to reinforce their courage, to excite them, to get 
them to sacrifice their lives. Tbe existence of other propagandas 
and the difficulty of measurement will combine here to make it 
impossible to know and register the point of departure—i.e., the 
degree of enthusiasm, and so on, before and after the propaganda 
operation. I t must be particularly stressed that, aside iiorn the 
difficulty of finding reliable testing metliods, the individuals in 
question were not untouched by propaganda in general before 
a particular operation was bunched. For instance, mobilized 
troops already have been propagandized to some extent We 
cannot find a -zero" point from which to begin, not only localise 
none of us has remained immune to propaganda, but also be
cause supporters of a cause have become supporters through 
propaganda. From there on. mere mtuhiications. in consequence 
of a propaganda campaign are of little significance. 

A propagandist might also aim at neutralizing an enemy by 
destroying his morale. But to measure the effectiveness of such 
propaganda would require measuring the difference between 
two propagandas, for the enemy also is subjected to positive 
propaganda by his own side And it is never possible to evaluate 
the effects of two propagandas at the same time. No nation or 
organization can undertake such an analysis at the time of the 
propaganda operation. There can only be retrospective inquiries, 
and we shall we later how insignificant they are. 

The propagandist can aim at some esternai, formal, and tempo
rary adherence, as in an election, campaign by trying to get un
decided voters to vote for • certain candidate At this poo* 
we generally encounter the traditional argument that because t-o 
or three conflicting propagandas cancel each other out. the voter 
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ft free to make his own choice. In the event of a referred urn. 
then a n as many arguments for as against advanced every
where; therefore. It is maintained, no opinion* are changed. This 
is only partially correct, and one cannot reach decisive conclusions 
u to propaganda eJTectJvtness in general by noting the success 
or failure oi an election campaign. The shift of lornr vote* i * M W 
significant, i n fact, one cannot really talk about propaganda in 
connection with an election campaign. A campaign is the simplest, 
most imperfect form of modem propaganda; the objective b hv 
sufBdenl, the methods are incomplete, tbe duration u brief, 
pre-propaganda is absent, and the campaign propagandist never 
has all the media at his chspoul. Thus, tbe one case In which 
the measuien>ent of effects is comparatively easy (shift of votaa) 
i i also by far the least significant. 

The propagandist may abo aim at many other objectives, ruch 
u the destruction of micro-groups, labor unions, associations, and 
other groups; he may seek some determined action (strike, boy
cott, pogrom) from a group more or less directly under his In
fluence; he may seek to influence some public opinion, aiming not 
at immediate actions, but only at changing • climate or evoking 
an atmosphere of sympathy or antipathy; he may, finally. If he 
is a commercial propagandist, simply try to get people to buy 
some product. 

1 have pointed out the extreme diversity of possible objectives 
in order to show that propaganda s effectiveness cannot be meas
ured on the basis of results obtained in one of these domains. 
If I look at propaganda made within a large group and find that 
it has failed to push the group toward some proposal action 
^ j 1 " ^ * ' o i n i P ' ^ 1 ' ^ tempted to conclude that It was 
^effective. But if 1 find that this same propaganda campaign has 
broken up some of an adversary's micro-groups, or has created 
some strong resentment and restrained aggressiveness on the 
part of a group of militants, I must conclude that from this point 
Qf view propaganda has succeeded and can serve as basis for 
iu^re action. I l l see that few votes were won and that the 
^decided were not reached by the campaign, I wi l l tend to 
r m r d it AS a failure. But the same propaganda may have gal* 
^ z e d the militant group, reinforced the party, given it i 
^ance to experiment with new method, or led to the lobdartty 
« certain rnicro-groups^qually important results, Therefore, 
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riven the diversity of effects sought by the propagandist, 00* 
can draw absolutely oo conclusions about the effectiveness ol 
his propaganda with regard to any of hi* objectives. 

Moreover, even if one could Isolate one from among the 
many and prove that the propagandist aimed only at that particu
lar one (for example, to obtain votes in a referendum), It is 
absolutely impossible to transfer such findings to other domains 
of propaganda. To do so would be to be hasty a n d to misunder
stand basic differences, ft has been well recognized, for example, 
that certain advertising methods are ineffective in political 
propaganda. Getting a man to adhere to a political movement 
and getting him to boy a car are not the same problem. Nor is it 
the same problem to get people to vote a certain way or to pro
mote heroism in combat. It has also b e e n clearly demonstrated 
that propaganda directed toward other countries cannot be the 
same as propaganda made at home. The techniques of excising 
influence will be different, as will the methods of measuring 
effectiveness.1 

Aside from the complexity of the problem Itself, the extreme 
difficulty of defining the facts themselves must also be taken into 
account Even on the simplest level, most easily translated into 
figures, one cannot determine with any degree of accuracy how 
many people are being reached by a propaganda campaign We 
know of the efforts made b y some American services after 
1944 to determine how many German soldiers had Tead American 
leaflets. But the number remained completely uncertain. We alio 
know Lasswell's effort to determine how many persons were 
readied by Communist propaganda in Chicago: despite his 
use of a very complicated method, the results are completely 
unreliable.1 This also is true tor Rossi's figures regarding Com
munist propaganda in France. But if we do not even know 
how many people arc subjected to propaganda (on the simplest 
level by counting a single medium—leaflets, or meetings, or the 
circulation figures of a newspaper), we certainly cannot estimate 

l ftatati £• ftddrd ti»( 11 L* (mpoHibk lo nwUurt &t sHechrfOflH oE "fclaii" 
p n ! p M a n d " , popnaiBda UWab u™veronal clWLUfli, ot rumon, U»> * 
U£e VnatawS K would ™ ™ y » donidd Of ^ u . 
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the quantitative effect of propaganda because we cannot learn 
the percentage of people reached as compared with the total 
population, or the percentage of people aflected as compared 
with the total number reached. Therefore, we can have no solid 
basis for evaluation. 

When we leave this most elementary sphere of attempts at 
evaluation, we encounter even greater difficulties. The question 
becomes complicated from four points of view; first of all, propa
ganda tends to affect people in depth, and not just with respect 
to certain circumscribed actions. How, then, can we measure an 
entire situation, particularly if the effects are latent? 

A second difficulty is the delay—not always of the same dura
tion—between the moment when the propagandist acts and the 
one wben certain effects begin to show. Doob maintains that we 
»0 here a "period of indétermination " Obviously, the propa
gandists task is to reduce this period of indétermination as much 
as possible. But he cannot eliminate it . And the student of 
propaganda effects must take it into account. He must answer 
this question: "At what point can one say that propaganda has 
failed?"—i e , at what point has opinion emerged from the period 
of indétermination to take a direction different from that sug
gested by propaganda? This question is hard to answer. 

A third problem concerns the "payoff." Propaganda becomes 
increasingly expensive. Therefore the question inevitably arises-
do the results justify the costs? Are the returns worth the game? 
Do constantly rising costs produce increased results? What is 
the optimal level? These three questions concerning the returns 
of propaganda efforts demand an answer, but we are far from 
being able to answer them.' 

The fourth difficulty derives from the propagandist's need to 
predict effects. Effects must be gauged beforehand because 
propaganda must be directed and adjusted if maximum results 
are to be obtained. But we are barelv able to see post effects 
about which nothing can be done any longer. This Is all the more 
serious because propaganda consists of holding the masses in 
"and m order to steer them in various directions; when we find 
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on the basis of f»st effects thai some propaganda is ,' that 
mean, that it has dteudy f<filedi that the ^ - - n , failing to re
spond, have escaped it. And propaganda can no longer recapture 
them. This happened with Communist propaganda I D France 
between 1949 and 1952; the masses erased to obey, u d the 
Farty'i seH^ticism came too late. The same holds true fcr 
the Psychological Action in Algeria^ its failure became apparent 
only In i960. 

The difficulty of evaluating propaganda effects is increased by 
the 1 octal interactions in which propaganda unfolds. Doob hat 
taken devilish pleasure in enumerating them. His definition .-.-[ 
these Interactions: all propagandists are influenced by the public 
opinion they seek to influence. Interest provokes propaganda, but 
propaganda provokes an interest. Propaganda provokes habitual 
responses, which are reinforced or modified by the simple fact of 
being evoked by propaganda. The Individual perceives only that 
propaganda that his personality lets him perceive, but his person
ality is changed by that propaganda. 

The propagandist Is influenced by public opinion and by pre
ceding propaganda action. Propaganda is Influenced by the prop 
ngandist, by public opinion, and by the perception an individual 
has of that propaganda. But the perception itself is influenced by 
propaganda, public opinion, and the personality of the man who 
perceives 1L Such interactions, which moke It Impossible to isolate 
a single propaganda effect In its pure state,, can easily be mulQ-
pbed 

Continuing in the same direction, we must understand that ft 
Is Impossible to dissociate propaganda effects from other facton 
as I pointed out in chapter 1. We cannot name every factor work
ing upon an individual. It would be wrong even to attempt r ;••.. 
for propaganda is not an isolated phenomenon with clearly dt> 
lineated boundaries; it Is completely integrated and immersed ID 
a toclal entity. I t is related to the general sociological structure 
A n d to try to dissociate it and reduce it to it» pure state would bt 
to strip it of its true nature. 

Let us consider a final difficulty; it is practically impossible r 
study propaganda effects exactly where they are madeh In the 
society in which they develop. The sociologist or psychologist 
absolutely cannot work In the living, contemporary environment 
of an intense propaganda, because (his environment is much *» 

( I f f 
polarized and activated for ar. tnaJj^i, * he poasifcle. W a. „ 
a not po«,ibie to make public opinion iuxvey, or duplicated 
psychological observations during a battle. » o « canooi make 
them In thus kind of psychological war, which aS propaganda i . 
it ™ completely impossible to research propaganda e f f e c t ! ™ , 
a Fascsit and N a * societies: Such research wuuld have been 
suspect, and the results could not have bean published- Such 
effort, would have collided nol only with the resistance of the 
authorities, but also with that of the interested parties who either 
would not be affected by the propaganda and therefore hostile to 
the regime, without daring to say so in the coiirse of a soocJoiOcal 
mveiti^tion, or would be partisans of the regime. This Is Ae 
situateL in all countr.es where true propaganda is bring made 
such as China, the U^S.R, Algeria, and W o n . The r e * £ c h « b 
therefore forced to limit himself to an analysis iu reaJ-ltfe iitua 
bons in which there u no real propaganda or only limited or 
sporadic propaganda in connection with an election campaign a 
™ ' » a ™ o r i i J ' P ^ v trying to gain memberTo™-
could tuli try to measure effect, a posteriori, but inch measure
ment is necessarily fnesact* Fin-liy h one can conduct test, and 
mis will be discussed neit In detail. 

InadeifUQCy of Methods 

in the face of total propaganda, it is dear that tests are uselea 
*e reality can never be duplicated. Yon cannot Stop a man in the 
heat of a meeting to aak him what he thinks. Voo cannot measure 

any precision the effects of • film because you cannot d i , -
woalc . 1 from current nrw^pape, articles and radio broadcasts 
°a the same subject. Finally, in a country rieeped in propaganda 
you cannot fate a ley group of supporters and measure the effect, 
on other groups of their bearing witness to the can* : both group* 
^ y are shaped by earlier propaganda, and the difference 
between the two means nothing. Considering propaganda as ft 
*ally i , in Hi totality, teat, are imrxissible.' 
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EFFECTIVENESS OF J'AOPAGAtfflft 

The problem itself defies definition- Also, the methods used to 
analyze the effects generally are inadequate. One method has 
been used frequently by American researchers^ Its object being 
to determine whether some propaganda instrument could change 
the opinions or prejudices of a group- Students were divided into 
two or three groups, with one of them designated a control group 
untouched by propaganda. The nature of their opinion on some 
specific question such as that of race, was then established. Then 
the groups to be influenced were subjected to carefully prepared 
psychological manipulations via pamphlets, films* conferences, 
and so on. After the period of propaganda, an evaluation of opin
ion changes by ordinary methods was attempted, with the control 
group as basis of comparison. The evaluation of opinion toot place 
twice—once immediately after the manipulations, once after somt 
timep in order to establish the persistence of the modifications. 
These experiments have been described by many American writ
ers. Generally, the conclusion has been that such propaganda had 
very little effect* that patterns and stereotypes were little changed, 
and that group opinion remained unchanged. Moreover the slim 
results that were obtained disappeared rapidly. 

1 claim that such results mean nothing because the method is 
totally inadequate. Its shortcomings are numerous. First, the ques
tion under experimentation is tlie experimenter's choice—it is not 
a burnings explosive question of immediate concern- I have denh 
onstratedp however, that propaganda can only work in the face 
of profound immetliury, Second, such propaganda efforts always 
employ verv modest means (some pamphlets, one or two films}-
have no real orchestration and are of sliort and inadequate dura 
tion. Evidently, we cannot expect to eradicate ^ *ace prejudice 
after a few days or weeks of propaganda, no matter how well 
made. Moreover^ such experiments take place in a vacuum, in 
that the individuals subjected to them are cut off from their nor
mal milieu. Tlie normal conditions under which propaganda works 
are in no way reproduced- Such propaganda takes place in no 
sociological contest. Then, there is no crowd effect, no psych* 
logical tension, no interaction of individuals caught In a mass and 
exciting each other—the experiment is shared by only a fewp in 
a laboratory atmosphere. These conditions are the very opposite 
of propaganda. There is no participation in a general action, in a 
general line, in party activities. There Is no tie to any organic 
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(ïoûr There is no call for action, nor any chance of engaging in 
any—but those are essential elements of propaganda- Finally, 
These laboratory experiments mean nothing because they do not 
reproduce the true milieu uf real propaganda or its methods. Tliey 
are at best attempts at partial influence* and it is completely un
less to draw conclusions from them about the efficacy of real 
propaganda- To believe otlierwise reveals considerable ignorance 
of the phenomenon. 

On the other hand, attempts at analyzing public opinion have 
been made Here the researcher at least deals with real situatlons-
A whole collection of devices has been used for such research, 
which, however, has been carried out in diffuse and fragmentary 
fashion- Jn this way researchers in the United States have analyzed 
votes by groups, localities, classes- have systematically analyzed 
the mail received by a newspaper after a particularly significant 
article; have made surveys in theaters and movie houses in con
nection with propaganda films, particularly war Elms. In the last-
named instances, various expressions of approval and disapproval 
were scientifically collected. Tliey have even tried to measure 
noises in theaters by using special equipment (noise meters, 
applause meters), but tins turned out to be a failure because the 
spectators soon realized what was going on and modified their 
reactions. In principle, it is necessary that the analyst be com-
pfetely hidden and neutral. Finally, certain word*: and the sig
nificance attributed to them before and after a propaganda 
campaign were analyzed. Of course, such analysis must be carried 
out in extremely diversified milieux and places- The use of "key 
words" Is in fact very revealing with respect to unconscious 
absorption of propaganda. 

In such surveys the public must be unaware of the research 
being done However, when the method of "participants" is 
used, the subjects of the experiment know tbev are under ob
servation. The participating observer must live in a given ^oup, 
which should be localized and as unaware of him as possible; 
and he must be progressively assimilated into the group. He 
fearns to know it inside out and becomes integrated into i l - Mis 
primary task is to observe daily events as an anthropologist ob
serves primitive peoples, and these facts bearing on behavior 
allow the researcher to classify successive effects of various fomu 
of propaganda. This will yield a complete pattern of individual 
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attitudes and of changes to these attitudes within the social struc
ture. This 1$ probably the best and most precise method. From 
(he limited results ft produces, certain conclusions are warranted. 
But a major obstacle stand* in the way: trained teams of observer! 
ere needed—red social scientists, not partisan* of a propaganda. 
These people must be well paid for a long tune for Uppar< 
enUy) doing nothing. I D reality, only the State can empby this 
M M 

Finally, there t i a much easier and faster method, such as sur
veys by Roper or Gallup. This method can be employed frequently 
and yields reasonably sure, fast results. But it presumes genuine 
education on the part of the public. The public must not only 
understand the meaning of these services and lend itself to them, 
but it must also be without fear. For this reason, the usefulness 
of surveys to establish propaganda effects is limited; it cannot 
be used in a totalitarian system because the connection between 
the propaganda-makers and the police is well known in such 
regimes and because the public cannot respond properly to the 
questions asked. Similarly, surveys cannot gauge the effects of 
terror propaganda because the public will be Intimidated. Finally, 
lurveys cannot be used on minorities that feel oppressed: prole
tarians, Negroes, other racial or religious minorities. Nevertheless, 
surveys can evaluate what Francois Bourricaud calls the elasticity 
of propaganda, which Is a sure indication of its effectiveness-

Vast propaganda sectors, therefore, cannot be measured with 
the help of surveys. Moreover, surveys give much better results 
In connection with ""instantaneous" propaganda—if., during pe
riods of Intense propaganda (elections) or crisis. They reveal 
much less regarding sociological propaganda, propaganda promul
gating a myth, or In periods of calm. In fact, surveys must ask 
precise questions, offer limited choices, and refer lo some localized 
common experience. 

Surveys are beJple*i in periods of calm and with retard to 
propaganda's broader aims: at best they can discern certain tend
encies or establish whether some word is "more" or "less" on the 
public's mind. But they cannot penetrate the myth whose hold 
on It the public does not recognize. There, psychoanalytic sur
veys would be needed, but such research can be conducted only 
on individuals -

Even from another point of view, such opinion surveys, designed 
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to reveal propaganda Influences, are very uncertain In their. 
They rest on two presuppositions that 1 consider very debatable. 
The first is that propaganda's principal aim Is to modify public 
opinion, to replace some current of opinion, to manipulate indi
vidual opinions. But that certainly is not accurate. There a n be 
profound propaganda effect* that do not manifest themselves 
outwardly by changes of public opinion on one subject or an
other- The second presupposition is that surveys reveal the com
position of public opinion, and that such composition is the only 
thing that counts. But in reality another equally important ele
ment needs to be studied: the intensity of opinion- That intensity 
cannot be established by opinion analysis, despite all weighted 
indices, the multiplicity of questions, the crow-questions, and 
n on. I t must be remembered that two groups of the same 
•lie in a society may be entirely different with regard to the 
intensity of their opinions and the degree of their integration 
in society. For example, In 1948, to say that there were 35 per
cent Communists and 25 percent anti-Communists In France (to 
take the simplest possible example) means nothing. For on one 
side, there are militants who are ready to throw themselves 
headlong into action and to sacrifice themselves, and—what is 
even more important-—are well-organized; whereas on the other, 
there are unorganized people who have no Intention of emerging 
bom their passive individual state. And it must be understood 
thai propaganda operates mcreasingly on the qualitative level, 
in the domain of intensities. 

Any propaganda that had not changed a single vote, but had 
pushed a revolutionary group to white beat or diminished the 
conviction and devotion of another group, would have success 
without an opinion analysis being able to register It. Conversely, 
loch analysis might register opinion change*—for eiample. among 
the undecided—which appear in the wake of a "one-shot" propa
ganda, bnt which ultimately surprise the propagandist by failing 
to Last 

Finally, I must raise a last question Opinion surveys concern 
themselves with public opinion and must address themselves to 
*e entire group whose opinion is to be analyzed For this reason, 
nnveys operate with representative samples. Yet, an aggressive 
propaganda wiH not necessarily address itself to all of public 
apnuorx I t wul take Into its sights only a particular mb-groop. 
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fraction, or tendency. Because propaganda bas precise objectives, 
It does not concern just anybody. To analyze whether such selec
tive propaganda is effective, it would be necessary to analyse 
only the target group or the particular tendency that was to be 
modified. Buth generally, it will not be known which sector will 
be attacked by the propaganda!, and when it is known, it will 
be too lata. For all these reasons, public opinion survey methods 
are not really adequate to measure the effectiveness of props-
ganda-

Analyses of individual cases are being made concerning indi
viduals who have been subjected to propaganda- In the wake of 
World War I I , American and British psychologists and sociolo
gists undertook a large |ob; they made studies of German soldiers 
who surrendered in 1945 in an attempt to determine whether 
American propaganda, aimed at persuading them to surrender, 
had been effective (Shils and Janowitz, Dicks. Curfein and Jano
witz on German l"A'• . studies of German civilians in 1946, to 
determine whether they had been affected by Nazi propaganda 
(Padover); studies of captured elite troops in the United State 
and Canada in 1945 (Hicks J; studies of refugees from the USSR., 
10 determine the effects of Soviet propaganda (Inkeles). A series 
of investigations in the American army, undertaken in 1944-3. 
to determine whether American soldiers were conscious of "war 
aims" must be included in these research projects. Most of these 
investigations had negative results—i.e., they showed that propa
ganda had had no decisive effect But I feel that ail these studies 
suffered from inadequate methods. 

First of all, concerning Germans interrogated by the British and 
Americans—what credibiUty can be accorded to statements by 
men who are prisoners, vanquished, accused, who have gone 
through tremendous ordeals and who are in the presence of their 
masters, their victors, their eventual judges? To think that these 
men spoke the truth simply because they were promised anonym
ity or impunity is childish- Precisely because they had lived under 
Nazism, and even more because they had accepted it, they 
could not give the least credence to such guarantees—the Nan 
regime had used the same stratagems to uncover and eliminate 
Its enemies. These prisoners necessarily lived in a universe of 
combat, of lies, of commitment, whereas the researchers placed 
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themselves—and wanted to place the prisoners—In a liberal, un
restrained, frank universe: this misunderstanding vitiated all 
the findings of these investigations. Without being paradoxical, 
one might even say that the more these investigations showed that 
the prisoners had not been affected by propaganda, the more 
they really proved that the men were still living the lives of 
propagandees. 

On the other hand, how can one believe in the sincerity of 
responses concerning a man's Nazis convictions in Germany after 
L04S w h e n Nazism had been outlawed and Nazis were being 
eliminated from tlie German administration? With regard to 
prisoners, how can one fail to see that for a PW of one or two 
years, no longer subjected to propaganda, his position vitiates 
all conclusions one can possibly draw from such Inquiries?1 Be
cause only 15 percent express Nazi convictions, to percent ex
press feelings favorable to Nazism, 50 percent are indifferent, and 
15 percent are hostile, to assume that a mass of individuals sub
jected for ten years to Hitler's propaganda retained their critical 
capacity vis-a-vis the regime is to draw conclusions that are en
tirely uncertain, despite the enormous labor undertaken. 

The most serious fault of all these Investigations seems to be 
the following: they preserve the old notion that the effect of 
propaganda manifests itself in clear, conscious opinions and that 
the propagandee will respond in a specific way according to the 
propagandist's slogans. But this is less and less true. One roust 
understand that just as there is dissociation between private and 
pubhc opinion, there is dissociation between opinion and action-
Propaganda works in that directum. It Is not because some Indi
vidual holds clearly defined Nazi or Communist convictions that 
he will behave for the beneBt of the Nazi or Communist regime. 
On the contrary ft is increasingly understood that those who have 
clear, conscious convictions are potential heretics who discuss 
acbon in the light of doctrine. Conversely, because a man cannot 
clearly express his war aims does not mean he will comport 
himself less well on the battlefield if he is properly indoctrinated 
with propaganda—or fail to eiclerminate Jews just because he is 

• W of t b * « -uthm, m „wtn oi the ibor tara inp of (hii method, h , a u m p k 
™ y J * ' German prUOirai w « e nrt * K h the methodi of n u v n , 
•*ere inhibited by iLeir . m b p c t f r i lu CenMOV, u d » on. hfevciddeu <l,*n 
UiffiOrt « I I LLK î b a e lDrthudi and d j *w tondu.ujiU limn (t»<j findlngi. 
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not an articulate racist/ or fail to be a devoted militant because 
be cannot formulate the dogma of the class struggle. What mat
ters to the propagandist Is to have a good soldier, a devoted mili
tant, a pofpomut Thus, to declare that 50 percent of German 
P W i ware indifferent to Nazism because of their negative re
sponse to trick questions is to bypass the problem. What is impor
tant to know is what they did. Did they participate in Jew hunts 
and the destruction of ghettos, in eiecutions of civilians, bombard
ments of cities, torpedoing of hospital ships, and so on? I f they 
did these things, they did so because they had a motivation far 
stronger than their opinions, one that wi l l not be revealed by a 
questionnaire of this sort 

Similarly, to conclude that propaganda bad little effect on the 
German soldiers and left them on a private, individualized level 
merely because they were much more interested In the fate of 
their families than In anything else seems to me to have little 
relation to reality. When the average militant is captured. Is out 
of action and protected against propaganda, he will obviously 
return to his personal problems. This does not mean that he was 
not under t i e influence of propaganda when he was plunged 
Into action. On the contrary—as I have shown, the cessation of 
propaganda leads the propagandee into privatization. 

With regard to the Inquiries of American soldiers, they suf
fered from the same faults. To conclude that there Is a contrast 
between war propaganda and Individual opinion because Jess 
than so percent can name the officially promulgated war aims, 
less than 10 percent know the basic points of the Atlantic Charter, 
and more than 50 percent define their war aims in purely per
sonal terms—is to flunk very negligently. For the aim of propa
ganda obviously was to obtain the most courageous and efficient 
soldiers, and not necessarily those inspired by a moral ideal 

* A goad example of nich onvefres '•• the following; I n cormecttDD wltti the b i d 
of ft ;••".! defendant (Surickif. many ludictary chronicler* wrote unU-ScmiUc 
m i l l , u revealed by M n . Hone (Etrfdenwi, 1 9 5 9 ) . But mm* of these writer* 
wAi ft tacist. On th# contrary, they were i Jltl •N-Tl'. and they Strongly protested 
fhenr fncndihip foi the Je*<- SHU, thnnr repOtbE VtK what they wOT. While writ
ing them and frying To ecplnin the actiona of the defendant by h i * origini. the 
wil tc i t actually adhered to the " " ' v p H , Images, Uld prejudices cJ toII-Semitic 
propaganda, which had remained fully unconscious, bat Rill determined thanr 
action i r though on Ibe oonKlonf level they ware abwfutely not anni-Sanltta. And 
when Ihey became AWUE of what they b i d d m , they iafisted they had sever 
mea.Pt [.1 ffy [hat 
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Propaganda played on the most elementary drives to make a man 
engage wholeheartedly In combat. In that, i t was effective— 
even if i t could not express itself in ideological "war aims," Or 
It restricted itself to the formulation and dissemination of war 
aims. Then it was a childish form of propaganda that could not 
move anybody, and one must not be surprised if individuals 
formulated their own war aims differently. Moreover, attention 
must also be paid to the effect in depth that occurs when these 
war aims (liberty, war against barbarism. etc,) are absorbed. 
This effect can be very active but will not necessarily be expressed 
by the propagandee m the same terms as by the newspapers. Dif
ferences between propagandists formulas and their repetition 
hy the propagandee do not mean that he fails to act 

It must be concluded that this entire research method cannot 
measure propaganda effectiveness: 

Finally, a word on efforts to measure tangible effects: shifting 
of votes, increased sales in the wake of an advertising campaign. 
Joining a party as a result of a membership drive. This is all very 
limited. Political parties always make such efforts to evaluate 
their actions. They try to interpret all indications and to accord 
propaganda the part that it played. A very good example of this 
form of analysis has been furnished by Sergei Iduddiotin 1 after 
studying the 193a election results in Germany; in that study 
the effects of Social Democratic propaganda in Hesse emerge 
very clearly. Then there are the research studies by American 
political parties to explain the 10,5* elections, and particularly 
the shift of Catholic votes away from the Democrats. This was 
apparendy the result of a variety of propaganda efforts; propa
ganda on un-American activities, nationalist propaganda, military 
rad even religious propaganda (hopes oE seeing an American 
pope), Eisenhower tied the struggle against Communism to reli
gious nationalism (religion is the counterweight to tyranny). This 
apparently greatly influenced Catholic*. 

Finally, the Communist party, after having made propaganda 
in some district or village, evaluates the results by the number 
of petitions, collection^ signatures, and so on. But no real sig
nificance can be attributed to such research operations. The 
criticism of Tehakhotin's analysis is well known, as Is the attribo-

http://mea.Pt
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lion of entirely o d w «use. than Sod*! Desnocraue propa^aada 
to the dection defeat lo H a s t Nothing certa!» emerges from 
such analyses. , 

Other attempt- at measuring effects D t being tried by conuner-
ció! firms üı regard to advertising. The object is different, but the 
methods are related. Commercial firms are interested in unmecU-
•te refulti in order to learn whether it is advantageous to ad-
vertite whether advertising reduces benefiis. *ben they 
should advertise (before or after Uunching a new product, at 
what time of the year, how far to go, how not to uverihoot the 
mark At best, all this can emerge only from analyses of past enects. 

But we must also ask who is reached by advertising. Tliere are 
thousands of ways of looking fur tlui—io« leaders, free samples, 
quertiufuiaires. and so on. Bui thev all disregard the influence 
O N the unconscious, t l * - most important part. This education of 
rerJeses and instilling of habits is propaganda's Urn- effect, and 
cannot be gauged by direct inquiry, but only by Üıe massive 
participation it evokes. What counts Is to assess the tutal effect 
of advertising. In the oommercial wurld it will be measured in 
P B o e y ; the cost of advert™* is compared with the returns 
GeihetsJJv. advertising costs are between 5 percent and ao per 
cent of the salcı price. If thev exceed so percent, one may doubt 
that the returns justifv the added expense, but there are excep
tions when such costly campaigns are accompanied by a great 
improvement in tlie quality oí tlıe product—for example, adver
tising doubled tlie sales of die French cigarette Cflones m one 
year (1938). The problem of return is central in commercial 
affairs. 

The State does not alwavs have to count propaganda costs 
and Ümit them." In fact, the aim frequently exceeds simple ques
tions of money. If the object is to gain io percent more vetes m 
order to marshal unanimitv belilnd some economic program, 
stimulate energies, eliminate an opponent s psychological resist
ance, influence foreign public opiiiion—all this can be well meas
ured, and the importance of the demarche is such that money is 
spent without being counted. In other situations, the State fre-

• İr ki M Y If mî Ar dTipropuEÜOn klwfín tfe* pnoımaul HIM fliprtıdcd U H ! « * 
Hum, ID the u m oí Naö Onaany, th* U S S.R., *nd -I» Ü K to**™* d*™* 
,hr , İh* «*r-U «J UV lhı« b.U->. U-Brtl « IV *™r, 
hafevb |u» V** »»45 « i • prepon» lo Ö» c B » 
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quendy cannot even try to measure the propaganda returns; fee 
esample, in wartime, propaganda directed to an enemy cannot 
be measured by its repercussions (feed-back). In any event. If 
the psychological shock succeeds, it must remain hidden, for 
cjtherwiae the propagandas would iniinediatelv be arrested by 

own police and all propaganda effect wuuld itup Besidn 
if a sjoverruoenl knows that some foreign propaganda it effective! 
it will make appropriate counter-propaganda. 

To sum up this anaJy j u 0 f (he inadequacy ot the various mefeV 
ods designed to evaluate the effectiveness of propaganda. Let us 
add the following observations; 

i . Most sociologists and pohtlciani consider tl>e mathematical 
method the most exact and efficient But this method seem* to me 
Bot just debatable, but wrong The mathematical methods (sta-
tutia, etc ) can be applied uuly within very narrow limit*, and 
to problems that generally have had to be taken out of context 
Most sociological phenomena defv this method. The desire to 
reduce a situation to precise figures presumes a threefold prior 
operation 1 

1. The removal of the fact to be quantified from its psycho
logical, relipuui, sentimental, historic contexts and its removal 
from the uidividuals Wciiawtiuiuvng as a whole. 

h. The reduction of the phenomenon to Its simplest state 
by elimination of all complexities and subsidiary aspects-^ 
which may actually be the most important. 

c Consideratioo of the external pbeinrncna only thou eh 
they may be merely extensions of more important. rJifTerent 
lactors. But quantification must restrict itself to external aapects 
tehavior. visible attitudes, and so on. 
This would be barely acceptable if it were admitted that the 

iHults are rather tfun and relatively insignmcant. But because 
ft* tre expressed m figures, and because we have a maniacal 
*rth in the exactness of malheiriatios. it i , claimed that such 
mtfhods produce the truth itself, and that the rest is literature 
Jut it u precisely the rest that is most important, so Ion? as we 
*> not have a total "robot' image of man. It is the rest that is 
^pnriant so long a, we do not discount man altogether, as do 

Km*) Report and others. What tt perticulariv serious in this 
^ « n o n i , thst the s c c k ^ c h o k ^ who use such rnathe-
™Bcal methods, are quick to claim that what cannot be reached 
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by their method* does not «1st But I bav* tried to show that 
iuch method* are Inadequate- for the problems studied here, and 
I must add that the result* attained and the figures arrived at 
never go beyond what is already obvious and merely commoo 
sense. To prove with figures, after long statistical inquiries, that 
women are more receptive to emotional propaganda than men 
is hardly an astounding revelation. Common sense also tells us 
that man has a certain psychic stability that cannot be altered 
radically by propaganda, figures, charts, and ratios add utile to 

a My second observation Is that these *o-calh*l scientific meth
ods are extremely partial. All analyses of effectiveness with regard 
to propaganda that 1 have seen reveal an umnnscious bias. To 
Etve lust one example: Most American studies on the ^ a i J v e 

effectiveness of Nad and American prorwEjnda conclude thai 
Nazi propaganda did not have a profound effect on the Gennans. 
that Nazi propaganda in no way whatever reached American 
opinion, but that American propaganda had certain tactical effects 
on German soldiers, mdi.cm t tthem to surrender in 1045. But Coel> 
bela also had some rather thorough, systematic studies made that 
invalidate the first two claims. With regard to the third, even the 
American specialists themselves are in disagreement (Sbils and 

WTnTwychologists and sociologists who have held that propa
ganda had little effect all share certain views based on the chdce 
of values They are humanists who believe in the resolute character 
of human nature, the permanence of personality, the irrationiJ 
but stable foundations of psychic life, and who (unconscious^ 
refuse to admit that men can be entirely mastered, dominated, 
conditioned Or thev are convinced democrats who believe m 
the demw^itic presupposition that the citizen must be able to 
retain autooomy of wi l l and judgment because without it elec
tions would mean nothing, elected representative* would repre
sent nothing, and there could no longer be talk of the soveretgnty 

of the people, , , 
It is completely acceptable to have such a view of man, bu> 

it Is a metaphysical view. It is petfecdy acceptable that a mar. 
should remain an optimist and idealist, and for that reason •> 
clue that propaganda is not very formidable and make it an ad 
of faith that man will always come out on top. But people should 

not claim to have reached such ctmclusions by scientific aiialytH. 
itatistics, and sociological experiments.1 

3. ^P*gan*. 's effectiveness-** the absence t h e r e o f - ^ . u t 
be established by such methods. I t can be done only by ot-servi-
tion of general pl*nomena, by the best possible use of our eer«ra| 
knowledge of man and his sodo-political envumunent by a mix 
ture of judgments of approximation, and by the best ix^iiUr 
use of the clearest of reasons. This cannot lead to figures a t o 

ytrict certainties, but it yields certain prababwties and above 
all, precludes the massive errors into which the exact methods 
lead us. 

2. Irtcffectfaenet* of Propaganda 

In the M o w i n g we will look at four problems connected with I 
propaganda s ineffectiveness. 

On the basis uf general considerations about the psychic life 
of the mdividual, many psychologists, particularly the Americans 
reach the conclusion that propaganda is Ineffective I will select 
two out of many examples. The first concerns the stability of 
stereotypes. Most observers (Young, Krech and Crutchheld, Mac-
pougall) think it practically impossible to change stereotypes 
by psychological manipulation. I agree quite readily, without 
investigating whether these stoeotypes are spontaneous or pro 
ouced by propaganda. It should be added that these stereotypes 
are equally impervious to personal experience and hard fact* and 
(hat if propaganda cannot budge them, information can budge 
them even Jess. But It cannot be denied that certain stereotype* 
are the result of propaganda. They acquire the same stability 
and force as the others. For example, the stereotypes of the Com 
murust ideal, prdetarfan Messianism, and the identification of 
the U&S-R. with peace and revolution (propaganda had little -
trouble associating these two contradictory terms) produced 

uicu mmn at mtO$mtm. In gemal, one an H E At full tut™» <rf ill tur» 
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by p r o p a g a n d a * bave easily withstood the impact ol such shock
ing É acli AS L r • - - Nazi-Soviet Fact, the déporta tionj from the Baltic 
«> un trie* A n d the Ukraine • 1^44-5) h and the Hungarian massacre 
( 1956). Actually, such massive facts do shake opinion for * brief 
lime an J momentarily efface stereotypes, but after a few weeks 
the fact is relegated to the past Tl become* engulfed in e i p l k * 
tiom. ils obvious significance disappears, and the old stereotype, 
completely unchanged, resumes its place and vigor. For ciampl*. 
Sartre's personal evolution lasted from October 195G to January 
1957. How - ..• one, then, conclude from the existence of stereo
types that propaganda is ineffective? 

On the other hand, the non-relation between opinion and action 
needs to be considered here once again. For example, in a recent 
struggle over public schools, I found the following: Some of my 
friends mouthed the stereotypes of support for public schools— 
unity of youth, independence of the faculty, intellectual quality, 
and so on. They expressed their views very clearly—but sent their 
own chddren to private schools- This is not unusual. But I have 
shown that propaganda is principally interested in shaping action 
and behavior and with little thought. For this reason, propa
ganda's cutnpArillve inability to modify itereotypes does not pei-
mit the conclusion that it i t ineffective so lung as It Is able to 
obtain, beyond opinion*, irrational acts; nevertheless. I will admit 
Ibis relative inability-The same holds true for my second eiample: 
pre-existing attitudes. 

The question of attitudes i i now considered fundamental. It can 
he defined in different ways; 

Krueger states that an attitude is "a residue of experience that 
conditions and controls activity. A mental organization that pre
disposes an individual to a certain type of activity vis-à-vis peoplt 
or situations ! • installed-" 

Young savs thai -ttitude is a form of unconscious habit that 
expresses profound tendencies id a drive toward action R"1 

Krech and CrutchJield consider attitude "a durable organization 
• •I the emotive, perceptive and cognitive motivations related to 
one aiprtt of the world.1 1 

Thr*r défini Hum suffice to show that on the hails of such cofi-

•Wi ha-i iJ- *•. iHm. ftwi thftj poM • thr U*li>tJu*I "wUctJ* thU Cf *•* 
tiJortTMi'-.r, ukd rFfeet* U1E1 OY iJnï rtlinuJul. or bo* the (ndivti iul c fc ip i * âO 
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uderati-. ..̂  aThtude is a personal factor l e a d i n g to action. Of 
LOUTSCH mans personalltv does not consist of one attitudep but 
of a complex of Integrated and interrelated attitude*- The way 
jn*hich an individual reacts to a stimulus depends u n the entire 
pattern of his attitudes. WJiether the stimulus is a private or 
public event make* no difference; nor does it make any difference 
whether the stimulus is accidental or the result of a plan Con-
&equendyh a person In tlie grip of propaganda will react accord-
mg to his pre-existing attitudes and to the degree that tliese 
attitudes lead him hi read. Therefure propaganda must base 
itself on existing tendencies to have the greatest effect. If it goes 
against ingrained attitudes, it cannot have any etfect." Mac-
Dpugall savsh for examph . that Uapl propaganda does not reach 
fflBfrfam Catholics and that Western propaganda does not reach 
convinced Communists. Still, there are defections: some Catholics 
da become Baptuls and vice versa. The temptation then will be 
to say that their previous attitudes were only superficial. But tlutt 
is not serious reasoning, It is like the argument of predestination 
that will say of A Christian who lias committed a trespass: this 
proves that he did not have proper faith to begin with. 

Doobgoes further: "Anv response to the stimulus of p r o p a g a n d a 
depends entirely on the past experiences of the individual. Propa
ganda limits itself to evoking a response he has already learned 
This response was already part of his personality. . . . The propa
gandist mu*t follow the current of public opinion." In Doub's 
view, if one were to examine whether propaganda his had an 
effect, one would have to individually examine those who h a v e 
obeyed propagandah in order In see whether they A l r e a d y had 
attitudes pushing tl*em toward action in a given direction. Doob 
insure ihev had. 

This view has been criticized with good arguments by Miotto. 
who reasons as follow* 

L How could Goebbels's propaganda keep the Germain in line 

Cut*Ti(*t ctumi -h*t rfw p ^ i i r ^ d * b t h * United Stiff* 
ï ^ ™ 1 1 - • = -*4V tP buy M « Bundf A d ml t J u n f t In 1**. 

PCfrKlWTï rfff ialm} tfir b m for b v v w i < ^ * 4 , L » 
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and fighting to the last minute against all evidence and feelings 
of fear and their desire for peace? 

a. How, on the other handp can one explain the famous "unde
cided" In elections and on all political questions? The undecided 
do not make their decisions in consonance with pre-existing tend-
enciesp but according to where they are being pushed b y propa 
gandjn 

^ Tbe importance of pre-existing attitudes may be valid in 
peacetime when the crowds are not subjected to psychic tension 
And social groups are stable. Propaganda mu*t adapt itself to their 
habits in such times* But inside a society in a state of distal* 
gration, with considerable class changes and high nervous tension, 
propaganda need not move in traditional patterns; it can inter
fere brutally and carry the decision beyond all accustomed con
siderations. 

4. Finally, how can one explain the violent twists and turns of 
propaganda, as, for example, in the case of the Communists « 
die Nazis? Attitudes have not the time to follow suitp and yet> m 
most cases, the people follow. It cannot be said that they do thu 
through obedience- In following propaganda, die people believe it. 

Let us add here a thought by Stoetzel. He has evolved a theory 
that a person can have two opinions on the same subject—hii 
private opinion, which he keeps carefully to himself or expresses 
only to a very small number of persons, and bis "public* opinioo, 
which he shares with his group. Propaganda uses this coexistent* 
of two opinions. By doing S0j it can "make an individual take Sfi 
action completely different from the action that would be sparked 
by his private opinion." But die expression of public opinion ii 
not necessarily based on pre-existing elements. I t springs much 
more frequendy from circumstances, external currents> and so OIL 

Finally, two remarks: Obviously, a pre-existing attitude exists 
in the lace of one propaganda act. I f one makes one speech, « 
publishes one article, the response to it will obviously be condi
tioned b y peoples prior positions. But that is not propaganda 
Does anyone believe that pre-established attitudes wi l l resist i 
real propaganda tliat surrounds the individual without pause from 
morning to night, from childhood to old age, in all that he readi 
sees, hears, without giving him respite, a moment to paBiseh think 

catch his breath? 
Under sucb conditions, pre-existing attitudes will fade quickly. 
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They cannot resist the psychological bombardment of a real propa
ganda campaign. 

Even if one thinks that inch a description applies only to propa
ganda in totalitarian countries, we must remember what we have 
iftid about sociological propaganda in other ccuntries-

Tbush this theory (that propaganda is dependent on pre-existing 
attitudes) does not mean much. On that basis, no psychological 
explanation of propaganda is possible-

All that needs to be preserved of this theory is that propaganda 
must always use existing tendencies, as J have already said. But 
pre-existing attitudes are only a temporary factor of secondary 
importance, which needs to be considered only at the inception 
of a propaganda campaign 

Some have claimed to find proof of the ineffectiveness of propa
ganda elsewhere. Propaganda, they say, generally leads to indif
ference. When an individual in a democracy is placed between 
two propagandas, there is no reason for him to decide Yei or 
Noh and the propagandas cancel each other out The example 
mast frequently given is an election campaijpi. With regard to 
totalitarian countries, where the individual is assailed by exces
sively heavy propaganda, it is said that he knows that he is being 
Lied to and no longer listens, escaping into political absent-
mindedness. He closes up and can no longer be reached. Exam
ples of this are said to be the attitudes of the Soviet people vis-i-vis 
Stalinist propaganda, or Hungarian opinion: according to a 1958 
wvey; HThe majority of the respondents were favorable toward 
Kadar" (obviouslyt), but it was also noted that "Hungarians are 
primarily Interested in their personal and local problems, and very 
tittle interested in political and international problems* This, it 
is claimed, shows propaganda's ineffectiveness. 

In the same direction, the observations of Lazarsfeld: In the 
United States, the FCC demands that every private radio and 
TV station devote some hours to civic programs. But, says Lazars-
feld, the results are not very encouraging; the listeners and viewers 
him off their sets—"the difficulty is not to make the horse drink, 
but to lead it to the water. . . . I t *ven has happened that out of 
sheer contrariness the listener reinforced the prejudices and opin
ions he was asked to surrender " Thii well-known effect is called 
Wmemng, and incidentally it often is dted in support of c laim 
of the ineffectiveness of propaganda. 
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But these examples axe not very convincing We have studied 
the phenomenon uf indifference in the c u e of unilateral propa
ganda in totalitarian countries and have found that it is not a 
failure but a success of propaganda With regard to the alleged 
ineffectiveness of two contradictory election propagandas, I will 
limit myself to three remarks* complementary to what has already 
been said on this subject: 

1- Those who assert this independence on the part of the lu-
teneT faced with opposing publicity campaigns are always intel
lectuals, who Jock at the phenomenon from a distance; moreover, 
they are always men who already have a fixed opinion and refuse 
to let themselves be inllurnced. 

2. Tt must be remembered how difficult it is to gauge the effec
tiveness and intensity uf a propaganda Can we really speak of 
two equal propagandas? It is hard to believe. Incidentally, thh 
does not mean that the more intense and better made propaganda 
will win automatically and in short order. Even election propa
ganda can have long-term effects if it is made systematically 
In France, between 1911 and 1936. the Communist party made 
progress mainly is a result of election propaganda, and the same 
was true for the Nazi partv during 1939-33, I t is. therefore, ahnott 
impossible to claim that just because there are two propagandas, 
thev cancel each other out. This common sense objection is en
tirely superficial. Let us add that, in any case, he who fads to 
make propaganda will be defeated immediately. This at least 
shows that propaganda Es needed. 

3. Let us return to the example of the American public's not 
being interested In civic programs on the radio. But are Such 
programs propaganda? We know that propagandas first requisite 
is to be heard, to excite individuals and make them l o o k o r listen 
It must, therefore, be assumed, at the very least, that the tech
niques employed are not the best. Let us look at the subject of 
the broadcasts: the opening of a new hospital, with a full descrip
tion o f its services; the opening of a new public library, with 
speeches on the value of reading matter; conferences on alcohol
ism, friendship between peoples . . . It was not necessary to make 
a survey here; i imply b v looking tt the l is t I could have told 
Mr Lazarsfeld t h a t 75 percent of the listeners would turn off 
the program. Here we have information that may be perfectly 
honest but Is ineffective This Is. as demonstrated elsewhere, an 
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example of the great weakness ON the part of information 
propaganda. Hie latter, not claiming to be educational, hurls peo
ple into burning actuality, appeals to everything that excites theni. 
Then thev do not turn ofi the program. The health bar that sells 
fruit juice is evidently less attractive than the bar thai sells liquor. 

.Marxism* too, readily takes a critical attitude with regard to the 
effectiveness of propaganda. I will offer unlv one example. Mao 
Tie-tung, In his report on the Internal differences between Com
munist countries* made in February 1951 {published In June 
1957 J - declared that one cannot force a people to renounce ideal-
urn or to believe in Marxism. Propaganda, he said, can riforce" 
people to become Marxist, but is ineffective in that case. Mao 
tdded that "one must use democratic methods such as public 
discussion* criticism* persuasion, appropriate education.' That 
sounds like a program of Human and Public Relations. But one 
must remember that the aim is, nevertheless, fixed and precise: 
the people must become Marxist- Mao rejects only certain methods 
of psychological pressure and the most elementary forms of propa
ganda. But what is "appropriate education?" It is to teach chil
dren a Marxist catechism, to give them • Marxist conception 
of the world in hlstorv and science. What ii public discussion 
and criticism? Who will conduct the sessions if not a leader who 
knows where they should lead and who will imperceptibly lead 
his speakers to that point In the course of the discussion. What 
Is persuasion other than one of propagandas most current forms? 
Mao describes only the more modem and personalized forms 
of propaganda. With regard to the democracies, we know from 
the experience of group dynamics how false is the assertion that 
propaganda is ineffective (see Whvte, Sorokln, etc) . Tc put it 
differently, all that matters is what one means by propaganda 
Besides, even if it were Impossible for propaganda to get people 
to believe in Marxism, propaganda was verv success! ul in China 
in making the people act in accord with the government's wishes 
The "great leaps forward" and the communes are admirable ex
ample* of propaganda's efficiency. 

To support the thesis of propaganda'^ ineffectiveness, manv 
refer to great historic examples For example, American sociolo
gists were forced to acknowledge that American propaganda 
failed when it tried to make the Germans resist their government 
hi I Q J 3 - 5 . In particular, the German civilian population con-
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tinned to resist despite bombings and food shortages. Industrial 
production remained at a surprisingly high Level despite far-
reaching destruction; morale did oot disintegrate in any way (see 
Warburg)* Propaganda specialists thought that morale would 
break down after the Normandy invasion, but the will to £ght 
persisted. And all this despite strong psychological action. Ergo— 
propaganda was not effective. 

But one should perhaps look at the other side of the problem 
and examine what caused the high German morale, what produced 
the resistance that led a people to fight until the very end of its 
material means for at least a year, without hope, when twenty-
eight years earlier the same people gave in while its army was in 
less danger than In 1944. There can be no doubt that it was the 
result of Nazi education—in other words, propaganda, propa
ganda that exalted sacrifice, war, military values* faith in the 
Fiihrer* the common weal, the superiority and invincibility of the 
German race. Such propaganda had begun fifteen years earlier 

had had time to take effect. American propaganda that began 
to penetrate only in 1943 coidd not stem the tide; it had no time 
The general morale, resting on propaganda—and not the survival 
of cadres and groups, as Shits £ microscopic analysis would have 
it—led to the German resistance;' for at least four months before 
the end of the war, communications were cut off, the police 
and the party exercised pressures only very sporadically, the ad-

*ThdJ Id the KffldudOD of CUriels and Janawltz, who showed, for example, thai 
£n?m June 1944 to Aprt] Ifl45 more than 6 0 percent of German soldiers still re
tained their faith in Hitler* And thai in February W B - 40 percent believed that 
Cr.-iiiHi-y could Still wirJ the war, ThfiK authoro concluded that It waj useless ( 0 

Attack the German wldier tin Jdeolofiical ground* Weutf : he W3S prr*™**! hf 
vtitito cf belnB a pfopagandce. But* Ln w n t i y i , there it t h * tiplorWe trndy by 
tUbj which attempt* to show that German propaganda had little: tffect* and that 
be Imind Such values W hcumrF fatherland, and 1 0 en existed where Small rprou^, 
and i : • 1:1 -11 kuly military STOOPS had succeeded to ^ r ^ v i n g . To the extent that an 
UI.IJI i'i'inl is satisfied with hit smalt #T4upP he cannot be attacked, end his resist
ance to outside fruM wi l l not spring brum prOr^^anda. T h i i interpretation -. "S • .-Ls-'s: 
conflict* In my view with b*5ic consideratiuDL With rewud to small groups why 
W W there inch great • wine groups = • tth ins without apparent reason, 
and » OH? There Is a basic problem here: the morale of the fir0UP- And that 
morale, precisely. U the remit oi propaganda- I f a newly turned anti-Nazi Is judged 
by h i * fcltowj, a tjanspcdirioTi of the Importance o i sdoganl take* piac* on hV 
personal InVel: i d e n t i c a l unity and "morale™ then constitute the- unif>: •- force « 
the primary group, if, converselyh we let an- individuals- morale collaps* quickly 
when he If Mparaled from hi- group, that ft (except ipr other obvious itasonsi 
because prppsiflanda is a mast phennmcnonj SO that the Isolated individual ipn> 
facte ttt»4 tobe a ^ p l g a r c d w Thil l ShUj la right, but atop* halfway. Propaganda 
L* p r w o t to i combat group. 
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ministration no longer functioned If the people, and no* just the 
combat groups studied by Shils, resisted, it was not because they 
were surrounded by official pressure, but because they had been 
propagandised in depth. And that also rendered them ill) m i i p ? 
to American propaganda, 

A second and classic example! Hungary, From the moment of 
the Hungarian Revolution in 1956, it was said that Communist 
propaganda had failed; even though this propagande had been 
going on for ten years, the people had retained their critical 
tense and had not been convinced. That was the standard argu
ment. The Western bourgeoisie was delighted to welcome those 
anti-Communists, valiant fighters for the Free World. How great 
was the astonishment and the general covering up when it was 
discovered that these revolutionaries were almost aU Communist*, 
or at least Socialists. And the Hungarian refugees of 1945, almost 
all adherents of Horthy's regime, refused to have anything to do 
wfth the new arrivals, on the ground that they represented the 
ertreme left. This is another propaganda success. Within ten 
years a population with a large majority of moderate rightist*, 
BO important moderate leftist group, and a small Communist 
minority (8 percent) was turned into an almost entirely Com
munist nation. 1 say "almost entirely," because the opponents of 
the regime who fled were also Communists who, even when 
beyond the reach of the police State, continued to say so though 
they knew that Communists were not popular in the countries 
to which they had gone. They had not revolted against a form of 
government or against Communism, but against a man, against 
excessive restrictions, against the presence of the Russians. This 
means that not just anything can be attained through pmpaganda 
and that only surface propaganda, tactical propaganda, had failed, 
whereas fundamental propaganda had succeeded. But it obviously 
is much more important to show that propaganda succeeded in 
transforming a nation into Communists than to show that it could 
not make them accept certain food îratrictions. 

Another eiample of the inef/ectiveness of propaganda is 
Algeria.1 I t is true that psychological action directed at the Arabs 
generally fails. Very few fe'Jaghas were persuaded by propaganda 
to lay down their arms and come over to the French side The few 
oases in which this occurred do not seem to have been the result 

^ i * wv «on» m 1 ssa md tt toduiei owusged 
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of propaganda. Among "neutral" Arab populations, uo great suc
cesses can be registered either, nor does pro-French sentiment 
seem to have Increased. On the contrary. Therefore, it is said, 
propaganda was ineffective. But here one must male distinctions. 

Let us say Erst that propaganda was quite effective with regard 
to the French groups. Young soldiers, often hostile to the war in 
Algeria in the beginning, changed their attitude after a few 
months there. This was not the esclusive result of psychological 
action, but it played Its part and was related to other things, 
such as man s inclusion in groups, his participation in a state 
of mind—all things that I have shown to be closely related to 
propaganda. With respect to Freoch civilians, propaganda was 
equally effective, and the events oi May 13 cannot be explained 
without the careful psychological preparations that toot place for 
the events of that day. The failure of propaganda toward the 
Arabs—aside from the fact that propaganda toward such groups 
is most difficult—must be attributed mainly to its extreme medi
ocrity and the shortcomings of its methods. Some meetings, usu
ally conducted by young people without experience, a few 
pamphlets (some of which were well done), some phonograph 
records—who can expect to convince anybody of anything by 
such means? The failure of propaganda must also be attributed 
to the complete absence of both a usable ideology and subjects 
that could cause excitement or enthusiasm: nothing had been 
marshaled against the nationalist passion. There was uo effective 
stimulus on anv Jevel. How can one claim to judge propaganda 
under such conditions? What happened in the camps can hardly 
be mentioned * All that can be concluded from this failure is that 
propaganda cannot be improvised Or made in just any fashion.1 

»5r t "bniDwaihlna." Append** II . , . _ . , 
T Here aw wme Otha well.fcnQwi, cxUnpT« 0* Failure of propaganda: OortbiH i 
propM-nda of against 0 « loung Plan; the 1<H5 mayoTatlty #l«*ioni ™ 
E3ff i The 1&4H Prflldflnt.il f l « t k ™ In the United 5 « « * the. pj/cholosi.-l 
prepuillHin lor Ihe S u « Mmp-uPi ( 1 9 5 6 ) ; Europe*" Dff*™ Corftmunity in 
France Bui shew tailuJH *erc ilmnst "» Hie l i i u l l ni tauJlY ludsmctrt 
[he teiitoty whue propwftinda « U to b* applied, or ol Ihr ovsrwhelmuiSJ pow« <3l 

U opponent. 
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J Effectweneu of Propaganda 

It is impossible, io my view, to establish precise measurements 
of the effoctJveuess or ineffectiveness oi propaganda. In honesty, 
ope tan judge it only in umjinietion with very broad facts and 
very general ideas. I shall give here some criteria oi judgment, 
often very banal and simplistic, which permit the conclusion 
that propaganda is indeed effective. 

First, some very general reasons deserve to be considered. The 
first is that today all politicians and all big businessmen agree that 
psychological action, propaganda, advertising, human relations, 
and public relations are indispensable and definitely produce re
sults. Could one say that these men obey a new fashion, are 
victims of an illusion, or have not really thought about it? I n 
view of the deliberate attempt on the part of some sotio-psy-
chologists to demonstrate that puliticsl men err when they 
"believe" in the effectiveness of propaganda, one might ask who is 
the real victim of illusions here. If we think of men motivated 
entirely by the desire for efficacy, like Lenin, or of biisin«smen 
entirely motivated by the desire for higher profits, it would be 
hard to admit that such people, who are very resdistic, allow 
themselves to be taken in by iHusioos in this domain, 

A second argument on the same order is the following: Al l those 
who have lived in a strongly propagandized environment and 
have been subjected to the effects of propaganda (while trying 
to remain unaffected), all those who have seen propaganda in 
massive action, are agreed that propaganda is effective. Those 
who deny it live in countries that are still liberal and not sub-
f«ted to intense propaganda. Today hardly any Germans, Rus¬
™ , or Algerians question the effectiveness of propaganda. Only 
those who see it from afar, who are not directly subjected to it . 
who do not witness opinion-changes caused by propaganda, who 
MDfound the brushfire of a McCarthy with the propaganda of a 
Utfbbels, erpress doubts. Moreover—and this is characteristic 
-they do it to the same degree that they fail to see the true 
propaganda practiced on them. This er^lains why manv American 
swio-psychologists deny the effectiveness of propaganda, but 
admit, that of Public Relations and Human Relations; for these 

precisely the form propaganda takes in the United States. 

http://Prflldflnt.il
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There, It is the only truly developed, systematized, and long-
lasting form of propaganda. 

We must now turn to some very general and broad facts that 
are open to various interpretations. First: How can the following 
developments be explained without an admission that opinion 
and behavior changes took place as a result of the use of mass 
media? 

1 . The attainment of consciousness on the part of the labor 
class between 1848 and 19x7, M a n is perfectly right when be 
says that the actual condition of the proletariat Is nothing unless 
the proletariat Is aware of that condition^ that such awareness is 
simultaneously the creator of the labor class and the revolutionary 
will , and that it cannot occur spontaneously or individually. It LS 
the fruit of what the workers are told by certain Intellectuals, the 
result of an "education"—In reality, of a propaganda. Propaganda, 
sometimes uncertain and searching for a way but effective in the 
long run. has led the working class to where it Is now, and hai 
done so by closely miilng action, education, mass meetings, and 
"propaganda" In the strict sense of the term, according to the 
formula that 1 have indicated as typical for propaganda in the 
broad sense. 

2. The spread of the Socialist mentality In France between 1900 
and 1950: How did this famous shift to the teft come about? Why 
did the number of Socialist and, later. Communist votes increase 
constandy? Why were the Socialist reforms oi the State and the 
economy effected without revolution? Who would question today 
the nationalization of certain enterprises, social security, paid vaca
tions, and so on? A distinction must be made between those who 
vote Socialist and those—whose number is far greater—who are 
so imbued with Socialism that they no longer even recognize si 
Socialist what were considered to be purely Socialist demand* fifty 
years ago. Here again we see a slow penetration by propaganda. 

3. The revolutions of 1917 and 1933 are the results of propa
ganda, in the very words of those who made them. Lenin and 
Trotsky, Hitler and Coebbels said time and again that the success 
of their revolutions was the result of propaganda, which made 
the masses become adherents of a minority. 

4 . The spread of Communism and the Communizaiinn of the 
populations in the peoples democracies and China are also the 
result of propaganda. Those populations are progressively trans-

» » • n p l w i o n , of nationalism to the Cam™*™, Algeria I D -

gaud*. Th™ people w e * with™, h l t t m i c U r racal 
• M M S I * , or a national ^ Q . 

tooth centaq., contrary to t i e t h a i , that ^ n a h s r a h . 
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these developments into coordinates them, makes people 
conscious of them. Obviously, propaganda docs not cunt by Itself. 
But without it, nothing I happen, ft really start* the engine. 
And once the movement || underway, propaganda keeps i t going 
directs i t , and ensures its success. From a different point of view 
one can also see the importance of this fact if one realizes that 
no enterprise now is possible anywhere without psychologica. 
preparation, conditioning, persuasion, and so on. Every event in 
Our society supposes the allegiance or approval of all. and such 
participation in mind or action can be obtained only by propa
ganda. The fact [hat it is utilized in so many different field* show* 
that our society is in the process of booming a total society, e.g.. 
a society in which no single ait can be a matter of IndiDcrence: 
every act and feeling assumes a political character; no act is purely 
personal. Not to participate in Itidcr's Wlnferhif/e (winter col
lection for the pour), not to participate in the national enthusiasm 
in some n e w African State, not to take an interest in the problem 
of school systems In France in 1959, is no longer an individual 
act but a breaking of ties with commiuiitv; and tlie community 
cannot function today unless its citizen* are sufficiently integrated 
so that every reform, no matter what kind, is carried out by all, 
and assumes u political character. From there on, propaganda is 
necessary-. At the same time, one must assert that the mechanism 
works this w n and generally achieves its aim because propa
ganda is effective. 

Is it necessary to remind the reader here of the phenomenon 
of advertising^ I liave said that one cannot draw general con
clusions from its workings, but It seems impossible nowadays to 
deny that it i * effective in lis own sphere: I need not reiterate 
the examples found in all the books—about cigars smoked by 
gangster* in films or about cigarette-manufacturers who thought 
they had conquered the market, stopped advertising, and soon lost 
their sales, but I i n u * t give at least three indications. Even the 
careful reader, alert to exaggerations, must take seriously facts 
and examples given by Vance Packard, which testify to the pub
lic's enormous sensitivity to advertising. Second, every month 
new products appear for which there is no prior need, but which 
take their plan- in the market without much resistance. That 
exclusively (he result of prupaganda. New needs are created 
from the day a new product appears. Alter a few months of 
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getting used to a product, its absence will be felt h m M 

effective n«d wdJ have been created, f k t the need was ™ t Ï Ï 
esdusively by advertising l f ^ ^ ~ 3 
* * * * * ^ n o b o d y would buy it. Thud, (he ^ " ^ J 
3P i i M * ? * the U S S B * , r t r U ^ . u n u n i s t s 
had œn*,der.*i sdv^fnstag to be a capitalist d u * » , a 
non-prcduLfve expenditure, and so on, and after liaviw M^lished 
It as useless in a Socialist country, they Itave b r u u l ,< bac* 
o W g the past ten year,. It goes hand in hand w.ih beliel m 
R u c t i o n . VSe may be certain that wh™ production wiJJ W * 
m^eased further and produced new and more refined products 
advertising wM show an upsurge similar to that in thVv^ 
States. Does thrs not show that advertising is really effective? 

Let us now ™ m l r i * aether Geld in w h i c h propaganda is 
effective, m private life, and i n matters thai mm entirely outside 
, U b u t ' '^vertheless, show the individual-, extr-urdinary 
lensitivity to propaganda - ^ - » 7 

Can it be said that popaganda affect* an individual ukeq 
I T " " P 1 be^w t 9 Û i t f 

fuperfictal p^btic opuuoos of an individual and the psalourj . t t i -
hides that remain.with him, we might conclude that prop*, 
ganda works on the former and not on the latter. This i , (he 
generally preva.ling-and reassurmg-view. The individual would 
be reached by propaganda only to the extent that \„- participates 
ni jubhc opm.or, for to the extent that he is W i . h V d ^ ) and 
then on y m the upper levels of lus individual mvehd™,* and 
^ collectively a [ that. In this way, p^hologicai rfZS 
not transcend the effets of public opinion and would mZ no 
effect on the core of personahtv. Seeking mass effect, propa
ganda would determine only collective behavior, and lha. 3 d 
ihow why propaganda has so little effect on private conduct 

I >p.cal examples are propaganda against alcoholism or for 
-higher b , r t h rate. Such propaganda, it I , said, doe. not work 
because .1 deals with private matters. The stereotypes of heahn 
« nahorial power, pubhdy accepted by e v e r y ^ y ^ H ^ d 
«*wti-bly to respect for temperance and for large families but 
*ey have not reduced ale .hnl ,^ , , , ™ d thelize oî l ^ i l i e s 

propaganda, even if if succeeds in sparking specific collec
t e actions, is incapable of affecting persouahxv 

Jnis ts a facile malys*.. but it ^ to cssrreapoDd to 
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facts. First of all. it Is not correct to say that in Franc* the 
respect for temperance and large families is general; anion* die 
working class and the bourgeoisie, the general |udgment that 
a Urge family is madness and Rentle intoxication agreeable Is at 
least as strong as that respect What might be culled the mentality 
of the Canard Enchain* is surely that of the ma(ority in this 
corinection. And the stereotype of the boo vivant who eniovs bis 
wine plays around, and is not concerned with having children is 
certainly more powerful than the stereotype of the water-driiuring 
famdy man. 

But the anti-alcoholic propaganda posters in the Paris sun-
ways are slowly beginning to reach the individual. There are no 
actual figures as yet. but the protests by producers of wine and 
alcohol, addressed to the French Parliament, are a significant 
Indication. To cause auch excitement, effects on liquor consump
tion must have been felt. The same Is true for propaganda In 
favor of a higheT birth rate. One can no longer doubt that propa
ganda has had a profound effect on births. What really is curious 
is that there has been a considerable increase in births without 
a similar change in surface public opinion in favor of large families 
I t seems hardly debatable today that in Nazi Germany, in Fascist 
Italy, and in France since 1941. the increase in births resulted 

from propaganda. 
In the same way that propaganda can work for a higher birth 

rate it can (contrary to what I mvself believed until recently) 
also work for a lower one. The surprising experience in Japan 
is significant. I t Is well known that a country begins, spontaneously, 
to produce more children after a defeat. Japan, already very 
prolific before, was no exception to this rule: beginning m 1045 
Its birth rate increased rapidly. But it was quickly realized that 
this would lead to disaster. As a result, propaganda for a lower 
birth rate was launched in 1 9 4 s To be sure, in accord with whs, 
I have said many times, the campaign did not have an immediate 
effect But propaganda conducted sobdly for four years managed 
to show results in 1950. From 3*3 E » thousand in 1947, the rate 
dropped to 29 in ig*p. to 20 in 1954. *7* to • f " " 1 " 
of 50 percent in ten years, which had never been seen before. 
Japan now has one of the world's lowest birth rates." A striking 
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aspect of this development is that birth control spreads taster In 
rural areas than in the cities. 

A final example: since 1950 at least, there has been concern 
in France that there were too many students in the Arts and in 
Law, too few in Science and in Technology But there wax no 
change until It was decided that "a propaganda actiuo should 
be undertaken with the parents, to direct their children toward 
•he deficient areas' (November 1 9 5 1 ) . From that ujumt-ut 00 
a change took place, even though the propaganda was not par 
ocularly coherent, insistent, or continuous. The propaganda 
launched in 1951 began to take hold in 1956: from 1956 until 
1959 a shift of 35 percent of students in the desired direction 
took place. 

It follows that even in his personal conduct the individual 
is very sensitive to propaganda in some domains. I think this 
leads to the conclusion that the same is true of political behavior 
in fact, where the purchase of a product is concerned, the indi
vidual can rely on personal experience as to his needs, the value 
of the product, and m 0 0 . He can make companions before 
shopping, ail this is 00 the level of his direct eiperieoce, a simple 
poces*' Now, if he can be influenced in this domain (though only 
up to a point—he will not again buy products that turn out to ba 
inferior), be can be influenced all the more on the Level of eco
nomics or politics outside his range of personal eiperieoce, never 
simple, and always hard to compare. Similarly, where bis private 
conduct is concerned—to have children or not, or what to make 
them study—the individual generally knows what he wants and 
obeys motivations that are truly personal and concern him closely 
So, if he can be Influenced even there, will he not be susceptible 
to being influenced on much more reinóte and eicitinp question! 
that concern him Jess directly? 

Finally, to demonstrate furrier the extreme susceptibility of the 
^dividual, we must look at rumors and ftahUm—two c W y 
halted phenomena. Every rumor that circulates has a certain 
effect It is an amazing fact that rumors whose origins are not 
fcnown have a small audience fn the begtrring, *, large audience 
alter some time. The farther away the source and the greater the 
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Timber of individuals who have passed it on. the more the objec
tive fact loses importance and the more the rumor is believed by 
the multitudes who adhere to it. An individual does not remain 
unaffected by a rumor that is spontaneously circulated in hii 
milieu by a growing number of persons. Obviously, he pays uo 
attention to it unless he is already personally interested. In fact, 
no rumor can circulate if the individual is not concerned. He may 
be concerned, or feel he is. simply on the basis of the judgment 
—or what he thinks is the judgment—of his milieu. This is where 
we find fashion. But it may be objected that the decisive element 
is a commercial mechanism: a fashion is launched by the pro
ducers, and advertising plays the biggest role j in the form of an 
oraanized rumor launched by propagandists). This is true [n the 
maiority of cases, even in the case of such absurd fashions as 
the Yo-Yo, the Hula Hoop, or Davy Crockett. But it is oot always 
that way sometimes an absurd fashion spreads without adverOs-
ine. from onlv one point of departure, such as in the astonishing 
case of the Scoubidou. Beginning with an article in a ch.ldrens 
magazine and witliout any commercial interest being mvolved, 
France was submerged within a mouth by W b i d o u s made by 
children and adults. Evidently, we are lace to face with the phe
nomenon Of imitation, pure and simple, but to the extent that 
this Imitation U caused by an article that reaches Only a Limited 
number of children, it is an example of the individuals « < ™ 
susceptibility, his capacity to be influenced and propagandized 
Even if he defies itp even if he stiffens in the presence of true 
propaganda, he still is extremely vulnerable. These reflecboosand 
statements, selected arbitrarily from various fields and based « 
different methods, lead us to conclude that the effectiveness of 
propaganda is indeed great and decisive. 

4. The Limit* of Propaganda 

Propaganda, though effective, obviously does not have unlimited 
powers It would be erroneous to conclude that anything at aB 
can be obtained from people by propaganda. 1 have ahead? 
pointed out some limitations. Certain psychological or sociology 
conditions must pre-exist for the mechanism to work. For esamrjla 
the needs to be satisfied by propaganda must be kept in mini 

f i o j 
Obviously, no psychic changes or reversals of opinion can be pro
duced suddenly. I have also said that well-established opinion 
ihould not be attacked head on. However, propagandi consists 
first of all of a stocktaking of existing limitations. Outside those 
limits it is obviously ineffective. But it would be absurd to deny 
the efficiency of automobiles as a means of transportation merely 
because they cannot travel ou open fields or on the beach. At the 
same time, the limits of propaganda's field of actioo are very 
large1 ' 

fn an attempt to trace these limits, we might Erst remember four 
elements alreadv examined: 

1 . Pre-erisring attitudes. In the beginning, propaganda cannot 
move except within the framework of these attitudes, which it 
can modify only very slowly. 

a. The general trends and sociological factors of the society 
in which it acts. The first limitation is relative and can be over
come, but this second is an absolute limit. Propaganda cannot 
reverse fundamental trends in a society. For «ampie, in the 
United States no propaganda that would be against a democracy 
[formally) and in favor of a monarchy would be able to "take " 
Nor could any propaganda against Socialism be successful in the 
U.S.S.R.. nor any propaganda, anywhere in the world, against 
technology, progress, happiness, and so on. 

3 A third limitation is the necessity for consonance with the 
facts. A basic fact is always necessary. Propaganda can never 
be a propaganda of ideas, but must pronounce judgment on cer
tain facts (whether these judgments are accurate or not). Propa
ganda cannot prevail against facts that are too massive and defi
nite: Goebbels changed his propaganda after Stalingrad because 
•t was impossible to transform that debacle into a victory. His 
propaganda of success was followed by his pronacanda of 
heroism.3 

4- A last limit that abridges the capabilities of all propaganda 
from points of view. To have any effect, the psycho-
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logical action must be lasting and continuous. But time imposes 
a limitation because of the weak durability of the direct effects. 
To German public opinion, the Nazi doctrine is now disappearing. 
All propaganda evaporates progressively when it ceases. One 
therefore cajioot hope to create a final current of opinion or a 
type of man. But here again this limit is growing less restricting: 
the longer a propaganda has been made, the more durable its 
effects. The more profound, total, aod technically superior it has 
been, the more it will have changed man. The propagandist's work 
is never done. After forty years of rernakable propaganda in the 
U.S,S.H,, much remains to be done to capture man completely. 
Points that were believed to be won and no longer in need of 
propaganda treatment, must be taken up again and given a differ
ent treatment 5 I shall now turn to two new elements-

One limitation upon the eEectiveness of propaganda has not 
yet become clear: foreign countries. Tlie conditions for the de
velopment and effectiveness of propaganda analyzed here were 
mainly concerned with internal propaganda, inside a large group, 
society, or nation. Propaganda is most effective, most dangerous, 
and least noticed inside a group. Propaganda addressed to the 
outside is inevitably Ineffective to a large extent-.* there is the 
propagandist's psychological ignorance of tlie attitudes, centers 
of interest, and presuppositions of his target, and the spontaneous 
suspicion on the part of the target of all tiiat comes from the 
outside. There is the difficulty of establishing continuity, the 
impossibility of being in real "communication,'' the inevitable 
delay with regard to immediate events, the impossibility of all the 
mass media, of making "pre-propaganda," of using obsessive 
propaganda, and so on. Even when a country is occupied by a 
foreign power, the latter cannot really make effective propa
ganda (for example, German propaganda toward the occupied 
countries during World War IT). A poster or an article that evokes 
a response in one country may fail to do so in a neighboring one* 
Only very elementary operations are possible, very much prey to 

•Let I U remember Ote violen) attack* oF 1960-1 tgaJnR poorly made propaganda. 
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•Inia La how Dio* of ÜU Murea cJ German propaganda «ero regarded In ueiilraJ 
and occupied tVmnttW. 
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unforeseeable drcurrtstances—and that realty is not modem 
propaganda. What is remarkable is that such propaganda is actu
ally evoking the greatest interest, and that ft should represent 
the form fry which the effectiveness of propaganda as such It 
being judged. Psychological warfare is of passionate Interest to 
people, though i t is the least convincing type of propaganda. I 
have already discussed this. 

Too often propaganda has been judged by Its effects on • 
stranger or an enemy. From its effects on the Gemían army, 
Americans have concluded that propaganda is not effective (more
over, with variations of evaluations}. 1. In turn, am astonished 
that even one soldier should have surrendered as the result of a 
leaflet. Similarly, propaganda toward the Socialist countries has 
only very limited value or effect (even if it is heard, which Is not 
certain, so many receiving sets being official). I t i f giving such 
propaganda undeserved honor to attribute to i t the revolts in East 
Berlin and Hungary. I t is more Likely that, once the revolts had 
broken out, the rebels remembered and took seriously the 
formulas of that propaganda, and that when those were not fol
lowed by action, the rebels felt they had been deceived and 
rejected the West doubly: this is the famous boomerang effect 
which undeniably occurs. At the most, such propaganda can create 
a certain ambiguity in the thoughts and feelings of the foreigner. 
It can disturb certain ideas and judgments, show up certain 
claims of domestic propaganda as false, and create a certain 
amount of bad conscience. Al l that Is not negligible, but must 
not be exaggerated or considered as typical with regard to the 
effects of propaganda. Spear* has analyzed perfectly the weak
ness of propaganda addressed to the outside. He even considered 
such questions as: who, in an opposed nation, is really the enemy? 
Should one aim at the military elite as much as at the pxiUtical 
elite? Who, in such a nation, is a potential or actual ally? Who 
exercises the real power? What can and should be modified by 
propaganda—the ideological bases, political stnicruies, social 
Institutions? 

None of these questions can be given a precise answer, for 
to answer them we would need psychological mvestigations that 
cannot be carried out in a foreign country, even teas i n an enemy 

•inDarje] Leans f e d ) ; Fropagmáe fe W » and Cftrír ÍNcw York: C n p W . 
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country Ona can be guided only by general Ideu and estrrnatei. 
W one must not think that it is eaiier to operate with propa
ganda in a democratic country than m a dictatorship. Ob^ouary, 
in the former era, the mjectwo of propaganda from the uutnde 
It easy, but on the one hand, it may be more readily fdt u 
propaganda (because the domestic goverTjmental propaganda ii 
leu evident, less well recognized) and is therefore mistniited; 
on the other bani it «Jpood* much lew to a need In a totalitarian 
country, most people, before they are fully Intepated, want to 
hear what ii forbidden, the other line, which, incidentally, Is the 
only lupport foreign propaganda has. But In a democracy, this 
need ii much lesi felt, so that even though the reasons are less 
obvious, it hj as difficult to conduct external propaganda • gainst 
a democracy as against a dictatorship, These limitations on the 
effectiveness of "foreign" propaganda also apply when foreigners 
]hre m a territory C O T trolled by the propagandist. This held true 
for the Arabs and the Kabyla in Algeria, There. French propa
ganda was addressed to a people who remained foreigners. 

We are really facing here the greatest obstacle to psychological 
action: It can be fully effective only in the hands of nationals ad
dressing themselves to their fellow citizens. This is undoubtedly 
the secret of the great force and effectiveness of Communist 
propaganda. The homeland of socialism does not make Its propa
ganda directly to other peoples That propaganda is made by the 
Communist parties, which are national parties, and which, conse
quently, are within easy elbow-rubbing distance of those to be 
seduced. Subjects and methods may then vary peatly from 
country to country. This does not mean contnuliction between 
various Communist parties, but only a certain freedom <J action 
on the level of propaganda, which must be adapted to every 
nation. Every time a uniBeabon of propaganda dogmas was at
tempted (for example in 1 9 4 9 ^ 0 ! . effectiveness was educed. 
Thus, even though coming from the outside and doing the work 
of the US.S.R.. Communist propaganda nevertheless is a national 
propaganda playing on inclinations and using facts known directly 
and undents J 

A last limitation must be considered. Despite all technique, m 
the fin al analysis, • certain Inability to foresee the response that the 
Individual ii called upon to give remains. As the result of a 
stimulus, a personality may react with various responses, opinion* 
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or actions. The number of possible responses differs from person to 
person. Obviously, an esthete's reaction to a poster will differ 
from a worker's. The response really depends on the entire 
context of an individual, on his milieu, bii education, his family, 
his profession. In this domain of immediate and Lwl<«*^ re
sponse, the theory of pr*-extsttaç attitudes applies most clearly. 
It has been proved, for example, that in the case of a film, those 
who approached it with the most favorable attitude wan rnoct 
rraTueoced by it. (VS. Army Information Service, 1544.) Also, 
people will be more influenced by the propaganda of their own 
group, more prone to give it the expected response. 

To know exactly what response to- expect from a given indi
vidual, a complete psychological analysis would be necessary. One 
factor that profoundly modifies responses is culture. A high culture 
is favorable to propaganda because it makes man mor* able to 
understand facts, become interested in problerns. form judgments, 
and learn new attitudes. But this capability is decisive Only if the 
propaganda is really serious. Conversely, culture makes the prop* 
gsndist's work harder, for it will lead to 1 wider variety of 
responses t.. 1 stimulus responses that will often be contradictors -
the prupaçandüt is then not certain of bis effect Culture rnakea 
men see several solutions, discuss them, feel uncertain of then-
own convictions, and for those reasons, either not an 1 ui all. or 
make an unexpected response. Converse!,, the 
culture teams responses more slowly and Is less easily incited 
or provoked Into giving a response; but when the initiation is 
fdt, such a man will not have a great variety of responses, 
least of all contradictory ones. The propagandist's work müt be 
different in this case: a weak imitation to begin with, "^'^rpttı 
by a second argument, and esduding a plurality of lesponara 
when be speaks to a cultured milieu; but a violent ladtatioo, 
without secondary argumentation, in the face of an iymil 111»I 
public-

It must be remembered, however, that culture is only one of 
the piemen hi that determioe the response The problem for the 
propagarjdist is to obtain, from among all the response* of which 
• person is capable, the one diretil > related to the political objec
tive of his propaganda. This will be the "related respmue." U . , 
the specific, expected response, in harrriony with both the pjo-
Doied aim and the Instrumental process that w** put into no-
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tion. This "related" response can never be tained automatically 
If one world on • free public opinion: too many factor* are put 
Into tnot-oa to make it possible 10 predict the results. The situ* 
tton It different If there has been pre-propaganda. But aside 
From that COM. propaganda can fail when the power of the stimu
lus is too weakp If the -stimulus runt counter to existing opinions, 
or if the power of other responses is stronger than that of tin 
destred one. The choice of the stimulus. Its reach, its powtr. 
with relation to the propagandas sociological and psychological 
milieu, are the propagandist's work that will make certain re-
sporL-es more Or Less likely. 

On the other bandt the propagandist can facilitate the response, 
either by auxiliary responses, or by developing prior response, 
called * pre-active responses* by Doob. An auxiliary response u 
ooe evoked with certainty by viewing or hearing something, It 
may pot relate direcdy to the pursued aim, but will facilitate the 
hoped-for response. All advert ing Is based on such auxiliary 
responses. A well-done ad evokes a favorable over-all response, 
makes one stop in his tracks to examine i t , there It an esthetic 
response thai may be followed by the desired response. Those i n 
auxiliary responses to the one hoped for: the purchase of the 
advertised product 

Similarly, the presentation of certain merchandise by a pretty 
young girl provokes an esthetic or erode response, or one of 
Hibernation or identification—auxiliary responses to the main 
decision expected from the viewer. There is no direct connection 
between the auxiliary response and the "related" response- The 
latter does not necessarily follow the former, which merely 
facilitates it . The Auxiliary response may arouse attention, create 
a favorable climate* erase some other unfavorable feeling, in
crease the force of a subsequent stimulus, but it will not lead 
directly to acceptance or to action. It may, however make the 
individual more receptive to an unexpected response from the 
propagandist 

The propagandist must look for other means to induce action 
In i certain tenseh one can say that "propaganda is a fnrni of 
communication demanding the learning of new responses. These 
responses cannot be learned1 except after the perception of a 
propaganda stimulus, and after the evocation of individualized 
responses related to the objective of propaganda" (Doob)- Ifl 

ippsndfa f j o i 
j i c i the desired response can take place only after a spontaneous 
TSpoottt Learned responses are attitudes and predispose peopl* 
to certain actions. Learned responses that become integrated in 

i the sum total of an Individuals responses must be taken Into 
iccount I f these responses were learned through propaganda, 
they may be called* as by Doob, "pre-action responses*; this 
Indicates their proximity to, and their distance from, action. 
Propaganda can, in fact, modify opinions and obtain responses 
that will remain without external manifestation for a certain 
period of time. That is the passive participation discussed earlier. 

A man (nay be in agreement with the propagandist and yet not 
set as the propagandist would have h i m i n certain cases, the 
propagandist wi l l be satisfied with such agreement without 
external manifestation: the paralysis provoked by a propaganda 
ui terror completely achieves the alms of the propagandist But 
most often—for example, In connection with election propaganda 
—the individual must be led from this "pre-action" response to 
action. 

The propagandist wflX therefore, by to give to this pre-actin 
response the greatest possible power of involvement- The indi 
ridual who learns a certain response and becomes capable of i t 
feels, as a result of this response, the need to go past i t to pass 
ffver to action, which then appears as a consequence of the "pre-
actkoT response established by propaganda- Such a response wi l l 
have power if It represents a centra] drive in the personality. 
It will be stronger if it is more recent and if reinforced by auxiliary 

AD this allows us to understand the response sought by the 
propagandist But this response Is n e w certain whether a vut* 
or allegiance to a party is concerned. To the extent that such 
response, even if learned, even If supported by all auxiliary r » 
(pomes, even if based on every possible calculation* must be the 
result of a determined, specific propaganda campaign, it remains 
unforeseeable. I t is all the more JO if the propagandist addre^es 
himself to specific persona (trying to anticipate how a particular 
person will react to a particular propaganda ) p and if a definita 
act is to be obtained- Only after a campaign can it be seen whether 

response was favorable or not But such a situation I * un
acceptable to the propagandist Because be is a technician, he 
oonot simply accept this uncertainty, which a sociologist would 
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be satisfied to have emphasized. The propagandist seeks mare 
certain and automatic responses. 

TO begin with, he will give tip anticipating how the *ruiitidW 
will react Me will think of the group and be satisfied with a gq. 
erally favorable result—for example, with So percent o f the zt-
sponsei obtained. On the other hand, he will A l i o make less uf 
an effort to elicit a specific response toward a localised action 
than to obtain a general attitude that, in turn, will create locaJ 
response*. 

Therefore, the propagandists effort will aim at the eLixninitin 
of individualizing factors- The expected response miut be lew 
and leis conditioned by natural elements (milieu, education, and 
so On) and more and more by the ^pre-education" provided in 
depth by propaganda. At the moment when the attitudes learned 
by propaganda begin to prevail over The "natural" attitudes that 
are man's second nature, they become collective, and the prop 
gandist who has taught them can then calculate more eastk 
what a given stimulus will elicit from them-

APPENDIX 

DO 

MAO TSE-TUNG'S 
PROPAGANDA 1 

Mao rigorously applied the principles of Leninist propaganda 
adapting them to his own circumstance* He did no more 
than that, but he did it with remarkable precision and perfect 
comprehension of the given facts From the point of vkw of 
propaganda, the iituation had three essential aspects: the com-
pi*** absence of mass media (no newspapers and practically no 
posters), the vast number of people to be reached, and the revolu
tionary character of the war he led Because of that lituabon, 
the two principles of his propaganda had to be education and 
organization-

By "education* is not meant here merely intellectual instruc
tion or the promulgation of information. Information—directed 
and manipulated, moreover, on the Leninist pattern—was, to-

•On U I C J p f u p i j u d i n H t Mao Ï**- ' J Sf4«£«»d Work* \ ™ T « * I L I N -
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gether with instruction, incorporated Into an education whose aim 
was lo modify the whole human being by giving him a totally new 
view of t i l t world am! awakening in him a range of feelings reac
tions, thoughts, and attitudes entirely different from those to 
which • • was accustomed.* 

By "organization" is meant that every individual must be put 
into a network comprising many organizations that surround him 
On all sides and control him on all Levels. But die aim is not to 
stifle the individual through organization it is to make him an 
active pitmbtr of that organization-

These principles underwent modifications according to change 
Ing circumsninccs. Obviously, the period ol war must be dis
tinguished from die period of consolidation. 

J . Tlie War.- From 1926 to 1949 

Education 
In conquered and more Or less controlled territories, the task 

was to spread the principal revolutionary theses of Manlsro 
via slogans, through explanations of the Three Principles of the 
People." and by meetings at which the weilthy and the exploiters 
were to be denounced. Political education was aimed less at 
agitation and rebellion and mure at slow end deep Infusion of 
certain economic notions bused on the widespread desire for land 
distribution. Meetings, marches, banners, and posters were used 
for the disseminition of these slogans. Explanations always took 
place in naturally structured groups, such as the Peasant Union. 
Political education clearly was pushed much harder in the principal 
propaganda organization: the army. With the help of a permanent 
Manist education, an attempt was made to raise the political 
level of party and army members. This was accompanied by the 
struggle against putschism, individualism, egabtarianisTn. and so 
on. 

Trie object was, therefore, not so much immediate rebellion as 
'political mobilization." in the course of which propaganda had 

•AJUvugh M-n alwayi ( I ^ T fir* plwe to education, propaganda In the Ent pF*lod 
received equally intra** JiHerilnm. Thr .ti * U tu elicit hatred-, to (pUT natunlw 
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to set into morion the masses, who would tliemseloes realize the 
catchwords and promises of propaganda. This may well be an 
original idea conceived by Mao: he who formulates a slogan not 
being the one to fulfill the promise it contains- The slogan will 
mobilize the people, who will then have to do the work to attain 
the objective contained in the formula that excited mem in the 
first place. In non-controlled territories, th i i type of work wan 
much less intense. On the One hand, attempts were made to reach 
enemy troops through prisoners. Captured enemy soldiers were 
objected to intensive propaganda, new political formation, com
plete transformation of their view of the world (this process 
later became brain washing), then they were released. This libera
tion was in itself a propaganda act designed to show the Com
munist's generosity toward their opponents, but beyond that, the 
released soldiers were meant to eihibit their new attitudes in the 
midst of the old army. 

On the other hand, the revolutionary struggle led Mao tempo
rarily to occupy zones that were later abandoned—and frequendy 
—with much infiltration and a great How of people back and 
forth. Here the purpose was to leave an ideologically formed popo-
lation behind when the revolutionary army had to withdraw, 
In the face of an enemy widiout any ideological weapon, this 
permitted Mao little by little to contaminate the enemy army 
when it occupied these territories. To be sure, these zones could 
not be left too long without propaganda; infiltration and partial 
occupation had to take place to renew and strengthen 'political 
education" At that stage, political education consisted in taking 
the prevailing misery, the widespread oppression, and the spon
taneous reactions against it as points of departure for providing 
coherent explanations, for designating enemies who could serve 
to catalyze existing hatreds, for sketching out the myth of libera
tion, and for showing the means of that liberation f cooperation 
of the people and adherence to Communism), with all these 
elements united into a solid whole. 

Organization 

The propagandized people had to U inserted into a system. 
During the period of battle, Maos organization contained three 
elements. First, "Peasant Unions" designed to organize the 
peasants of a region, to teseminate slogans, and to explain them 
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in discusnon gruupt Thor . with their very Lvgt member
ship and Unix—at first gluiice—very liberal orientation, were 
under the official direction of the Party Mao could M Y with 
justification: "Would II have been possible, even if we had let 
up teds of thuusands of schouL fur political education, tu educate 
all the men and women even in the remotest village* in so short 
a time?1' These Peasant Unions were neither combat nor action 
organization*, but large groupings to serve the purposes of psycho
logical organization and polarization-

The second element was the famous parallel hierarchy. Side by 
side with (he official adminKtrulion he administration of 
the enemy government In tlie battle areas f J u clandestine, revolu
t i o n * ^ and • •• • - I i le •-11 n i - i i . • r • 1 1 — w a s being built. This ad-
minstration had its own finance*, its own police—and very precise 
propaganda functions. The point was, Mao saidh "to mobilize the 
masses bv reporting to organization work-" 

Actually, this administration transformed general ideas and 
new views. acquired •• • a m u l t ol pubf I C H I education. Into action 
raboosh lupplin. wa(esF and so m Social and economic trans 
fonnatkn hid to take place un the inside and secretly until It 
could be superimposed on prior organization, and the participa
te - i i of the individuals oil all f-b w u needed to strengthen the 
conviction that this transformation was not imposed from outbid* 
and above. T h e methods of mobilizing the masses must not be 
bureaucratic," Mao said. The parallel hierarchy was called upoo 
to "make propaganda in every instance* in order to create ii sense 
of participation In the common WOlfe, with Mao knowing full 
well that as soon iui this feeling of participation was acquired, all 
action would provide its own justification and would involve the 
individuals more deeply. Mao often insisted that the creation of 
the parallel hierarchy could serve no purpose without this propa
ganda designed to lead people to act "spontaneously." 

Finally, the third propaganda organization was the army. The 
Chinese Red Army is an armed organization fulfilling the political 
tasks of the revolution . . , It ha* important t u b to fulfill 
propaganda among the masses, organization of the mitten and i 
on i . . The Red Army dors not make war for war's sake: tha 
war i t d wtf for propaganda in the midst Of tfht mass*!.* Th* 
first task was to shape the soldiers of thai Red Army, to teach 
them why they had to fight, and then to turn them into props-

Appndix (307 
gandifti and camen of these ideas Tbey had tu b\e tvmbıotı-
t* l ly with the dvüiini in order tu conquer the proplr keulugi 
Lilly fend progressively auinUlatr thnu 

Such propaganda methods are subtle and • |V% 
cover Ilıt wliole gamut from tenor to tüdu/truıah İroni parada 
to Involvement in action- But it can take place ouk m the case 
of 1 strictly popular army. This emerges from the famous and 
oft-rtpeated formula; T h e army must function among the people 
like a fish in water." This implies, of cour*eh that such an army 
must be recruited from thr population, eipres* l( p find 1 up port 
in it* share its interests, never act as it wuuld in a conquered 
country, serve the public—and thai Its struggle have positive 
meaning for the people If these prior eondltlotu are not fulfilled, 
no propaganda instrument can be made out of the army (this ac
counts fur the failure of the attempt to adopt Maui methods in 
Algeria j . The fled Army is a propaganda apptHtut became it k 
formed on the basis of ideolog} and became its pretrucr mobüızeı 
ihe people they have no choice but In participate ajtd to become 
involved. 

2. Since ¡94» 

After victory, the propaganda principles remained unchangod. 
but were applied differently. On February 37, 1^57. In Ins report to 
die Supreme Conference of the Statep Mao said; "One cannot 
force a people to renounce idealism or force a people to believe 
in Maoism. To settle ideological problems, one must act through 
the democratic methods of discussion, criticism, persuasion, and 
appropriate education " But we must remember the—incident
ally quite remarkable—method of the "Hundred Flcwert" As 
in Kali Germany in 15^3»' there was a period of apparent 
liberalism when expressions of all son of crttkUtn, deviabooism, 
tdetliiQc and religious inclinations and to rm. were tolerated, 
tythoriied, even encouraged. Tben. after all opponents had 
ipoien. the wive of repression hit them amat fad sentence*, 
and. above a l l political re-education took place The purpo*e of 
the ^Hundred Flowers Campaign" was to make opponent* come 

4 A UlxftltutUic, ol drt n g L - M i p r w i *t the rad of I B M W U dtttfUrJ to » t » 
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out LCL the open to they could be arrested and eliminated The 
lubscquent "rectification" campaign could noth in Mao's wordi, be 
"gentle u a breeze or a tumrner rain ior the enemies ol the 
people.* 

Even a propaganda centered on education cannot do without 
terror- In order to arTivo at full compliance with propaganda, the 
7 percent "incorrigible" individualists mult be eliminated The 
objective of Mao's propaganda is a double one: to integrate 
individuals into the new body politic as deeply as possible* and. 
at the same time, to detach them from the old groups, tuch as the 
family or traditional village organizations These groups must be 
disintegrated, always through action from within* For this there 
must be maximum conformity on the pari of the individual 4 

According to men like B Cuillain and Tibor Mende. this enter
prise was succesiful Mende has written: "Rendered perfectly 
malleable by ten vean of pounding, the prototypes, mass-pro¬
duced by the party, are now replacing lite categories imposed 
earlier by Confucian scholar*," On the other handh the task 
is to make the individual work beyond his strength for eco
nomic development. All Ethese leaps forward" rest exclusively 
On prop.iganda. Propaganda may take the form of eicJtation, mass 
demonstrations (China must overtake the United States, and 
hatred fnr capitalists is arotsedj. or emulation d Lt Fiatiht*-*. but 
It is mainly in the form of education and persuasion in the 
economic domain. When orientations change, methods changr 
a, well 

Education 
There have been three innovations. 
i . The traditional processes of propaganda are on the increase 

everybody is being taught to readh newspapers and brochures an 
placed at everyone's disposal, and so on. At the same tune, child 
aducation is completely integrated into propaganda: from the 
nursery onh little cluldren ore conditioned so as to make their 
pubconscioui receptive to the verities of Socialism- This taker 
p l a n on all levels of instruction. 

a The expansion of the discussion system. In his 1957 report 
Mao sl id; *"We have developed In 1949 the slogan T u t / 

*7TkIfl is- v U Edftjl»ffiral and local- M » could iJ uy 4*1 "act tQ b m * i 
• 1 - • H t • - : . . polAt <J view la like hivlsH uo nduL" 
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placed in l l * mold evoy year . . . I hav» g o « through a remold
ing oi my own thoughts . .and I must continue * 

Thar it. QB the one hand, a mold of the perfect Socialist 
man which appears as the absolute ideal There is, on the other 
hand, M method 10 press people again and again Into this mold, 
to give them this shape conforming to the ideal. This is no Longer 
tbe spontaneous formation of the new mm a* a result oi changes 
in the social structure, as with Karl Marx. Nur b it the voluntary 
formation of a new man who must be built, but whose eventual 
entity is not known, as ondei Lenin. For Mao, the idea of the 
moid implies the idea of a recognizable Ideal piototype to which 
every man must be tailored. This interpretation by Mao is con
firmed by hi* concern for laying down criteria of action, dogma
tic dehnJtioci* as to what a man shu*üd br r and, among (-then, 
bis ılı criteria of Good "Acts can be judged good by these Hi 
criteria ı if they sene to unite the people rather than divide them, 
if they are favorable to the building of Socialism, if they con
solidate the people's democratic dictatorship, If they consolidate 
democratic centralism, if they reinforce the direction of the 
Communist party, if they are favorable to international Socialist 
solidarity" These criteria of Cood reflect Mao'* concern with 
furnishing simple means of judgment fur Socialists and clearly 
defining what kind of man is to be shaped by the mold. Party 
members must also go through the mold. But this assumes that 
there is a man or a group making the diagnosis, and placing 
people in the mold, in any event, it is above all a psychological 
and ideological operation. But tbe aim i i perfect conformity of the 
individual to the Marxist doctrine and the new structure of so
ciety. And the adaptation will be slow, progressive, and sys
tematic as a result of successive remolding!. 

Encirclement 
I have already covered this important point in my discussion of 

horizontal propaganda Let ui only remember that the army no 
longer has a favored role as a propaganda instrument. 

( 3 " 

3. Brainurtdtmf 

This term has become famous, though it it onlv a secoodary 
aspect of Chinese prupaganda To be sure, brtmwashing has 
nothing to do with the type of magic described in L'Ejpraw, is 
1957, under that title. The aim of brainwashing Is to retrieve 
enemies and transform rather than eUminate them—either to 
make them exponent* of Marxism and then send them back 
home, or to turn them into edifying example*. The process, tu 
tbe extent that it can be recognised, has three principal aspects: 

J. Tbe individual is cut off from everything from hi) fonneT 
social milieu, from uews and iniormattoL This can be done 
only if he is placed in a prison cell or a camp. The individual is 
totally uprooted The absence of newt places this man, who has 
been used to receiving irtformation. in a vacuum, which is bard 
to endure after a certain time. Complementary methods are 
added to this: a certain privation uf food and sleep to weaken 
his psychological resistance, to make him more susceptible to 
Influences (though there is no intention of exhausting him), 
frequent isolation and solitude, winch cause a certain anxiety, 
increased by the uncertainty of his fate arid the lack of a definite 
sentence or punishment; also frequently i n c a r c e r a t l o D Ln win-
dowless cells with only electric light, with irregular hours for 
rreals, sleep, interrogation!, and so on, in order to destroy ev«D 
kii sense of time. The principal aim of these psychologic*! 
methods Is to destroy a man's habitual patterns, space, hours, 
milieu, and so on. A man must be deprived of his accustomed 
lupports Finally, this man lives in a situation of inferiority and 
humiliation, aimed not at destroying him but at reconstructing 

a A man placed in the above circumstances is subjected to a 
bombardment of slogans by radio oi by fejWprisoneri, who 
rhcugh prisoners themselves, showei him with reproaches and 
* g j because they already are on the road to their own re-

« i S ^ - C - M W , N > * Y ö l t : world K^tfLLg tSSilSt, 
T ^ C ™ « « f i l l A Er*n£j*EL. 
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construction. Tliere is an endless repetition of formulas* explana
tions, and simple stimuli. Of course in the beginning all thii 
merely evokes the subject's scorn and disbelief. After some time, 
however, erosion takes place; whether the subject likes it or not, 
he ends up l o w i n g by heart certain formulas of the catechism 
repeated to him a thousand times; he ends up inhabited by 
these slogans, which still cany no conviction] he docs not yield 
to some advertising slogan, for example* just because he knows 
It. But it must not be forgotten that the prisoner hear̂  nothing 
else, and that the incessant repetition of these slogans also 
prevents any personal reflection or meditation- The noise of the 
slogan is present all the time. The result is an involuntary pene
tration and a certain intellectual weakening, added to the im
possibility o i leading a private intellectual life. 

3. The third element of brainwashing, closely tied to the two 
others, is group discussion according to the ^democratic method." 
Obviously, the leader must be an agile man, intellectually supe
rior, able to answer all questions and objections. But deafly 
the aim of such discussions is not that of free groups. Tbe first 
objective will be to create an ambiguity in the mind of the 
prisoner with regard to his ideas and convictions, an uncertainty, 
a doubt (After allh could this be true?) on questions of fact— 
for example, on inforrnation that the leader (the only source of 
inloimaTion) will provide, and at the same time a feeling of guilt 
based on ideas of morality in the individual himself. (1 belonged 
to a group, a class, a people that has done much harm, great 
wrongs to humanity. This kind of thinking will attach itself 
quite easily to a Christian conscience, for example.) The creation 
of a guilt feeling obviously leads to the desire to get rid of i i r 

to cleanse, purify, and redeem oneself 

When it appears that ambiguity of conviction and guilt feelings 
are well established in the group, a new stage can be reached: 
erplanations. These explanations are furnished on two levels. One 
set deals with tbe personal situation of the prisoner* his guilt 
his humiliation, his imprisonment: he is showo the legitimacy 
of all that, its logic, its validity, so as to eliminate his resentment 
toward his jailer. The jailer, on the other hand, reveals his good
will and his good intentions toward the prisoner. The other •<* 
of explanations ccnccras the general problems of the world and the 
political situation. History and the universe are depicted with 

Appe ndix ( 3 1 3 
the help of very clever dialectics. An entire WeU^schauung i* 
unfolded progressivelyh not dogmatically and with great speeches, 
but adjusted hit by hit to the personal experience of the prisoner, 
and with individual explanations given him. Gradually, his tradi
tional—Christian, bourgeois, liberal, or feudal—view of the 
universe is removed and replaced by a different view. At the same 
time, the slogans previously learned by heart now fall into 
place. From then on, elementary formulas, repeated a thousand 
times, are alternated with explanatory discussions in depth un
ceasingly. Then there is a final stage: "The Road to Redemption-^ 
Once entered into the new Weltanschauung^ and even more con
vinced of his guilt, "the individual is eager to deliver himself, to 
purify himself" He then accepts the rules of belonging, and the 
actions proposed to him. He thus justifies himself both in his own 
eye* and in the eyes of others. 

This is approximately the technique of brainwashing- I t must 
he noted that because it is slow and uses complex methods and 
highly qualified personnel, it can be practiced Only On a very 
small number of individuals, who are hand-picked and special 
persons. Moreover, its effects are not very durable except when 
the prisoner, once liberated, enters a society with the same 
Weltanschauung as the one imposed on him. I f be does not, what 
was built up will eventually wear off. In any case, this technique 
Is only of incidental importance in Mao's system-' 

* This type of brainwashing W M practiced in the Algerian internment camps after 
MBT. I D JapuMy 1958 an officii] notice dealing with the French Psychological 
Action, was published in the campia simply confirming what we have f%td e i r i W 
Somt detail* deserve to be remeinhefedi 

£•)] The ctihlBcttfep of Indtaduib into "inoorrigable." - « f t , " ^ M t f l m b W * 
( b } The nation that according: to thfc ChinsK, braiDwuhmff took betwaen s l i 

months Add two J*ais r depending on the level of the prisoner. But In Algeria, L*H 
time Wtt needed (which undoubtedly accounted for the French failmTeri}. 

(c) The division Into thr™ stages: {1) dbintegmlon of the- individual, ( i ) 
•Creation of a collective conscience, plui reindofmriiianum, {$) peU-entKitm and fuU 
enqireirftnt In the new line. 

I d ) The cication of collective: aebMificiplkie, wfth uactkmi applied by tk« 
inmates themsdvei. 

fe) The system ol Kmi-weetfy "waves1*? wivea of discipline, « S V H of gaiety, 
wive* of *Otk* atudy. and » en. Tbjt created a cnllectto H a t 

( 0 The mechanism of l i terat im: + Tbe people have the right to pvdon atimV 
nali": the collectivity o i the camp in a general meeting, with diKuaiim, crinkzum. 

selfnmitiriiTn on the pan of tho» to be liberated who had become m m b e n of 
the New French Algeria. 

All this h i e d almost tmttreV became there: F B I ne realJy unable [denlngy, aod 
particularly becauae thou were no tuffid.cntly well - j ; Cadre*. 

http://tuffid.cn
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